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Neuroplasticity is a feature of the nervous system that allows organisms to adapt to changing 
environments. Understanding how individual cells in a neural network adjust and integrate their 
changes to alter circuit function is an important step in elucidating how systems in the brain 
functionally adapt to a changing sensory world. The olfactory bulb (OB) is a useful model system 
for studying neuroplasticity because of its stereotyped anatomy and the propensity of many of 
its components to adjust their properties in an activity-dependent manner. Additionally, 
inducing changes in OB activity levels can be achieved reliably with straightforward sensory 
manipulations. In this thesis, we use the OB to explore mechanisms of activity-dependent 
neuroplasticity on a cellular basis and observe how these adjustments influence the processing 
output of the network.  
External tufted cells (ETCs) are excitatory interneurons found in the glomerular layer of the OB 
and are central to glomerular processing. Olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) form monosynaptic 
contacts to ETCs, which drive the glomerular inhibitory circuitry. ETCs further provide a major 
source of feed-forward excitation to the glomerular output cells, the mitral and tufted cells 
(M/TCs). Despite their central role in glomerular processing, our knowledge of ETC activity-
dependent plasticity is limited. In light of this, we investigated whether sensory experience alters 
ETC functional and morphological properties and, if so, whether the effects of any adjustments 
have any effect on glomerular output. We used 24 hours naris occlusion in mice to decrease OB 
activity.  Whole-cell recordings in acute OB slices from control and occluded mice revealed that 
ETC intrinsic functional characteristics did not change after 24 h occlusion. This was mirrored by 
a lack of change in their gross morphological features. 
When input of sufficient strength reaches glomeruli, ETCs and M/TCs are triggered to fire and 
release glutamate synchronously from their dendrites. This results in the generation of all-or-
nothing glutamatergic long-lasting depolarising currents (LLCs), which are crucial for maintaining 
synchrony in the excitatory glomerular network, and are involved in shaping stimulus-evoked 
firing output of both ETCs and M/TCs. After short-term sensory deprivation, both ETCs and 
M/TCs portrayed larger LLCs under certain recording conditions. We demonstrate that OSN 
release probability does not change with occlusion, and thus likely does not contribute to the 
LLC phenotype. We also found that auto-evoked glutamatergic excitation in ETCs is not 
increased after 24 h sensory deprivation. These findings suggest that the locus of the LLC change 
is elsewhere in the network, potentially in mechanisms that enhance glutamate sensing or 
release at ETCs and/or M/TCs, and/or in adjustments in the local inhibitory circuitry. To explore 
whether the synaptic changes we observed with occlusion influence glomerular output, we 
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measured input-output responses by stimulating OSN axons and recording spike responses in 
ETCs and M/TCs. These experiments revealed that ETCs subtly increase their firing during a 
stimulus train under occluded conditions when inhibitory signalling is present, whereas M/TCs 
retain their response profiles both with and without the contribution of inhibitory signalling. 
Therefore, these properties seem to arise from an intricate interplay of local excitation and 
inhibition.  
Our findings reveal that, surprisingly, the intrinsic properties of ETCs remain remarkably stable 
in response to short-term sensory deprivation despite their central role in glomerular 
processing. Additionally, we found that glomerular synaptic excitatory drive is enhanced with 
occlusion, although the mechanisms and implications of this change remain to be explored. This 
form of activity-dependent plasticity might control the gain of information flow through the 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
Neuronal plasticity occurs when neurons change their properties in response to changes in input 
information (Lamprecht and Ledoux, 2004). This phenomenon is critical to allow organisms with 
nervous systems to adapt to an ever-changing environment. Furthermore, neuroplasticity is vital 
during development of the brain, in learning and retention of memories, as well as in 
overcoming brain damage (Zhang and Linden, 2003). How individual neurons are able to respond 
to changes in incoming information is becoming increasingly well understood. Findings show 
that there can be a complex interplay between neurons changing their intrinsic excitability, 
synaptic properties, and even the structural arrangements of their components (Alkon, 1984; 
Brons and Woody, 1980; Ganguly et al., 2000; Grubb and Burrone, 2010; Chand et al., 2015). 
Now, more attention is being given to how these individual neuron-level changes can integrate 
at the network level. This will enable more in-depth understanding of how different networks 
function, as well as how whole-network adaptation occurs. This understanding may provide 
answers to topics such as how to re-generate a damaged circuit. In recent years, the rodent 
olfactory bulb (OB) has proven to be a valuable model network for studying plasticity. Many 
different cell populations occupying the OB are genetically tractable and the circuitry and 
individual odour processing steps are reasonably well known. Furthermore, manipulating 
activity levels in the OB circuitry can be reliably achieved with relatively simple sensory 
manipulations. Using these tools it has been found that many OB cell types have the capacity to 
undergo plastic changes (e.g. Chand et al., 2015; Cummings et al., 2014; Kosaka et al., 1987; for 
review see Wilson et al., 2004). Therefore, the OB has become an appropriate model system for 
deciphering how sensory information is computed by neural circuits, and how this 
computational prowess adjusts in response to changes in the environment.  
1.1. The olfactory bulb 
1.1.1. Odour input 
Pre-neuronal determinants of olfactory processing  
The OB is the first neural processing centre of olfactory information in the vertebrate brain. The 
processing of odour information starts in the nasal epithelium. Olfactory information is received 
and transduced by the olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) that project their sensory cilia out of 
the olfactory epithelium into the nasal lumen to act as receptacles for odour molecules (Lowe, 
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2013). The nasal epithelium lies on top of anatomically distinct complex tissue folds, called 
turbinates, that form branched extensions of the ethmoid bone.  
Multiple factors determine how odour molecules reach OSN cilia in this epithelial structure. In 
rodents, air flows through these channels during inspiration in a distinct pattern that maintains 
smooth parallel-layered airflow, i.e. laminar flow, as opposed to the less complex nasal passages 
in primates, where airflow is turbulent (Schoenfeld and Cleland, 2005). The nasal epithelium is 
lined with aqueous mucus in the terrestrial vertebrate nose. This serves to act as a selective 
barrier that absorbs inhaled vapours differently according to the sorptive properties of odour 
molecules. This means that distinct odour molecules migrate differently through the nose, 
where highly sorptive low-volatility hydrophilic molecules are retained more compared to less 
sorptive, high-volatility hydrophobic molecules (Schoenfeld and Cleland, 2005). This variability 
in odorant molecule migration is further impacted by fluctuations in inhalation dynamics, such 
as variations in flow rate, duration, and cycling. For example, the sorption of an odour molecule 
is reduced by higher air flow rates, whereas migration is enhanced under these circumstances 
(Mozell et al., 1991; Kent et al., 1996).  Air flow variability arises due to several factors. First, 
rodents exhibit differential structures of medial and lateral nasal recesses though which air flow 
is pushed through at different rates (Kimbell et al., 1997). Additionally, one nostril gains higher 
air flow than the other, and the “dominant” nostril is switched every few hours. This difference 
in patency results in each nostril being differently optimised to sense different odorants, 
meaning that they transmit slightly different olfactory information to the brain (Sobel et al., 
1999). This may be beneficial, because low- and high-sorptive odour molecules, which are best 
detected at various air-flow dynamics, can be detected by higher-order processing centres at 
the same time (by the summated activity of both nostrils) in this way (Schoenfeld and Cleland, 
2005). Finally, active sniffing during odour-evoked behaviour further introduces variability in air 
flow (Sobel et al., 2000). Therefore, the structure of the nasal cavity and the olfactory epithelium 
within it, as well as the dynamics of air flow, are heavily involved in enhancing the differential 
migration of odorants according to their sorptiveness.  
Olfactory transduction 
Once odorants reach the OSNs, they bind to G-protein coupled olfactory receptors (ORs), which 
are located on the OSN cilia. Binding of an odorant to an OR results in G-protein activation, which 
activates adenylate cyclase that functions to increase intracellular cyclic AMP (c-AMP). Increased 
c-AMP results in the opening of ion channels that permit Na+ and Ca2+ entry into the OSN, causing 
a depolarisation of the membrane. This depolarisation results in the generation of action 
potentials that are transmitted to the OB. Therefore, the OR-induced depolarisation and 
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subsequent action potential generation at the OSN is the initial step in which olfactory 
information is transduced (Nakamura and Gold, 1987). ORs are encoded by ~ 1000 genes in the 
mouse (Buck and Axel, 1991) and each mature OSN expresses only one of these genes, resulting 
in the expression of one OR-type and thus tuning the OSN to specific odour molecule families 
(Buck, 2004; Ibarra-Soria et al., 2014; Ressler et al., 1993).   
Organisation of OSN input to the OB 
Although each OSN only expresses one OR, individual ORs can bind multiple odorants, enabling 
distinct OSN types to detect multiple odorants (Malnic et al., 1999). OSNs are segregated into 
four broad zones along the mammalian nasal epithelium within which OSNs expressing 
particular ORs are seemingly randomly distributed (Vassar et al., 1994). However, there is 
considerable order in the way they send information to the brain. OSN axons coalesce in the 
olfactory epithelium, before projecting through the cribriform plate into the olfactory nerve 
layer (ONL) of the OB (Wilson and Mainen, 2006). From the ONL, OSNs project their axon 
terminals into the first processing structures of the OB - the glomeruli. These are neuropil filled 
“sacks” that contain a rich array of dendrites from cells within the OB and are surrounded by 
glial cells. Here, OSN axon terminals form axo-dendritic connections with postsynaptic targets, 
that then begin further odour processing (Lowe, 2013). Mammals have around 1000-3000 
glomeruli, which approximates with the number of OR genes (Royet et al., 1987). From this 
observation stemmed the idea that OSNs must project their axons to spatially defined glomeruli. 
Indeed, early optical imaging and electrophysiological studies found that different odours 
activate different sets of glomeruli (Imamura et al., 1992; Kauer et al., 1987). Labelling OR mRNA 
in OSN terminals further demonstrated that specific OSNs project their axons to one, or a few, 
glomeruli that are bilaterally symmetric (Vassar et al., 1994). Furthermore, glomerular targeting 
is highly specified depending on which OR is expressed on which OSNs. Upon fluorescently 
labelling a specific OR type, the resulting fluorescently labelled OSNs associated with that OR 
projected to topographically fixed glomeruli in the mouse OB. Switching this fluorescently 
labelled OR for another resulted in an altered OSN projection pattern, where these axons now 
projected to a different set of glomeruli (Mombaerts et al., 1996).  
Therefore, although the organisation of OSNs in the nasal epithelium appears somewhat 
chaotic, their axonal targets are distinctly specified which ensures individual glomeruli are 
activated by a distinct range of odour molecules, allowing them to respond to a set of odorants. 




1.1.2. OB structure  
Once OSNs release glutamate from their axon terminals (Ennis et al., 1996), the signal is further 
processed by multiple OB subnetworks comprised of distinct excitatory and inhibitory cell types.  
Within the OB, histological studies using Golgi and Nissl staining, together with electron 
microscopy, have identified several morphologically distinct neuronal types that segregate into 
several layers of the OB (Pinching and Powell, 1971a,b; Price and Powell, 1970a,b). These 
observations further identified three initial groups of distinct neurons found in the OB; the 
juxtaglomerular cells (JGCs) surrounding glomeruli in the glomerular layer (GL), the principal 
mitral (MCs) and tufted cells (TCs; together M/TCs) forming the mitral cell layer (MCL) in deeper 
areas of the OB, and the granule cells (GCs), located at the heart of the OB and forming the 
largest layer, the granule cell layer (GCL). The JGCs were then divided into a further three 
subgroups based on gross morphology; the periglomerular cells (PGCs), the short axon cells 
(SACs), and the external tufted cells (ETCs) (Pinching and Powell, 1971a,b). Around 400 JGCs 
surround individual glomeruli, with the most numerous being PGCs, followed by around 40 ETCs, 
and then more sparsely SACs(around 1-2 per glomerulus, although this may be an 
underestimate; Adam and Mizrahi, 2011; Galliano et al., 2018). Each glomerulus further contains 
apical dendrites from around 70 M/TCs (Lowe, 2013).  
Therefore, the JGCs form a heterogenous group and mostly consist of interneurons that do not 
innervate locations outside the OB (Nagayama et al., 2014). There is considerable soma-sparse 
space between the GL and MCL, called the external plexiform layer (EPL), that is occupied mostly 
by lateral M/TC dendrites and GC dendrites, as well as fibres originating from ETCs (Lowe, 2013). 
The space superficial to glomeruli is occupied by OSN axons converging to their specific targets, 
as well as supporting olfactory ensheathing cells (Ramón-Cueto and Avila, 1998), and is named 
the olfactory sensory neuron layer (ONL). Thus, the OB can be stratified into several discrete 
layers, and as will be described below, discrete functions. Figure 1 displays a simplified depiction 















Figure 1. Rodent olfactory bulb (OB) structure. 
Top: odours in the environment enter the nose and reach the olfactory epithelium (OE) 
where olfactory sensory neuron (OSN) sensory cilia are located. Bottom: OSNs express 
one type of olfactory receptor that recognises distinct odours. Hence, distinct odours 
activate different groups of glomeruli. OSNs project their axons to glomeruli in the 
glomerular layer (GL). Here, odour information is processed by local interneuron circuits. 
Periglomerular cells are axon-less and provide GABA neurotransmission, with some 
sub-types co-releasing dopamine. Short axon cells also provide GABA and dopaminergic 
neurotransmission but extend axons to other glomeruli. External tufted cells (ETCs) 
receive monosynaptic inputs from OSNs and provide excitatory drive to the glomerular 
circuit. ETCs target their axons to granule cells (GCs) that are involved in processing 
odours received by the same class of OSN receptor input at isofunctional glomeruli. 
Tufted cells are located in the deep external plexiform layer (EPL) and form part of the 
principal neuron population. Mitral cells are located in the mitral cell layer (MCL) and are 
also part of the principal neuron population. Both mitral cells and tufted cells form axon 
collaterals in the internal plexiform layer (IPL) that go on to target the olfactory cortex. 
The axon-less GCs are located in the granule cell layer (GCL) and project their dendrites 



























Mitral and tufted cells 
The large glutamatergic M/TCs located in the deep EPL and MCL are the principal cells of the OB 
circuit and are central to input-output functioning of the OB. They project their smooth primary 
apical dendrites through the EPL with little branching, into single glomeruli where they 
extensively ramify their dendrites. The apical dendrite is thus well-placed to receive modulated 
odour-evoked OSN input through glomerular signalling. MCs project their lateral dendrites into 
deeper areas of the EPL, whereas TCs generally extend lateral dendrites to more superficial areas 
of the EPL (Mori et al., 1983; Orona et al., 1983). M/TCs converge their axons to form the lateral 
olfactory tract that projects to output targets located in olfactory cortex (Lowe, 2013).  
There is vast heterogeneity within these two categories of principal cells, the functional 
properties of which are still being investigated (Nagayama et al., 2014). Recent two-photon 
imaging revealed at least three types of MCs based on soma shape. Some are triangular, some 
are round, and some are fusiform (Kikuta et al., 2013). Additionally, some MCs express the 
GABAA receptor subunit α3, whereas others do not (Panzanelli et al., 2005). Furthermore, these 
cells have shown strong heterogeneity in their expression of voltage-gated K+ channels and 
hyperpolarising-current activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) channels (Angelo et al., 2012; 
Padmanabhan and Urban, 2010).  
Furthermore, there is heterogeneity in terms of axonal projection end-points. TCs mostly project 
axons to the anterior olfactory cortex, whereas MCs target axons widely throughout the entire 
olfactory cortex (Nagayama et al., 2010; Igarashi et al., 2012). It was further found, using clever 
rabies-virus dependent retrograde monotranssynaptic labelling, that individual cortical neurons 
receive M/TC axon contacts representative of several glomeruli, and different cortical areas 
represent different areas of the OB. For example, the piriform cortex appears to receive input 
from all areas of the OB, however the cortical amygdala receives projections from frontal parts 
of the OB (Miyamichi et al., 2011). Even M/TCs localised to the same glomerulus do not 
necessarily end up projecting their axons to the same cortical target (Miyamichi et al., 2011). 
Granule cells 
Most of the GCL is occupied by the somas of small GCs (Price and Powell, 1970b). These somas 
are stacked into horizontal rows where they are interspersed with MC and TC axons, as well as 
centrifugal fibres (Lowe, 2013). GCs are interneurons and are vastly numerous, consisting of 
many more cells compared to the MC and TC population. GCs are anaxonic and send spiny 
dendrites into the EPL where they form reciprocal dendrodendritic synapses with MCs and TCs 
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(Rall et al., 1966). So far, GABA has been the only identified neurotransmitter in these cells 
(Lowe, 2013).  
GCs also form a heterogenous group of cells. Based on their dendritic extensions into the EPL, 
GCs have been grouped into at least three subgroups. Type I GCs have spiny dendrites at all 
depths in the EPL, type II GCs only extend dendrites into the deeper areas of the EPL, and type 
III extend their dendrites to superficial EPL areas (Mori et al., 1983). GCs also undergo extensive 
life-long neurogenesis, with ~ 10,000 GCs born each day in the subventricular zone (SVZ). 
Nevertheless, only around half of these newly generated cells are integrated into the existing 
network, and many existing GCs undergo apoptosis on a daily basis (Yamaguchi and Mori, 2005).  
In summary, due to their position and projections, GABAergic GCs form an inhibitory feedback 
loop with M/TCs and are involved in modulating these cells (Lowe et al., 2013; see below).  
Glomerular layer interneurons 
Periglomerular cells 
The PGCs have the smallest cell somas of all JGCs and project a spiny dendrite into only one, and 
very rarely multiple, glomeruli (Parrish-Aungst et al., 2007). The PGCs are generally termed as 
such to represent a group of JGCs, however even among PGCs there is high heterogeneity that 
encompasses multiple distinct subsets of cells. These subsets can be distinguished by their 
biochemical properties. Subsets have previously been identified via the expression of different 
calcium binding proteins, calretinin and calbindin, as well as the rate-limiting enzyme in 
dopamine synthesis, tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)  (Kosaka and Kosaka, 2011). It was further 
demonstrated that most of these identified subclasses also express the GABAergic neuronal 
marker glutamate decarboxylase (GAD), either GAD65 or GAD67, establishing most PGCs as 
GABAergic interneurons (Nagayama et al., 2014). In mouse, cells expressing calbindin, calretinin 
and TH are largely non-overlapping. However, both the TH and calbindin populations 
preferentially express GAD67, whereas GABAergic calbindin expressing cells almost exclusively 
express GAD65 (Parrish-Aungst et al., 2007).  
The connectivity of PGCs further segregates these cells into different subtypes. PGCs were 
initially classified into two subgroups depending on whether they project to glomerular areas 
containing OSN terminals, type I, or areas without OSN terminals, type II (Kosaka et al., 1987). 
Thus, it was considered that type I PGCs likely receive direct OSN input, whereas type II likely do 
not. Type I PGCs incorporate cells expressing both GAD and TH, whereas type II have been shown 
to contain GAD-, calbindin+, and calretinin+ PGCs (Kosaka and Kosaka, 2007). Particular interest 
was shown toward the TH-expressing PGCs as these were shown to co-release both GABA and 
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dopamine (Borisovska et al., 2013), as well as undergo life-long neurogenesis (Bonzano et al., 
2014). Recent findings however, have shown that TH-expressing PGCs may further be subdivided 
into different populations based on morphological and functional properties. Recent evidence 
demonstrated that only the small anaxonic TH-expressing PGCs are postnatally generated 
(Galliano et al., 2018), and indeed it has been known for some time that there are likely two 
populations of JGCs that are dopaminergic based on soma size (Pignatelli et al., 2005). The small 
dopaminergic cells are likely “true” PGCs since they ramify into a single glomerulus, whereas the 
large subtype is likely a type of SAC (see below) due to their interglomerular dendritic and axonal 
ramification (Kiyokage et al., 2010). Collectively, dopaminergic JGCs of both types will be 
referred to as GABA/dopaminergic JGCs in this thesis.  
Therefore, PGCs form a group of highly variable, mostly GABAergic, set of cells that are generally 
associated with one glomerulus. Due to their location and connectivity, they are anatomically 
well-placed to modulate initial odour-evoked input by providing inhibitory drive. The “true” 
PGCs, i.e. those associated with just one glomerulus, are especially anatomically well-placed to 
exhibit very local, intraglomerular modulation of input.  
Short-axon cells 
Despite their name, SACs actually possess relatively long axons that ramify across large areas of 
the GL. Original Golgi staining did not provide the penetration required to observe these long 
axons and thus arose the somewhat counter-intuitive nomenclature of these cells (Lowe, 2013). 
SACs also comprise a heterogenous population of cells based on their soma location, with some 
located close to the glomeruli, and some fairly deep in the OB (Kosaka and Kosaka, 2011).  SACs 
have slightly larger soma sizes compared to PGCs and project their broad dendritic arbours to 
several glomeruli. Despite these projection targets, SACs do not seem to receive monosynaptic 
input from OSNs (Kiyokage et al., 2010). Indeed, it has recently been proposed that “true” SACs 
(mostly) do not directly project their dendrites into glomeruli at all, but rather, send these to 
targets between glomeruli (Kosaka and Kosaka, 2011).  
Based on their polyglomerular morphology (Galliano et al., 2018; Kiyokage et al., 2010; Pinching 
and Powell, 1971a,b), as well as long-range functional data on interglomerular inhibition (Aungst 
et al., 2003; Whitesell et al., 2013), SACs appear to project their axons to several glomeruli, 
though the extent of this targeting is yet to be determined . SACs express the 67 isoform of GAD, 
as well as TH (Kosaka and Kosaka, 2011), and have been shown to release both GABA and 
dopamine (Liu et al., 2013). Due to these properties, SACs are largely thought to form part of 
the interglomerular inhibitory processing machinery (Kiyokage et al., 2010), and probably form 
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the population of the larger sized GABA/dopaminergic JGCs that are generated embryonically 
around E11-12 (Galliano et al., 2018).  
External tufted cells  
The glutamatergic ETCs exhibit the largest soma sizes of the JGCs and are located in the deeper 
parts of the GL (Pinching and Powell, 1971a). ETCs, as demarcated by their name, possess a 
tufted-looking apical dendrite, which they ramify into a single, or very rarely into two, glomeruli 
(Hayar et al., 2004a). These dendrites are mostly smooth, with only a few ETC dendrites 
containing sparely distributed spines (Hayar et al., 2004b). Most importantly, OSNs form 
extensive connections with ETCs, allowing ETCs to receive monosynaptic afferent input (Hayar 
et al., 2004b). Additionally, the extensive ETC dendritic ramification occupies more of a 
glomerulus compared to PGCs and even M/TC dendrites (Hayar et al., 2004b). 
Dendrodendritically, ETCs target PGCs (Hayar et al., 2004b; Gire et al., 2018), 
GABA/dopaminergic SACs (Banerjee et al., 2015), and M/TCs (De Saint Jan et al., 2009), and have 
been shown to provide excitatory inputs to all of these synaptic partners.   
Targeted tracer experiments allowed for the observation that ETCs project their axons to 
isofunctional odour columns, meaning that they target mirror glomeruli innervated by OSNs 
expressing the same OR gene (Belluscio et al., 2002). These axons project into the internal 
plexiform layer (IPL), the layer formed between the MCL and the GCL, containing axon collaterals 
of MCs and TCs. Here, ETCs form synapses with GCs, which in turn project their dendrites into 
the EPL to form contacts with MCs and TCs associated with the isofunctional glomerulus 
(Lodovichi et al., 2003). 
Similar to other JGCs, ETCs comprise a diverse group of cells that show morphological and 
functional differences (Antal et al., 2006). One group is located deeper in the GL, close to the 
EPL boundary, and contains lateral dendrites (Macrides and Schneider, 1982). Another group 
has no secondary dendrites, and only a single dendritic tuft ramifying in just one glomerulus (Liu 
and Shipley, 2008). Molecularly, ETCs can further be subdivided into several groups. Most ETCs 
are glutamatergic, expressing markers for VGLUTs (Ohmomo et al., 2009; Tatti et al., 2014). It 
was however, further found that a portion of VGLUT3 expressing ETCs also express GABAergic 
markers (Tatti et al., 2014). Additionally, some ETCs have been shown to release the 
neuropeptide cholecystokinin (CCK) as a neurotransmitter, and thus express CCK (Liu and 
Shipley, 1994), with a further subtype shown to release vasopressin (Tobin et al., 2010). ETC 
populations can further be subdivided based on their expression of GABAA receptor subunits. 
Some ETCs contain the α1 subunit, others the α3 subunit, and some containing both (Panzanelli 
et al., 2005). To date, the overlap of these distinct markers has not been extensively studied. 
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However, it appears that most ETCs that project lateral dendrites also express CCK and/or 
vasopressin (Liu and Shipley, 1994; Tobin et al., 2010) and preferentially the α3 subunit of GABAA 
receptors (Panzanelli et al., 2005). Additionally, ETCs expressing VGLUT3 dendrodendritically 
appear to exclusively excite TCs, and exhibit inhibitory input only to other ETCs (Tatti et al., 
2014).  
ETCs are generated in the later stages of mouse embryogenesis (E17.5 onwards) in both intra- 
and extrabulbar regions. Most are born in the ventricular zone of the OB region from radial glia 
where they migrate radially to their target location. However, a small number are generated up 
to perinatal ages in the lateral ventricle, where they migrate through the rostral migratory 
stream (RMS) (Winpenny et al., 2011).Their axonal development appears to occur mostly in early 
postnatal ages, where projections are first detectable at P7, with axons targeting broad regions 
that are initially input-independent. Subsequent axon specificity refinement is then dependent 
on odour input during the first weeks of life (Marks et al., 2006).  
Thus, ETCs form a population of highly heterogenous, (mostly) glutamatergic JGCs that are well-
positioned for receiving direct OSN input, providing intraglomerular excitation, and also appear 
to be involved in interglomerular processing.  
The accessory olfactory bulb (AOB) 
The main OB described above is not the only first-stage odour processing structure in the 
vertebrate brain. The AOB is another important structure involved in processing cues related to 
biological function, such as social recognition and mate selection (Holy, 2018). Whereas the 
main OB detects a broad variety of odorants, the AOB detects a more specific category of 
odorants related to pheromones and other semiochemicals. The AOB is located at the posterior 
end of the OB and receives inputs from vomeronasal sensory neurons (VSNs). These project their 
microvilli into the vomeronasal organ, a mucus-filled tube located in the nasal septum (Brennan 
and Keverne, 2004). As opposed to the OSNs in the main OB, VSNs are located away from the 
nasal airflow, and thus stimulation depends on a vascular pumping mechanism, allowing VSNs 
to detect non-volatile stimuli like urine deposits and saliva (Meredith, 1994). Processes in the 
AOB are transmitted via the amygdala and the bed nucleus of the Stria terminalis to 
hypothalamic areas where signals can induce behavioural and endocrine effects (Li et al., 1990). 
Additionally, the AOB receives noradrenergic, cholinergic, and serotonergic neuromodulatory 
input, and is thus heavily involved in the modulation of an animal’s state (Holy, 2018).  
The AOB is structurally similar to the main OB, however there are some key differences that 
likely contribute to different sensory processing mechanisms here. Vomeronasal receptors (VRs) 
are not as diverse as ORs. In the mouse, only 365 VR genes have so far been identified, arising 
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from three gene families, V1R, V2R, and formyl peptide receptors (FPRs) (Holy, 2018). 
Furthermore, as opposed to the main OB, many glomeruli in the AOB receive input from distinct 
VR-related VSNs. Additionally, the enzyme inducing activation in VSNs is phospholipase-C, as 
opposed to c-AMP in the OSNs (Halpern and Martinez-Marcos, 2003). The overall layered 
structure in the AOB is also different compared to the main OB. In the AOB, TCs (including ETCs) 
do not appear to be present, or at least are not structurally/morphologically distinguishable 
from MCs. Additionally, MCs have branched dendrites that ramify into multiple glomeruli, with 
some even being able to sample multiple VR-associated stimuli (Holy, 2018). As opposed to the 
main OB, MCs in the AOB are not found in a neat MCL, but rather, are scattered below the GL 
(Lowe, 2013). In addition to this, MCs in the AOB possess fewer secondary dendrites that are 
shorter in length compared to main OB MCs, thus positioning GC reciprocal synapses close to 
the MC primary dendritic tree (Halpern and Martinez-Marcos, 2003). Furthermore, MCs appear 
to form fewer contacts with GCs, and very few PGCs in the AOB seem to express TH (Mugnaini 
et al., 1984).  
MCs of the AOB project to the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis and the vomeronasal 
corticostriatum, which form projections between each other as well as the hypothalamus (Holy, 
2018). Furthermore, AOB MCs have been shown to target axons to the main OB, with 
electrophysiological confirmation that these axons are functional, suggesting that these two 
processing centres can interact early on in olfactory processing (Vargas-Barroso et al., 2016).  
Given the important biological functions that the vomeronasal system is involved in, and the 
compact nature of the AOB, it is thus an excellent model system for elucidating the neural basis 
behind behaviours, enabling the study of how sensory input is converted to a behavioural 
output. Due to the potential crosstalk between the AOB and main OB (Vagras-Borroso et al., 
2016), processes occurring in either system may potentially be impacted by and impact the 
activity of the other system.  It may thus become important to consider these effects when 
interpreting findings from either processing centre. In light of this, the scope of this thesis 
focuses on processes occurring specifically in the main OB, however it is important to note that 
both systems may have been impacted during the course of the experiments.  
1.2. Olfactory bulb circuitry and function 
 
1.2.1. Odour representation in the OB 
Initial odour representations in the OB consist of the activation of distinct glomeruli that reflect 
the combinatorial activation of ORs in the OE. It is this glomerular activity pattern that is thought 
to code for odour identity and concentration. The idea that glomerular activity patterns in 
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response to odorants are mapped in a certain order has been widely debated. Early findings 
have demonstrated that odour identity and concentration are uncovered by the relative activity 
of various glomeruli, with distinct glomeruli showing differences in how sensitive they are to 
odour stimulants (Bozza et al., 2004; Rubin and Katz, 1999). Though glomeruli responding to 
similar odour molecules appear to cluster together in the OB (Takahashi et al., 2004), conflicting 
evidence has shown that even in clustered sets of glomeruli, neighbouring glomeruli can be 
active upon stimulation with structurally dissimilar odorants (Wachowiak and Shipley, 2006). 
Furthermore, the pattern of active glomeruli has been shown to change with the concentration 
of odorants presented. For example, pentanal and 2-hexanone evoke different glomeruli at 
increasing concentrations, as more glomeruli are recruited from distal parts of the bulb at higher 
concentrations compared to lower concentrations (Johnson and Leon, 2000). Interestingly, in 
humans, increased concentrations of the above odours elicit differently perceived smells, 
supporting the idea that glomerular pattern of activation elicits differential odour perception. In 
addition to this, odour maps responding to the same stimuli appear to differ between individuals 
(Oka et al., 2006).  
The spatial activity patterns of glomeruli are also temporally dynamic, where odour response 
patterns change over time during the response, because glomerular odour responses portray 
varying latencies and rise times in an odorant specific way.  These temporal differences in the 
activation of different glomeruli are perceivable by mice, where they are able to discriminate 
the activation of different glomeruli during a respiration cycle at ~10ms resolution (Chong and 
Rinberg, 2018).  
These temporal patterns appear to arise due to activity patterns displayed by OSNs and 
postsynaptic bulbar processes. OSNs display diverse temporal dynamics across glomeruli in an 
odorant-specific manner (Spors et al., 2006). These temporal dynamics are likely to impact 
postsynaptic cascades in the OB, and the collective temporal patterns of these processes give 
rise to the odour-specific temporal diversity in glomerular response patterns (Spors et al., 2012).  
Thus, glomerular spatio-temporal activity patterns code for odorants, however this map is highly 
heterogenous and may not have any inherent order to it. Surprisingly, the pattern of glomerular 
activation in response to particular odorants is consistent between individuals, however this 
consistency likely arises due to a developmentally organised map rather than a functional neural 
map (Cleland et al., 2002).  
Interestingly, there is discrepancy between the odour-evoked activation of glomeruli (i.e. OSNs) 
and the response properties of M/TCs. At lower odorant concentrations, OSNs and M/TCs show 
similar odour tuning responses. When odour concentrations increase, M/TCs revert to a more 
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selective odour tuning curve compared to OSN responses (Adam et al., 2014; Tan et al., 2010) 
and thus display response profiles that differ to initial input responses.  
In addition to this, even though M/TCs projecting to the same glomerulus respond to the same 
input by OSNs, sister (i.e. associated with the same glomerulus) M/TCs can portray both uniform 
and heterogenous responses (Tan et al., 2010). M/TCs are narrowly tuned to distinct odour input 
activating the OR that is expressed by OSNs projecting axons to the corresponding glomerulus. 
However, the tuning curve of sister M/TCs receiving the same input becomes heterogenous with 
increasing odour concentration input (Tan et al., 2010). Additionally, in a recent study it was 
shown that the heterogeneity or uniformity of sister M/TC responses is determined by the 
relative affinity of a particular ligand to the associated OR, where the strongest ligand evokes 
uniform responses, however weaker ligands evoke heterogenous responses (Arneodo et al., 
2018). Therefore, sister M/TCs appear to be selective in how they respond to the same OSN 
inputs.    
For these activity patterns to occur, a set of complex glomerular processes occur that function 
to modulate input at the glomerular level. In this way, each glomerulus acts as a filter that fine-
tunes glomerular output to functionally respond to particular odours, which is transmitted to 
the olfactory cortex that integrates these signals, resulting in odour perception.  
OSN terminals 
Glomeruli are activated by odour input through the binding of odours to ORs on OSNs. Upon 
activation, OSNs release glutamate onto their synaptic targets in glomeruli, and are capable of 
doing so in response to single odorant binding events (Lynch and Barry, 1989). OSNs have an 
unusually high release probability (Pr) of ~0.8 of their glutamatergic vesicles (Murphy et al., 
2004). Upon release, vesicles are slowly replenished, taking up to a minute to fully reinstate 
vesicle quantities (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). 
Direct vs indirect activation of M/TCs by OSN input 
OSNs primarily excite ETC and M/TC primary dendrites, though ETCs appear to have stronger 
connections here compared to M/TCs (De Saint Jan et al., 2009; Gire et al., 2012). A series of 
experiments have demonstrated that the excitatory pathway from OSN input to M/TC output is 
favourably wired through ETCs. Though direct contacts from OSNs to M/TCs exist (Najac et al., 
2011), ETCs have hyperexcitable membrane properties (Hayar et al., 2004a), are excited by 
lower threshold stimuli (De Saint Jan et al., 2009), and have been shown to transmit glutamate 
to M/TCs via intraglomerular dendritic release (Zhou and Belluscio, 2008) and spillover 
communication (Gire et al., 2018). They have also been shown to spike earlier in the sniff cycle 
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in vivo, and respond to lower odour concentrations compared to M/TCs (Igarashi et al., 2012; 
Kikuta et al., 2013). Furthermore, input that is received by M/TCs is drastically shunted by 
connexin-36 gap-junction mediated currents (Gire et al., 2012). Thus, it is now widely accepted 
that under most circumstances, OSN input is first received by ETCs, which then transmit 
modulated signals to M/TCs. However, upon strong stimulus inputs, M/TCs are able to receive 
this input directly from OSNs (Gire et al., 2012; Najact et al., 2011; Vaaga et al., 2016).  
Temporal Shaping of glomerular output 
The properties of OSNs allow OSNs to release glutamate in response to a single odorant binding 
event (Lynch and Barry, 1989). Due to the “noisy” olfactory environment, many OSNs expressing 
different ORs are thus stimulated at once, making it difficult to transmit single odour identities 
to olfactory cortex. In addition to this, OSNs release glutamate at high Pr, though vesicle 
replenishment is slow. These features therefore provide relatively transient, and “noisy” input 
to glomeruli.  
However, despite transient and “noisy” input upon odour stimulation, M/TCs respond with 
prolonged firing patterns (Nagayama et al., 2004). This response pattern may be an essential 
determinant of final odour perception. In the piriform cortex, pyramidal neurons encode odour 
identity by being activated in certain patterns. Concentration of odorants has been suggested 
to be encoded by the temporal response profiles of these cells (Bolding and Franks, 2017). It is 
thus possible that the prolonged firing of M/TCs ensures pyramidal cells in the piriform cortex 
obtain reliable odour concentration information, and the activation of multiple M/TCs 
representing several glomeruli ensures odour identities are transmitted (Bozza et al., 2004; 
Rubin and Katz, 1999).  
For M/TCs to exhibit prolonged firing upon odour input, a series of glomerular processes take 
place that serve to amplify or subdue initial input (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). This serves to 
provide strong excitatory drive to ensure M/TC prolonged firing, but also ensures weak inputs 
are subdued, providing a mechanism of contrast enhancement in a “noisy” olfactory 
environment. In addition to this, initial input is modulated by these processes, and together with 
feedback communication by GCs adjust the subsequent output properties of M/TCs. Thus, by 
modulating initial odour input as well as directly modulating M/TC firing, input information is 
filtered to ensure M/TCs project reliable odour identity and concentration coding to olfactory 
cortical areas.  
1.2.2. Glomerular inhibitory circuitry and function 
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PGCs and SACs contribute a significant amount of inhibitory drive to the bulbar circuitry by 
shaping initial OSN input.  This occurs both directly, and indirectly via modulating the activity of 
the excitatory network. These cells exhibit functional properties and local connectivity that are 
in place to drive inhibition in this first processing step which is thought to indirectly reduce 
excitatory drive to M/TCs (Lowe, 2013). 
Intrinsic properties  
PGCs have been shown to burst-fire both spontaneously and when evoked, a feature that is 
dependent on Ca2+ channel activation (McQuiston and Katz, 2001). This feature has been 
proposed to form part of a mechanism driving synchronous oscillations in the OB, however PGC 
burst-firing appears to be dependent on the activity of ETCs. Indeed, glutamate release from a 
single ETC is enough to trigger Ca2+ spikes facilitated by NMDA receptor activation in many PGCs 
(Murphy et al., 2005). Once PGC dendrites are depolarised, the consequential activation of P/Q 
type Ca2+ channels triggers the release of GABA (Murphy et al., 2005). PGCs further portray self-
inhibition, where GABA released from a cell can directly activate GABAA receptors on the same 
cell. Though GABA could potentially provide excitatory drive to PGCs due to their high internal 
chloride composition, GABA appears to inhibit PGC firing by shunting excitatory signals (Smith 
and Jahr, 2002).  
Upon depolarisation, most SACs exhibit accommodating trains of action potentials and produce 
a hyperpolarising sag potential (McQuiston and Katz, 2001). These cells also release GABA, but 
additionally have been shown to co-release dopamine (Borisovska et al., 2013; Vaaga et al., 
2017). As with the PGCs, SAC activity is mainly driven by ETCs, as whole-cell recordings have 
demonstrated that these cells receive spontaneous, intermittent bursts of excitatory 
postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) likely originating from activity in ETCs (Hayar et al., 2004b).  
Therefore, both PGC and SAC intrinsic activity and GABA/dopamine release seems to be set by 
the activity of ETCs. This means that PGCs and SACs are well-placed to provide feedback 
inhibition based on the levels of direct OSN-evoked activity coming into a given glomerulus.  
Connectivity 
Only around 20% of PGCs receive direct OSN inputs. Instead, the majority of PGCs receive 
disynaptic or polysynaptic input driven by ETCs (Hayar et al., 2004b). PGCs mainly project their 
dendrites to intraglomerular targets. PGCs form dendrodendritic synapses with neighbouring 
PGC dendrites, and thus inhibit each other with GABA release onto GABAA receptors (Murphy et 
al., 2005). In addition to this, during self-inhibition, spillover GABA from this transmission 
spreads laterally within the glomerulus that can act on other PGCs, SACs, and ET/M/TC dendrites 
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(Smith and Jahr, 2002). PGCs also form dendrodendritic synapses with ETCs (Hayar et al., 2004a), 
through which they receive most of their glutamatergic inputs.  
As with PGCs, not all SACs receive direct synaptic input from OSNs, with only around 33% 
portraying such connectivity (Lowe, 2013), although whether they show such connectivity at all 
is still debated (Kosaka and Kosaka, 2011). SACs provide lateral inhibition onto glomeruli by 
targeting their axons to several glomeruli, and by ramifying their dendritic trees into several 
glomeruli (Aungst et al., 2003; Galliano et al., 2018; Kiyokage et al., 2010; Kosaka and Kosaka, 
2011). SACs target ETCs where they provide inhibitory drive by chemical synapses, but also take 
part in a dual excitation-inhibition signal via electrical coupling to ETCs. ETCs are also the major 
source of glutamatergic input to SACs (Banerjee et al., 2015). SACs contribute to long-range 
interglomerular actions by providing GABAergic and dopaminergic signalling, thus contributing 
to glomerular inhibitory drive in this way.  
Circuit function 
The connectivity of PGCs and SACs allows them to modulate the excitatory network either 
directly via synaptic connectivity to ETCs, or indirectly by modulating the activity of OSN 
terminals. Their connectivity further provides a locus for the local inhibitory network to directly 
self-inhibit, which may function as a gain control mechanism.  
Though there is sparse connectivity of OSNs with PGCs and possibly SACs, to date there has been 
no concrete observation of physical synapses of these cells onto OSN terminals by which 
modulation could occur. This indicates that all the OSN inputs received are through volume 
transmission and spillover communication. Nevertheless, the synaptic inhibitory drive from 
PGCs and SACs can act to modulate input at this first synapse. OSN terminals express GABAB and 
D2-dopaminergic receptors (L Koster et al., 1999), the activation of which lowers Pr and inhibits 
glutamate release (Aroniadou-Anderjaska et al., 2000; Murphy et al., 2005). Thus, the indirect 
(by ETCs) (Banerjee et al., 2015; Hayar et al., 2004b) or direct (by OSNs) (Maher and L Westbrook, 
2008) activation of PGCs and SACs leads to GABA and dopamine release that can act on OSN 
terminals and subdue input to the glomerulus. This has recently been shown to occur with the 
endogenous release of GABA and dopamine by these cells (Vaaga et al., 2017).  
PGCs and SACs also function to reduce excitatory drive by ETCs through an intricate feedback 
loop initiated by ETCs (Hayar et al., 2005), which indirectly impacts the amount of excitatory 
drive reaching M/TCs. PGC activation drives prolonged inhibition on ETC dendrodendritic 
synapses via GABAA receptor-mediated currents (Christie et al., 2001), which regulate burst 
properties in ETCs by reducing within-burst spike numbers (Hayar and Ennis, 2007). GABA 
release by SACs targets ETCs and results in GABAA receptor-mediated hyperpolarisation that 
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activates ETC Ih currents. Dopamine released by these cells then binds to D1-dopamine receptors 
which increases Ih and results in increased rebound spiking in ETCs (Liu et al., 2013). Therefore, 
these opposing inhibitory and excitatory signals mediate an inhibition-excitation “switch” in 
ETCs and regulate their output (Liu et al., 2013). SACs have further been implicated in centre-
surround inhibition of glomeruli, a process that is involved in generating contrast enhancement. 
SACs have been shown to send projections to ETCs at distant glomeruli to form inhibitory 
synapses there, and excitation in SACs significantly decreased M/TC excitatory input, through 
the inhibitory actions onto ETCs, implicating their role in lateral inhibition (Whitesell et al., 2013). 
PGCs and SACs further impact the collective glomerular excitatory drive that is in place to amplify 
the transient OSN input. Input by OSNs is amplified through dendrodendritic excitation and 
spillover glutamate released by ETCs and M/TC dendrites, in the form of long-lasting 
depolarising currents (LLCs, further described below). LLCs are crucial for generating M/TC 
output, and LLC magnitude has been shown to directly impact the output these cells generate 
(Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). It has previously been shown that GABAA currents received by 
ETCs directly reduce the probability of LLC generation (Gire et al., 2009; Whitesell et al., 2013), 
as well as their magnitude (Carlson et al., 2000), thus inhibition by the local glomerular inhibitory 
network strongly modulates the function of the excitatory circuitry.  
Shaping M/TC responses to odorants 
Due to their connectivity and function, the glomerular inhibitory circuit shapes M/TC output by 
providing inhibitory signalling that subdues OSN input and reduces the activity of ETCs. Since 
OSN input is most commonly first received by ETCs before being transmitted to M/TCs (Najac et 
al., 2011; Vaaga et al., 2016), the ETC-evoked as well as OSN-evoked inhibitory actions of PGCs 
and SACs back onto ETCs and OSNs profoundly modulate how much excitation is received by 
M/TCs, and thus indirectly shape the response profiles M/TCs exhibit. Indeed, it has been shown 
that interglomerular inhibition by SACs indirectly supresses M/TC responses to odorants 
(Banerjee et al., 2015; Economo et al., 2016). Furthermore, PGCs appear to be excited by lower 
threshold stimuli compared to M/TCs, and thus are recruited at weaker input intensities, which 
has been shown to supress M/TC responses to these stimuli. Upon stronger input intensities, an 
excitatory shift allows M/TCs to overcome inhibition and results in greater M/TC responses 
(Cleland and Linster, 2012; Gire et al., 2009). Whether the effects of glomerular inhibitory 
circuits directly impact M/TC output are still being explored. Recently it has been suggested that 
M/TCs can directly be inhibited by local glomerular inhibitory interneurons. Activation of 
putative PGCs in response to odorants was directly linked to hyperpolarisations in M/TCs, and 
was thus implicated in shaping M/TC response profiles (Fukunaga et al., 2014). However, 
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increasing evidence suggests that this modulation mostly occurs indirectly through inhibition 
targeted to OSN terminals and ETCs (Banerjee et al., 2015; Gire et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2005).  
1.2.3. GC inhibitory circuit and function 
GCs function to provide a second wave of inhibitory drive onto M/TCs following initial input 
modulation by glomerular processes. This inhibition is directly targeted at M/TC secondary 
dendrites in the EPL and further shapes M/TC responses to odorants.  
 
Connectivity 
GCs are anaxonic and thus solely communicate via dendrodendritic communication. GCs 
connect with M/TCs through reciprocal dendrodendritic synapses of both chemical and 
electrical nature (Lagier et al., 2004). Virtually all vesicle-containing GC spines target M/TC 
dendrites, directly opposing M/TC release sites, both pre- and postsynaptically (Rall et al., 1966). 
Recent findings further showed that one type of GC even targets MC cell bodies rather than their 
dendrites (Naritsuka et al., 2009), and some superficial GCs also target TC and ETC lateral 
dendrites (Antal et al., 2006; Shepherd et al., 2007).  GCs receive excitatory input from M/TCs 
via these dendrodendritic synapses, as well as from axons projected by ETCs. GCs further receive 
excitatory centrifugal input from olfactory cortex, which in turn inhibit M/TCs (Boyd et al., 2012; 
Markopoulos et al., 2012).  
Thus, GCs receive input from the principal cells and centrifugal projections, and direct their 
output directly to M/TCs.  
Circuit function 
Since GCs do not project into the glomeruli and cannot receive direct OSN input, they have long 
been considered to take part in negative feedback inhibition driven by M/TCs. This is supported 
by electrophysiological experiments demonstrating that GCs transmit GABAergic M/TC-induced 
negative feedback inhibition (Friedman and Strowbridge, 2003) and specifically target their 
dendritic output to inhibitory synapses on M/TC dendrites (Shepherd et al., 2007). When a M/TC 
fires an action potential, this backpropagates to its lateral dendrites where it triggers the 
opening of high-voltage activated Ca2+ channels. This allows glutamate to be released, which is 
received by GCs that then depolarise, resulting in GABA release back to the M/TC, onto GABAA 
receptors (Shepherd et al., 2007). The amount of inhibition is directly related to the magnitude 
of Ca2+ influx into a stimulated M/TC, and thus provides a powerful locus for indirect M/TC self-
inhibition (Isaacson and Strowbridge, 1998). This GABA inhibition occurs in the presence of Na+ 
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channel blockers, and hence does not even require the generation of an action potential in GCs 
(Jahr and Nicoll, 1982), though GCs are still capable of generating fast, Na+-dependent spikes 
(Shepherd et al., 2007). Thus, this connectivity provides an extremely fast synaptic feedback loop 
between M/TCs and GCs (Friedman and Strowbridge, 2003).  
GC inhibition further functions on a multiglomerular level. Since M/TC lateral dendrites can 
extend ~1000μm from the soma, connectivity with GC dendrites provides another locus for 
lateral inhibition between M/TCs of different glomeruli (Lowe, 2013). In addition to this, GCs 
provide disynaptic inhibition to MCs originating from different glomeruli (Shepherd et al., 2007). 
Lateral inhibition is further driven by ETC activity, as ETCs project their axons to form excitatory 
contacts with GCs that target the GC dendrites and provide inhibitory input to M/TCs associated 
with isofunctional glomeruli of the projecting ETC (Lodovichi et al., 2003).  
GCs are therefore positioned to provide powerful feedback inhibition, including lateral inhibition 
to M/TCs.  
Shaping M/TC responses to odorants 
Due to their connectivity and functional properties, GCs are thought to be involved in providing 
contrast enhancement between M/TCs responding to different odours. The feedback inhibition 
to M/TCs provided by GCs can directly shape the output response of the same M/TCs as well as 
M/TCs at lateral locations. Indeed, this inhibition likely contributes to bulbar contrast 
enhancement and refining neuronal representations of odours (Lowe, 2013). For example, 
GABAA-mediated transmission to M/TCs in the EPL synchronises the activity of M/TCs, and GCs 
have been found to exclusively regulate evoked γ-oscillations produced by M/TCs (Lagier et al., 
2004). In addition to this, the activity of GCs can impact individual M/TC responses to odours, 
which may directly impact subsequent odour coding in the piriform cortex. As mentioned above, 
odour input results in the patterned activation of multiple glomeruli. Additionally, similar odours 
can evoke similar glomerular activity patterns, thus subsequent contrast enhancement by bulbar 
processing is vital if odorants in odour mixtures, as would appear in the olfactory environment, 
are to be distinguished. The inhibitory drive provided by GCs onto M/TCs appears to play a key 
role in this processing. For example, artificially increasing GC activity, and thus inhibition onto 
M/TCs, with ChR2, can increase selectivity in M/TC odour tuning and thus augment contrast 
enhancement (Gschwend et al., 2015). This effect is transmitted to olfactory cortex, and results 
in enhanced odour discrimination ability (Gschwend et al., 2015). The speed at which odours are 
discriminated by M/TCs can further be enhanced by GC activity. Upon artificially boosting GC 
synaptic drive onto M/TCs, Abraham et al., (2010) showed that the consequent enhanced 
inhibition onto M/TCs resulted in mice being able to discriminate similar odours more rapidly 
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than control animals. These effects are specific to discrimination of similar odours and may thus 
serve to adjust M/TC responses on a fine scale to differentiate between subtle differences in 
input.   
Therefore, GCs serve to provide direct feedback inhibition onto M/TCs both locally, and through 
lateral inhibition. These functions likely contribute to contrast enhancement of odour input and 
serve to synchronise the M/TC network. GCs thus provide a key regulatory machinery that serves 
to adjust M/TC tuning to odour-evoked input.  
1.2.4. Glomerular excitatory circuitry and function 
The glomerular long-lasting depolarising currents 
LLCs function to shape principal cell output 
Glomerular recurrent excitation, in the shape of LLCs, strongly amplifies the transient initial OSN 
input reaching glomeruli and ensures M/TCs are able to respond with prolonged firing to inputs 
(Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). LLCs are glutamatergic currents that occur due to synchronous 
glutamate released by all excitatory cells projecting to the same glomerulus in response to OSN 
input. They are thus long-lasting events that reflect polysynaptic amplification of glutamatergic 
signal (Carlson et al., 2000; De Saint Jan et al., 2009; Gire et al., 2009; Najac et al., 2011). LLCs 
therefore serve to amplify OSN inputs and are generated by dendrodendritic amplification and 
recurrent excitation among ETCs and M/TCs (De Saint Jan et al., 2007, 2009).  
LLCs are crucial both for producing synchronised, or indeed any, firing responses in M/TCs (Gire 
and Schoppa, 2009), as well as tuning the response profiles of both ETCs and M/TCs (Vaaga and 
Westbrook, 2017). Dendrodendritic glutamatergic amplification among M/TCs appears to be 
stronger than in ETCs, resulting in M/TCs receiving comparatively larger LLCs than ETCs. The 
larger M/TC LLCs are responsible for producing prolonged firing in M/TCs in response to high-
frequency OSN input that resembles active sniffing in rodents (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). 
This is in contrast to ETCs, which have smaller LLCs and portray more phase-locked responses to 
high-frequency input (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017).  
Apart from their function as drivers of M/TC activity, LLCs have also been highlighted as an 
important phenomenon during contrast enhancement of OSN inputs. Due to the “noisy” 
olfactory environment, dendrodendritic amplification of OSN inputs by M/TCs and ETCs in the 
form of LLCs is one mechanism by which the signal-to-noise ratio is improved due to the strong 
excitatory drive produced by an LLC. This is a crucial step in ensuring M/TCs are able to maintain 
a sustained response to odorants, that likely is integrated by higher-order areas to ensure 
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accurate olfactory perception (Bolding and Franks, 2017; Carlson et al., 2000; De Saint Jan and 
Westbrook, 2007; Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017).  
Build-up of glomerular LLCs 
LLCs have been shown to exist as all or nothing responses, the occurrence of which is dependent 
on the strength of OSN input and inhibitory drive by local inhibitory JGCs. The involvement of 
ETCs in ensuring M/TCs express an LLC has recently been highlighted. Action potentials induced 
in a single ETC can drive the activation of many M/TCs projecting to the same glomerulus with 
an underlying LLC (De Saint Jan et al., 2009), likely by providing extrasynaptic and gap-junction 
mediated glutamatergic currents to M/TCs (De Saint Jan et al., 2009; Gire et al., 2012). This 
relationship is not reciprocal (De Saint Jan et al., 2009), thus strengthening the hypothesis that 
OSN inputs first reach ETCs before being amplified and transferred to M/TCs. A further study 
pointed out that under weaker OSN input, this multi-step, feedforward excitatory pathway 
wired through ETCs takes place, however M/TCs are also excited directly upon strong OSN 
stimulation (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2016). Thus, ETCs are able to drive the amplification of weak 
inputs in order to ensure reliable transmission of signal to M/TCs.  
The larger LLC observed in M/TCs compared to ETCs arises due to strong dendrodendritic 
recurrent excitation between M/TCs. Block of NMDA and mGluR1 receptors results in a decrease 
of M/TC LLC size, and thus has been suggested to be the mechanism by which M/TC 
dendrodendritic amplification is comparatively strengthened (De Saint Jan and Westbrook, 
2007; Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). These glutamatergic receptors can be activated 
extrasynaptically and are thus favourably located to sense spillover glutamate in the 
intraglomerular network (De Saint Jan and Westbrook, 2007). In addition to this, M/TCs express 
AMPA autoreceptors on their dendrites, which have been found to be involved in correlating 
M/TC spiking at a glomerulus (Schoppa and Westbrook, 2002b). AMPA autoreceptors have been 
further linked to driving dendrodendritic amplification of glutamatergic signalling with the 
finding that M/TC self-excitation is partly mediated through AMPA autoreceptors found on 
glomerular primary dendrites (Isaacson , 1999; Salin et al., 2001). In addition to this, sister M/TCs 
are electrically coupled to each other (Christie et al., 2005) and ETCs (De Saint Jan et al., 2009), 
providing another avenue for recurrent excitatory input.  
Therefore, LLCs, built up by recurrent excitation in the glomerulus, allow M/TCs associated with 
one glomerulus to function in synchrony and drastically amplify excitatory signalling to ensure 




Since the locus of LLC generation is in the glomerulus (Carlson et al., 2000), it is evident that LLC 
modulation by inhibition is primarily targeted at glomerular dendritic processes. GABAA currents 
have been shown to heavily impact LLC kinetics, by both decreasing the probability of an LLC 
occurring in the first place, as well as reducing its amplitude and time to decay (Carlson et al., 
2000; Gire et al., 2009). The importance of ETCs in the regulation of M/TC output via LLCs is 
further highlighted by the evidence suggesting intra- and interglomerular inhibition is directly 
targeted at ETCs. Since both interglomerular and intraglomerular inhibition is heavily targeted 
to GABAA receptors located on ETC dendrites (Aungst et al., 2003; Banerjee et al., 2015; Hayar 
et al., 2004b; Murphy et al., 2005; Vaaga and Wesbtrook, 2016; Whitesell et al., 2013), and this 
inhibition has been shown to directly impact LLCs received by ETCs (Gire and Schoppa, 2009), 
feedback inhibition received by ETCs therefore indirectly influences the likelihood and 
magnitude of signal that is finally received by M/TCs.  
Components of the excitatory network  
M/TC intrinsic properties  
Although both MCs and TCs project to olfactory cortical areas and perform similar functions, 
there are some marked differences between these cells. TCs have been shown to respond to 
lower odour concentrations compared to MCs and thus appear to have a lower detection 
threshold comparatively (Igarashi et al., 2012; Kikuta et al., 2013). Indeed, in slice experiments, 
TCs were shown to receive stronger direct OSN input compared to MCs, though this did not 
correlate with the differences observed during evoked firing (Burton and Urban, 2014). 
Nevertheless, TCs were found to be intrinsically at least twice as excitable as MCs. Thus, 
functionally, there may be some differences in how MCs and TCs receive and process OSN input.  
Recent findings have further found that MC populations around a glomerulus express a distinct 
magnitude of Ih-mediated sag potentials. MCs projecting to different glomeruli express highly 
heterogenous sag potentials, however even sister MCs, although more similar, also portray 
varying sag potential amplitudes (Angelo and Margrie, 2011).  The magnitude of sag potential 
expressed by an MC impacts the excitability of the cell. It has been shown that MCs with larger 
sag potentials also spike more regularly and at lower rheobase (Angelo and Margrie, 2011). 
Similarly, TCs also exhibit heterogenous sag potentials, the amplitude of which correlates with 
TC firing regularity (Burton and Urban, 2014). Thus, Ih-mediated currents are heavily involved in 




As stated above, OSNs do form direct connections with M/TCs, demonstrated with electron 
microscopy resolution (Najac et al., 2011), however input received here is heavily shunted by 
connexin-36 mediated gap-junctions (Gire et al., 2012). M/TCs further form gap junctions with 
each other, and it has been shown that these transmit depolarisations through the M/TC 
network, ensuring synchrony but also providing an additional source of excitatory drive (Christie 
et al., 2005). Furthermore, MCs communicate with each other via lateral chemical excitation. 
The locus of this is likely the apical dendrite and depends on AMPA receptor-mediated excitation 
(Pimentel and Margrie, 2008).  
M/TCs further form chemical synapses with ETCs (De Saint Jan et al., 2009), though these appear 
to be sparse (Bourne and Schoppa, 2017). Nevertheless, ETC-MC communication is facilitated 
by gap-junctions (De Saint Jan et al., 2009), and is further thought to arise due to spillover 
glutamate in glomeruli (Gire et al., 2018).  
Shaping M/TC responses  
Though much of the bulbar processes discussed above shape M/TC output, some intrinsic 
features contribute to adjusting the responses these cells portray to odour-evoked input. For 
example, variability in sag potential magnitude has been hypothesised to exhibit the ability of 
M/TCs to integrate a broad range of odorants by displaying diverse integrative properties. 
Indeed, when sag potentials expressed by M/TCs were observed in a transgenic mouse line 
where all OSNs express the same OR,  all M/TCs displayed similar sag potentials no matter which 
glomerulus they were associated with (Angelo et al., 2012). Thus, the magnitude of M/TC sag 
potential is involved in setting the response profiles these cells can portray.  
It was further shown that sister M/TCs display highly correlated responses to odorants, however 
their spike timing was not homogenous across cells (Dhawale et al., 2010). This biophysical 
heterogeneity allows M/TCs to portray distinct spike responses to the same input. This 
population heterogeneity in responses allows cells to code for much more information 
compared to cells responding with similar outputs (Padmanabhan and Urban, 2010). Modelling 
M/TC response diversity to variable input has further suggested that stimuli are most effectively 
coded for when M/TCs possess a fine balance of response heterogeneity and similarity on a 
population level (Tripathy et al., 2013). This is because, on a population level, M/TCs create many 
spikes that could lead to “noisy” transmission. Ensuring input is transmitted homogeneously to 
some extent is vital to code for distinct input information, but subtle heterogeneity in responses 
increases the bandwidth of information that can be coded for.  
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Therefore, M/TCs not only generate integrated bulbar output to higher-order processing 
centres, but also actively take part in amplifying excitatory OSN input and integrating odour-
specific information.  
ETC intrinsic properties 
There are several functional properties ETCs possess that allow these cells to perform their 
crucial functions in driving glomerular circuitry, and ultimately manipulating glomerular output. 
Most crucially, ETCs spontaneously fire bursts of action potentials both in vivo (Tatti et al., 2014) 
and in vitro (Hayar et al., 2004a), the frequency of which can be entrained by OSN input. This 
burst firing is generated by a persistent inward Na+ current that is active at resting membrane 
potentials and persists in the presence of GABAA blockers, rendering this phenomenon an 
intrinsic feature of ETCs (Hayar et al., 2004a). Similar to the LLC behaviour mentioned above, 
ETCs respond to OSN inputs with all-or-nothing bursts of spikes, even at relatively low OSN input 
intensities (Hayar et al., 2004b). Furthermore, though ETCs related to one glomerulus 
spontaneously burst fire at various frequencies within the ranges of active and passive sniffing 
rates, the fact that OSN input can entrain and override ETC intrinsic frequency suggests that ETCs 
synchronise the activity within glomerular processing (Hayar et al., 2004a). A single OSN volley 
can thus be transformed into a correlated burst of spikes by many ETCs associated with the same 
glomerulus.  
The specific mechanisms generating ETC burst firing are of high interest, because even though 
they are intrinsic, they can be influenced by the actions of the inhibitory circuitry. For instance, 
the Ih current sets the ETC membrane potential which allows for other ionic conductances, 
persistent Na+ currents and low-voltage activated Ca2+ currents, to generate the depolarisation 
envelope needed for generating burst firing (Liu and Shipley, 2008). Additionally, GABAA input 
appears to reduce ETC spike output by reducing the number of spikes within a spontaneous 
spike-burst (Hayar and Ennis, 2007). Thus, the intrinsic firing ETCs display is regulated by the 
inhibitory circuit, the activity of which is most commonly initiated by ETCs themselves. 
Therefore, the hyperexcitable membrane properties ETCs display allow them to synchronise 
glomerular processing and provide strong excitatory drive that is responsible for shaping 
glomerular output. Furthermore, they are able to entrain the inhibitory glomerular network, 
which may provide a form of self-regulation and fine-tunes the amount of excitatory drive ETCs 




OSNs form monosynaptic connections with ETCs, which provides the major excitatory input 
these cells receive (Hayar et al., 2004b). ETC-PGC intraglomerular circuits are established by 
dendrodendritic synapses (Hayar et al., 2004a). This circuitry results in ETCs transmitting 
excitatory signal to PGCs, and in turn causes feedback inhibitory input to ETCs (Hayar et al., 
2005). In addition to this, ETCs form both chemical and electrical synapses with 
GABA/dopaminergic SAC projections, providing a source of interglomerular communication 
(Banerjee et al., 2015). 
Interestingly, there is controversy regarding whether or not ETCs form chemical synapses with 
each other, and indeed there is little evidence for strong chemical synaptic contacts between 
ETCs (Hayar et al., 2005). They do however, possess Ca2+ permeable AMPA autoreceptors on 
their primary dendrites and have been shown to undergo self-excitation (Ma and Lowe, 2007). 
These are thus placed in an optimal location to receive extrasynaptic spillover glutamate and 
contribute to glomerular recurrent excitation. Additionally, ETCs form gap junctions among 
themselves and with M/TCs (Hayar et al., 2005; De Saint Jan et al., 2009), and this gap-junctional 
communication, together with the pattern of OSN input, is thought to provide a mechanism by 
which ETCs around a glomerulus are synchronised. 
Therefore, the connectivity of ETCs places them at the centre of glomerular processing, where 
they make extensive connections with OSN inputs and the local inhibitory circuit, and exhibit 
extrasynaptic glutamate receptors that aid in the amplification of glutamatergic input.  
ETC-JGC excitation/inhibition circuit loops 
Due to their anatomical and functional connectivity, ETCs receive direct OSN inputs and drive 
the inhibitory glomerular network, as inputs to inhibitory JGCs appear to mainly come from ETCs 
rather than the minimal inputs they receive from OSNs (Hayar et al., 2004b).  
The actions of the glomerular inhibitory circuitry result in feedback communication that 
modifies ETC function. ETCs receive bursts of inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) in response 
to fast excitatory input that is driven by ETCs, thus underlining the role of feedback inhibition 
provided by inhibitory JGCs that is directly driven by excitation in ETCs (Hayar et al., 2005). 
Furthermore, the Ih current received by ETCs is directly modulated by the neurotransmitter 
release of GABA/dopaminergic JGCs. GABA release reaches GABAA receptors on ETC dendrites 
via dendrodendritic synapses to activate Ih current. The co-release of dopamine by these JGCs 
acts on ETC D1-dopaminergic receptors which increase this current. This in turn favours ETC 
rebound spiking and sets the resting membrane potential (Liu et al., 2013).  
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Interglomerular inhibition has also been shown to be routed through ETCs before reaching 
M/TCs. SACs provide inhibitory drive that supresses the gain of M/TCs in response to stimuli. 
This suppression can occur directly (Liu et al., 2016) but also indirectly through the inhibitory 
actions of these cells onto ETCs (Vaaga et al., 2017; Whitesell et al., 2013). 
Thus, the actions of the inhibitory network on ETC function, mostly driven by ETCs in the first 
place, modulate ETC output which consequentially influences how much excitatory signal is 
transmitted to M/TCs.  
The role of ETCs in the excitatory circuit 
The local excitatory circuitry of the OB mainly consists of dendrodendritic interactions between 
ETCs and M/TCs (and within those cell classes), that serve to provide feedforward excitation 
onto M/TCs which integrate this information. ETCs heavily modulate the output of the 
glomerular network, through their communication with OSNs and inhibitory JGCs, and are a key 
component of bulbar excitatory function. In fact, it is now widely accepted that ETCs are the key 
component of a multi-step feedforward process from OSN to M/TCs, where they are the 
intermediary players that initially augment OSN signals. Though M/TCs do receive weak inputs 
upon OSN stimulation, strong input is generated through the ETC-mediated path, that is 
transmitted to the M/TCs (Gire et al., 2012). This provides a mechanism by which input is initially 
amplified, providing a major source of sustained glutamate release onto M/TCs, that is 
modulated by feedback inhibition through ETCs before it reaches M/TCs (De Saint Jan et al., 
2009; Hayar et al., 2004a,b). 
As is portrayed above, a network of ETCs and inhibitory JGCs lies between OSNs and M/TCs, 
which strongly impacts the information M/TCs receive. Since ETCs and M/TCs form few, if any, 
direct synaptic contacts (Bourne and Schoppa, 2017), there has been a long-standing question 
as to how M/TCs receive ETC input. Experimental evidence suggests this communication relies 
on spillover glutamate reaching M/TCs through extrasynaptic glutamate receptors (De Saint Jan 
and Westbrook, 2007; Gire et al., 2012). The relationship between ETCs and inhibitory JGCs has 
further been shown to be a key method of transmitting glutamatergic signal to M/TCs, as it has 
been demonstrated that much of the glutamate spillover received by M/TCs originates from 
ETC-JGC synapses (Gire et al., 2018). Through this synaptic connection, there appears to be a 
delicate balance of ETC excitation and JGC inhibition. Upon relatively strong input, the excitatory 
drive by ETCs on glomerular processing “wins”, overriding inhibition, resulting in output by the 
M/TCs. Contrastingly, when there is low input, the inhibitory network “wins” and inhibits the 
excitatory drive (Gire et al., 2018). Thus, it is evident that ETCs are heavily involved in gating 
odour input.  
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Therefore, through their functional properties, as well as their anatomical proximity to 
glomerular inhibitory and excitatory input, ETCs synchronise the glomerular network, amplify 
initial OSN input, and indirectly modulate how much excitation reaches MCs by driving 
glomerular dendrodendritic feedback inhibition and spillover glutamatergic signalling.  
1.2.5. Centrifugal inputs  
The OB is further a recipient of significant feedback information by centrifugal inputs, received 
from the anterior olfactory nucleus, piriform cortex, lateral entorhinal cortex, amygdala, and the 
nucleus of the lateral olfactory tract (Lowe, 2013). These inputs can have a significant effect on 
the output of the OB. Pyramidal cells in the olfactory cortex receive M/TC inputs, and send axons 
back to the OB to target GCs, and in this way indirectly drive disynaptic inhibition to M/TCs (Boyd 
et al., 2012). Additionally, there appears to be a cortical link between the two OBs, formed 
through the anterior olfactory nucleus pars external (AONpE). Again, these projections serve to 
modulate M/TC output through the activation of GCs. M/TCs from one glomerulus project to 
the AONpE, where neurons receive this information and send their axons to isofunctional odour 
columns (Yan et al., 2008).  
Cholinergic input also impacts OB output. The OB receives many of its cholinergic inputs from 
the horizontal limb of the diagonal band of Broca. Optogenetic stimulation of cells there resulted 
in a reduction of spontaneous firing in M/TCs, PGCs, and GCs, demonstrating their capability of 
regulating OB output (Ma and Luo, 2012). Furthermore, acetylcholine has been shown to reduce 
spontaneous firing of GABA/dopaminergic JGCs in acute mouse OB slices (Pignatelli and Belluzzi, 
2008). It is hypothesised that cholinergic inputs increase odour discrimination capability, 
because activation of these cells results in a sharpening of M/TC olfactory tuning curves, and 
broadly potentiates odour-evoked responses in PGCs and GCs (Ma and Luo, 2012). Serotonergic 
inputs from the raphne nuclei also provide innervation to the OB. Serotonin was shown to 
increase ETC excitability. More intriguingly, the activity of serotonin appears to modulate slower 
spontaneously bursting ETCs more heavily compared to faster bursting ETCs. Thus, it is 
hypothesised that serotonergic regulation of ETCs ensures the mean ETC burst frequency at a 
glomerulus is increased (Liu et al., 2012). The action of serotonin seems to impact ETCs 
indirectly, as it primarily targets the GABAergic PGCs which then exert their inhibitory actions 
onto ETCs (Petzold et al., 2009).  
The circuitry of the OB is thus a complex one, involving multiple processing steps both within 
the OB as well as outside of it, that ensure odour information is reliably transmitted to higher 
cortical areas. All of the above findings highlight the intricate relationship between excitation 
and inhibition occurring during glomerular processing of odour input. At the glomerular level, 
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ETCs are a key player in determining glomerular output, since they directly and indirectly 
modulate how much excitatory signal reaches M/TCs. Furthermore, the complex nature of the 
intra- and interglomerular processing circuitry allows for contrast enhancement and reliable 
transmission of odour information, even though the sensory input is highly heterogenous. For 
this reason, it is unsurprising that many components of the OB circuitry have been shown to 
undergo various forms of activity-dependent plasticity, that serve to adjust the processing of 
odorants in the face of the ever-changing olfactory environment. 
1.3. Plasticity in the olfactory bulb 
 
The OB has been used extensively to uncover mechanisms of neuronal plasticity, both short- 
and long-term. From a technical point of view, not only is its circuitry genetically tractable and 
more easily accessible compared to deeper structures such as the hippocampus, but driving 
experience-dependent plastic changes can be achieved in a straight-forward manner with a 
variety of reliable sensory manipulations due to the proximity of the system to the sensory 
environment. In addition to this, as described above, the mechanisms of action by many OB 
components have been elucidated, and thus allow for the comprehensive study of plasticity on 
a cellular level, while observing net effects on the network. Furthermore, the OB is 
phylogenetically highly conserved, providing a model system that can be studied in a variety of 
model organisms to answer specific questions experimentally (Wilson et al., 2004).  
Using the simple, yet reliable technique of manipulating the olfactory environment to drive 
changes in OB input, plasticity in many components of the OB circuitry has been revealed. From 
ORs to higher-order cortex participants, multiple cell types have been shown to produce changes 
from membrane excitability adjustments, synaptic changes, and even extreme forms of 
plasticity like adult neurogenesis and apoptosis.  
1.3.1. The use of sensory manipulations to study plasticity in the OB  
Unilateral naris occlusion 
Unilateral naris occlusion is perhaps the most-used sensory manipulation to drive activity-
induced changes in the bulb. The principle is simple and provides a method of depriving the bulb 
of sensory input by the blockage of the nostril corresponding to that bulb. Additionally, the OE 
to OB connectivity is exclusively ipsilateral, meaning that sensory input is only blocked to the 
bulb corresponding to the blocked nostril. The earliest use of this method was performed in the 
late 1800s by Bernhard von Gudden, who described that the blockage of one nostril in new-born 
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rabbits produced a remarkable effect of drastically reducing the size of the ipsilateral OB 6 weeks 
later (Coppola, 2012).  
Sensory deprivation has been used extensively via various methods to drive plastic changes in 
the OB. Sensory deprivation is achieved by removing or somehow blocking sensory input 
through the OSNs. One way is to perturb the airflow to a nostril by blockage with an occlusion 
“plug”, which can be removed to study the effects of both deprivation and recovery (Cummings 
et al., 1997), or by heat-cauterization of the nostril (Coppola, 2012). Other methods consist of 
removing OSN input in the bulb via chemical (Nadi et al., 1981) or surgical deafferentation of the 
OSNs (Kawano and Margolis, 1982). 
All these methods appear to produce similar changes in the OB, implicating the robustness of 
the effects of sensory deprivation. For example, one study found that naris occlusion produced 
similar effects and on a similar time scale as zinc-sulphate induced denervation of the OB (Baker 
et al., 1993). The remarkable ability for OB regeneration after external perturbations has also 
been studied using the occlusion paradigm, further underlining the remarkable ability of this 
system to be bidirectionally plastic. For example, OB volume was dramatically decreased when 
occlusion occurred from P1-P20, but this recovered to control measures after 40 days of plug 
removal (Cummings et al., 1997). Thus, this simple manipulation is highly effective in driving 
plastic changes that are reversible upon recovery.  
Controversy in control conditions for the naris occlusion paradigm 
When studying the effects of naris occlusion, it may be tempting to use the contralateral, un-
occluded OB as the control condition. This would provide a powerful internal within-subjects 
control (Coppola, 2012). Nevertheless, because airflow to the nostril of the occluded OB is 
perturbed, the un-occluded side must compensate, resulting in the open nostril carrying much 
larger airflow compared to unperturbed conditions (Farbman et al., 1988). Additionally, due to 
the block of one nostril, the shift of the “dominant” nostril gaining more airflow than the other 
is disturbed (Maruniak et al., 1990). The effect of increased airflow to the open nostril has 
marked effects on downstream odour processing. For example, the open side experiences a loss 
of OSNs in rostral regions of the epithelium with prolonged occlusion (3 months) (Maruniak et 
al., 1990). Additionally, OSNs on the open side have been shown to downregulate their 
transcription of OR genes (Coppola and Waggener, 2012). These findings demonstrate that upon 
naris occlusion, the free/open-side OB does not receive “normal” odour input, and may 
therefore not be ideal for comparative purposes.  
These findings have led to the idea that using the contralateral, free OB as the control condition 
when drawing comparisons on the effects of occlusion may not be appropriate (Coppola, 2012). 
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Instead, it may be more relevant to use unperturbed animals as controls. Additionally, a sham 
occlusion paradigm can be employed on control animals that do not undergo naris occlusion. In 
this way, the exposure to anaesthetic and potential mechanical damage of nostril occlusion is 
replicated in control animals, but the shammed OB is not exposed to excessive airflow that 
results in altered odour input, and thus is more representative of a true control (Kass et al., 
2013a).  
Olfactory enrichment  
Sensory enrichment has also been used to explore the effects of odour over-exposure on the 
bulbar neural circuitry. This manipulation is driven by passive over-exposure to odorants for a 
certain period of time. The enrichment paradigm is perhaps more complex however. Different 
odours activate different patterns of glomeruli, therefore deciphering neural changes in 
response to enhanced input becomes complex when aiming to distinguish between circuits that 
have been “enhanced” versus circuits that have not, with a particular odour. Nevertheless, 
studies employing enrichment are numerous and comprehensive. They have further gained 
strength through the advent of being able to genetically target particular ORs, which enables 
the visualisation of particular glomeruli associated with that OR through the expression of the 
OR gene at OSNs (Mombaerts et al., 1996). For these genetically targeted ORs, known ligands 
have been discovered (Arneodo et al., 2018; Bozza et al., 2004), thus enriching animals with 
these OR-known ligands and then exploring the effects at the associated glomeruli overcomes 
the above-mentioned problems (Jones et al., 2008).  
For example, odour enrichment can drive activity changes in the activity of glomerular patterns. 
Upon exposing animals to odours with increased concentrations, the response latencies of 
active glomeruli that were tuned to these odours reduced, and more glomeruli were recruited 
to be active (Spors and Grinvald, 2002). Consistent odour enrichment for 10 days can increase 
the number of cells associated with enriched glomeruli that express a cell-activity marker, the 
immediate-early gene Zif268, in response to an odorant (Mandairon et al., 2008).  Even short-
term odour exposures can drive changes in the OB. For example, 20 minutes of odour exposure 
to adult rats can markedly reduce MC numbers responding to not just the exposed odour, but 
also novel odours (Buonviso et al., 2003). Even exposure to odours for less than a minute can 
fine-tune the receptive fields of MCs (Fletcher and Wilson, 2003).   
Associative olfactory experience  
Odour memory plays an important role in odour-guided behaviours in many animals (Wilson et 
al., 2004). Thus, the learning of associations with specific olfactory cues has been used as 
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another paradigm to study plasticity in the bulb. For example, when rats are trained to 
discriminate between odours associated with different rewards, M/TCs modulate their activity 
during behaviours exhibiting odour sampling, and this modulation is dependent on the predicted 
value of each odour (Kay and Laurent, 1999). Thus, bulbar processing can be modulated by active 
experience, as well as the passively-experienced olfactory environment.  
Therefore, inducing plastic changes in the OB circuitry can robustly be achieved by sensory 
manipulations that reduce or increase input to the circuit, and even by associative learning tasks 
to specific odorants. Various techniques to achieve these sensory manipulations have widely 
been used to adjust OB activity, which has allowed for the observation of the many ways in 
which neuroplasticity occurs in the OB.  
 
 
1.3.2. Plasticity in olfactory sensory neurons 
OSN neurogenesis 
OSNs exhibit the remarkable ability to regenerate throughout adult life. Mature OSNs appear to 
have a limited life-span of only about 30-90 days (Graziadei and Graziadei, 1979; Mackay-Sim 
and Kittel, 1991). Continuous mitotic division of stem cells in the olfactory epithelium are the 
source of this life-long neurogenesis, and under physiological conditions, there is constitutive 
on-going neurogenesis of OSNs (Schwob, 2002).  
There is however, also neurogenesis that underlies the reconstitution of the OE. When the nasal 
epithelium is damaged, mature OSNs undergo apoptosis and immature OSNs replace these by 
connecting their axons to appropriate glomeruli, a process that takes around 8 weeks to return 
to control levels of OSN innervation (Schwob et al., 1999). Though OSN turnover occurs 
throughout the life of an animal, it appears that this turnover slows down as an animal ages 
(Kondo et al., 2010). 
The neurogenesis of OSNs in the adult is activity-dependent, as sensory input is required to 
restore OSN innervation after injury.  Chronic imaging of OSNs revealed that OSNs functionally 
regenerate their response magnitudes and restore the functional topography of glomeruli to 
odour stimuli by 12 weeks after epithelial injury (Cheung et al., 2013). When looking at the 
physical properties of generation, when mature OSNs are killed with methimazole, the olfactory 
epithelium is restored with OSNs after 28 days of recovery. However, if the nostril is occluded 
during a critical period of 7-14 days after injury, there is a reduction of newly generated OSNs 
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as well as an increase in apoptotic OSNs compared to the non-deprived side (Kikuta et al., 2015). 
Furthermore, it has recently been found that the effect of sensory deprivation on OSN densities 
has variable effects on different OR-expressing OSNs. For instance, three weeks of naris 
occlusion had no effect on the density of M71-expressing OSNs, whereas it drastically reduced 
the number of MOR23-expressing OSNs (Molinas et al., 2016). Thus, sensory input is important 
for the restoration of OSNs after injury, and may have variable effects on OSNs expressing 
different types of ORs.  
Olfactory experience can further have dramatic effects on OSN generation that is genetically 
passed on to several generations. Using a transgenic mouse-line that had the M71 OR and 
consequently OSNs associated with this OR fluorescently labelled, Jones et al., (2008) showed 
that fear-conditioning associated with a particular odour that activates M71 ORs resulted in an 
increased generation of M71 OR-expressing OSNs 3 weeks later. Fascinatingly, the offspring of 
the fear-conditioned mice also expressed more M71 OR-associated OSNs and higher behavioural 
sensitivity to the odorant that specifically stimulates M71 ORs (Dias and Ressler, 2014). This 
inheritance persisted even in the F2 generation offspring and depended on gamete inheritance 
from the initial fear-conditioned animals. 
OSN targeting of distinct glomeruli is activity-dependent  
Even in the first step of olfactory transduction, experience-dependent plastic changes can occur 
that do not involve neurogenesis. In fact, the refinement of OSN axons to glomerular targets 
appears to be dependent on sensory input. Early in development, OSNs expressing distinct ORs 
converge on multiple glomeruli, but between P10-P60 (in mice), OSNs refine their targeting to 
produce the distinct glomerular maps associated with particular ORs. This duration of this 
maturational refinement is specific to particular ORs, as it has been shown that some OR-
associated glomerular specification occurs much later compared to others (Zou et al., 2004). 
Sensory experience is crucial for this refinement however, as sensory deprivation, by unilateral 
naris cauterisation, from P0 disrupts maturational axon refinement, leading to numerous 
glomeruli being innervated by OSNs representing multiple ORs by P40-P90 (Zou et al., 2004).  
It has further been found that activity is required to maintain OSN connectivity with appropriate 
glomeruli. The genetic block of spontaneous synaptic release by OSNs does not impair the 
correct targeting of the appropriate glomerulus during development, however if there is a 
failure to establish stable synaptic connectivity, those OSNs disappear and the corresponding 
glomerulus is not maintained (Yu et al., 2004).  
OSNs portray activity-dependent synaptic adjustments in the established circuit 
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Even at the earliest stage of odour processing, the transduction of olfactory information into 
electrical signalling, has been shown to be activity-dependent. For instance unilateral naris 
occlusion delivered by cauterisation 1 day after birth results in a marked increase of adenylate 
cyclase expression in OSNs 24 days later (Coppola et al., 2006). Since adenylate cyclase catalyses 
the production of c-AMP, the production of which allows OSNs to reach depolarising thresholds, 
this suggests that OSNs under these condition may be able to transduce odour inputs more 
efficiently. 
OSNs further show the capability of undergoing synaptic changes in response to sensory 
manipulations. For example, 2 weeks of naris occlusion resulted in OSNs increasing their release 
probability (Pr) of glutamate, a likely compensatory effect that may be in place to increase 
sensory transmission transduction when there is minimal odour input (Tyler et al., 2007). 
Additionally, it has been shown that there is continuous turnover of OSN synaptic terminals. 
However, with 3 weeks of sensory deprivation, the rate of this turnover is downregulated in 
both mature and immature OSNs (Cheetham et al., 2016). Thus, OSNs appear to be able to 
remodel their synapses in an activity-dependent manner.  
OSNs have also been shown to undergo long-term changes in their synaptic strength to post-
synaptic targets. The first study to highlight this found a somewhat unusual mechanism of 
inducing long-term potentiation (LTP) at the OSN-M/TC synapse. Here, brief tetanic stimulation 
of OSNs in-vitro potentiated NMDA-receptor dependent spiking in M/TCs, but did not involve 
AMPA receptors (Ennis et al., 1998). It was previously reported that LTP likely is expressed by 
AMPA-receptor mediated responses, thus the dependence on NMDA for LTP induction and 
expression at this synapse demonstrated a novel form of synaptic plasticity.  Computational 
modelling of these results revealed that the mechanism behind LTP at this synapse likely stems 
from an increased Pr at the OSN, and an upregulation of NMDA receptors on M/TC primary 
dendrites (Ennis et al., 1998). Contrastingly, when OSNs are electrically stimulated at low 
frequencies in young postnatal acute OB slices, long-term depression (LTD) at the OSN-M/TC 
synapse occurs, and has been linked to alterations in presynaptic efficacy through the activation 
of metabotropic glutamate receptors (Mutoh et al., 2005). Associative odour learning can also 
drive synaptic changes in OSNs. Upon foot-shock conditioning associated with a particular 
odour, the synaptic output of OSNs, measured by imaging vesicle release of OSN synapses 
labelled with synapto-pHluorin is facilitated when the animal is exposed to the conditioned 
odour (Kass et al., 2013b).  
These observations reveal that sensory experience can shape the OB circuitry at its earliest 
processing stages.  
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1.3.3. Plasticity in inhibitory JGCs 
The bulbar interneuron network in general shows extreme forms of structural plasticity in terms 
of lifelong neurogenesis. Cells are continuously generated in the SVZ and migrate to the OB 
where they differentiate into GCs and inhibitory JGCs (Altman, 1969; Lois and Alvarez-Buylla, 
1994). In the GL, plasticity has mainly been observed in the GABA/dopaminergic JGCs, with many 
studies not differentiating between the types of PGCs or even PGCs and SACs. Nevertheless, 
taken together, experimental findings demonstrate that sensory experience can profoundly 
impact multiple properties of these cells, from their generation to functional adjustments.  
Activity-dependent expression of tyrosine hydroxylase  
Perhaps the most striking and influential findings on plasticity in the bulb demonstrate the 
malleability of the dopamine synthesising enzyme TH expression in GABA/dopaminergic JGCs in 
response to sensory manipulations. The level of TH expression appears to be dependent on the 
magnitude of glutamate that is released by OSNs (Puche and Shipley, 1999), thus the olfactory 
environment can impact TH expression profoundly. For example, even after 4 days of naris 
occlusion in adult mice, TH immunoreactivity drastically decreases (Baker et al., 1993).  The 
activity of TH was also shown to decrease with 14 days of sensory deprivation, an effect that 
remained 6 months later (Cho et al., 1996). Even upon relatively short-term sensory deprivation 
(24 hours), TH expression in the JGCs is decreased, as measured with immunohistochemistry (D. 
Byrne, E. Galliano, unpublished data). The effect of sensory experience on TH expression is 
bidirectional, as recovery from OB deafferentation results in an increase of TH expression 
comparable with control levels (Nadi et al., 1981). The effect of sensory deprivation on TH 
expression is so robust that it is now often used as a positive control to demonstrate that sensory 
deprivation did indeed occur in particular experiments (Cockerham et al., 2009; Coppola, 2012; 
Platel et al., 2018; Wilson and Sullivan, 1995).  
Inhibitory JGCs undergo activity-dependent adult neurogenesis  
Neurogenesis under physiological conditions 
Another famous finding is that the survival of newly generated GABA/dopaminergic JGCs and 
other PGCs depends on sensory input. First and foremost, long-term in vivo time lapse imaging 
has allowed for the chronic imaging of particular OB neuronal subtypes for several months. In 
the case of GABA/dopaminergic JGCs, 9 months of chronic imaging revealed that this population 
is highly dynamic. There appeared to be a clear addition and loss of these JGCs in the GL, with 
progressively more addition than loss occurring as the animal aged. This led to the assumption 
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that GABA/dopaminergic JGCs do not merely replenish their populations, but that the 
interneuron bulbar network changes throughout adulthood (Adam and Mizrahi, 2011).  
Activity-dependent neurogenesis 
The survival of new-born inhibitory JGCs has originally been thought to be determined during a 
critical window of around 8 weeks post neurogenesis, during which time a high amount of cell 
loss has been reported. Sensory input appears to facilitate the survival of these cells, as nostril 
occlusion during this critical period drastically increases apoptosis among newly generated 
inhibitory JGCs. (Mandairon et al., 2006). Nevertheless, it has recently been shown that under 
physiological conditions, new-born JGC death occurs very rarely. This observation stems from 
long-term chronic tracking of thousands of new-born JGCs showing that when genetically 
targeting these cells under physiological conditions, little cell death occurs. A similar result was 
found when labelling these cells with EdU to immunohistochemicaly observe cell numbers 
(Platel et al., 2018). The same study found that during the critical period, many new-born JGCs 
tend to undergo apoptosis when labelled with high doses of EdU and BrdU, as was performed in 
the original study by Mandairon et al., (2006), and suggests that using standard doses of this 
labelling technique is toxic to new-born JGCs. However, the dependence on sensory input by 
new-born JGC for their survival was again shown, as sensory deprivation via unilateral naris 
occlusion during the critical period of JGC generation resulted in a significant amount of new-
born cells undergoing apoptosis (Platel et al., 2018). 
The lack of sensory input appears to impact the survival neurogenic capabilities of both mature 
and immature inhibitory JGCs. Upon long-term sensory deprivation via naris occlusion (42 days), 
the number of new-born as well as resident GABA/dopaminergic JGCs was reduced (Bastien-
Dionne et al., 2010). The use of in vivo imaging further allowed for the live observation that 
specifically GABA/dopaminergic JGCs require sensory input to aid survival. 28 days of occlusion 
resulted in a drastic loss of surviving GABA/dopaminergic JGCs due to an increase in apoptosis 
in these cells. However, this manipulation did not affect calretinin+ or calbindin+ PGC survival. 
New-born GABA/dopaminergic JGCs were not spared from this effect, and indeed under 
occluded conditions there was a decreased survival of these new-born cells labelled by 
genetically targeting GFP expression to TH-expressing JGCs. This effect was shown to be 
reversible, as nostril reopening after 56 days resulted in an increased number of new-born 
GABA/dopaminergic JGCs and increased number of surviving resident GABA/dopaminergic JGCs 
(Sawada et al., 2011). With the use of in vivo two-photon imaging, it was further shown that 
even just 7 days of naris occlusion induces a reduction in GABA/dopaminergic JGCs and their 
synapses due to increased apoptosis of these cells. This was linked to a marked increase in 
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microglial density and activation, showing an increased frequency of wrapping 
GABA/dopaminergic JGC somas (Grier et al., 2016). Thus, there appears to be an activity-
dependent link between GABA/dopaminergic JGC death and microglial activation. 
Contrastingly, odour enrichment appears to enhance the survival capabilities of 
GABA/dopaminergic JGCs as well as PGCs. Prolonged exposure (>30 days) to a range of 20 
aromatic odours markedly increases TH immunoreactivity in GABA/dopaminergic JGCs and 
occurs due to an increase in cell number rather than an increase in TH expression (Bonzano et 
al., 2014). When taking the whole PGC population into account, it was further found that new-
born PGC survival is enhanced with 3 weeks of olfactory enrichment. Indeed, the survival of 
these cells was markedly dependent on odour input, as removal of odour enrichment resulted 
in less new-born PGCs surviving 3 weeks after odour over-exposure was removed (Bovetti et al., 
2009).  
Therefore, sensory experience shapes the bulbar interneuron circuitry by determining how 
many new players are incorporated into the established system, and how many of the resident 
participants survive.  
Inhibitory JGCs exhibit structural plasticity 
Activity-dependent structural changes have also been observed in the GABAergic JGC 
populations. Under physiological conditions, new-born PGCs appear to maintain highly dynamic 
structural plasticity in that they continuously form and remove synapses well after they have 
matured (Mizrahi, 2007a). In vivo chronic imaging of the presynaptic marker PSD95 tagged with 
GFP on PGCs revealed that sensory enrichment results in an increase of PSD95-GFP expression 
on adult-born PGCs in glomeruli that reaped the effects of enrichment (Livneh et al., 2009). This 
effect of increased PSD95-GFP expression implies that these new-born cells undergo more 
synaptogenesis when sensory experience is enhanced.  
Contrastingly, “mature” PGCs appear to be able to stabilise their synaptogenesis rates with 
sensory experience. Though 10 days of enrichment does not seem to impact the extent of 
dendritic ramification into glomeruli by mature PGCs, the rate of synaptogenesis and synapse 
removal is drastically decreased even after the second day of odour enrichment. Though the 
total ratio of new synapses and lost synapses is not affected by enrichment, mature PGCs seem 
to be able to adjust their synaptic turnover rate by drastically decreasing the amount of new 
synapses they generate, and old synapses they remove, an effect that remains for a relatively 
long period of time (Livneh and Mizrahi, 2011). Thus, both mature and new-born PGCs are 




In the dopaminergic population of JGCs, axon-bearing GABA/dopaminergic JGCs also have the 
capability of adjusting their axon initial segment (AIS). The AIS is an axonal structure where many 
voltage-gated ion channels reside at high densities. Most, if not all, action potentials are 
generated at this site in cells that contain an axon. Changes in the length and distance of the AIS 
in relation to the cell soma have been correlated with changes in the excitability of a cell (Grubb 
and Burrone, 2010b). In the OB, artificially exposing dissociated GABA/dopaminergic JGCs to 
chronic depolarisation, as would likely be the case under odour enriched environments, results 
in their AISs lengthening and proximally relocating towards the soma (Chand et al., 2015). Upon 
24 hour naris occlusion, the opposite effect can be observed ex vivo, where GABA/dopaminergic 
JGC AISs shorten in length, a structural alteration which has been linked to a decrease in intrinsic 
excitability of these cells (E. Galliano, unpublished data).  
Therefore, sensory experience can shape the morphological properties of bulbar inhibitory JGC 
population in more than one way.  
Inhibitory JGCs portray experience dependent functional plasticity  
The addition and loss of inhibitory JGCs, as well as their ability to structurally change in response 
to sensory experience must have functional consequences then, if it is to modulate OB 
processing of odorants.  
Recent findings demonstrate that adult-born PGCs do indeed functionally integrate into the 
network, as these cells responded with spiking behaviours to odorants when recorded in vivo, 
with less mature adult-born cells being more likely to respond (Livneh et al., 2014). These odour 
responses appear to be developed to different degrees depending on sensory experience. When 
PGCs are born during a two-week odour enriched environment, these PGCs appear to decrease 
their odour responsiveness, making them more selective to odour stimulation. The resident 
population of PGCs however, is not affected, and continues to respond to odours with the same 
tuning curves as before the enrichment occurred (Livneh et al., 2014). Thus, new-born PGCs 
functionally integrate into the network but obtain distinct odour-response profiles that are 
tuned by the olfactory environment the animal was in when these cells were generated.  
Sensory experience further shapes the functional properties of inhibitory JGCs contained within 
the mature circuit. Even short-term naris occlusion (3 days) can increase glutamate receptor-
mediated quantal scaling in these cells that likely occurs due to an increased expression of AMPA 
and NMDA receptors on PGC dendrites, thus exhibiting more channels through which glutamate 
can enter the cells (Tyler et al., 2007). Synaptic efficacy changes have further been observed in 
GAD67 expressing PGCs. Weeks of naris occlusion reduces the number of SACs expressing 
GAD67 (Parrish-Aungst et al., 2011). Additionally, upon chemical OB deafferentation, PGCs 
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release less GABA onto ETCs, an effect likely arising due to a reduction in the synaptic contacts 
GAD67+ PGCs make with ETCs (Lau and Murthy, 2012). Therefore, the functional properties 
displayed by PGCs and SACs appears to be dependent on sensory experience.  
These findings demonstrate the vast amount of experience-dependent plastic changes 
inhibitory JGCs can undergo. Given their role in the bulbar circuit, adjustments in these cells can 
profoundly impact the output of a glomerulus. As mentioned in the introductory part of this 
chapter, inhibitory JGCs are heavily involved in modulating the magnitude of the excitatory 
circuit, which ultimately affects the output at the M/TC level. Additionally, given that both GABA 
and dopamine inhibit glutamate release at OSN terminals (Aroniadou-Anderjaska et al., 2000; 
Maher and Westbrook, 2008), and GABA/dopaminergic JGCs are able to regulate their TH 
expression, it is further likely that these cells are capable of modulating incoming odour 
information at the level of initial input. Therefore, the sensory experience-driven plastic changes 
these cells undergo may function to continuously adjust the bulbar circuitry to maintain 
functional odour perception.  
1.3.4. Plasticity in granule cells 
GCs are heavily involved in the modulation of M/TC activity (Chen and Shepherd, 1997), and 
thus GC activity fine-tunes the output of bulbar circuits. As with JGCs, activity-dependent 
plasticity in GCs has been observed on multiple levels. Not only are these cells plastic to the 
extent of life-long neurogenesis, but structural and functional adjustments are also induced by 
sensory experience during adulthood.  
Activity-dependent neurogenesis and survival  
Many reports have shown that there is continuous turnover of the GC population. Under normal 
conditions, though ~10,000 new GCs are generated each day (Yamaguchi and Mori, 2005), 
around 50% of these new-born GCs undergo apoptosis within 1 month (Petreanu and Alvarez-
Buylla, 2002). The decision of life or death is made after new GCs have developed synaptic 
connectivity in the EPL, and is thus highly influenced by olfactory experience. The turnover of 
GCs throughout life has a functional effect and appears to ensure intact odour discrimination. 
When GC apoptosis is inhibited with a caspase inhibitor, odour discrimination becomes 
substantially worse (Mouret et al., 2009). Thus, the life-long structural dynamics GCs undergo 
appear to play a critical role in functioning odour perception.  
The survival of GCs is dependent on sensory input, as anosmia causes a drastic decrease in GC 
survival rates compared to functional olfactory systems (Petreanu and Alvarez-Buylla, 2002). 
With sensory deprivation new-born GCs do not appear to survive as well as their control 
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counterparts. Interestingly, there seems to be a critical window in which GCs require sensory 
input to allow them to survive. This critical window appears to be during the 14th to 20th  days of 
GC maturation, as occlusion during this time-period, but not outside of it, causes the drastic 
decrease in survival rate that is observed after 28 days of occlusion (Yamaguchi and Mori, 2005). 
It was further shown that long-term occlusion also decreases the rate of GC generation 
(Mandairon et al., 2006; Saghatelyan et al., 2005). Nevertheless, as with the inhibitory JGCs, it 
has recently been found that under physiological conditions, new-born GCs survive quite well, 
and only the deprivation of sensory input during the critical period results in the vast amount of 
GC loss observed (Platel et al., 2018). Thus, sensory experience likely maintains GC survival, but 
perturbations during the critical period of GC development results in a loss of these new-born 
cells.  
In contrast, over-exposure of odorants increases the generation of new GCs as well as their 
survival (Martončíková et al., 2011; Rochefort et al., 2002). Sensory experience appears to 
determine GC survival by influencing the functional incorporation of GCs into the pre-existing 
circuit, and this has been found to depend on the intrinsic activity levels of newborn GCs in a 
cell-autonomous manner. This is because genetically increasing the excitability of newborn GCs 
via artificially increasing sodium channel expression blocks cell death in these cells, whereas 
decreasing the intrinsic excitability of newborn GCs via increasing potassium channel expression, 
decreases their survival rates (Lin et al., 2010).  To this end, it has further been found that the 
critical maturational time-window where GCs require sensory input to survive, corresponds to 
the time-window in which GCs form extensive synaptic contacts with the resident network 
(Yamaguchi, 2014). Thus, synaptic input through sensory experience during this critical period 
appears to crucially facilitate GC survival.  
GCs exhibit activity-dependent structural plasticity  
Upon network integration, GC structural plasticity continuously occurs. Indeed, chronic in vivo 
imaging techniques have enabled the observation that GCs of all maturational ages continuously 
add and eliminate around 20% of their dendritic spines, a function thought to optimise odour 
information processing (Sailor et al., 2016). Interestingly, a recent finding demonstrated that 
specifically mature GCs are able to relocate their spines in an activity-dependent manner within 
minutes of stimulation. The direction of relocation was determined by M/TC activity, where GCs 
actively relocate their spines from inactive M/TCs towards dendrites of active M/TCs (Breton-
Provencher et al., 2016). This form of short-term plasticity may function to adjust the bulbar 
network to rapidly changing odour environments.  
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Sensory experience can further modulate these structural properties. Upon sensory deprivation, 
GCs exhibit reduced spine numbers as well as less branching in their dendritic tree (Dahlen et 
al., 2011). When looking at gross morphology, this effect appears to impact specifically new-
born GCs during the life-or-death critical window, as mature GCs seem to be resistant to this 
change (Breton-Provencher et al., 2016; Saghatelyan et al., 2005). However, when distinguishing 
between different parts of GC dendrites, it was found that even mature GCs undergo structural 
changes in the face of long-term (3 weeks) occlusion. In this scenario, GCs appear to increase 
their synaptic densities only in their proximal dendrites (Kelsch et al., 2009). In new-born GCs, 
the effect of sensory deprivation on decreased spine number is restricted to the distal and basal 
compartments of the dendrite (Kelsch et al., 2009; Saghatelyan et al., 2005). Olfactory learning 
has the opposite effect. In mice that learned to discriminate between two odours with repeated 
exposure, new-born GC spine densities were  enhanced in the distal, proximal and basal domains 
of their dendrites (Lepousez et al., 2014). This form of plasticity may be in place to enhance long-
range functional connectivity during olfactory learning (Lepousez et al., 2014).  Therefore, 
sensory experience impacts the structural maturation of new-born GCs and further modulates 
integrated GC synaptic connectivity.   
GC functional plasticity in response to input changes  
GCs are also plastic in terms of their functional activity, a property that is influenced by the 
olfactory environment. Using Ca2+ imaging to look at the sensory maps of GCs, it was found that 
long-term (5-6 weeks) sensory deprivation inhibited new-born GCs from expanding their sensory 
maps, whereas mature GCs were unaffected (Quast et al., 2016). Contrastingly, upon odour 
enrichment delivered through a go-no-go task, the expansion of immature GC sensory maps are 
enhanced (Quast et al., 2016). Nevertheless, this study used Cre-lines to drive expression in 
newborn GCs, which may have impacted the results, as a further study using targeted lentiviral 
injections to label newborn GCs found somewhat contradicting results (Wallace et al., 2017). 
Here, the authors found that newborn GCs exhibit broader odour tuning curves compared to 
their mature counterparts during the first two weeks of maturation. Newborn GCs then refine 
their tuning curves by 3 weeks of maturation. However, upon odour enrichment during this 
time, newborn GCs appear to continue exhibiting a broad odour tuning curve (Wallace et al., 
2017). Despite their contrasting results, these studies imply that immature GCs require sensory 
input to develop sensory maps, but also tune their odour responses in an input-dependent 
manner.  
These functional differences between mature and immature GCs in the face of changing odour 
environments were further demonstrated with the use of IEGs to mark activity. Once new GCs 
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synaptically integrate into the established system, developmentally young GCs show increased 
IEG expression in response to novel odours compared to the established resident population 
when mice were exposed to an odour-rich environment. Interestingly, upon habituation to 
odour exposure, established, mature GCs exhibited a decrease in their IEG expression (Magavi 
et al., 2005).  Thus, sensory experience not only shapes the response profiles of new-born GCs, 
but also alters properties of the existing GC population.  
The functional plasticity GCs possess influences bulbar output. In response to repeated tetanic 
OSN stimulation, a paradigm that may have similar effects as odour enrichment on OB circuitry, 
the frequency of y-oscillations in the OB is increased. This increase has been linked to the 
increased activation of GCs, which may provide a larger inhibitory drive onto M/TCs (Friedman 
and Strowbridge, 2003). Indeed, even GC intrinsic excitability can be adjusted in an experience-
dependent manner, which impacts bulbar output. Saghatelyan et al., (2005) demonstrated that 
even though less GCs are born after sensory deprivation, the ones that are generated are 
intrinsically more excitable compared to their control counterparts. This effect may function to 
maintain inhibitory drive onto M/TCs in the face of external perturbations. Similarly, cholinergic 
input onto GCs has been shown to potentiate GC intrinsic excitability by converting after-
hyperpolarisation into after-depolarisation. This in turn increased M/TC inhibition, and has been 
proposed to be a method by which cholinergic inputs could be regulating short-term plasticity 
in glomerular output (Pressler et al., 2007). Though this is not a direct example of experience-
driven plasticity, it does reveal an example of short-term plasticity that may function to sharpen 
GC responses in response to repetitive stimulation, as cholinergic inputs have previously been 
implicated in the adaption of the bulbar circuit to repetitive sniffing-like input (Linster and 
Cleland, 2002). Thus, functional adjustments in GCs have the potential to profoundly impact 
M/TC output, and can also be induced by sensory experience.  
In summary, even at this later stage in olfactory processing, the various forms of plasticity GCs 
exhibit can aid in the adjustment of the circuit to changes in the olfactory environment.  
1.3.5. Plasticity in mitral and tufted cells 
Though M/TCs do appear to adjust some of their properties in an experience-dependent 
manner, these adjustments, on an intrinsic level, are far less extensive compared to the 
inhibitory network. Indeed, on a cellular level, most of the plasticity occurring in the OB has 
almost always been linked to the inhibitory interneuron population. It is further likely that many 
changes observed in MCs and TCs in response to changing odour environments stem from 
altered inhibitory actions. A classic demonstration of how M/TCs adjust to long-term sensory 
deprivation showed that M/TCs enhance their response profiles to odours. This effect was 
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mimicked by application of a D2-receptor antagonist, thus this change in M/TCs could reflect an 
adjustment in other parts of the circuitry (Wilson and Sullivan, 1995).  
M/TCs express remarkable dendritic structural stability  
Following on from the idea that M/TCs retain stability in changing odour environments, it has 
been shown that M/TC dendrite morphology is remarkably stable. Using chronic imaging 
techniques in vivo, it has been shown that M/TC dendrites in the adult mouse do not undergo 
any adjustments with long-term odour enrichment (40 days). Though chronic application of a 
GABAA antagonist increases the firing rate of these cells as well as the rate of synapse pruning 
and sprouting, the overall dendritic architecture remains stable even in these un-physiological 
conditions (Mizrahi and C Katz, 2003). This phenomenon was interpreted as MCs and TCs 
retaining dendritic stability throughout an ever-changing olfactory environment, that may 
provide a scaffold to maintain the organisation of the local (inhibitory) circuits that do change 
phenomenally with experience.  
Interestingly, it appears that for M/TCs to retain their dendritic stability, they require OSN axons 
to be functionally established. Indeed, if OSN axons are abolished during the developmental 
period in which M/TCs are maturing, these cells undergo atrophy in their dendrites and fail to 
develop normally (Kobayakawa et al., 2007; Leo and Brunjes, 2003). Furthermore, if OSN axons 
are damaged after the circuitry is established in the adult, M/TC dendrites also retract their 
dendrites and attenuate their responses to odours. Once this occurs, it is difficult to re-establish 
OSN-M/TC connectivity even after OSN projections have recovered (Murai et al., 2016). Thus, 
MCs and TCs appear to retain stable dendritic morphology in the face of sensory perturbations, 
however if the initial input circuitry is physically damaged, they appear to lose this ability. 
Activity-dependent generation of M/TCs 
Despite their apparent dendritic stability, MCs and TCs do show some other examples of 
plasticity that are induced by sensory experience. For example, it has been shown that sensory 
experience during bulbar circuitry development after birth can directly impact the number of 
M/TCs that are incorporated into the system. Unilateral neonatal sensory deprivation results in 
a significant and permanent loss of M/TCs in the occluded bulb, an effect that occurs within 25 
days after nasal blockage (Meisami and Safari, 1981). The opposite effect is seen when rat pups 
are exposed to odour enrichment. In this case, after 4 weeks of odour enrichment, M/TC 




In addition to the apparent developmental effect sensory experience has on M/TC number, the 
mature population also responds to olfactory experience, though in the opposite direction. With 
repetitive and prolonged (30 days) exposure to a purely olfactory cue, i.e. that would specifically 
stimulate only the OB, adult mice (3 months and 1 year olds) exhibit a reduced number of M/TCs 
(Johnson et al., 2013). Thus, olfactory experience can profoundly influence the population 
density of MCs and TCs, which likely has impacts on odour processing and perception.  
Sensory experience shapes M/TC responses to odours  
Changes in sensory experience also seem to induce M/TCs to adjust their response profiles to 
odours in the mature and immature animal. When adult rats are repetitively exposed to 
odorants for 6 days, the proportion of M/TCs responding to the exposed odours is decreased. 
Interestingly, this effect is not specific to the exposed odorants, as this decreased 
responsiveness also occurs in response to previously un-exposed odours. This plastic effect is 
long-lasting, as it persists for at least 10 days after odour enrichment (Buonviso et al., 1998). 
Even shorter periods of olfactory enrichment seem to affect MC and TC odour response profiles. 
When odours are presented repeatedly (over a short experimental period) with 5 minutes of 
inter-stimulus intervals, odour-induced M/TC spiking responses decrease. M/TCs are able to 
restore original firing responses when given a recovery period, and thus this adjustment likely 
represents habituation (Chaudhury et al., 2010). Contrastingly, M/TCs have also been found to 
enhance their responsiveness to novel odours. Upon odour stimulation with a novel odour 
molecule that was shown to best activate particular M/TCs, those M/TC odorant receptive fields 
undergo a shift toward the experienced odorant. This effect is relatively long-lasting, and 
remains for at least 60 minutes (Fletcher and Wilson, 2003). Thus, even a single demonstration 
of a novel odorant can enhance M/TC responsiveness to that odour, and indicates that past 
experience can shift M/TC odour feature tuning toward familiar odorants. Therefore, M/TCs can 
adjust their odour tuning curves to either decrease their odour responses when stimuli become 
irrelevant (i.e. habituation), but also are able to enhance their receptive fields to increase their 
ability of responding to novel input.  
Sensory deprivation also appears to modulate M/TC responsiveness to odours. When sensory 
deprivation occurs early during rat postnatal development (P2), though M/TCs do not adjust 
their response profiles to odours per se, they do appear to decrease their spontaneous activity 
and portray a higher incidence of responding to odours compared to the unperturbed condition 
(Guthrie et al., 1990).  
Nevertheless, it has been argued that these adjustments likely represent alterations in the 
inhibitory circuit that exhibit their effects onto M/TCs. For example, it has been shown that 
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internal GCs of the AOB can adjust their intrinsic excitability, which impacts M/TC output. When 
an intruder male mouse is placed in the same cage as a resident male mouse, internal GCs 
impacted by the odour cues of the intruder male in the resident males’ AOB exhibit increased 
intrinsic excitability. The subsequent increased inhibitory drive onto M/TCs was shown to 
subdue M/TC responses to input stimulation (Cansler et al., 2017). Furthermore, since 
cholinergic inputs can influence the firing frequency in M/TCs, PGCs, and GCs (Ma and Luo, 
2012), it is likely that sensory experience in awake animals also influences these connections, 
which can further modulate bulbar output. Indeed, when mice learn to associate an odour with 
a sugar reward, there is an increase in noradrenaline release by centrifugal projections from the 
locus coeruleus into the OB. This is in addition to an increase in the ratio of glutamate release, 
presumably from M/TCs, to GABA release, presumably from GCs (Brennan et al., 1998). Hence, 
multiple modulatory processes appear to be plastic together, which may prevent the 
observation of endogenous plasticity displayed by M/TCs.  
Despite these controversies however, recent chronic two-photon Ca2+ imaging in vivo in awake 
animals has demonstrated that M/TCs could in fact increase their odour responsiveness 
intrinsically. Upon repeated odour exposure, M/TCs weakened their responses to the odours 
they were exposed to, an effect that lasted for months after odour exposure. After recovering 
to original response levels, they could then again weaken their odour responses to a different 
set of odorants that were presented in an enriched format post-recovery. This effect was likely 
not due to changes in the GC network because GCs also weakened their responses to exposed 
odorants. Since GCs mainly target M/TCs then, it is unlikely that the changes in M/TCs observed 
were due to an overall increase in GC activity. These results therefore imply that M/TCs are 
intrinsically capable of tuning their odour response curves, though this study did not examine 
the effects on JGCs. Interestingly, when mice were anaesthetised, this effect of sensory 
experience on M/TCs was no longer evident (Kato et al., 2012), which highlights the importance 
of considering the state of the animal when interpreting data.  
M/TCs undergo activity-dependent synaptic plasticity  
M/TCs have further been shown to adjust their synaptic efficacy in an activity-dependent 
manner. M/TCs form connexin-36-mediated gap junctions with each other which contributes to 
M/TC excitatory transmission as well as the synchronisation of M/TC firing in cells associated 
with the same glomerulus. Many more gap junctions are present at developmentally early 
stages, which rapidly decrease with age after P10 as chemical transmission becomes more 
prominent. This plastic change has been shown to require sensory input. If sensory deprivation 
occurs at birth, M/TCs develop more slowly and fail to reduce the number of gap-junctions they 
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form (Maher et al., 2009). Hence, M/TCs appear to undergo an experience-dependent 
maturational transition from electrical conductance to chemical and electrical transmission.  
In the mature circuitry, M/TCs are also likely to adjust the extent of dendritic lateral chemical 
excitation with other M/TCs in an activity-dependent manner. It has been shown, using paired 
recordings, that different M/TCs projecting to the same glomerulus exhibit different strengths 
of lateral excitation. Upon theta-burst stimulation, lateral excitation is potentiated in 
connections that are small, but depressed in connections that are large. The direction and 
amplitude of this plasticity correlates with changes in presynaptic Pr of glutamate, where Pr is 
increased during potentiation and decreased during depression (Pimentel and Margrie, 2008). 
This example of synaptic plasticity therefore demonstrates that M/TCs can undergo 
instantaneous dendrodendritic plasticity and suggests that the strength of these connections is 
determined either developmentally and/or by recent activity history.  
The M/TC-GC connection is also a likely candidate for activity-dependent plasticity in the mature 
circuit. Stimulation of M/TCs evokes the expected excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) in 
GCs consisting of both AMPA and NMDA potentials. Interestingly, this EPSP is reversibly inhibited 
with the application of noradrenaline. As a result, M/TCs display a reduced number of 
spontaneously occurring inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs), an effect that is likely due to 
decreased synaptic efficacy originating from the M/TCs (Trombley and Shepherd, 1992). Thus, 
not only does noradrenaline appear to have a disinhibitory effect on the OB, but it also appears 
to reduce M/TC-mediated GC excitation, that may directly increase M/TC excitability due to 
decreased feedback inhibition. Though this study did not directly determine whether this 
plasticity results from a change in sensory experience, it does suggest that M/TCs have the 
capability to adjust their synaptic strength with GC partners. Furthermore, since noradrenaline 
appears to be involved in olfactory learning (Brennan et al., 1998), an effect that ultimately 
arrives due to sensory experience,  the effects of enhanced noradrenaline release by centrifugal 
inputs due to presentation of the learned odorant could directly modulate M/TC synaptic drive, 
which in turn modulates GC activity, and thus results in modulated M/TC output.  
M/TCs are thus able to adjust a number of their properties as a result of sensory experience. As 
described above, it is difficult to distinguish whether some of these changes, particularly 
response profiles, occur intrinsically or as a result of the highly malleable local inhibitory circuit, 
or even centrifugal inputs. Nevertheless, some findings do directly demonstrate the endogenous 
plastic properties of M/TCs, and others strongly suggest that they have the capability to undergo 
activity-dependent functional plasticity. Therefore, even at the output level of initial processing, 
plastic changes occur in response to changes in the olfactory environment.  
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1.3.6. Impacts activity-dependent plasticity in ETCs would have on bulbar 
processing 
As already indicated above, ETCs perform vital functions in the glomerular circuitry. They are 
directly implicated in driving feedforward excitation onto M/TCs (De Saint Jan et al., 2009) and 
appear to be the major target of OSN inputs (De Saint Jan et al., 2009; Gire et al., 2012; Najac et 
al., 2011). Thus, these cells are now viewed as the intermediary pathway by which M/TCs gain 
input from the outside world. ETCs further drive the inhibitory glomerular network and are 
therefore a major source of triggering feedback inhibition (Hayar et al., 2004a). They further 
drive the synchronous activity observed in glomeruli (Hayar et al., 2004a), and thus are heavily 
involved in setting the response profile of a glomerular circuit. In summary, ETCs directly receive 
OSN inputs and appear to drive the glomerular circuitry as a response, providing modulated 
feedforward excitation for M/TCs to amplify into an excitatory output. Interestingly, ETCs do not 
appear to be present in the AOB (Lowe, 2013), and thus may have developed to perform 
functions specifically for odour processing, rather than processing information related to other 
biological functions such as mate choice.  
As ETCs are so central to initial odour processing, experience-driven plasticity in any of their 
properties could have profound impacts on glomerular processing and eventual M/TC output. 
Because all other major components of the OB circuitry are able to adjust at least some of their 
properties in response to external perturbations, it seems likely that ETCs would also display 
forms of experience-driven plasticity, and may in fact trigger the plastic changes observed in 
other parts of the circuit.  
1.3.7. Are ETCs plastic? 
Despite their crucial involvement in OB circuitry, activity-dependent plasticity in ETCs has not 
been heavily explored. One major finding though, was that as opposed to M/TCs, long-term 
sensory deprivation (4 weeks) since birth does not induce a change in the number of ETCs (Marks 
et al., 2006). 
In fact, the only form of activity-dependent plasticity in these cells discovered so far has been 
demonstrated in terms of ETC axonal projections to isofunctional glomerular columns. ETCs form 
part of the intrabulbar map, where they connect isofunctional glomerular columns via their 
axonal targeting (Lodovichi et al., 2003). As this intrabulbar map forms and develops, ETCs 
initially portray broad axonal targeting that gradually refines to the targeting of distinct 
glomerular columns by around 7 weeks of age in mice (Marks et al., 2006). If sensory deprivation 
occurs during this developmental period for prolonged periods of time (3 weeks), the intrabulbar 
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map appears to broaden to the extent seen in very young (1 week old) mice (Marks et al., 2006). 
The opposite effect occurs if glomeruli are enriched with odour input, as this results in an 
accelerated refinement of the intrabulbar map (Marks et al., 2006). 
When observing the mature circuit, sensory experience can still affect these ETC intrabulbar 
projections. Upon sensory deprivation in adult mice, ETC axonal projections broaden to levels 
resembling the immature circuit and exhibit a reduced branch point density (Cummings and 
Belluscio, 2010; Marks et al., 2006). This effect has been shown to be reversible, as removing 
the sensory block results in a re-refinement of ETC axonal projections and increases in branch 
point density after a recovery period (Cummings and Belluscio, 2010). Thus, sensory experience 
can shape the intrabulbar map created by ETCs in immature as well as mature animals. 
Since the target of intrabulbar axonic connections is GCs, which are involved in modulating M/TC 
activity, this plasticity in ETC projection targeting could therefore impact the amount of 
inhibition received by M/TCs associated with isofunctional odour processing. Interestingly, there 
is a delicate interplay between GC generation and ETC axonal targeting. When neurogenesis is 
inhibited in the adult, ETCs expand their axonal targeting to similar levels as seen with occlusion. 
Furthermore, when nares are allowed to recover from occlusion but neurogenesis is inhibited, 
ETCs are unable to re-refine their axonal targeting to control levels (Cummings et al., 2014). 
Thus, there is a requirement for new-born GCs to maintain established ETC intrabulbar maps, as 
well as for the re-refinement of axonal projections in response to external perturbations.  
Despite these findings however, the functional consequences of this projection plasticity, or 
indeed the exploration of any further plastic capabilities portrayed by ETCs, were not further 
explored. Since ETCs are so heavily involved in glomerular processing, it would thus be 
interesting to observe whether these cells change any of their other properties that modulate 
their function. If ETCs are malleable, and are able to respond to changes in olfactory 
environment, they may provide a major avenue by which glomerular processing and final output 
is adjusted.  
1.4. Thesis aims – an exploration of ETC activity-dependent 
plasticity  
 
As described above, on a cellular basis, multiple components of the OB demonstrate the ability 
to adjust multiple properties in response to external perturbations, both in the mature and 
immature OB. How these changes integrate to adjust bulbar processing as a whole is still being 
investigated, but many findings suggest that these adjustments function in concert to produce 
a modified output and adjust odour processing in an ever-changing olfactory environment. This 
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may crucially function to ensure odour information is reliably transmitted to the olfactory 
cortex, where processes there use this information to navigate the organism through the 
olfactory world.  
Even though ETCs are so central in the OB circuit, very little is known about how ETCs respond 
to the constant changes in olfactory environment. Given their central role in the glomerular 
circuit, any plastic adjustment of ETC properties likely would impact multiple levels of bulbar 
processing, and would thus place these cells at the heart of glomerular adjustments.  
This thesis therefore, aims to shine some light on the plastic capabilities ETCs exhibit. More 
specifically, we want to know whether ETCs are intrinsically plastic in response to sensory 
perturbations. If this is indeed the case, we further aim to elucidate whether ETC plasticity 
functionally adjusts the OB network when changes occur in olfactory environment. To enable 
this exploration, we use sensory deprivation by unilateral plug naris occlusion to drive 
experience-dependent changes in the juvenile mouse main OB. Our occlusion paradigm consists 
of short-term sensory deprivation (24 hours), as this has been shown to be enough time to drive 
changes in the glomerular inhibitory circuit (D. Byrne, E. Galliano, unpublished data).  
Using patch clamp physiology in acute OB slices as well as immunohistochemical analysis, we 
characterise various ETC functional and morphological properties and compare these properties 
in occluded conditions to control conditions. We first explore the possibility that ETCs alter their 
intrinsic excitability and gross morphology upon naris occlusion (chapter 3). Using a large sample 
size, we find no experience-driven differences in the many different intrinsic functional and 
morphological properties ETCs display. However, we did find a significant increase in the 
magnitude of LLCs ETCs experience in occluded conditions (chapter 4). This spurred us on to 
explore how this form of synaptic plasticity arises, and whether it impacts the output of the 
glomerular network (chapter 5).  
Overall, we found that there is an intricate interplay of alterations in glomerular excitation and 
inhibition upon short-term sensory deprivation. This may be involved in maintaining set levels 
of M/TC output in response to external perturbations, which may be crucial for maintaining 






Chapter 2  
Materials and methods 
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, unless otherwise specified.  
2.1. Animals 
All experiments were performed in accordance with UK Home Office guidelines under C. Hahn’s 
Personal Licence and M. Grubb’s Project Licence for animal experiments. Mice of either gender 
were used and all experiments were performed between postnatal day (P) 20-35. C57B16 mice 
were acquired from Charles River and were either used as experimental animals, or to back-
cross each generation of transgenic animals. CCK-IRES-Cre (Taniguchi et al., 2011) founders were 
kindly donated by Prof. Beatriz Rico, and crossed with a floxed tdTomato (tdT) reporter line (The 
Jackson laboratory stock number 008601) to produce transgenic animals that labelled all cells 
expressing CCK with tdT (CCK-tdT). Transgenic mice were genotyped for the expression of tdT 
and Cre from ear-notched tissue using PCR. All mice were housed under a 12h light-dark cycle 
in an environmentally controlled room. The mice had free access to water and food. Every effort 
was made to minimize both the number of animals used and their suffering during the 
experimental procedures.  
 
2.2. Sensory manipulation 
To perform unilateral naris occlusion, mice were briefly anaesthetised (<5 min) with isoflurane. 
In the occluded group, a custom-made ~6 mm Vaseline-lubricated plug of silicone and nylon 
(Ethylon polymide, non-absorbable suture, Ethicon, UK) (Cummings et al., 1997) (made by either 
C. Hahn or M.  Lipovsek) was inserted into the right nostril and left for 24 hours.  At the 
termination of each experiment, post-hoc visual observation of the nasal cavity was always 
performed to ensure that the plug had remained in place. Occluded mice where the plug could 
not be found, were not used for experiments.  
 
For control animals, our initial aim was to characterise ETC responses in both sensory deprived 
and enriched conditions. We thus obtained some data from some experiments, mentioned in 
the text, where the control group was unperturbed and remained in the home-cage until 
experimental use. Upon abandoning the aim of exploring sensory enrichment, we decided to 
incorporate a more accurate control for our occluded group by performing a sham occlusion on 
control animals to control for both anaesthetic exposure and any potential nasal damage caused 
by the plug. In this case, the mouse was anaesthetised with isoflurane and a naris plug was 
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inserted but immediately removed. In just one experiment (chapter 4, Fig 4) both unperturbed 
and sham-treated animals were represented in the data-set, and no difference was found 
between the two types of control.  As noted in the text, all experiments from chapter 4, Fig. 4 
onwards used exclusively sham-treated mice as controls. 
 
2.3. Slice electrophysiology 
Mice were deeply anaesthetised with isoflurane and then swiftly decapitated. Subsequently, the 
OB was removed and transferred into ice-cold slicing medium containing (in mM): 240 sucrose, 
5 KCl, 1.25 Na2HPO4, 2 MgSO4, 1 CaCl2, 26 NaHCO3 and 10 D-Glucose, bubbled with 95% O2 and 
5% CO2. Horizontal slices (300µm thick) of the olfactory bulb were cut using a vibratome 
(VT1000S, Leica) and afterward stored in ACSF containing (in mM): 124 NaCl, 5 KCl, 1.25 
Na2HPO4, 2 MgSO4, 2 CaCl2, 26 NaHCO3 and 20 D-Glucose, bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. 
Some experiments, indicated in the text (chapter 4) were performed with ACSF containing 0 
Mg2+. Slices were allowed to recover for at least 45 minutes at room temperature before the 
experiments started. Experiments were performed at physiologically relevant temperature 
(34 ± 2°C) with an in-line heater (TC-344B, Warner Instruments), and the bath was continuously 
perfused with oxygenated ACSF (1.33ml/min). Slices were secured in place using a harp (Warner 
Instruments).  
 
WT ETCs were visualized using an upright microscope (Axioskop Eclipse FN1, Nikon) equipped 
with a 40X water immersed objective. DIC optics were employed to enhance contrast of signal 
which aided the visualisation of live-imaged cells captured via a camera (DMx 31BF03, 
Scientifica). Alexa fluorescence was revealed by epifluorescent illumination with appropriate 
excitation and emission filters (CoolLED pE-100) once the dye had dialysed the cells in the whole-
cell configuration. We included only cells that were located in the deeper parts of the GL, that 
showed a characteristic tufted morphology, that fired spontaneously in bursts in current clamp 
I=0, and that displayed a characteristic depolarising sag when injected with prolonged negative 
current steps in current clamp mode (see chapter 3). CCK-tdT ETCs were visualised by finding 
tdT+ cells using epifluorescence and their location in the GL. The same stringent criteria for ETC 
identification applied to CCK-tdT ETCs. M/TCs were identified by their large soma size and 
location in the MCL.  
 
Pipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass (1.5mm outer diameter, 1.17mm inner diameter, 
Harvard Apparatus; or 1.5mm outer diameter, 0.84mm inner diameter, World Precision 
Instruments) with a resistance of 2.5-7.5MΩ using a vertical P10 puller (Narishige). For whole-
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cell recordings in ETCs, patch-pipettes were fire-polished with a microforge MF-900 (Narishige) 
before the experiment. Unless stated otherwise, recording electrodes were filled with an 
intracellular solution containing (in mM): 124 K-Gluconate, 9 KCl, 10 KOH, 4 NaCl, 10 HEPES, 28.5 
Sucrose, 4 Na2ATP, 0.4 Na3GTP, 0.15% Biocytin (pH 7.25-7.35; osmolarity 290 mOsm) and Alexa 
488 (1:150) (Thermo Fisher Scientific). pH was adjusted with KOH. As indicated in the text, we 
further included 10mM glutamate in the patch pipette for recordings of glutamate potentials 
(see chapter 4) to avoid glutamate rundown (Ma and Lowe, 2007). Liquid junction potential 
between ACSF and the internal solution was not corrected for but was calculated in the Clampex 
software as 12.1mV for standard solutions. For experiments containing 10mM glutamate in the 
recording electrode, the liquid junction potential was 12mV. 
 
To record OSN evoked responses, we electrically stimulated OSN fibres using ACSF-filled 
monopolar patch-pipettes with a brief pulse of manually selected amplitudes delivered by an 
isolated stimulator (0.01-10mA, ISO-Flex, A.M.P.I). The stimulating electrode was placed into the 
ONL nearby the targeted glomerulus, and care was taken to avoid placing the electrode directly 
onto a glomerulus. 
Patch-clamp recordings were performed using an Axopatch amplifier 700B (Molecular Devices). 
Signals were digitized (Digidata 1550, Molecular Devices) and Bessel-filtered at 3kHz. Fast 
capacitance was compensated in the on-cell configuration. In the whole-cell configuration, 
membrane potential (Vm) was measured immediately after rupture in current-clamp mode. A 
protocol for test series was included before and after each recording. This test series consisted 
of, in voltage clamp, a voltage step of -10mV for 10ms and +10mV for 10ms. This produced traces 
from which series resistance (from the current peak), membrane resistance (from the steady 
holding current at the new voltage), and membrane capacitance (from the area under the 
exponentially decaying current from peak to holding current) could be calculated. For whole-cell 
recordings in ETCs, traces were excluded if series (Rs) or input (Ri) resistances were respectively 
bigger than 30 MΩ or smaller than 100 MΩ, and if they varied by > 20% over the course of the 
experiment. For whole-cell recordings in M/TCs, traces were excluded with the same criteria as 
for ETCs, except that cells were excluded if their Ri was smaller than 70MΩ. For cell-attached 
recordings, traces were excluded if the test series showed that a giga-seal (>1000 MΩ) was not 
formed.  
 
Some experiments were performed in the presence of 10µM picrotoxin (PTX, Sigma-Aldrich) in 
the recording solution. For auto-evoked glutamate potentials, responses were recorded in ACSF 
to obtain baseline measures of glutamate potentials, followed by wash-in of 10μm 2,3-dioxo-6-
nitro-1,2,3,4-tetrahydrobezno[f]quinoxaline-7-sulfonamide disodium salt (NBQX, Sigma-
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Aldrich) and 50μm DL-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (APV, Cambridge Bioscience) that 
eliminated the responses (further described in chapter 4). Bridge balance was not compensated 
for, except for glutamate potential recordings performed in chapter 4. 
 
Current-clamp experimental protocols 
In current-clamp mode, evoked spikes and sag potentials were measured with Vhold set to −55 ± 
3 mV. Spontaneous firing was recorded for 30 seconds with 0 pA current input (I=0). For multiple 
spiking measures, we injected 500-ms-duration current steps from 0pA of increasing amplitude 
(Δ10pA) until the neuron passed its maximum firing frequency. For action potential waveform 
measures, we injected 10ms-duration current steps of increasing amplitude (Δ10pA) until the 
current threshold for reliable action potential generation was reached. For sag-potential 
measures, we injected 500ms-duration current steps from -300pA of increasing amplitude 
(Δ25pA) until 0pA current injection was reached. Some cells were not tolerant to a -300pA 
hyperpolarisation. In these cases, if cells recovered, we began our step-current from -200pA. For 
auto-evoked glutamate potential measurements, action potentials were induced with a 2ms-
duration current step of 800pA.  
Voltage-clamp experimental protocols 
In voltage-clamp mode, spontaneous LLCs were recorded at a holding potential of -55mV for 
one minute. To record OSN-evoked LLCs, a brief 0.1ms-duration OSN stimulation was given at 
20ms inter-stimulus intervals. At least 4 sweeps were recorded in this way to determine average 
amplitude and charge of the evoked LLCs. To record paired-pulse ratio (PPR) responses in ETCs, 
OSNs were electrically stimulated with 0.1ms-duration pulses with an inter-pulse interval of 
50ms. OSNs were given 60s between pulse-trains to fully replenish their synaptic vesicles after 
this paired stimulus (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). To ensure we were recording EPSCs evoked 
with roughly comparable stimulus intensities across cells, the first evoked EPSC needed to 
display an amplitude between 200-500pA. At least 3 sweeps were recorded per cell in this 
configuration. We further used a repetitive OSN stimulation protocol to record EPSCs in the 
whole-cell configuration to quantify release probability (Pr) and provide another measure of PPR 
at 20ms inter-pulse intervals. OSNs were stimulated at a frequency of 50Hz with 20 pulses. A 60s 
recovery period was given between pulse trains. At least 3 sweeps were recorded per cell in this 
configuration. To record OSN-evoked spiking, we used the same OSN stimulation protocol. We 
further adapted the protocol to record OSN-evoked spiking when 20 pulses were delivered at 
5Hz. For these recordings, at least 5 sweeps were recorded for each cell.  
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2.4. Analysis of electrophysiological recordings  
For all electrophysiological analyses, the experimenter was blind to the treatment condition 
until all data in an experiment were analysed and de-coded.  
Intrinsic spiking properties 
Exported traces were analysed using custom-written routines in MATLAB (Mathworks) written 
by M. Grubb, which have been used routinely in the laboratory (Chand et al., 2015; Dumitrescu 
et al., 2016; Galliano et al., 2018). Before differentiation for dV/dt, recordings at high temporal 
resolution (5μs sample interval) were smoothed using a 20 point (100μs) sliding filter. For 
quantification of action potential properties (AP), voltage threshold (Vthresh) was taken as the 
potential at which dV/dt first passed 10 V/s.  AP height (Vmax) was determined as the difference 
between maximum spike voltage and voltage threshold. Spike width (WHH) was measured at 
the midpoint between voltage threshold and maximum voltage. Afterhyperpolarisation values 
(AHP; and relative AHP) were measured from responses to 500ms current injection. AHP was 
measured from the local voltage minimum after the first spike fired at rheobase, the minimum 
current required to generate an AP. Relative AHP (Rel. AHP) was measured as the difference 
between the AP threshold voltage and the AHP. Maximum rate of AP rise was determined by 
measuring maximum dV/dT (Max. dV/dt), calculated from the first derivative of the AP. First 
spike delays were measured as the time it took to reach Vmax from the initiation of the current 
step.  
For quantification of multiple spiking properties, input-output curves were constructed by 
counting the number of spikes fired at each level of injected current and plotting the number as 
a function of input current density (pA/pF). The coefficient of variation for inter spike interval 
(ISI CV) was calculated for each sweep with at least 3 spikes, and the mean of these values was 
taken from all the sweeps of that cell. Maximum number of spikes were determined by counting 
the maximum number of spikes of any given sweep per cell. Spike numbers were segmented 
into 100ms time-bins across the 500ms current injection to view differences in spiking patterns 
(Goldfarb et al., 2007).  
Measuring the sag potential  
The sag potential was quantified by calculating the sag index (Chittajallu et al., 2013) for the 
recorded cell. This was calculated using a custom-written MATLAB script (C. Hahn and M. 










Where Vrest = resting membrane potential, Base plateau = the voltage at which the sag reaches 
baseline before the hyperpolarising step is ended, and Sag = the minimum voltage the sag of the 
cell reaches during the hyperpolarising step (depicted in chapter 3, Fig 9 Ai, red box = base 
plateau, purple box = Vrest, green box = Sag).  With this calculation, the lower the sag index, the 
larger the sag potential. These measures were taken from raw traces, with values from multiple 
traces then fitted with polynomial curves in order to quantify the sag index at the same voltage 
base for each cell (chapter 3, Fig 9 Aii-iv). Pilot data for several different voltage bases were 
taken to define what voltage base would result in the most comprehensive results (i.e. at what 
voltage base did most cells have a measurable sag potential; data not shown). From these data, 
a voltage base of -90mV was chosen for subsequent analysis.  
Auto-evoked glutamate potentials 
Tail potential amplitudes were measured from the baseline occurring before AP initiation, to the 
peak of the amplitude 30ms after the AP (see Fig. 7 in chapter 4). PPR was quantified by dividing 
the second peak amplitude by the first peak amplitude.  
LLC analysis 
Spontaneous LLCs were selected by eye in Minianalysis (Synaptosoft). Detection thresholds 
were set to the following parameters: threshold, ~10pA (set by the amount of RMS noise, 5x 
multiplication factor); period to search a local maximum, 50 000μs; time before a peak for 
baseline, 90 000μs; period to search a decay time, 200 000μs; fraction of peak to find a decay 
time, 0.37; period to average a baseline, 5000μs; number of points to average for peak, 1. Upon 
detecting all LLCs in that trace, all events were grouped to create an average LLC in the group 
analysis and curve fitting window. The x and y points of the average event were exported into a 
text file, which was subsequently used to re-plot the average LLC profile in MATLAB for 
subsequent analysis (C. Hahn and M.Grubb). The amplitude was calculated from the difference 
between mean baseline current and mean peak current. The mean peak current was calculated 
by taking the mean of the ± 7 closest points to the minimum current measured. The charge was 
calculated by measuring the area under the curve from the first current deflection (the start, 
defined by the first point after the last baseline measure point ) of the LLC, to 500ms after this 
point (Gire and Schoppa, 2009). Evoked LLC traces were directly imported into MATLAB and 
analysed in the same way as spontaneous LLCs, but with an LLC start point commencing 
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immediately after the stimulus artefact. For ETCs and M/TCs, evoked LLCs were measured at 
suprathreshold stimulus intensities, when LLCs occurred reliably across sweeps without 
monosynaptic components (see Fig 2 in chapter 4). For M/TCs with variable-amplitude evoked 
LLCs (see Fig 10, chapter 4), these were not further quantified. For coefficient of variation (CV) 
analysis of LLC amplitudes, individual LLCs recorded in a cell were analysed for amplitude, and 
the CV was calculated per cell by dividing the mean LLC amplitude by the standard deviation. 
For histogram analysis of LLC “quantal” properties, all spontaneous or evoked LLC events from 
either all ETCs or all M/TCs were normalised for the median amplitude of LLC in each cell. To 
quantify M/TC evoked LLCs in this way, traces where the multistep LLCs were observed were 
included, rather than using suprathreshold stimulation recordings. The resulting values were 
then plotted against the frequency of occurrence, using the automatic binning function in 
GraphPad Prism to plot the histograms. Single Gaussian distributions were fitted to the resulting 
histograms to observe the spread of the data points.  
OSN release probability analysis  
To quantify PPR from the paired-pulse OSN stimulation protocol, we recorded current responses 
in ETCs that displayed monosynaptic OSN-evoked responses. To obtain a measure of PPR, we 
divided the amplitude of the second evoked EPSC by the amplitude of the first using a custom-
written MATLAB routine (C. Hahn and M. Grubb). The first EPSC amplitude was measured from 
the mean baseline current before stimulus onset to the peak of the EPSC response. To estimate 
the baseline of the second EPSC, decay curves were fitted with single-exponential functions 
using a least-squares minimalization algorithm to the decay of the first EPSC and extended to 
where it met the second EPSC peak on the x-axis. This measure was then considered the baseline 
from which to calculate the amplitude of the second EPSC in the same way the first EPSC 
amplitude was derived. The same analysis was performed for PPR recordings obtained from the 
50Hz OSN stimulus train protocol, measuring the amplitudes of the first two EPSCs.Estimations 
of OSN Pr based on 50Hz OSN-stimulus trains were performed using a custom-written MATLAB 
script (M. Grubb). Pr was calculated by dividing the first evoked EPSC by the size of the readily 
releasable pool. The readily releasable pool was estimated using two separate methods. The 
Schneggenburger, Meyer, and Neher (SMN) method involved fitting a linear fit to the last 5 
EPSCs on a plot displaying the cumulative EPSC amplitude against the stimulus number. The 
readily releasable pool was then measured as the y-intercept of the fitted line (Schneggenburger 
et al., 2002). The Elmqvist-Quastal (EQ) method involved fitting the fast EPSC amplitude against 
the cumulative EPSC amplitude. A line was fitted to the first 3 EPSCs, where the x-intercept 
shows the estimated size of the releasable pool (Elmqvist and Quastel, 1965). These calculations 
have previously been used to reliably quantify OSN Pr  (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017).  
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OSN-evoked spiking properties 
For quantification of OSN-evoked on-cell spikes, using a custom-written MATLAB script (C. Hahn 
and M. Grubb), spikes were counted automatically, based on manually-established upper and 
lower thresholds for each trace. Spikes were counted during the 10s window before stimulus 
onset, during the stimulus period, as well as during the recovery period. Spike frequency was 
normalised by subtracting the measured spike frequency from baseline firing frequency 
recorded 10s before stimulus onset. Temporal filters were measured by calculating the 
percentage of spikes that occurred after each stimulus from the total number of spikes 
throughout the stimulus train (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). ISI CV for spontaneously-fired 
spikes was calculated in the same way as for the intrinsic spiking properties described above.  
2.5. Immunohistochemistry on fixed acute slices 
 
Confirming CCK immunoreactivity in patched cells from WT tissue 
After ETC recordings were complete, acute slices were fixed in 1% paraformaldehyde (PFA; in 
3% sucrose, 60mM PIPES, 25mM HEPES, 5mM EGTA and 1mM MgCl2) overnight and then 
processed for immunohistochemistry. The position of the cell in the OB was noted during the 
recording protocol to enable subsequent localisation with confocal microscopy. Free-floating 
slices were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and incubated in 200 μl/well 5% 
normal goat serum (NGS, Sigma-Aldrich) for blocking, and PBS/Triton/azide (0.25% triton, 0.02% 
azide, Sigma-Aldrich) for permeabilization, for 6h at room temperature. The slices were 
incubated with 200 μl/well of a mixture of primary antibody (rabbit IgG anti-CCK, 1:200, 
Immunostar) diluted in PBS/Triton/azide for two days at 4°C. Slices were washed 5 times for 5 
minutes with PBS and then incubated with 200 μl/well of a mixture of appropriate secondary 
antibodies and streptavidin conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488 (Life Technologies, Alexa Fluor, 1:1000 
diluted in PBS/0.25% Triton/0.02% azide , Streptavidin Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate, S32354) for 
2h at room temperature. Slices were washed again 5 times for 5 minutes with PBS.  The slices 
were then mounted with Mowiol (Calbiochem) on glass slides (Menzel-Gläser).  
Immunolabelling of patched CCK-tdT ETCs for analysis of dendrite morphology 
After ETC recordings were complete, acute slices were fixed in 4%PFA (in 3% sucrose, 60mM 
PIPES, 25mM HEPES, 5mM EGTA, and 1mM MgCl2) for a minimum of 20 minutes and a maximum 
of 3 hours, before being processed for immunohistochemistry for the characterisation of 
biocytin-filled patched ETCs. The position of the cell in the OB was noted during the recording 
protocol to enable subsequent localisation with confocal microscopy. Free-floating slices were 
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washed with PBS 3 times for 5 minutes and stored in PBS + 0.02% azide until the commencement 
of the staining protocol. Immunohistochemistry and subsequent imaging and tracing of neurons 
were exclusively performed by Catherine Cunningham under C. Hahn’s and M. Grubb’s 
supervision. Free-floating slices were washed in PBS 5 times for 10 minutes and then incubated 
for 2 hours at room temperature in a PBS solution containing 2% NGS, 0.025% triton and 
streptavidin Alexa Fluor 633 conjugate (1:1000, Life Technologies), which binds to the biocytin 
located in the patched cells. After this, slices were incubated overnight at 4ᵒC. Following the 
incubation period, slices were washed in PBS 8 times for 10 minutes and then mounted with 
Mowiol on glass slides.  
2.6. Immunohistochemistry on slices obtained from transcardially 
fixed animals 
Mice were anaesthetised with an overdose of pentobarbital delivered with intraperitoneal 
injection. Mice were then transcardially perfused with 20mL PBS containing heparin (Alfa Aesar; 
20 units/mL-1) to prevent blood coagulation and clear blood from the blood vessels. This was 
followed by transcardial perfusion with 20mL of 1% or 4% PFA. The OBs were then dissected and 
post-fixed for either 2 days in the case of 1% PFA perfusion, or 1 day in the case of 4% PFA 
perfusion. OBs were embedded in 5-8% agarose and sliced coronally at 50μm using a vibratome 
(VT1000S, Leica).  
 
Labelling of axon initial segments (AIS) 
Free-floating slices that were fixed in 1% PFA were washed 3 times for 5 minutes in PBS and 
were then incubated for 2 hours at room temperature in 200µl/well in a PBS-based blocking and 
permeabilising solution containing 5% NGS, 0.25% triton, and 0.02% azide. Following this, slices 
were incubated with 200µl/well of a mixture of primary antibodies diluted in a PBS solution 
containing 5% NGS, 0.25% triton, and 0.02% azide for two days at 4°C. The primary antibodies 
used were: mouse IgG2a anti-Ankyrin-G (1:500, NeuroMab, monoclonal clone N106/36), and 
rabbit IgG anti-CCK (1:200) in WT tissue. Following primary antibody incubation, slices were 
washed 5 times for 5 minutes with PBS and then incubated for 2-3 hours at room temperature 
with 200µl/well species-appropriate secondary antibodies diluted in a PBS solution containing 
5% NGS, 0.25% triton, and 0.02% azide (Alexa Fluor-conjugated, 1:1000, Life Technologies). After 
this incubation period, slices were washed 3 times for 5 minutes with PBS and mounted on glass 
slides with Mowiol.  
 
Staining for expression of relevant markers 
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2-4 4% PFA-fixed OBs were co-embedded in agarose before slicing, to produce slices that could 
be co-stained to form part of one experimental set that was labelled under exactly the same 
conditions to normalise our comparison of fluorescence intensities upon further analysis. 
Agarose blocks were cut into different shapes in order to identify which OB belonged to which 
animal post-hoc. The co-stained sets always included at least one control sample.  
 
For CCK labelling in CCK-tdT tissue, slices were stained for CCK with the same protocol used for 
AIS labelling. The staining and subsequent image analysis for glomerular VGLUT1 and VGLUT2 
expression was performed by Ebrahim Bakhtar under C. Hahn’s and M. Grubb’s supervision. 
Slices were incubated in a PBS solution containing 10% NGS, 0.25% triton and 0.02% azide for 2 
hours at room temperature. Slices were then incubated with 250μl/well of a mixture containing 
primary antibody diluted in PBS containing 10% NGS, 0.25% triton, and 0.02% azide for 2 days 
at 4ᵒC. The primary antibodies used were: rabbit IgG anti-VGLUT1 (1:500, Synaptic Systems) and 
rabbit IgG anti-VGLUT2 (1:500, Synaptic Systems, UK). Following this incubation period, slices 
were washed 3 times for 5 minutes in PBS, and were then incubated with 250μl/well of the 
species-appropriate secondary antibody diluted in PBS containing 10% NGS, 0.25% triton, and 
0.02% azide (Alexa Fluor-conjugated, 1:1000, Life Technologies) for 4 hours at room 
temperature. Slices were then washed with PBS 3 times for 5 minutes, after which they were 
incubated with 2 drops/mL of the nuclear marker NucRed (ThermoFisher, UK) for 20 minutes at 
room temperature. Slices were then mounted on glass slides with Mowiol.  
 
For staining of Arc, c-Fos, EGR1, and NFAT, CCK-tdT OB slices were incubated in a PBS solution 
containing 10% NGS, 0.25% triton and 0.02% azide for 5 hours at room temperature. Slices were 
then incubated with 250μl/well of a mixture containing primary antibody antibody diluted in 
PBS containing 10% NGS, 0.25% triton, and 0.02% azide for 2 days at 4ᵒC. The primary antibodies 
used were: mouse IgG2a ant-Arc (C-7) (1:200, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, monoclonal), rabbit IgG 
anti-EGR1 (1:200, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), rabbit IgG anti-NFATC4 (1:500, Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology), and mouse IgG anti-c-Fos (1:500, Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Following this 
incubation period, slices were washed with PBS 3 times for 5 minutes before being incubated 
for 2 hours at room temperature with 250μl/well of species-appropriate secondary antibody 
diluted in PBS containing 10% NGS, 0.25% triton, and 0.02% azide (Alexa Fluor-conjugated, 
1:1000, Life Technologies). Slices were then washed for 5 minutes 3 times in PBS and then 
mounted on glass slides with Mowiol. For successful Arc staining, antigen retrieval was 
performed before blocking and permeabilization by incubating slices in 10mM sodium citrate 
(pH 6) for 20 minutes before being transferred to the NGS-containing blocking solution. Due to 
the heating step, the agarose around OB slices melted and it was not possible to distinguish 
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which OB belonged to which treatment condition. For this reason, the heating temperature and 
time left in these conditions was varied to optimise this protocol in order to minimise agarose 
melting. We further placed some trials into the fridge after heat treatment to re-solidify partially 
melted agarose. Nevertheless, upon further attempts using antigen retrieval, as well as standard 
immunohistochemical protocols as performed for EGR1, c-Fos and NFAT staining, and even with 
repetition of the exact same protocol as performed initially, we could not observe suitable Arc 
staining (see chapter 3).  
 
2.7. Imaging  
The tissue was imaged with a laser scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 710) using 
appropriate excitation and emission filters, a pinhole of 1 AU and a 40x oil immersion objective. 
Laser intensity and gain were set manually to avoid signal saturation in AIS, VGLUT1, and VGLUT2 
signals. For imaging of Streptavidin signal, laser intensity and gain were set to saturate the signal 
to allow for clear observation of even small and thin processes.  
 
Imaging CCK label in patched cells 
Patched cells from a WT background were found by looking for cells clearly expressing Alexa 
488, and by checking that that particular cell corresponded with the location of the recorded 
cell (noted by the experimenter during the recording experiment). Images were taken in z-stacks 
of 0.45µm steps and inspected on orthogonal projections to clearly observe co-label of the filled 
cell with CCK staining.   
 
Imaging CCK-tdT ETCs for morphological analysis  
To locate patched and Alexa-filled ETCs, a 10x water-immersion objective was used. Once found, 
ETCs were imaged with a 40x oil immersion objective. Images were taken with 3x zoom, 
1024x1024 pixels (0.07μm/pixel) and in z-stacks with 0.58μm steps. Overlapping tile-stacks 
including cell soma, primary dendrite, and dendritic tuft were imported into ImageJ and stitched 
together to create a whole-cell stack using the Grid/Collection Stitching plugin (Schindelin et al., 
2015; Preibisch et al., 2009). Manual neuron reconstruction in Fiji (ImageJ) using the Simple 
Neurite Tracer plugin (Schindelin et al., 2012; Longair et al., 2011) was performed in 3 
dimensions. Cells were excluded that portrayed incomplete filling, cut-off dendrites, or 
inadequate signal-to-noise. Primary dendrite length was obtained directly from individual patch 
reconstruction, where the segment was defined as ending at the first branch point of the 
dendrite. The reconstructed images were further used for Sholl analysis using the Fiji plugin Sholl 
Analysis (Ferreira et al., 2014). The centre of analysis was placed at the first branch point of the 
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primary dendrite. Analysis only included dendrites within the tuft. The radius step size between 
concentric spheres was set to 2μm. Sholl profiles were imported into MATLAB for calculating 




Imaging and subsequent analysis were performed blind to experimental group. Laser intensity 
and gain were set to permit clear delineation of the axon using the CCK label in WT tissue, or the 
endogenous tdT label in CCK-tdT tissue. To ensure AISs belonged to a particular soma, the 
experimenter visually observed whether the Ankyrin-G label clearly co-localised with the CCK or 
tdT labelled axon projecting from that particular cell. Images were taken in z-stacks (0.45μm 
steps) with 3x zoom, 512x512 pixels (0.138μm/pixel). AIS lengths and distances from the soma 
were quantified using ImageJ with the 5d viewer plugin (ImageJ plugin, Heintzmann, 2010) for 
3D analysis, and using a custom-written MATLAB script to quantify the ImageJ values (M. Evans). 
The axon start was determined as the first point after the clear end-point of the soma, defined 
by the perimeter of the CCK or tdT signal of a cell. The AIS start was defined as the first point 
where the Ankyrin-G signal began, and the AIS end point was defined as the proximally last point 
of the Ankyrin-G signal that was clearly in continuation from the first point.  
 
Imaging CCK staining to confirm co-localisation of CCK with tdT+ cells in  
CCK-tdT tissue  
Single-plane images of both the tdT signal channel and CCK signal channel were taken with 0.7x 
zoom, 1024x1025 pixels (0.296μm/pixel). Images were exported into ImageJ and co-localisation 
of tdT and CCK signals was manually counted using Cell Counter. Counting was performed by 
first placing different style cell counters onto either tdT+ or CCK+ cells in separate channels. This 
gave a total count of tdT+ and CCK+ cells. Then, signal channels were merged into a composite 
RGB image for co-localisation counting. A separate style of cell counters was placed on cells that 
had both tdT and CCK counters placed on them in the initial separate-channel counting. This 
then gave a count of how many cells were both tdT+ and CCK+.  
 
Imaging VGLUT1 and VGLUT2 staining 
The experimenter was blind to the treatment slices belonged to during imaging and subsequent 
analysis. Two slices from each animal were imaged. Before image acquisition, glomeruli located 
in several different regions of each slice in an experimental set were scanned in the VGLUT signal 
channel in order to set the laser intensity and gain manually to avoid signal saturation. The same 
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laser intensity and gain were then used for imaging the entire set to produce comparable 
fluorescence intensity values. All imaging was performed on the top 10μm of the tissue to avoid 
inconsistency in brightness due to antibody penetration variations. Single-plane images were 
taken with 1.5x zoom, 512x512 pixels (0.278μm/pixel). Glomeruli were clearly identifiable by 
the NucRed signal, as nuclei are scattered around individual glomeruli. We thus first identified 
glomeruli in the NucRed signal channel, before taking the image with both VGLUT and NucRed 
signal channels. This was to avoid bias towards picking specific regions in the VGLUT signal 
channel. Images were exported into ImageJ to measure fluorescence intensities. In the NucRed 
signal channel, glomeruli were manually outlined, and fluorescence intensities of those regions 
were measured in the VGLUT signal channels. 3 small squares were manually defined in areas of 
low fluorescence intensity around glomeruli and their intensities were noted. These values were 
used for background subtraction from the VGLUT fluorescence intensity values. Fluorescence 
intensities of both control and occluded samples in an experimental set were further normalised 
to the mean fluorescence intensity of control samples in the set.  
 
Imaging cell-activity markers 
Single-plane images were taken with 1x zoom, 512x512 pixels (0.415μm/pixel). Images were 
exported in ImageJ and visually inspected for CCK and activity marker co-localisation.  
 
2.8. Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis was carried out using Prism (GraphPad), MATLAB or SPSS (IBM). All values are 
represented as mean ± SEM and α-values were set to 0.05 unless using Bonferroni correction 
(indicated in the text), in which case α was divided by the number of comparisons.  All 
comparisons were two-tailed. Data sets were assessed for normality with the D’Agostino and 
Pearson omnibus test, and sometimes additionally with a custom-written script in MATLAB (M. 
Grubb) that calculates the percentage variance of a given distribution accounted for by a best-
fit Gaussian function (data accepted for parametric analyses if >90% of variance was explained 
by a Gaussian fit).  Data were then analysed using parametric or non-parametric tests 
accordingly. Some datasets were square-root (sqrt) or log10 transformed to render normality, as 
mentioned in the text.  
 
Details regarding the specific statistical test carried out on specific data sets are indicated in the 
results sections. Broadly, pairwise group comparisons were performed using unpaired t-tests. If 
variances between the data sets differed significantly, Welch’s correction was applied. If data 
were not normally distributed, Mann-Whitney U tests were used instead of unpaired t-tests. 
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Repeated measures were analysed using mixed model analysis as indicated in the text.  For 
group comparisons taking into account genotype or cell type, and analysis of Sholl profiles, two-
way ANOVAs were performed. For these comparisons, we checked whether variances between 
the data sets did not differ significantly using Lavene’s Test of Equality of Error Variances in SPSS. 
None of the compared groups displayed differences in their variances. To compare the mean 
one-phase decay fits across data sets quantifying OSN-evoked spiking frequency and temporal 
filter, k parameters of the fits were compared with an extra sum of squares F-test. All data sets 
analysed for correlations were normally distributed and were thus analysed using Pearson’s 
correlations. For comparing VGLUT fluorescence intensity, we wanted to account for the 
variability across values obtained from different experimental sets. We thus employed 
multilevel analysis where normalised fluorescence values were compared using linear mixed 





























External tufted cells do not adjust their intrinsic excitability or gross 























3. 1. Introduction 
 
The activity of various JGCs of the OB is heavily involved in modulating incoming odour 
information at a glomerulus (Mori et al., 1999). Due to the nature of the olfactory world, 
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incoming odour information is highly heterogenous. How can odour information be coherently 
transmitted to olfactory cortex if there are constant changes in incoming information? Overall, 
OB responses can alter in response to changes in incoming odour input, however at the cellular 
level, plastic changes in the face of sensory manipulation have almost always been reported in 
the inhibitory interneuron populations either in the GL (Baker, 1990; Kosaka et al., 1987; Livneh 
et al., 2014) or in the GCL (Dahlen et al., 2011; Saghatelyan et al., 2005) (see chapter 1, 
Introduction). 
Interestingly, evidence for activity-dependent plasticity in the excitatory interneuron population 
is lacking. ETCs are principal excitatory glutamatergic interneurons that are located deep in the 
GL, close to the EPL. These cells protrude a single dendritic “tuft” into a glomerulus through 
which they receive monosynaptic input from OSN axon terminals. ETC axons project to 
isofunctional odour columns, meaning that they connect glomeruli that process information 
received from the same olfactory receptor type (Lodovichi et al., 2003). Furthermore, ETCs drive 
the glomerular inhibitory network via dendro-dendritic communication. ETCs provide excitatory 
monosynaptic input onto JGCs, causing subsequent feedback inhibition (Hayar et al., 2004a). 
Most crucially, most of the direct, excitatory transfer of information from OSNs to M/TCs is now 
thought to be routed through ETCs (De Saint Jan et al., 2009; Gire et al., 2018; Zhou and 
Belluscio, 2008). Due to these properties, ETCs are therefore major modulators of odour input 
reaching M/TCs.  Morphologically, ETCs are known to be able to change their axon targeting 
specificity in response to a long-term deficit of sensory experience (Cummings et al., 2014), 
however little is known about their ability to change their functional intrinsic and synaptic 
properties in the face of changing input information.  
Since ETCs are a key player in determining glomerular output, the capability of these cells to 
undergo activity-dependent plasticity could hold great potential in adapting glomerular 
processes in response to a changed odour input. In this chapter, we aimed to explore whether 
ETCs change any of their intrinsic properties in an activity-dependent manner. To investigate 
this, we used 24h unilateral naris occlusion to induce odour deprivation in juvenile mice in order 
to compare ETC properties in these conditions to control conditions. Activity-dependent 
plasticity can come in several broad forms, which we wished to explore. Plastic changes at the 
intrinsic level can occur morphologically (Dahlen et al., 2011, Chand et al., 2015; Grubb and 
Burrone, 2010) and/or functionally (Aizenman and Linden, 2000; Saghatelyan et al., 2005; 
Turrigiano et al., 1998), so we explored both using immunohistochemical and 
electrophysiological approaches in ex vivo tissue.  
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3.2. Results  
 
3.2.1. Targeting and identifying ETCs in acute slices 
To identify ETCs in acute slices in WT OBs, a series of published criteria were used (Fig 1). First, 
ETCs are found in the deep area of the GL, very close to the bordering EPL (Fig 1 Ai). Second, 
these cells have a characteristic balloon-shaped soma of around 10µm in diameter, and are 
mostly the only cell type of that size in that area. Furthermore, ETCs portray a prominent apical 
dendrite resembling a tuft, that ramifies into a single glomerulus (Hayar, Karnup et al., 2004; Liu 
and Shipley, 2008) (Fig 1 Aii). We targeted cells in the deep GL, and patched ETCs in WT tissue 
that visibly had a balloon shaped soma and tufted apical dendrite, visualised with Alexa 488 dye 
that filled the cell during whole-cell recordings. All targeted cells considered ETCs portrayed 
these morphological characteristics. Once cells of the correct morphology and location were 
recorded in the whole-cell configuration, ETC identity was additionally defined by a number of 
physiological characteristics consisting of spontaneous burst firing (Fig 1 Bi), a hyperpolarising 
sag potential (indicative of Ih current) (Fig 1 Bii), and a resting membrane potential (Vm) of ~ -
55mV (Liu and Shipley, 2008). We accepted cells that satisfied most of these criteria. Cells always 
needed to be located in the deep GL and portray an apical tuft. Not all populations of ETCs burst-
fire spontaneously (Antal et al., 2006), so if cells did not exhibit this property but satisfied all 
other criteria, they were accepted as ETCs. We further allowed for a high range of resting 
membrane potential (-40mV to -70mV) as this property could potentially change with occlusion 
and has also been described previously as being heterogeneous due to the heterogeneity of the 
ETC population (Antal et al., 2006; Liu and Shipley, 2008). Additionally, not all cells portrayed a 
sag potential, consistent with previous findings (Antal et al., 2006), however if they fired 
spontaneously and met the morphological criteria, we considered them as ETCs.  For final 
confirmation of ETC identity in a subset of recorded neurons, cells were filled with byocitin, and 
then were fixed and stained for the ETC marker CCK (Cheetham et al., 2015; Nagayama et al., 
2014) (Fig 1C) and Streptavidin. In total, 20 previously patched cells were found using confocal 
microscopy, of which 18 were clearly CCK+. For the remainder of the found cells, it was unclear 
whether they were CCK+ due to the sub-optimal CCK label – this is a common problem with CCK 
antibodies (O. Marin, personal communication). Taking all of these measures of identification 
into account, we can be confident that the cells patched in WT tissue are truly ETCs.  
As a further indicator of ETC identity, CCK-IRES-Cre mice (Taniguchi et al., 2011) were crossed 
with a floxed tdTomato (tdT) reporter line (Madisen et al., 2009) producing offspring that 
theoretically have all CCK+ cells labelled with tdT. Using these CCK-IRES-Cre/Rosa-tdT mice (CCK-
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tdT) would therefore allow us to identify ETCs in acute slices by this label, both confirming our 
ability to accurately target ETCs in WT tissue, and simplifying the approach for ETC identification 
in acute slices. CCK is a non-specific marker of ETCs, as superficial tufted cells and some deep 
short axon cells also express CCK (Seroogy et al., 1985). Thus, we still used location (Fig 1 Ai, 
right) in the GL as a criterion for selecting tdT+ cells to patch. We also filled these cells with Alexa 
(488) during patch experiments to confirm morphological identification (Fig 1 Aii, right).  Cell 
shape could be easily seen; however, due to high background fluorescence of other tdT+ cells it 
was difficult to observe characteristic tuft morphology in these slices. A total of 38 quality 
control-passing ETCs were patched from 8 CCK-tdT animals in order to compare intrinsic 
properties of these cells with those acquired during WT recordings (Table 1). From these 
recordings, it was evident that identified tdT+ ETCs also fired spontaneously (Fig 1B i, right), and 
displayed a characteristic sag potential (Fig 1 Bii, right). Immunohistochemistry on 50µm 
olfactory bulb slices from CCK-tdT mice at P24 revealed that many tdT+ cells co-localise with 
immunohistochemical CCK label at the edge of the GL close to the EPL where ETCs are targeted 
in acute slices (Fig 1 C, right). However, tdT+ cells also appear on the superficial edge of the GL 
close to where the OSN axons meet the glomeruli, as well as throughout the mitral cell layer and 
scattered across the EPL (data not shown). Quantification of CCK-tdT co-localisation revealed 
that in the deep GL where we would normally target ETCs, 52% of tdT+ cells were also CCK+ (n=6 
glomeruli, N=2, data not shown). The high number of tdT+ cells that were not CCK+ (48%) could 
be attributed to the sub-optimal label the CCK antibody produced. Furthermore, some cells may 
have expressed CCK during development, thus activating the Cre recombinase permanently. 
Therefore, CCK-tdT mice may not be useful for selectively targeting ETCs.  
Regardless of the non-specificity towards ETCs in this transgenic mouse-line, we further patched 
36 WT and 38 CCK-tdT putative ETCs to quantitatively compare their properties. All patched CCK-
tdT ETCs presented with intrinsic functional properties that closely resembled these properties 
in WT ETCs (Table 1). A few significant differences between the two groups were observed, 
however. First, the series resistance (Rs) of the recordings was lower in the WT data compared 
to CCK-tdT data. (WT ETC: mean ± SEM 11.55 ± 0.64MΩ n=33; CCK-tdT ETC: 19.27 ± 0.64 MΩ 
n=38; unpaired t-test, p<0.001).  There is a technical explanation for this difference: the 
electrophysiological recording set-up was relocated between WT and CCK-tdT recordings, thus 
this difference possibly arises due to lack of experimenter familiarity at the new set-up location. 
We also observed a significantly lower membrane capacitance (Cm) in CCK-tdT ETCs. This 
difference may arise due to the way Cm was calculated, as it was estimated from the area under 
the curve during test-pulses that were used to calculate Rs. Thus a change in Rs will give rise to 
a change in the estimate of Cm. Indeed, when correlating Rs with Cm, both in WT and CCK-tdT 
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ETCs a lower Cm significantly correlated with higher Rs (WT: Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r2 
= 0.19, p=0.02; CCK-tdT: Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r2 = 0.46, p<0.0001, data not shown). 
Two more functional properties differed between WT and CCK-tdT ETCs. CCK-tdT ETCs had a 
slightly lower resting membrane potential (Vm) compared to their WT counterparts. 
Furthermore, CCK-tdT ETCs had a slightly lower after-hyperpolarisation potential (AHP), 
compared to WT ETCs (Vm: WT ETC mean ± SEM -57.33 ± 0.92mV, n=36; CCK-tdT 53.48 ± 
1.23mV, n=33; unpaired t-test, p=0.01; Cm: WT ETC mean ± SEM 45.08 ± 2.30pF, n=33; CCK-tdT 
ETC 38.00 ± 2.11pF, n=38; unpaired t-test, p=0.03; AHP: WT ETC mean ± SEM -52.04 ± 0.45mV, 
n=23; CCK-tdT ETC: -49.64 ± 0.49mV, n=24; unpaired t-test, p=0.0008). Nevertheless, ETCs 
identified in WT and CCK-tdT slices possessed extremely similar overall functional properties 
(Table 1). The population of ETCs is highly heterogenous (Macrides and Schneider, 1982) thus 
the differences in AHP and Vm likely reflect a slightly more homogeneous group of ETCs patched 
in CCK-tdT animals as opposed to WT animals.  Thus, histochemical and functional findings 
indicate that CCK-tdT mice could potentially be useful when looking for ETCs in acute slices, 
provided the search is performed in the correct GL area.  
The functional results in this chapter exclusively stem from ETCs patched in WT tissue, as we 
have confirmed that they can be reliably targeted in acute slices. As noted where appropriate, 
some histochemical and all dendrite morphological analyses were performed on ETCs identified 





Fig 1. Live targeting and post-hoc identification of external tufted 
cells (ETCs).  
(A) ETCs are found at the deeper half of the glomerular layer (GL), close to the external 
plexiform layer (EPL), and display a characteristic apical dendritic tuft. (Ai) Published 
results on ETC location in the GL, followed by example bright-field images of ETCs 
(magenta triangle) found in WT tissue (middle) and CCK-tdT tissue (right). (Aii) 
Published results on ETC morphology portraying a balloon-shaped soma and dendritic 
tuft. Middle and right: Alexa488-filled ETCs in WT (middle) and CCK-tdT (right) tissue 
corresponding with published data. Dendrite morphology in the CCK-tdT ETC is difficult 
to distinguish due to background fluorescence from other tdT+ cells. (B) 
Electrophysiological properties of ETCs. (Bi) Published data highlight characteristic 
bursting spontaneous firing (left), which is matched with our recordings in WT (middle) 
and CCK-tdT (right) tissue. (Bii) Published data highlight characteristic hyperpolarising 
sag potential (left), which is matched with our recordings in WT (middle) and CCK-tdT 
(right) tissue. (C) Published data show ETCs express cholecystokinin (CCK) (left). In the 
middle is a patched cell that fulfilled the above functional criteria for ETC identification, 
filled with Alexa and biocytin and fixed for post-hoc CCK labelling to confirm ETC identity. 












Table 1. WT and CCK-tdT external tufted cells (ETCs) differ in 
some of their intrinsic properties.  
Table shows statistical results from patched ETC data in WT and CCK-tdT animals, 
showing passive properties, first spike properties, and multiple spiking properties. 
Rs=series resistance, HoldingI=holding current, Rm=membrane resistance, 
Vm=membane potential, Cm=membrane capacitance, Vthresh=Voltage threshold for 
action potential, Vmax=maxium voltage, WHH=width at half height, AHP=after 
hyperpolarising potential, Rel. AHP= relative AHP, MaxdVdt=peak rate of rise, Max. 
spike number=maximum spike number, CV=coefficient of variation of inter-spike 




























3.2.2. Using naris occlusion (24 hours) to investigate ETC activity-dependent 
plasticity 
Naris occlusion has been used extensively to drive activity-dependent changes in the OB 
(Coppola, 2012). This manipulation is usually employed on a longer time-frame, however 
preliminary data from our laboratory indicate that plastic changes can occur with short-term, 
24h, sensory deprivation (D. Byrne, E. Galliano, C. Hahn, unpublished data). In our experiments, 
we occluded juvenile mice (P20-P35) for 24 hours using a custom-made plug that is inserted into 
one nostril (see Methods, chapter 2). For our control conditions, control animals were either left 
unperturbed, or received a sham occlusion where the occlusion plug was briefly inserted into 
one nostril and immediately taken out again (Fig 2A). In this chapter, all occluded animals were 
compared to unperturbed control animals  
Following occlusion, OBs were extracted for acute slicing, or mice were intracardially perfused 
with PFA for subsequent histochemical analysis of fixed OBs (Fig 2B). ETCs were identified in 
acute OB slices and patched to compare intrinsic and synaptic properties (Fig 2 Ci). Confocal 






















Fig 2. Experimental design to compare external tufted cells 
(ETCs) functionally and morphologically in control versus 
occluded mice.  
(A) Mice, aged between P20-P35, were either occluded with a custom-made plug 
inserted into one naris or left unperturbed. (B) Olfactory bulbs were either acutely sliced, 
or fixed via transcadial perfusion with either 1 or 4% PFA. (C) Comparing control vs 
occluded ETC functional properties and morphological properties. (Ci) Acute slices were 
made in order to use patch physiology for functional characterisation. (Cii) Fixed slices 
(either fixed acute slices or slices from PFA-perfused animals) were labelled with 











3.2.3. We could not identify reliable activity-dependent markers of ETC 
activity 
Preliminary data have shown that 24h naris occlusion causes expression changes in the 
immediate early gene (IEG) c-Fos, where c-Fos immunoreactivity markedly decreased in 
GABA/dopaminergic JGCs (D. Byrne and E. Galliano, unpublished data). c-Fos immunoreactivity 
has been used extensively to observe activity changes in different types of neurons (Schilling et 
al., 1991). For example, c-Fos was expressed by cells that were active in vivo and not by inactive 
cells in the monocular visual cortex after enucleation (Barnes et al., 2015). Thus, our first 
exploration of ETC activity-dependent plasticity involved the quantification of ETC c-Fos 
expression in control and occluded conditions. For this, we employed immunohistochemical 
labelling with a c-Fos antibody, and confocal imaging of OB glomeruli in CCK-tdT mice, where 
most tdT+ cells in the deeper GL should represent ETCs. However, ETCs do not appear to express 
c-Fos, or at least not at detectable levels in our hands under these conditions (Fig 3A).  
We thus strove to find a more appropriate activity-dependent marker that is expressed in at 
least some ETCs under control conditions. We first began our trials with Arc immunolabelling. 
Arc is a known activity-dependent IEG that has been shown to change expression levels in the 
GL in mice that were exposed to amyl acetate, a non-biological odorant (Bepari et al., 2012). 
Indeed, we were able to replicate this labelling, and clear co-localisation with CCK-tdT was 
evident in some cells (Fig 3B). Unfortunately, this successful labelling was never reproduced 
after the first time, despite extensive efforts to replicate, and then systematically vary, the 
staining protocols used. We thus continued our marker hunt and trialled another activity-
dependent IEG known to change expression levels in the GL, EGR1 (Bepari et al., 2012). Though 
EGR1 expression did appear to co-localise with CCK-tdT+ cells (Fig 3C), our labelling with this 
marker unfortunately produced confocal images that were of very poor quality, and thus could 
not be used for the thorough semi-quantitative analysis we wished to perform. A further marker 
we chose to try was NFAT. This marker is not an IEG; however activity-dependent expression 
changes in NFAT can result in NFAT translocating to the nucleus, indicating a recent history of 
cell activity (Masuyama et al., 2012). From our experiments, all tdT+ cells appeared to express 
NFAT in their cytoplasm, rather than the nucleus (Fig 3D), thus we concluded that it was not an 
appropriate marker for observing activity changes in ETCs in our conditions.  
Therefore, we were unable to produce reliable immunohistochemical data showing that ETC 
activity was reduced with occlusion. Nevertheless, plug occlusion has been a reliable tool for 
decreasing OB activity in general (Kikuta et al., 2015), and has been specifically shown to be 
effective in decreasing activity levels in OB glomerular neurons after 24 h (D. Byrne and E. 
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Galliano, unpublished data), so we continued our comparison of ETC morphological and 


















Fig 3. Lack of reliable activity-dependent markers in external 
tufted cells (ETCs).  
Single plane example images from CCK-tdT OBs showing co-labelling with various 
activity-dependent markers. (A) c-Fos; the arrow in teal points to a c-Fos+ cell, which 
does not co-localise with tdT. The arrow in magenta shows a tdT+ cell, which does not 
co-localise with c-Fos. (B) Arc was expressed by tdT+ cells. White arrow points towards 
example co-localisation of Arc and tdT. Unfortunately, this staining could not be 
reproduced. (C) EGR1 appears to be expressed by some tdT+ cells, but the 
immunolabelling is not precise enough for quantification. (D) NFAT labelling is always 
restricted to tdT+ cell cytoplasm, thus it is not an appropriate marker for observing activity 




























3.2.4. ETC axon initial segment (AIS) lengths and distance from the soma 
were not affected by occlusion 
We first sought to observe whether ETCs exhibited any activity dependent morphological 
changes after 24 h occlusion. The AIS is a highly specialised axonal structure formed of a high 
density of specialised scaffolding molecules and Na+ channels near the soma of a neuron, and is 
the site of action-potential generation in most neurons (Grubb and Burrone, 2010b). Due to its 
properties, it is highly implicated in the modulation of neuronal excitability. The AIS is not 
necessarily a permanent fixture, as it can change its properties in an activity-dependent manner, 
often closely correlated with changes in neuronal excitability (Bender and Trussell, 2012; Grubb 
and Burrone, 2010a; Kaphzan et al., 2011; Kuba et al., 2010). For example, chronic depolarisation 
of hippocampal cells in culture resulted in a relocation of the AIS to a more distal location from 
the soma, correlated with decreased excitability in these cells (Grubb and Burrone, 2010a). A 
similar effect was shown in hippocampal organotypic slices, a preparation where neuronal 
diversity is more conserved compared to dissociated cells in culture. Chronic depolarisation 
(48h) of pyramidal neurons in this system induced a relocation of their AISs further from the 
soma, an effect that resulted in delayed firing upon stimulation (Wefelmeyer et al., 2015). 
Additionally, adjustments in AIS length have also been shown to correlate with changes in neural 
activity. For example, a lengthening of the AIS in response to relatively long-term sensory 
deprivation or neural abnormalities in a mouse model of Angelman syndrome, increased neural 
excitability (Kaphzan et al., 2011; Kuba et al., 2010). Even short-term manipulations can induce 
changes in AIS length. Upon 3h of optogenetic stimulation, dissociated cultured dentate granule 
cells of the hippocampus showed a shortening of AISs that was correlated with decreased 
excitability (Evans et al., 2015). In the OB, activity-dependent plasticity has previously been 
shown in dissociated GABA/dopaminergic JGCs. Here, chronic depolarisation resulted in an AIS 
lengthening as well as relocation closer to the soma (Chand et al., 2015)  
Due to the potential functional implications of AIS plasticity, and due to the fact it has been 
reported previously in the OB, we next wanted to observe whether ETC AISs undergo activity-
dependent plasticity. We thus labelled AISs with a known marker, Ankyrin-G (Ank-G) (Jenkins 
and Bennett, 2001), on ETCs in control and occluded conditions. For this experiment we used 
both WT and CCK-tdT animals. WT tissue was additionally processed for CCK labelling to identify 
ETCs. ETCs clearly contained AISs in both control and occluded conditions (Fig 4A). AISs were 
close to the cell somas (~2.5μm) and sparsely distributed in the GL and EPL. They further tended 
to align in the same direction (away from the superficial GL), thus it was straightforward to 
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visualise which AIS belonged to which ETC. A total of 76 AISs from 6 WT and 1 CCK-tdT control 
animals, and 84 AISs from 3 WT and 2 CCK-tdT occluded animals were measured (see methods, 
chapter 2).  
Quantification of AIS lengths revealed that ETCs slightly lengthened their AISs after occlusion, 
but this effect was not significant. There were no significant differences between WT and CCK-
tdT ETC AIS lengths (Fig 4B) (WT: control mean  ± SEM 18.54 ± 0.38μm; occluded 
19.94 ± 0.59μm; CCK-tdT: control mean ± SEM 16.92 ± 1.12μm; occluded 20.63 ± 1.24μm; two-
way mixed models ANOVA, effect of treatment, F(1,156) = 2.56, p=0.15, effect of genotype, F(1,156) 
= 0.33, p=0.57, interaction, F(1,156) = 1.36, p=0.26). AISs can also change their distance from the 
soma (Grubb and Burrone, 2010a; Chand et al., 2015). We thus measured these distances in 
control and occluded ETCs (Fig 4C). Again, occlusion did not have a significant effect on ETC AIS 
distances from the soma. Furthermore, WT and CCK-tdT ETC AIS distances from the soma did 
not differ significantly from each other (WT: control mean  ± SEM 2.67 ± 0.23μm; occluded 
2.50 ± 0.22μm; CCK-tdT: control mean  ± SEM 1.60 ± 0.39μm; occluded 3.51 ± 0.40μm; two-way 
mixed models ANOVA, effect of treatment, F(1,156) = 0.01, p=0.92, effect of genotype, F(1,156) = 
3.06, p=0.11, interaction, F(1,156) = 4.62, p=0.051).  
These results suggest that though ETCs may slightly lengthen their AISs with occlusion, this 
change is very subtle and does not reach significance. Thus, occlusion does not seem to impact 















Fig 4. Occlusion does not alter the axon initial segment (AIS) of 
external tufted cells (ETCs).  
(A) Confocal single-plane images of control (left) and occluded (right) ETCs, labelled for 
CCK (magenta) and Ank-G (green), an AIS marker. White arrows show the start and end 
points of example AISs; asterisks show the cell bodies to which those AISs belong. (B) 
Mean ± SEM AIS length in WT (black) and CCK-tdT (red) animals. Each circle represents 
one AIS. (C) Mean ± SEM AIS distance from the soma in WT (black) and CCK-tdT (red) 












3.2.5. Occlusion does not impact ETC primary dendrite morphology 
In previous reports, it has been shown that ETCs can change their axonal targeting in an activity-
dependent manner, where sensory deprivation caused an expansion in ETC axonal target 
specificity (Cummings et al., 2014). Dendrite morphology can also be adjusted in an activity-
dependent manner. For example, GC dendritic branching and spine number can decrease upon 
short-term (48h) sensory deprivation (Dahlen et al., 2011). Since dendro-dendritic transmission 
between ETC primary dendrites and other JGCs as well as M/TCs has been extensively shown to 
modulate OSN input (Gire et al., 2018), we sought to observe whether ETC tuft morphology is 
impacted by occlusion. We further wished to correlate any morphological changes to functional 
changes, and thus analysed ETC morphology from electrophysiologically characterised cells.   
All data on ETC dendrite morphology were acquired from CCK-tdT animals. In total, 10 control 
and 4 occluded patched and byocitin-filled ETCs were fixed and labelled with streptavidin, 
allowing for the accurate tracing and reconstruction of apical dendrites for morphological 
analysis (Fig 5A). An initial analysis of primary dendrite length and total dendrite length revealed 
that ETCs, especially in the higher n control group, showed high variability (Fig 5Bi-ii), 
corresponding with previous reports that ETCs are a heterogenous population of cells (Antal et 
al., 2006; Macrides and Schneider, 1982). No significant differences between control and 
occluded groups were found (Fig  5Bi-ii). There was a slight trend towards ETCs in the occluded 
group having slightly lower total dendrite length, however this was not significant and the values 
here fell within control values (Primary dendrite length: control mean  ± SEM 97.78 ± 11.20μm; 
occluded 77.09 ± 17.23μm, Mann-Whitney test, p=0.45; total dendrite length: control 
mean  ± SEM 1985.00 ± 183.8μm; occluded 1488.00 ± 84.32μm; Mann-Whitney test, p=0.054).  
We further performed a Sholl analysis, which provides a measurement for distribution and 
density of branching (Sholl, 1953). The centre of analysis was placed on the first branch point of 
dendrites, and analysis only included measures taken from the apical tuft. This placement was 
chosen as we were interested in glomerular effects of occlusion so we chose to focus our 
attention on morphological features projecting into a glomerulus rather than axon and lateral 
dendrite morphology. Additionally, since axons and lateral dendrites can be severed during the 
slicing process, we focused on tuft morphology as these were likely to stay intact. Statistical 
analysis of these Sholl profiles revealed no significant differences between control and occluded 
ETCs (Two-way ANOVA, effect of treatment, F(1,9) = 1.91, p=0.20, effect of radius, F(64,576) = 6.03, 
p<0.0001, interaction, F(64,576) = 0.54, p=0.999). The area under the Sholl curve represents the 
total degree of dendritic coverage, the maximum number of intersections describes the 
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distribution of dendritic density, and the inclusion radius reflects the reaching extent of dendritic 
arborisations from the first branch points. These measures could be taken from the Sholl 
analysis. We found that none of these measurements in ETCs differed significantly between 
control and occluded groups (Fig 5 Cii-iv), but there was a trend towards occluded ETCs showing 
less ramification. This could be due to the low n of occluded ETCs in our analysis, as again 
occluded ETC values fell within control values (Area under Sholl curve: control mean ± SEM 
13378.0 ± 136.10; occluded 968.5 ± 88.05; Mann-Whitney test, p=0.11; maximum intersections: 
control mean ± SEM 40.10 ± 3.88; occluded 33.75 ± 3.15, Mann-Whitney test, p=0.49; inclusion 
radius: control mean ± SEM 83.80 ± 7.99; occluded 67.00 ± 6.58, Mann-Whitney test, p=0.15).  
Therefore, after having compared multiple measures of dendritic tuft morphology, we conclude 
















Fig 5. External tufted cell (ETC) primary dendritic tuft 
morphology is not affected by occlusion.  
All reconstructions were performed on biocytin-filled cells after patch recordings in CCK-
tdT animals. (A) Example reconstructed apical dendrites from control (top) and occluded 
(bottom) ETCs. Reconstructions start from the soma border, at the left. (B) Quantification 
of dendrite length. (Bi) Quantification of primary dendrite length. (Bii) Quantification of 
total dendrite lengths. Each circle represents one cell. Control mean ± SEM are on the 
left of control plots, and occluded mean ± SEM are on the right of the occluded plots. 
n.s., non-significant. (C) Sholl analysis. (Ci) Mean ± SEM Sholl profiles of control and 
occluded ETC apical tufts. The focal point was placed on the first branch point of the 
primary dendrite. (Cii-iv) Quantification of Sholl measures taken from area under Sholl 














3.2.6. ETCs do not adjust their spontaneous firing properties after occlusion 
Measuring the intrinsic excitability of neurons can sometimes reveal experience-dependent 
changes. For example, in the accessory OB, internal GCs can become more excitable when an 
intruder male mouse is presented to a resident male mouse (Cansler et al., 2017). In the main 
OB, new-born GCs in sensory-deprived animals are more excitable compared to their control 
counterparts (Saghatelyan et al., 2005). Morphologically, ETCs do not seem to change with 24 h 
occlusion (see above), so we next wanted to assess whether ETC intrinsic excitability could 
change after sensory deprivation. We patched ETCs from 21 mice in control conditions, and 20 
mice in occluded conditions. This rendered a total of 36 control, and 57 occluded ETCs that 
passed rigorous quality control and identification criteria (see above; Methods, chapter 2). All 
recordings were performed in the presence of picrotoxin (PTX) to eliminate the contribution of 
fast GABAa currents in our recordings. Passive membrane properties, quantified using series 
resistance (Rs), holding current, membrane resistance (Rm), resting membrane potential (Vm), 
and membrane capacitance (Cm) did not differ between the two groups (Table 2). Cm and Rm 
are potential indicators of cell size. Cm is an indicator of cell membrane area, however the way 
we estimated this from our test series may not be entirely reliable (Golowasch et al., 2009). Rm 
produces a measure of overall cell leakiness, which can scale with size, however also with leak 
channel density. Therefore, observing no changes in these functional properties correspond to 
our previous data reflecting no differences in primary dendrite morphology. We were thus 
interested in whether these measures would correlate with some of the dendrite measures, 
notably total dendritic length, inclusion radius, and area under the Sholl curve, which also 
indicate cell size. Nevertheless, no significant correlations were found, and these were not 
affected by occlusion (data not shown).  
ETCs have an intrinsic capability to fire spontaneously in slices (Hayar et al., 2004b). We 
performed 30s whole-cell current-clamp recordings without any current injection (I=0) and 
found that 21 control (63.6%) and 32 occluded (66.7%) ETCs fired spontaneously (Fig 6A). These 
proportions did not differ significantly between the two groups (Fisher’s exact test, p>0.99). 
Comparisons of spike frequency (Fig 6Bi), and spike patterns, measured by the coefficient of 
variation (CV) of inter-spike intervals (ISI) (Fig 6Bii) revealed no differences between control and 
occluded ETCs (Frequency: control mean  ± SEM 2.73 ± 0.77Hz; occluded 4.51 ± 1.28Hz; Mann-
Whitney test, p=0.41; ISI CV: control mean ± SEM 3.2 ± 0.47; occluded 2.55 ± 0.35; unpaired t-
test, p=0.26). Upon correlating resting membrane potential with spontaneous firing frequency, 
there were significant correlations between firing frequency and membrane potential in both 
conditions (Fig 6Biii) (control, Spearman’s correlation, p<0.0001, r=0.75; occluded, Spearman’s 
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correlation, p<0.0001, r=0.78). This conforms to previous findings that ETCs portraying higher 
resting membrane potentials tend to spontaneously fire at higher frequencies (Antal et al., 2006)  























Fig. 6. Occlusion does not affect external tufted cell (ETC) 
spontaneous firing. 
(A) Example traces of spontaneous firing recordings from WT ETCs recorded in current-
clamp mode. (B) Quantification of spontaneous firing in control and occluded ETCs. 
Each circle represents one cell. Control mean ± SEM are on the left of each control plots, 
and occluded mean ± SEM are on the right of the occluded plots. (Bi-ii) Quantification 
of firing frequency and coefficient of variation (CV) of inter-spike intervals (ISI (Biii) Plot 
showing resting membrane potential (mV) plotted against firing frequency (Hz). Each 
circle represents one cell, r was derived from Spearman’s correlation. n.s., non-





















3.2.7. ETCs do not change their single action potential properties with 
occlusion 
Analysing action potential waveforms produces classic measures of several key functional 
properties that give rise to spikes, and that may be intrinsically adjusted (Bean, 2007). For 
instance, the voltage threshold (Vthresh) at which a spike can be fired, as well as the after-
hyperpolarising potential (AHP), first spike delay, width at half height (WHH), spike height 
(Vmax) and the maximum rate of rise of an action potential (Max dV/dT) are all indicators of ion 
conductances that could be adjusted in an activity-dependent manner. Due to the capacity for 
these properties to change, we next wanted to observe whether ETC single spike properties 
were changed with occlusion. This was assessed by injecting 10ms current pulses of increasing 
amplitude until the cell fired at threshold. 23 control and 39 occluded ETCs that passed rigorous 
quality control measures fired single action potentials in this configuration and were included in 
the analysis (Fig 7A).  
The afterhyperpolarisation potential (AHP), though a single-spike property, can only be 
calculated from a prolonged depolarisation protocol that induces repetitive firing, thus this 
measure was taken from our multiple-spiking protocol. There was a small, but insignificant trend 
towards increased relative afterhyperpolarisation potential (Rel. AHP) in occluded ETCs (control 
mean ± SEM 15.41 ± 0.85mV; occluded 17.18 ± 0.57mV, unpaired t-test, p=0.08). No other 
single spike properties appeared to show any differences between the groups (Table 2); Voltage 
threshold (Vthresh, mV), spike height (Vmax, mV), width at half height (WHH, ms) (Fig 7 Bi-iii). 
Additionally, the latency to the first action potential, taken from a multiple spiking protocol, did 
also not significantly differ between control and occluded conditions (Fig 7 Biv) (control 
mean ± SEM 187.3 ± 23.36ms; occluded 176.9 ± 22.24ms, unpaired t-test, p=0.76). These results 
are in agreement with our AIS data showing that AISs do not change with occlusion, as positive 
correlations have been found between AIS length and spike height (Dumitrescu et al., 2016) and 
maximum rate of spike rise (Evans et al., 2015). Therefore, a lack of these functional properties 
changing with occlusion were supported by our finding that AISs also do not change.  





Fig 7. External tufted cell (ETC) single action potential properties 
are not affected by occlusion. 
(A) Example traces from WT ETCs showing a single spike obtained by a 10ms threshold 
current injection. (B) Quantification of spike properties. Each circle represents one cell. 
Control mean ± SEM are on the left of each control plots, and occluded mean ± SEM are 
on the right of the occluded plots. (Bi-iiv) Plots showing voltage threshold (Vthresh, mV), 
maximum voltage (Vmax, mV), width at half height (WHH, ms), and latency to first action 
potential (AP, ms) in control and occluded conditions. n.s., non-significant.  
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3.2.8. Multiple spiking properties in ETCs are unaffected by occlusion 
Since single spike properties were unaffected by occlusion, we next wanted to observe whether 
ETCs changed their multiple spiking behaviour, another measure of intrinsic excitability. Eliciting 
a train of action potentials with a current injection reveals how many spikes a cell can 
intrinsically fire at a given additional current density, as well as the firing patterns in terms of 
burstiness or distribution of spikes across the current injection.  
We assessed spike train properties by using 500ms duration current pulses of increasing 
amplitude in current-clamp mode and recording the elicited spikes from a total of 30 control 
and 46 occluded ETCs that passed quality control criteria for these measures (Fig 8A). This 
analysis also revealed that ETCs do not change their multiple spiking behaviour in response to 
sensory deprivation.  
Although there was a trend towards ETCs in the occluded group firing less spikes at any given 
current injection, this difference was not significant (Fig 8 Bi) (mixed model analysis, F(2,72) = 2.93, 
effect of treatment, p=0.056, treatment x current density interaction, F(2,72)=1.17, p=0.23). 
Occlusion had no effect on ISI CV or maximum number of spikes (Fig 8 Bii-iii) (ISI CV: control 
mean ± SEM 0.33 ± 0.04; occluded 0.39 ± 0.04; Mann-Whitney test, p=0.56; Maximum spike 
number: control mean ± SEM 61.23 ± 4.37; occluded 55.65 ± 3.06; unpaired t-test, p=0.28). 
There was a slight decrease in ETC instantaneous frequency firing rate with occlusion, however 
this slight decrease was again not significantly different to control conditions (Fig 8C) (mixed 
model analysis, effect of treatment, F(2,72) = 3.02, p=0.051, interaction, F(2,72)=1.123, p=0.29).  
We further segmented spike trains into 100ms time bins throughout the 500ms current injection 
(Fig 8D). This analysis can reveal potential spike pattern changes that may otherwise be masked 
by only looking at the whole spike train (Goldfarb et al., 2007). This analysis revealed a trend 
towards ETCs in occluded conditions firing less in each time bin, corresponding to the result we 
found when quantifying the number of spikes elicited as a function of input current density (Fig 
8 Bi). Nevertheless, again, this effect was not significantly different to control conditions (Fig 
8D), and there was no effect of the interaction with time bins. The only significant effect was 
that of time bin, which was expected (Mixed model analysis, effect of treatment, F(1,75) = 3.152, 
p=0.08, effect of time bin, F(4,300) = 50.51, p<0.001, interaction, F(4,300) = 0.62, p=0.65).  
Our recordings allowed us to perform thorough investigations into different measures of 
multiple spiking behaviour with a reasonably large dataset, and in no scenario were any of these 
properties significantly affected by occlusion. We thus suggest that ETC multiple firing properties 







Fig 8. Occlusion has no significant effect on external tufted cell 
(ETC) multiple firing properties. 
(A) Example traces from WT ETCs of multiple spiking, obtained by a threshold current 
injection for 500ms. (B) Quantification of multiple spiking properties. (Bi) Input-output 
curve of mean spike number in control and occluded conditions as a function of input 
current density (pA/pF). Error bars indicate ± SEM. (Bii-iii) Quantification of coefficient 
of variation (CV) of inter-spike intervals (ISI), and maximum spike number elicited. Each 
circle represents one cell. Control mean ± SEM are on the left of each control plots, and 
occluded mean ± SEM are on the right of the occluded plots. (C) Input-output curve of 
mean instantaneous frequency in control and occluded groups as a function of input 
current density (pA/pF). Error bars indicate ± SEM. (D) Bar graph showing the number 
of spikes in each defined time bin in control and occluded groups. The 500ms recordings 
were divided into 5x 100ms bins and spike numbers were counted for each of the 5 time 









Table 2. WT control and occluded external tufted cells (ETCs) do 
not differ in their intrinsic properties.  
Top Table: table shows statistical results from patched ETC data in WT control and 
occluded ETCs, showing passive properties, first spike properties, and multiple spiking 
properties. Rs=series resistance, HoldingI=holding current, Rm=membrane resistance, 
Vm=membane potential, Cm=membrane capacitance, Vthresh=Voltage threshold for 
action potential, Vmax=maxium voltage, WHH=width at half height, AHP=after 
hyperpolarising potential, Rel. AHP= relative AHP, MaxdVdt=peak rate of rise, Max. 
spike number=maximum spike number, CV=coefficient of variation os inter-spike 































3.2.9. ETC sag potential is not impacted by occlusion 
Ih currents are currents activated by hyperpolarising potentials that can be important for setting 
a cell’s resting membrane potential, as well as active properties (Nolan et al., 2007). ETCs portray 
a characteristic sag potential upon hyperpolarisation in the whole-cell configuration which is 
indicative of Ih current. Ih-mediated sag potential amplitudes have been shown to be highly 
heterogenous in M/TCs, which are segregated into functional units that respond to different 
inputs. It is thus suggested that changes in sag potential magnitude would result in different 
functional outputs (Angelo and Margrie; Angelo et al., 2012). To test this in ETCs, we wanted to 
quantify whether occlusion has an effect on the ETC sag potential. For this analysis, a total of 22 
control and 38 occluded ETCs passed quality-control and were used for the analysis. Most cells 
in our recordings exhibited a noticeable sag potential (Fig 9 Ai).  
A sag index (Chittajallu et al., 2013; see Methods, chapter 2) (Fig 9 Aii-Aiv) was obtained from 
these cells in order to quantify sag potential amplitude. Comparisons of control and occluded 
ETC sag indexes revealed that occlusion did not affect the sag potential when measured at a 
- 90 mV plateau (Fig 9B) (control mean ± SEM 0.83 ± 0.02; occluded 0.86 ± 0.02; Mann-Whitney 
test, p=0.34).  Moreover, even when taking the sag index from other voltage plateaus tested, no 
significant differences were observed (data not shown).  
These results correspond with findings that ETC membrane potential (Table 2) and intrinsic burst 
firing (Fig 6) do not change with occlusion, as the sag index, indicative of the magnitude of the 
sag potential which is heavily implicated in the regulation of these properties in this cell type 

















Fig. 9. Occlusion has no effect on external tufted cell (ETC) sag 
potential.  
(Ai) Example traces of control and occluded WT ETC sag potentials obtained by injecting 
a negative current for 500ms. (Aii-iv). Calculating the sag index from polynomial fits of 
sag baseline measures (baseline plateau, red square), minimum sag measures (sag 
minimum, green square), and holding potential (Vrest, purple square). In the control trace 
in Ai, the two boxes and circle are colour coded to match where each measure is taken 
for the polynomial fits. (B) Quantification of the sag index taken from -90mV baseline 
voltage. Each circle represents one cell. Control mean ± SEM are on the left of each 


























In this chapter, we wanted to explore whether ETCs were capable of adjusting any of their 
intrinsic properties in an activity-dependent manner. Our initial exploration of ETC activity-
dependent plasticity revealed that with short-term (24h) sensory deprivation, ETCs do not 
appear to adjust any of the morphological or functional properties we investigated.  
3.3.1. Live targeting of ETCs in acute slices 
Our first obstacle in characterising ETC functional properties was being certain that cells patched 
in WT acute slices were indeed ETCs. We therefore used published results on ETC location (Liu 
and Shipley, 2008), morphology (Liu and Shipley, 2008), function (Hayar et al., 2004b), and 
immunolabelling (Cheetham et al., 2015; Nagayama et al., 2014) to guide our targeting. Using 
these criteria it was clear that our targeting of ETCs was accurate (Fig 1). Though not all patched 
ETCs were recovered or found for post-hoc analysis of CCK expression, 18 out of the 20 found 
cells were CCK+, with the remaining 2 showing unclear CCK labelling due to the poor-quality 
staining achieved with the CCK antibody.  
To further strengthen our argument that patched cells were indeed ETCs, we obtained CCK-tdT 
animals to identify CCK+ cells labelled live in acute slices. Not only did we want to compare our 
control WT data with ETCs patched in the same way in CCK-tdT animals, but also use this live 
labelling of ETCs to aid our ETC targeting in the future. Immunohistochemical labelling of OBs 
from these mice revealed that CCK is expressed by various cells in the OB, not just ETCs. 
Nevertheless, tdT+ cells co-localised well with the CCK label in the deeper GL, the location we 
would target ETCs in WT tissue. To ensure we were patching ETCs in these CCK-tdT animals, we 
also used the strict criteria for identifying ETCs in WT tissue. A comparison of WT ETCs with CCK-
tdT ETCs revealed that both groups are very similar in their functional properties (Table 1), but 
differed significantly in a few features: series resistance, membrane capacitance, resting 
membrane potential, and after-hyperpolarisation potential. CCK-tdT ETCs had a higher series 
resistance compared to WT tissue. This difference could have arisen due to a change in 
electrophysiology set-up location, as all CCK-tdT ETCs were patched there, whereas WT ETCs 
were patched at the previous location. This could have influenced our recordings due to lack of 
familiarity with the new location by the experimenter. The slightly lower membrane capacitance 
observed in CCK-tdT ETCs thus likely results from the changed series resistance we recorded, as 
the capacitance was calculated from the same voltage step recordings as the series resistance. 
The slightly lower resting membrane potential and after-hyperpolarisation potential observed 
in CCK-tdT ETCs could be caused by the fact that ETCs are a very heterogenous population of 
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cells (Macrides and Schneider, 1982). Indeed, our tuft morphological analysis on CCK-tdT ETCs 
(Fig 5) showed that all imaged cells possessed lateral dendrites (data not shown). It has 
previously been shown that ETCs with lateral dendrites show slightly different functional 
properties compared to those that do not (Antal et al., 2006), thus it could be possible that some 
of the ETCs patched in WT tissue did not have lateral dendrites and thus drove this small 
discrepancy in our WT vs CCK-tdT comparison. Notably, differences in after-hyperpolarisation 
potential have previously been reported, with one group of ETCs exhibiting a larger AHP than 
the other, though again the variability within a group was high (Antal et al., 2006). Resting 
membrane potential differences could be attributed to differences in Ih-mediated sag 
potentials, as these have been shown to set the membrane potential in ETCs (Liu et al., 2013). 
M/TCs display heterogenous sag potential amplitudes that functionally segregate into several 
single-glomerulus processing units (Angelo and Margrie, 2011). Though we did not compare WT 
and CCK-tdT ETC sag potentials (due to the high variability in our WT data), differences in 
expression of the sag potential could have led to this small difference in membrane potential.  
Since we did not aim to discriminate between different ETC populations, our WT ETCs could have 
come from various pools of ETC populations that show slightly different functional properties. 
Contrastingly, the ETCs expressing tdT in CCK-tdT animals could have stemmed from a more 
refined population , or a slightly different combination of ETC subgroups, thus rendering these 
small differences. Regardless of these differences, overall WT and CCK-tdT ETC functional 
properties were highly similar, thus we used our stringent targeting of ETCs in both WT and CCK-
tdT models to gain consistent results in this chapter.  
These data demonstrate that CCK-Cre is not an effective driver line for specifically targeting 
ETCs. This may especially be true for experiments that strive to target ETCs in vivo in the intact 
OB, for example with ChR2, as this would render extremely unspecific targeting of non-ETCs. An 
alternative driver line to use instead of CCK-IRES-Cre could be the Pcdh21-Cre line crossed with 
the tdT reporter line. Expression in Pcdh21-Cre line crossed with the Rosa26-loxP-stop-loxP-CFP 
line revealed more restricted labelling of M/TCs (Nagai et al., 2005), however in the GL 
expression also seemed to be restricted to the deep GL layer, and these labelled cells are likely 
ETCs (Mitsui et al., 2011; Schoenefeld et al., 1985).  However, even in these mice, we would still 
be unable to target individual subtypes of ETCs. Single-cell sequencing approaches could provide 
a future avenue to characterise individual ETC populations at a molecular level, and thus allow 
for the clean targeting of specific ETC subgroups, or even all ETCs without the noise from other 
labelled cells.  
3.3.2. Lack of reliable activity-dependent markers of gene expression in ETCs 
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The first place we wanted to look for activity-dependent plasticity in ETCs was gene expression 
changes as an indicator of changes in ETC activity levels after occlusion. Immunohistochemical 
analysis of such markers has revealed that expression changes of certain genes are correlated 
with activity. For example, the IEG c-Fos is expressed by cells in layer 2/3 monocular visual cortex 
that are active in vivo but not by inactive cells (Barnes et al., 2015). c-Fos expression is activity-
dependent, as  increased c-Fos expression correlates with increased neuronal firing (Yassin et 
al., 2010). In the OB, c-Fos expression has also been shown to be plastic. Long-term sensory 
deprivation (2 months) caused a decrease in glomerular layer c-Fos expression (K Jin et al., 1996). 
Additionally, preliminary data revealed that GABA/dopaminergic JGCs decrease their c-Fos 
expression upon short-term (24h) sensory deprivation (D. Byrne, E. Galliano, unpublished data). 
M/TCs can also show activity-dependent changes in c-Fos expression. Upon application of NMDA 
receptor antagonists, M/TC c-Fos expression was increased due to decreased feedback 
inhibition from GCs onto M/TCs (Wilson et al., 1996).  
Since markers for c-Fos have been used previously to demonstrate recent activity in cells (Barnes 
et al., 2015; D. Byrne, E. Galliano, unpublished data; (Kawashima et al., 2014), and may thus 
indicate whether changes in activity levels occurred, we sought to elucidate whether ETC c-Fos 
expression would decrease with sensory-deprivation. However, ETCs did not seem to appear to 
express c-Fos in our control conditions (Fig 3). Since ETCs spontaneously fire in slices (Hayar et 
al., 2004b), as well as in vivo (Tatti et al., 2014), this result is somewhat peculiar, as active cells 
usually do express c-Fos. However, not all active cells express c-Fos. For example, in the striatum, 
GABAergic medium spiny cells do not express c-Fos at all (Vazdarjanova et al., 2006).  Indeed, 
even in the OB, it has been shown that c-Fos expression is not uniform or ubiquitous. M/TCs, 
which are also spontaneously active in slices and in vivo (Heyward et al., 2001; Kuba et al., 2010), 
show lower Fos, a product of c-Fos expression, expression compared to GCs (Guenthner et al., 
2013). Thus, it could be possible that ETCs do not express c-Fos at all. Again, the use of single-
cell sequencing approaches in the future will be helpful in identifying whether ETCs express c-
Fos. Additionally, c-Fos expression induced by activity changes can be fast and transient 
(Moratalla et al., 1993). Thus, perhaps ETCs do express c-Fos when they are active in control 
conditions, but this expression does not last very long. We would then only be able to observe 
c-Fos+ ETCs on very rare occasions, and perhaps our sample size was not large enough to 
pinpoint these cells. Alternatively, perhaps ETCs only express c-Fos upon extreme activity, which 
may not be the case in our control conditions.  
Another commonly used marker of activity changes is Arc (Link et al., 1995; Lyford et al., 1995). 
Arc expression in the OB GL has been shown to be induced by novel odour exposure (Bepari et 
al., 2012). Since no reports, to our knowledge, have characterised Arc expression specifically in 
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ETCs, and since expression of Arc is plastic in the GL, we next chose to investigate whether Arc 
expression could be used as an indicator of ETC activity level changes. Arc was indeed expressed 
by ETCs (Fig 3), but unfortunately the immunohistochemical labelling producing this result could 
never be replicated, despite applying various antibody retrieval techniques and changes in 
antibody concentrations. One explanation for this irreproducibility is the Arc antibody half-life. 
The antibody aliquot was kept in the fridge, as instructed by the manufacturer. However, it could 
be possible that this form of storage allowed the aliquot to degrade extremely rapidly, as 
oxidation and proteolytic degradation has more of an effect at higher temperatures. Thus, a 
strategy to try for reliable Arc labelling of ETCs would be to obtain fresh Arc aliquots for each 
experiment.  
We further probed for the activity-dependent IEG EGR1. This marker is also commonly used to 
track neural activity (Saffen et al., 1988). Again, it has previously been shown that EGR1 is 
upregulated in JGCs of the GL upon odour exposure (Bepari et al., 2012). EGR1 appeared to be 
expressed by some ETCs (Fig 3), but the quality of staining produced with the EGR1 label could 
not be used for quantitative analysis.  
A final marker of neural activity we chose to test was NFAT. NFAT is located in its phosphorylated 
form in the cytoplasm of resting cells. When a neuron is active, there is an influx of Ca2+ which 
binds to calmodulin. This activates the phosphatase calcineurin, which then dephosphorylates 
NFAT. Upon dephosphorylation, NFAT translocates to the nucleus where it can regulate gene 
function. Thus, the recent history of a cell’s activity can be mapped by staining for NFAT and 
observing its cellular location (Masuyama et al., 2012).  If ETCs showed activity level changes, 
we would expect some cells, in control conditions at least, to express NFAT in their nuclei, and 
some in their cytoplasm. Our labelling revealed that in fact all ETCs appeared to express NFAT in 
their cytoplasm (Fig 3). Thus, in ETCs, under our conditions, NFAT is likely not a reliable marker 
for activity level changes. Just as this is a possibility with c-Fos expression, perhaps the activity 
threshold for NFAT translocation in ETCs is extremely high. Another possibility for lack of 
translocation could be that ETCs do not express calcineurin, however calcineurin expression has 
previously been reported in the OB (Zhu et al., 2009), and the GL (Allen Brain Atlas).  
Investigating gene expression changes using immunohistochemistry gives rise to difficulties in 
the quantification of such changes. Since immunohistochemistry relies on antibodies binding to 
target locations, and since the specificity of antibodies is never perfect, off-target binding can 
increase the background noise in the sample. This background noise may not be the same in all 
areas of the sample, so even upon normalising for background, the measures taken from the 
sample will always be an estimate. Furthermore, it is difficult to use immunohistochemistry to 
compare across samples. Even with our technique of staining multiple samples in the same well 
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under the same conditions (see Methods, chapter 2), the same problem of background noise 
arises. Furthermore, the penetration capacity of antibodies through the tissue and onto target 
locations can vary across samples, due to differences in initial fixation quality for example, and 
produce inconsistent results.  
Recently, the rise of the patch-seq technique has arisen as a powerful tool for measuring gene 
expression in functionally characterised cells (Cadwell et al., 2015; Fuzik et al., 2016). In this 
technique, a cell is patched and then aspirated through the patch pipette. The contents can then 
be processed for RNA sequencing. With the use of this technique therefore, we could sequence 
ETC RNA in control and occluded conditions, screen for activity markers such as Arc (since we 
know ETCs do express Arc), as well as identify whether other genes have changed expression 
levels during occlusion. This technique is particularly useful for cells, like ETCs, that have not had 
a specific genetic driver line identified yet. 
Though we were not able to reliably quantify ETC activity levels in control and occluded animals, 
plug occlusion has been shown to decrease OB activity in general. For example, long-term (28 
days) occlusion significantly reduced the overall OB responses to odours (Kikuta et al., 2015), 
and even short-term (24h) occlusion has been shown to decrease c-Fos levels in 
GABA/dopaminergic JGCs (D. Byrne and E. Galliano, unpublished data). Due to the strong 
connections ETCs have with OSN inputs, it is likely that ETCs would decrease their activity levels 
after occlusion, as less input at the OSNs would result in a lower level of ETC activation as a 
consequence. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that ETCs do not change their activity 
in occlusion.  
3.3.3. ETC morphology was unchanged by occlusion 
Activity-dependent changes in cell morphology may provide a mechanism by which a functional 
adjustment can occur. Here we analysed two important morphological features of ETCs – the 
AIS, and the apical tuft – and found that neither was significantly changed by 24 h occlusion.  
The AIS 
In this chapter, we describe for the first time, to our knowledge, that ETCs contain an AIS. The 
lengths of ETC AISs are surprisingly short (~ 19μm), more resembling hippocampal dentate 
granule cells (~ 19μm; Evans et al., 2015), compared to other excitatory neurons such as 
pyramidal (~ 30μm; Wefelmeyer et al., 2015) and M/TCs (~ 26μm; E. Galliano, unpublished 
data). This could be due to ETCs being smaller and potentially having a shorter axon than other 
principal neurons. ETC axons may further not be myelinated due to these features. This is the 
case for dentate granule cells, which are known to have unmyelinated axons (Amaral et al., 
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2008) and shorter AISs. Furthermore, it has been shown that acute demyelination can result in 
shorter AISs of neocortical layer 5 neurons (from ~ 34μm to ~ 31μm) (Hamada and Kole, 2015).  
Thus, perhaps ETC axons are not myelinated, which may be linked to their shorter AISs.  
We investigated whether ETCs would show activity-dependent plasticity of their AISs as a first 
step in our morphological analysis. We predicted that occlusion would either increase AIS 
lengths, relocate AISs closer to the soma, or both, since similar reports noted these forms of AIS 
plasticity in excitatory cells (Grubb and Burrone, 2010a; Kaphzan et al., 2011; Kuba et al., 2010), 
and such changes would likely compensate for any decreased activity produced by sensory 
deprivation. Nevertheless, our results demonstrate that ETC AISs showed little, if any at all, 
plastic changes (Fig 4). There was a hint of a trend of AISs lengthening in the occluded group, 
however this trend was insignificant and the lengths were only ~1.5μm longer on average than 
their control counterparts. Our sample size was fairly large (76 control and 84 occluded AISs), so 
if any reliable differences, even if small, were occurring, they would be evident. It could be 
possible that ETCs require longer periods of sensory deprivation for the induction of AIS 
plasticity. Indeed, in experiments reporting AIS length changes ex vivo in the chick, these 
changes occurred after relatively long-term (7 days) sensory deprivation (Kuba et al., 2010). 
However, AIS plasticity can also occur with short-term manipulations (Evans et al., 2015). In the 
OB specifically, though AIS changes were observed in dissociated cultures, chronic 
depolarisation lasted for just 24 hours (Chand et al., 2015).  Thus, it is likely that sensory 
deprivation for 24h would be able to induce AIS plasticity ex vivo as well. Indeed, preliminary 
data have shown that AISs shorten after 24h naris occlusion in the GABA/dopaminergic JGCs ex 
vivo (E. Galliano, unpublished data). Therefore, we conclude that after 24h odour deprivation, 
ETCs do not adjust their AISs, which is a first indicator that ETC intrinsic excitability may not be 
changing with such short-term naris occlusion.  
Primary dendrite morphology 
Morphological plasticity has previously been shown in ETC axons, with long-term (3 weeks) 
sensory deprivation resulting in an expansion of ETC axonal targeting zones (Cummings et al., 
2014). Since ETCs therefore show the capacity to change morphologically, and since neurons in 
the OB have the capacity to change the features of their dendrite morphology (Dahlen et al., 
2011), we next wanted to identify whether occlusion would induce a change in the morphology 
of the primary dendritic tuft, and whether any of these changes could be correlated with 
functional changes we might see.  
Our results corresponded with previous findings that ETC morphology, even within a specific 
ETC population, is highly variable (Antal et al., 2006), thus making it difficult to draw strong 
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conclusions from our relatively small sample size. We chose to characterise only the primary 
dendrite of ETCs, as the slice preparation often leads to severed axons and lateral dendrites, 
whereas primary dendrites are localised enough to remain fully intact. We found that overall, 
gross tuft morphology of ETCs was not affected by occlusion (Fig 5). There was a trend towards 
decreased total dendritic length with occlusion, a trend that was unsurprisingly supported by 
Sholl AUC also being smaller in the occluded group. This suggests that the dendritic tree is 
smaller in the occluded group. However, these trends were not significant, and it was difficult 
to draw a conclusion from this as our n was low (4) for the occluded group. Additionally, the 
slightly lower values in the occluded group fell within the range of the control group. Thus, upon 
analysis of gross tuft morphology, ETCs do not seem to be adjusting these in response to short-
term occlusion. This is similar to previous findings in M/TCs, where long-term (40 days) olfactory 
enrichment resulted in no change in M/TC dendrite arborisation (Mizrahi and Katz, 2003). It 
could be possible that perhaps the excitatory cells involved in glomerular processing retain their 
dendrite morphology as a scaffold to allow the allow the highly malleable inhibitory circuitry to 
organise around (Mizrahi and Katz, 2003).  
24h sensory deprivation may not be enough time for ETCs to change their dendrite morphology, 
after all, the OB GC phenotype of decreased dendritic branching occurred after 48h of sensory 
deprivation. Nevertheless, studies in other systems have revealed that short-term 
manipulations can effectively drive dendrite morphological changes. For example, pyramidal 
neurons in the hippocampus of ground squirrels drastically reduce their dendritic lengths and 
branching during hibernation, an effect that was rapidly reversed within two hours of leaving 
the hibernating state (Popov et al., 1992). In the optic tectum of Xenopus laevis, enhanced visual 
stimuli resulted in increased dendritic arborisation of tectal projection neurons in as little as 4 
hours (Sin et al., 2002). Thus, a more detailed study on a finer scale of ETC morphology may 
reveal changes in the future. In our study, we did not look at spine morphology, which has the 
capacity to change in response to changes in activity. As mentioned above, GCs are able to 
reduce their spine number in the face of relatively short-term sensory deprivation (Dahlen et al., 
2011). Furthermore, persistently high rates of spine turnover have been reported in GCs (Sailor 
et al., 2016). Spine plasticity in GC dendrites has further been demonstrated to occur at an 
extremely fast rate (within minutes) in response to odour stimuli, where GC spines relocated 
closer towards activated M/TCs (Breton-Provencher et al., 2016). Thus, a finer-scale measure of 
ETC morphology could involve the characterisation of their spinal phenotype, and whether this 
is affected with occlusion. In the OB, an appropriate technique for visualising such fine-scale 
changes has been characterised. Using longitudinal in vivo imaging of viral-targeted neurons 
through a cranial window, it has been shown that that adult-born spiny JGCs do not adjust their 
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gross morphology throughout time, however spine turnover was relatively high (Mizrahi, 
2007b). Thus, this technique could be applicable when tracking individual live-labelled ETCs over 
time, to observe whether spine turnover or morphology is changing with occlusion.  Live-
labelling could be achieved by using the Pcdh21-Cre driver line. Additionally, sparse labelling 
could be achieved by targeting ETCs in-utero, at E17.5 when they are generated (Winpenny et 
al., 2011), with an electroporated fluorophore-expressing plasmid or through the injection of a 
viral construct expressing a fluorophore.  
In summary, due to lack of AIS plasticity and gross tuft changes in response to occlusion, we 
suggest that ETCs do not show large-scale activity-dependent morphological changes with short 
term sensory deprivation. However, further investigation on a finer scale may reveal potential 
adjustments in these cells under these conditions. 
3.3.4. ETCs do not adjust their intrinsic excitability in response to occlusion 
We were highly interested in whether ETCs would change some of their functional properties in 
response to occlusion. Given the central role of ETCs in determining glomerular input-output 
functions (see chapter 1; Introduction), changes here could potentially have a huge impact on 
glomerular output. Nevertheless, so far, to our knowledge, ETC functional activity-dependent 
plasticity has never been investigated, thus we sought to elucidate how, functionally, ETCs may 
adjust glomerular processing in the face of a changed odour environment. Occlusion did not 
have an impact on basic ETC morphological properties, however it may affect some of their 
functional properties.  
Overall, our results strongly suggest that intrinsic excitability is unchanged with occlusion. We 
have performed a thorough analysis of multiple properties using a large sample size with 
stringent inclusion criteria, thus any differences should have been clearly evident, even in this 
heterogenous set of cells. The basic passive properties (Rs, Rm, Cm) of ETCs in control and 
occluded groups were highly similar, thus we could be fairly confident that even the recording 
conditions were similar for both groups. Furthermore, the lack of any significant differences 
between the two groups underlines our ability to target ETCs in acute slices (see above).  
ETCs in slices intrinsically burst-fire spontaneously (Hayar et al., 2004b) and the number of spikes 
per burst is regulated by the ionotropic actions of glutamate and GABA (Hayar and Ennis, 2007). 
This ETC spontaneous firing has been shown to synchronise glomerular activity (Hayar et al., 
2004a; Wachowiak and Shipley, 2006), thus we sought to observe whether perhaps this property 
was adjusted with occlusion. Our recordings of spontaneous firing revealed that ETCs do not 
adjust their spike frequency or pattern in response to occlusion (Fig 6). Since we were always 
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blocking GABAA signalling, this lack of change is likely not due to inhibitory network changes. 
Nevertheless, ETC spontaneous firing is entrained by OSN inputs (Hayar et al., 2004b), thus 
perhaps these inputs adjusted their properties to maintain signal input in the face of occlusion. 
This possibility will be explored further in chapter 4.  
Spontaneous firing is not the only intrinsic feature that can be adjusted. Single action potential 
waveforms can be intrinsically adjusted in response to changes in input (Bean, 2007). For 
example, pyramidal neurons in layer V of the visual cortex have been shown to decrease their 
voltage threshold for firing an action potential in response to repeated stimulation (Cudmore 
and Turrigiano, 2004). Changes in action potential waveforms provide insights as to which ionic 
currents are involved in this process. Our results from control and occluded ETCs demonstrate 
that all basic features of single spike waveforms are unchanged with occlusion (Fig 7). These 
data fit together well with our AIS data as ETC AIS length and distance from the soma also did 
not seem to change with occlusion. The action potential voltage threshold and rate of rise have 
been shown to correlate with AIS phenotype. For example, AIS lengthening in response to 
sensory deprivation in the nucleus magnocellularis neurons of the auditory brainstem was 
correlated with a faster spike rate of rise and lower voltage threshold (Kuba et al., 2010). 
Furthermore, when correlating AIS length with spike threshold on a cell-by-cell basis in 
dissociated dentate granule cells, a significant negative relationship was found (Dumitrescu et 
al., 2016). Since occlusion did not affect ETC AIS lengths, the lack of changes in voltage threshold 
and rate of spike rise therefore correspond well with our AIS non-phenotype.  
The frequency of spiking and timing between spike bursts are powerful means of transmitting 
specific signals. Thus, multiple spiking behaviour provides another avenue for which a cell can 
adjust its intrinsic excitability, which could indirectly function to adjust a network in response to 
input changes. For example, in response to persistent stimulation, deep cerebellar nuclear 
neurons have been shown to increase their intrinsic excitability by increasing the number of 
spikes they produce upon intracellular current injection steps, a phenotype relying on Ca2+ influx 
(Aizenman and Linden, 2000).  
In our data, we found that ETCs do not change their multiple spiking behaviour in response to 
occlusion (Fig 8). Though ETCs appeared to fire slightly less compared to controls, this trend was 
not significant, and given our large sample size, we conclude that occlusion does not affect this 
intrinsic property of ETCs either. These data again match with our lack of AIS phenotype, as it 
has been shown that AIS length changes were particularly correlated with changes in multiple 





The sag potential  
ETCs further express a characteristic sag potential, a proxy for Ih currents, upon hyperpolarising 
current steps (Liu and Shipley, 2008). Activity-dependent changes in sag potential magnitudes 
have previously been reported and have shown that this can influence intrinsic excitability. In 
hippocampal neurons, inducing long-term potentiation (LTP) to potentiate input resulted in 
decreased neural excitability that occurred due to a larger sag potential under these conditions 
(Fan et al., 2005). In another study, the Ih was artificially increased resulting in decreased firing 
rates of CA1 pyramidal neurons (van Welie et al., 2004). In the OB, sag potential heterogeneity 
among M/TCs has been hypothesised to arise due to short-term plasticity. Furthermore, the 
same study demonstrated that a larger sag potential correlated with regular spiking, whereas 
M/TCs displaying no sag appeared to fire much less in general (Angelo and Margrie, 2011). It 
was then shown that M/TCs responding to the same odorants form functional processing units 
that all express similar sag potential amplitudes (Angelo et al., 2012), further suggesting that 
different input characteristics could result in sag potential plasticity. Thus, there seems to be a 
strong link between sag potential magnitude and neuronal excitability.  
The sag potential in ETCs has been shown to set the resting membrane potential and contribute 
to rebound burst-firing (Liu and Shipley, 2008). Since this property has a propensity to change, 
and since it is implicated in setting intrinsic excitability, we were interested to see whether this 
feature was changing in occluded ETCs. Again, occlusion did not appear to affect the sag 
potential in ETCs, though similar to previous reports (Angelo and Margrie, 2011), sag potentials 
were very heterogenous across cells (Fig 9). Nevertheless, our sample size was large (22 control 
and 38 occluded ETCs), thus even small differences arising due to occlusion should have been 
evident.   
In ETCs, the sag potential has been shown to be activated by GABAA mediated signalling, which 
is further enhanced by D1-Dopamine receptor activation resulting in an inhibition-excitation 
switch as this increases ETC rebound spiking (Liu et al., 2013). Since we always blocked GABAA 
currents in our recordings, a lack of sag phenotype cannot be accounted by changed regulatory 
activity of GABAA. However, we did not block dopamine transmission. We could imagine a 
scenario where ETCs adjusted their sag potentials by increasing the sag potential amplitude, 
perhaps by increasing Ih conductance. However, if GABA/dopaminergic JGCs reduced their 
dopamine release, this could off-set the potential ETC sag potential effect we would see, as less 
D1-Dopamine receptor-mediated amplification of the sag potential would occur compared to 
control conditions. To test this hypothesis, we could thus perform our patch experiments in the 
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presence of both GABAA and D1-Dopamine receptor blockers and observe whether we could 
then see an occlusion effect on the sag potential. 
Nevertheless, a lack in sag potential changes actually correlates with a lack of change in resting 
membrane potential (Table 2). We therefore again suggest that this intrinsic property of ETCs 
remains unchanged with 24h occlusion. 
3.4. Conclusions 
 
The morphological and functional data gathered in this chapter strongly indicate that ETCs do 
not alter their intrinsic excitability with short-term sensory deprivation. Though we could not 
determine reliable activity markers for ETCs, plug occlusion decreases OB activity (D. Byrne, E. 
Galliano, unpublished data; Kikuta et al., 2015), thus we know that using this experimental 
paradigm was a powerful tool for driving plastic changes in the OB. We show that ETC primary 
dendritic and AIS morphology are unaffected by occlusion. This is closely matched by our 
findings that none of the extensive list of functional intrinsic properties we analysed changed 
with occlusion. Thus, even though ETCs are glomerular gatekeepers of initial odour processing, 
they do not appear to show any plastic change in their intrinsic properties after 24h sensory 
deprivation. In the next chapter, we further explore whether perhaps ETC synaptic inputs are 















































In the previous chapter we have shown that ETC intrinsic excitability, gross morphology, and 
passive properties are unchanged after 24h sensory deprivation. However, functional changes 
can also occur on a synaptic level.  As discussed in chapter 3, synaptic plasticity is a powerful 
tool for changing the way signals are processed. For example, long-term occlusion (2 weeks) 
increases the release probability (Pr) of OSNs, an effect that is intrinsic to OSN synapses (Tyler 
et al., 2007). Contrastingly, tetanic stimulation of OSNs induces pre-synaptic long-term 
depression (LTD) at M/TC synapses (Mutoh et al., 2005) which may be a compensatory function 
in the face of odour over-exposure. It has further been shown that M/TCs show heterogeneity 
in their synaptic dendrodendritic lateral excitation. The efficacy of transmission here, and thus 
potential for synaptic plasticity, was correlated with sniffing frequency (Pimentel and Margrie, 
2008). ETCs have also been shown to undergo synaptic plasticity. Short-term sensory deprivation 
(3d) is enough time to induce compensatory synaptic changes in ETCs, where mEPSC amplitudes 
recorded from ETCs increased. This resulted due to an increase in ETC glutamate receptor 
densities, suggesting that sensory deprivation strengthens ETC glutamate sensing  (Tyler et al., 
2007). Ultimately, all of these synaptic adjustments hold great potential in adjusting or 
maintaining odour processing in the face of changes in the olfactory environment.   
A crucial synaptic feature that impacts functional output of both ETCs and M/TCs is the 
glomerular LLC. ETCs and M/TCs projecting to the same glomerulus form part of the excitatory 
glomerular network that acts in synchrony, ensuring reliable output is transmitted from the 
M/TCs (De Saint Jan et al., 2009; Gire et al., 2012; Hayar et al., 2004a; Schoppa and Westbrook, 
2001).  ETCs have been shown to drive M/TC activity and are thus considered to function as the 
intermediary step between OSN input and M/TC output, amplifying initial OSN inputs (De Saint 
Jan et al., 2009; Gire et al., 2012). A crucial step in this amplification and synchronisation is the 
glomerular LLC (Schoppa and Westbrook, 2001). LLCs are slow, polysynaptic glutamatergic 
currents that arise due to dendrodendritic excitatory amplification by ETCs and M/TCs projecting 
to the same glomerulus. Although the trigger for LLCs has not been identified, there is evidence 
to suggest that OSN inputs are responsible for the initiation of LLCs (Gire and Schoppa, 2009; 
Schoppa and Westbrook, 2001), which then acquire their magnitude through spillover 
glutamatergic dendrodendritic amplification, by M/TCs, ETCs, and/or both cell types (De Saint 
Jan et al., 2009; Najac et al., 2011; Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). LLCs are thought to be initially 
amplified by ETCs, since they form stronger connections with OSNs and are excited at lower 
thresholds compared to M/TCs (De Saint Jan et al., 2009). Additionally, ETC spiking can evoke an 
LLC in M/TCs, a relationship that is not reciprocal (De Saint Jan et al., 2009). Thus, the main 
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model for LLC generation is that it occurs through sequential steps originating from glutamate 
release due to OSN input. This migrates through the ETC network, where it is initially amplified, 
before being transmitted to the M/TC network for further amplification with recurrent 





Diagram 1. Illustration picturing LLC generation.  
OSN inputs reach ETCs which transmit this information to M/TCs. ETCs initially amplify 
OSN inputs (magenta arrow) among themselves, which is further amplified by 
dendrodendritic amplification at M/TCs (grey arrow).  
LLCs not only synchronise excitatory glomerular processing, but also define the output profile of 
cells that are receiving the LLC.  Indeed, they are so crucial for M/TC function, that when they 
do not occur, most M/TCs projecting to the same glomerulus do not fire at all (Gire and Schoppa, 
2009). ETC spike responses to OSN inputs are phase locked and are thus transient, whereas M/TC 
spike responses are more prolonged. The ability for M/TCs to sustain firing is highly dependent 
on NMDA and mGluR1 receptors, as pharmacological block of these results in M/TC responses 
being converted to resemble ETC responses (i.e. phase locked) (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). 
NMDA and mGluR1 receptors also play a vital role in the M/TC LLC, as blocking these receptors 
pharmacologically eliminates LLCs (De Saint Jan and Westbrook, 2007). Therefore, M/TCs can 
only produce their characteristic prolonged firing in response to input if they receive large LLCs 
due to strong dendrodendritic amplification (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). Thus, the spiking 
output profiles of ETCs and M/TCs are driven by the magnitude of dendrodendritic amplification 
of OSN signals, portrayed as LLCs, therefore highlighting the importance of LLCs in driving overall 
function in these cells.  
LLCs are further modulated by the inhibitory JGC network. Previous reports have stated that 
LLCs are a binary phenomenon, where they either occur at full magnitude, or do not occur at all 
(Gire and Schoppa, 2009). The probability of an LLC occurring in response to OSN input is 
regulated by GABAA currents, received from inhibitory intra- and inter-glomerular JGCs, likely 
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acting on ETCs (Aungst et al., 2003; Gire and Schoppa, 2009). These can completely block the 
occurrence of an LLC, and thus have been suggested to prevent LLC-evoked M/TC firing in 
response to weak odour inputs by manipulating the LLC occurrence probability (Gire and 
Schoppa, 2009). Furthermore, GABAA signalling can impact the magnitude of the all-or-nothing 
LLC. GABAA antagonists have been shown to result in an increased amplitude and time decay of 
LLC (Carlson et al., 2000) which further suggests that under relatively physiological conditions, 
the all-or-nothing LLC probability as well as magnitude is modulated by GABAA inhibition.  
Therefore, LLCs form part of a synaptic amplification process that starts in ETCs, is further 
dendrodendritically amplified by M/TCs, and regulates both synchrony and the spike profile of 
its targets, and thus glomerular output. The build-up and modulation of LLCs suggests that there 
are several avenues in which they can be adjusted, which may result in a profound impact on 
initial odour processing. Therefore, to investigate occlusion effects on ETC synaptic function, in 
this chapter we focused on exploring whether, and how short-term sensory deprivation can 




4.2.1 After 24 h naris occlusion, ETCs portray larger spontaneously occurring 
LLCs  
We wanted to investigate whether any synaptic plasticity was occurring in ETCs as a result of 
occlusion. In our initial exploration, we recorded spontaneous synaptic inputs onto ETCs in the 
whole-cell configuration, voltage-clamped at their resting membrane potential of -55mV (Liu 
and Shipley, 2008). These recordings were performed in the presence of the GABAA receptor 
blocker picrotoxin (PTX) as we were predominantly interested in any effects occurring in the 
excitatory glomerular layer network (Fig 1A). These recordings were achieved in WT animals, 
from the same cells that were patched for our intrinsic excitability data set (chapter 3).  
Fast excitatory synaptic inputs were rarely seen (Fig 1 Bi-Bii, red asterisks), corresponding with 
previous reports that they occur infrequently (Hayar et al., 2004a). We did not investigate these 
events further due to their rare occurrence, and due to the inability of distinguishing where 
these inputs were coming from, as sources could include OSNs, other ETCs, M/TCs, or even 
cortical feedback. This would make it very difficult to interpret any specific network effects from 
these results.  
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LLCs, however, occurred spontaneously in our recordings (Fig 1 Bi, green star) and were clearly 
evident by their large amplitudes and slow onset and decay kinetics (lasting from ~ 500-1000ms), 
closely resembling published reports of these events (Carlson et al., 2000; Gire and Schoppa, 
2009). LLCs occurred spontaneously in 17 control and 26 occluded ETCs (Fig 1C). LLCs occurred 
at similar frequencies in both groups (control; mean ± SEM 0.10 ± 0.02Hz; occluded 
0.07 ± 0.01Hz; unpaired t-test using Welch’s correction, t(22.38) = 1.51, p=0.15, data not shown). 
However, occlusion significantly increased the amplitude of spontaneously occurring LLCs in 
ETCs (Fig 1D. left). Furthermore, the charge of LLCs, calculated for a 500ms window from the 
start of the LLC at baseline, also significantly increased with occlusion (Fig 1D, right) (amplitude: 
control; mean ± SEM 49.95 ± 4.48pA; occluded 69.95 ± 6.43pA; unpaired t-test using Welch’s 
correction, t(40.32) = 2.51, p=0.03; charge: control; mean ± SEM 10.83 ± 1.24pC; occluded 
16.86 ± 1.37pC; unpaired t-test, t(41) = 3.06, p=0.004).  













Fig 1. Spontaneous long-lasting depolarising currents (LLCs) 
become larger with occlusion in external tufted cells (ETCs).  
(A) ETCs were recorded in the whole-cell configuration, clamped at -55mV. 10µm 
picrotoxin (PTX) was included in the recording solution to block GABAA currents received 
from inhibitory juxtaglomerular cells (JGCs). (B) Example recordings of spontaneous 
events. Fast inward currents are demarcated with a red asterisk. LLC is demarcated with 
a green star (Bi) Example recording showing a spontaneously occurring LLC, followed 
by a fast excitatory inward current. (Bii) Example trace showing infrequent occurrence 
of fast synaptic excitatory input. Inset shows zoom-in of one recorded inward current 
taken from the trace above it. (C) Example traces of control and occluded spontaneous 
LLCs. (D) Quantification of LLC amplitude (left) and charge (right). Each circle represents 














4.2.2. Evoked ETC LLCs become larger with occlusion.  
Given the importance of LLCs in the synchronisation of glomerular output (see above, 
introduction), and since we found an increased magnitude of spontaneous LLCs with occlusion 
in ETCs, we wanted to explore the significance of this phenotype more thoroughly. LLCs are 
thought to be triggered by input from OSNs (Carlson et al., 2000; De Saint Jan et al., 2009), and 
spontaneous LLCs in acute slices are likely triggered by spontaneous release of glutamate at OSN 
terminals (Carlson et al., 2000; De Saint Jan et al., 2009). 
We thus chose to record ETC LLCs that were evoked by electrical stimulation of OSNs. This 
allowed us to study the effects of 24 h occlusion on LLCs in a more temporally controlled 
manner, employing reliable stimulation of the excitatory network in a given glomerulus. ETCs 
were patched in the whole-cell configuration and voltage clamped at -55mV, while OSNs were 
electrically stimulated every 20 seconds. All recordings were performed in the presence of PTX 
in CCK-tdT animals (Fig 2A). Electrical stimulation strengths needed to be carefully tuned on a 
cell-by-cell basis, based on the types of evoked responses recorded in ETCs (Fig 2B). LLCs are 
thought to occur in a binary all-or-nothing manner(Gire and Schoppa, 2009), where they either 
do not occur at all (Fig 2B, top), or always occur with the same magnitude (Fig 2B, middle two 
traces) depending on how strong the afferent stimulation intensity is. In ETCs, only the lowest 
threshold responses evoked by OSNs result in LLCs. If OSNs are stimulated strongly, however, a 
fast monosynaptic EPSC superimposes upon the LLC (Fig 2B, bottom, red asterisk). For our 
analysis, we recorded “pure” LLCs that were not infiltrated with monosynaptic responses, at 
suprathreshold stimulus intensities that always produced reliable LLCs. A total of 14 sham 
control and 17 occluded ETCs were recorded in this configuration.  
OSNs were stimulated by placing the stimulating electrode in the ONL clearly visible with DIC 
optics, far away from the GL. However, to ensure that LLCs were evoked by stimulating OSN 
fibres rather than post-synaptic dendrites directly, we performed two control experiments (Fig 
2C). In the first, we recorded evoked LLCs in three separate ETC recordings and then washed in 
tetrodotoxin (TTX) to eliminate spike-mediated transmission. This resulted in the elimination of 
the evoked LLC in all separate recordings (Fig 2 Ci). In the second control experiment, we again 
evoked LLCs in three separate ETC recordings, but this time washed in the AMPA receptor 
blocker NBQX, which should effectively block the transmission from OSNs to ETCs. In all three 
separate recordings, the evoked LLCs were eliminated (Fig 2 Cii). These data indicate that LLCs 
were evoked as a result of OSN stimulation - if ETCs were stimulated directly by the stimulating 
electrode, we would still observe responses in the presence of these blockers.  
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Both sham control and occluded ETCs displayed evoked LLCs in response to OSN stimulation (Fig 
2Di). In 12 ETCs from each treatment group, both evoked and spontaneous LLCs were recorded 
and could be compared on a within-cell basis (Fig 2 Diii-Div). Both sham control and occluded 
ETC evoked LLC amplitudes significantly and positively correlated with their spontaneous LLC 
amplitudes (Fig 2 Diii), consistent with the reported binary nature of these responses (Carlson 
et al., 2000; Gire et al., 2009; sham control: Pearson’s correlation, p=0.008, r=0.72; occluded; 
Pearson’s correlation, p=0.001, r=0.84). However, evoked LLCs were consistently larger 
compared to spontaneously occurring LLCs in the same ETCs which could be due to inconsistent 
excitatory input reaching recorded ETCs under spontaneous recording conditions (Charge: sham 
control; spontaneous mean ± SEM 6.21 ± 1.27pC; evoked 18.22 ± 2.41pC; Mann-Whitney test, 
p<0.0001; occluded; spontaneous mean 7.76 ± 1.65pC; evoked 29.15 ± 4.23pC; Mann-Whitney 
test, p<0.0001; Amplitude: sham control; spontaneous mean ± SEM 38.63 ± 5.84pA; evoked 
70.44 ± 8.41pA; Mann-Whitney test, p=0.002; occluded; spontaneous mean ± SEM 
58.82 ± 8.97pA; evoked 109.70 ± 15.81pA, Mann-Whitney test, p=0.01). Alternatively, or in 
concert, there could be a modulatory effect of the initial amplitude triggered by OSN stimulation 
that may impact LLC size. Indeed, when correlating spontaneous LLC charge with evoked LLC 
charge, the correlation was positive but not significant (Fig 2 Div), implying that the initial 
amplitude received by ETCs may have an effect on LLC duration (sham control: Pearson’s 
correlation, p=0.19, r=0.40; occluded; Pearson’s correlation, p=0.57, r=0.18). This illustrates that 
spontaneously recorded LLCs do not always involve the full local excitatory subnetworks, which 
are, in contrast, reliably activated by OSN stimulation.  
Evoked ETC LLCs again were significantly impacted by occlusion, as both amplitude and charge, 
calculated in the same way as for spontaneous LLCs, were significantly larger in occluded ETC 
LLCs compared to sham controls (Fig 2 Dii) (amplitude: sham control; mean ± SEM 
65.51 ± 7.93pA; occluded 105.80 ± 12.92pA; unpaired t-test, t(29) = 2.46 p=0.02; charge: sham 


























Fig 2. Evoked long-lasting depolarising currents (LLCs) in 
external tufted cells (ETCs) become larger after occlusion. 
(A) ETCs were recorded in the whole-cell configuration and clamped at -55mV in the 
presence of 10µm picrotoxin (PTX). During the recordings, olfactory sensory neuron 
(OSNs) fibres were electrically stimulated with 20s inter-stimulus intervals. (B) Electrical 
stimulus intensity was adjusted to obtain a pure LLC recording. Top: stimulus intensity 
was too low to evoke an LLC. Middle two traces: at these two stimulus intensities, LLCs 
were reliably evoked. Evoked LLCs were always of the same magnitude. Bottom: 
stimulus intensity was too strong and evoked a monosynaptic response (red asterisk) as 
well as an LLC. (C) Control experiment to show that LLCs reflected synaptic input by 
OSN stimulation as opposed to direct electrical stimulation of the recorded ETC. (Ci) 
Example trace showing the elimination of the evoked LLC (black trace) with a wash-in of 
1µm tetrodotoxin (TTX) (red trace). (Cii) Example trace showing the elimination of the 
evoked LLC (black trace) with a wash-in of 10µm NBQX, teal trace. (D) Recording and 
quantification of control and occluded ETC LLCs. (Di) Example traces of evoked LLCs 
in control and occluded conditions. (Dii) Quantification of amplitude (left) and charge 
(right) of control and occluded ETC LLCs. Each circle represents one cell. Error bars 
indicate SEM. (Diii) Correlation of evoked and spontaneous LLC amplitude in control 
and occluded data. Each circle represents one cell. Red dotted line shows linear fit. Solid 
black (control) and orange (occluded) lines show best-fit. r was derived from Pearson’s 
correlation. (Div) Correlation of evoked and spontaneous LLC charge in control and 





















4.2.3. Evoked LLCs are more stereotyped than spontaneous LLCs.  
We next explored whether evoked LLCs indeed portray a more reliable binary phenotype 
compared to spontaneous LLCs. We hypothesise that the discrepancy between spontaneous and 
evoked LLC magnitudes may occur due to varying stereo typicity when recording LLCs in different 
configurations. Spontaneously occurring LLCs may be less stereotyped in their magnitudes 
compared to evoked LLCs as spontaneously occurring LLCs my be evoked by the activation of 
glomerular excitatory “sub-compartments” that may not always employ the full network. 
Contrastingly, evoking LLCs via OSN stimulation may activate most/all of the excitatory network 
and thus produce a more reliable response.  
We first performed histogram-style analysis on all spontaneously occurring and evoked LLCs to 
evaluate the quantal nature of LLCs in both scenarios (Fig 3A). This would indicate whether LLCs 
really are all-or-nothing phenomena in both recording conditions. For each cell recorded, 
spontaneous LLC amplitudes were normalised to the median of all spontaneous LLC amplitudes 
of that cell. In the same way, evoked LLC amplitudes were normalised for each cell where this 
was recorded. These normalised LLC amplitude values were then plotted, from all cells, against 
the frequency at which they occurred (Fig 3A). Gaussian curves were fitted to the resulting 
histograms to explore the quantal nature of these events. Upon visual observation, it is evident 
that although spontaneous LLCs centre around a peak of 1 (indicative of the binarity of release), 
there is a higher spread of variability compared to the more tightly centred evoked LLC 
distribution. The goodness of the gaussian fits were calculated as r2=0.86 for spontaneous LLCs 
and r2=0.99 for evoked LLCs.  
 
To further explore this phenomenon, we analysed the per-cell coefficient of variation (CV) of 
spontaneously occurring and evoked LLC amplitudes (Fig 3 B). With this analysis, values below 1 
indicate more stereotyped events. Values around 1 portray a more random distribution, and 
values above 1 indicate high variability between events. We further compared CV values in 
control and occluded conditions to observe whether there were any occlusion effects on LLC 
amplitude variability. These data complement the histogram analysis by demonstrating that 
spontaneous LLC amplitude CV values were significantly higher compared to evoked LLC CV 
values. Additionally, occlusion did not impact the variability of LLC amplitudes (control: 
spontaneous, mean ± SEM 0.51 ± 0.10; evoked, 0.14 ± 0.02; Occluded: spontaneous, 
mean ± SEM 0.42 ± 0.03; evoked, 0.137 ± 0.03; two-way ANOVA on log10-transformed values, 
effect of stimulus type, F(1,59)=69.34, p<0.0001, effect of treatment, F(1,59)=0.15, p=0.70, 




These results demonstrate that recorded evoked LLCs are more homogenous in their 





























Fig 3. Evoked long-lasting depolarising currents (LLCs) in 
external tufted cells (ETCs) are more stereotyped than 
spontaneous LLCs. 
(A) Histograms of all median-normalised amplitudes (pA) of spontaneously occurring 
(black) and evoked (grey) LLCs plotted against the frequency of observations (Hz). 
Single Gaussian curves were fit to spontaneous (black) and evoked (grey) LLC 
histograms. r2 indicates goodness of fit. (B) Quantification of the coefficient of variation 
(CV) of spontaneous and evoked LLC amplitudes in control (black) and occluded 
(orange) conditions. Each circle represents one cell. Error bars indicate SEM. ****., 

















4.2.4. OSN release probability is not impacted by 24h sensory deprivation 
We next wanted to decipher the locus of the larger ETC LLC after 24 h naris occlusion. The 
evidence presented above suggests that LLCs may not be truly binary, as spontaneous and 
evoked LLC charges do not show a significant positive correlation when compared within 
neurons.  In addition, evoked LLCs were larger than spontaneous LLCs recorded in the same cells, 
so perhaps the initial input received by ETCs may modulate the magnitude of the charge of the 
subsequent polysynaptic response. This initial input could arrive from release by OSNs.  Perhaps, 
therefore, the pre-synaptic properties of these triggering inputs are changing with occlusion, 
resulting in the larger LLCs we observe. It has previously reported that OSNs can increase their 
Pr after long-term (2 weeks) sensory deprivation (Tyler et al., 2007). Thus, we wondered 
whether OSNs were increasing their Pr after 24h occlusion, which may be tied to our LLC 
phenotype.  
Glomerular immunofluorescence for VGLUT2 at OSN terminals is not affected by 
occlusion 
In the GL, OSNs strongly express VGLUT2 in their axons and synaptic terminals, and are the major 
source of VGLUT2 immunofluorescence within the glomerular neuropil (Gabellec et al., 2007). 
We therefore measured the fluorescence intensity of VGLUT2 staining in sham control and 
occluded fixed CCK-tdT OBs. This would indicate the level of VGLUT2 expression by OSNs which 
allowed us to observe whether the relative level of VGLUT2 protein in a glomerulus changes with 
occlusion (Fig 4 Ai). 
To identify glomerular structures reliably, we used the nuclear marker NucRed, as cells in the GL 
are mostly located at glomerular boundaries. We then measured the normalised VGLUT2 
fluorescence intensity of whole glomeruli. We performed 8 sets of experiments using 4 sham 
control and 7 occluded animals, where multiple samples were co-stained in the same co-
embedded slice preparation to allow for appropriate standardisation and normalisation of 
staining intensity (see Methods, chapter 2). A total of 278 sham control and 277 occluded 
glomeruli were incorporated into the analysis. To take into account inter-set variability across 
our samples, we used multilevel ANOVA analyses, where normalised fluorescence values were 
compared between control and occluded samples, nested in set subjects (see methods). Data 
was normally distributed when fitted to a Gaussian distribution in MATLAB, where the variance 
of distribution accounted for by the best fit to the Gaussian function was  94.1%.  This analysis 
revealed that occlusion did not have any effect on glomerular VGLUT2 fluorescence intensity 
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(Fig 4 Aii) (sham control normalised intensity, mean ± SEM 1 ± 0.02; occluded 0.99 ± 0.02; 
multilevel ANOVA, effect of treatment, F(1, 430) = 0.168, p=0.682).  
The powerful statistical analysis performed on these data demonstrates that relative VGLUT2 




























Fig 4. VGLUT2 expression in glomeruli is not affected by 
occlusion.  
(A) Measuring VGLUT2 staining of glomeruli, a marker for pre-synaptic olfactory sensory 
neurons (OSNs) terminals. (Ai) Single-plane confocal images showing control and 
occluded glomeruli stained for VGLUT2. Slices were further incubated with the nuclear 
marker NucRed to aid the identification of glomerular borders. Glomeruli are outlined 
with white dotted lines, as seen in the composite image. (Aii) Quantification of 
normalised fluorescence intensity of VGLUT2 in control and occluded samples, taken 























Functional approaches indicate that occlusion does not impact OSN Pr 
A functional measure that indirectly describes presynaptic release properties is the 
measurement of paired pulse ratio (PPR) in monosynaptic evoked post-synaptic inputs. This 
measurement has been used previously to show that OSN Pr is surprisingly high, portrayed by 
the paired-pulse depression (PPD) recorded in monosynaptic responses of various JGCs (Murphy 
et al., 2004). We thus performed PPR protocols as a proxy measure of Pr to observe whether 
occlusion has an effect on OSN Pr.  
We recorded PPR responses from ETCs in control and occluded conditions. We electrically 
stimulated OSNs at stimulation strengths eliciting a characteristic monosynaptic EPSC in ETCs 
patched in the whole-cell configuration and voltage clamped at -55mV (Fig 5 Ai). Two pulses 
were given 50ms apart to record paired-pulse responses. In an initial set of experiments, we 
recorded from 5 sham control, 29 unperturbed control, and 25 occluded ETCs in this way. 14 
control and 11 occluded ETCs were recorded in CCK-tdT animals (Fig 5 Bi). As stated in the 
methods (chapter 2), we made the later decision to incorporate sham controls in our 
experiments as a more reliable control condition, and this experiment is the only one in this 
thesis that employs both control types. Additionally, shammed and unperturbed conditions only 
existed in the CCK-tdT group. There was no difference in OSN-evoked 50ms PPR between 
unperturbed and sham controls (sham control PPR mean ± SEM 0.48 ± 0.03; unperturbed 
control PPR 0.49 ± 0.05; Mann-Whitney test, p=0.80, data not shown).  
In this first set of experiments, occlusion significantly decreased the PPR, which is indicative of 
OSN Pr increasing (Fig 5 Bii, left) (control mean ± SEM 0.53 ± 0.02; occluded 0.41 ± 0.03; Mann-
Whitney test, p=0.001). When taking a small but significant effect of genotype into account, 
occlusion still had this significant effect, and there was no significant effect of the interaction 
between the two factors (Fig 5 Bii, right; WT: control; mean ± SEM 0.57 ± 0.03; occluded;  
0.43 ± 0.05; CCK-tdT: control; mean ± SEM 0.49 ± 0.03; occluded;  0.35 ± 0.03; two-way ANOVA, 
effect of treatment, F(1,55) = 13.72, p=0.0005, effect of genotype, F(1,55) = 4.52, p=0.04, interaction, 
F(1,55) = 0.0003, p=0.99).  
We next planned to establish whether OSN Pr was intrinsically increasing, or whether 
presynaptic modulation by the glomerular inhibitory network was changing after 24h occlusion. 
Dopamine and GABA, released by inhibitory JGCs, strongly supress Pr at OSNs via D2-
dopaminergic and GABAB receptors (Aroniadou-Anderjaska et al., 2000; Maher and Westbrook, 
2008). Since occlusion has been shown to decrease TH expression and excitability in 
GABA/dopaminergic JGCs (D. Byrne, E. Galliano, unpublished data; Baker, 1990) we thought it 
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possible for these cells to exhibit less GABA and/or dopamine transmission to OSNs, which could 
result in the increased Pr seen above after 24h sensory deprivation. Therefore, we performed a 
second set of experiments to measure PPR with the inclusion of several pharmacological agents 
(Fig 5 Ci). However, in this second set of experiments, even under identical conditions with 
standard ACSF, we could not reproduce our original occlusion effect on PPR (Fig 4 Cii) (sham 
control mean ± SEM 0.62 ± 0.04, n=9 WT ETCs; occluded 0.58± 0.06, n=6 WT ETCs; Mann-
Whitney test, p=0.53).  
Considering that VGLUT2 expression did not change with occlusion, and one set of experiments 
found no difference in PPR, these data suggest that OSN Pr is not affected by short-term odour 
deprivation. However, since we obtained inconsistent results in our PPR data, we performed 
another set of experiments to measure OSN Pr more directly. In this approach, we again 
electrically stimulated OSN fibres to induce monosynaptic evoked EPSCs in whole-cell voltage-
clamped patched ETCs (Fig 6 Ai). Electrical stimulation then consisted of 20 pulses delivered at 
50Hz (Fig 6 Aii). The recorded responses could then be quantified to calculate PPR from the first 
two responses, as well as direct measures of Pr using two independent methods that estimate 
the size of the readily releasable pool from monosynaptic responses to high-frequency stimulus 
trains (Thanawala and Regehr, 2016). These methods are appropriate for estimating releasable 
pool size at the OSN synapse because vesicle replenishment is low and Pr is high (Vaaga and 
Westbrook, 2017), and these methods produce an accurate estimate for synapses such as this 
(Thanawala and Regehr, 2016).  
In total, we included reliably recorded responses in 11 sham control and 16 occluded WT ETCs 
in our analysis (Fig 6 Bi). We first measured the PPR from the first two EPSCs elicited in order to 
include a third experimental set to our PPR analysis. The amplitudes of EPSCs were calculated 
with the same method as in the initial PPR experiments, with the only difference being the inter-
pulse interval, which was 20ms in this case.  Occlusion again did not significantly affect the PPR 
(Fig 6 Bii) (sham control mean ± SEM 0.42 ± 0.03; occluded 0.43 ± 0.03; Mann-Whitney test, 
p=0.94). We then used two measures of calculating the size of the readily releasable pool in 
order to estimate Pr from this stimulation protocol (Fig 6 Biii-iv). The Scheggenburger, Meyer, 
and Nehr (SMN) method plots the cumulative EPSC against stimulus number and then fits a line 
through the last 5 responses. The y-intercept indicates the total size of the readily releasable 
pool and the first EPSC is then divided by the readily releasable pool to obtain an estimate of Pr. 
The Elmqvist-Quastal (EQ) method fits the fast EPSC amplitude against the cumulative EPSC 
amplitude and fits a line to the first 3 EPSCs to calculate the readily releasable pool at the x-
intercept. Pr is then calculated the same way as for the SMN method. Both measures were used 
in order to provide independent routes to the same measurement of Pr, derived from different 
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underlying assumptions. We would then expect the final calculations to converge on a common 
output. In our cells, the SMN method seemed to estimate higher OSN Pr (Fig 6 Biii) than the EQ 
method (Fig 6 Biv), and both methods estimate Pr to be much lower than other estimates 
previously reported for this synapse (Murphy et al., 2004; Tyler et al., 2007; Vaaga and 
Westbrook, 2017). However, compared to previous studies, we did not include the use of GABAB 
and D2-Dopamine receptor blockers which may explain this discrepancy. The two methods 
revealed a positive, though not significant, correlation of Pr estimation (Pearson’s correlation, 
p=0.14, r=0.47, data not shown). However both estimates converged on the same result - 
occlusion did not significantly affect estimated OSN Pr (Fig 6 Biii-Biv) (SMN: sham control Pr 
mean ± SEM 0.64 ± 0.04; occluded Pr 0.58 ± 0.02; unpaired t-test, t(25) = 1.39, p=0.18; EQ: sham 
control Pr mean ± SEM 0.49 ± 0.02; occluded Pr 0.48 ± 0.02, unpaired t-test, t(25) = 0.53, p=0.59).  
Having taken multiple measures to estimate OSN Pr, or indirectly quantifying indicators of pre-
synaptic properties, we conclude overall that short-term sensory deprivation does not affect Pr 
at sensory neuron inputs to ETCs. The LLC phenotype we observe in occlusion therefore, does 















Fig 5. Inconsistent results on paired pulse ratio (PPR), an 
indicator of release probability in olfactory sensory neuron 
(OSN) inputs.  
(A) Protocol for obtaining PPR measures. (Ai) OSNs were electrically stimulated to 
evoke monosynaptic responses in whole-cell patched external tufted cells (ETCs), 
clamped at -55mV. (Aii) Two pulses were given with an inter-stimulus interval of 50ms. 
1 minute was given between pulse trains. For responses to be included in the 
subsequent analysis, the first monosynaptic EPSC needed to be between 200-500pA in 
amplitude (dotted grey line). The first EPSC was measured from baseline, demarcated 
with a magenta line, to its peak (blue circle). A linear line was fitted from the decay of the 
first EPSC and extrapolated to the peak time of the second EPSC (red dotted line) to 
estimate the approximate baseline from which to calculate the second EPSC (green 
circle). The amplitude of the second EPSC was calculated from this estimated baseline 
to its peak (blue circle). To obtain a PPR measure, the amplitude of the second EPSC 
was divided by the first. (B-C) PPRs obtained from recordings several months apart. 
Each circle represents one cell. Error bars indicate SEM. (Bi) Example traces from 
control an occluded ETCs in a first set of experiments. (Bii) Left: quantification of PPR 
recordings obtained from a mix of WT and CCK-tdT animals. Each circle represents one 
cell. Error bars indicate SEM. Right: plot displaying the effect of genotype in this analysis. 
Error bars indicate SEM. (Ci) Example traces and quantification of PPR recordings from 
control and occluded WT ETCs in a second set of experiments, performed a few months 
after the first. (Cii) Quantification of PPR recordings obtained from second PPR 
experiment. Each circle represents one cell. Error bars indicate SEM.  **., p<0.01; ***., 








Fig 6. Olfactory sensory neuron (OSN) release probability (Pr) 
does not change after 24h occlusion.  
(A) Protocol for obtaining Pr measures. (Ai) OSNs were electrically stimulated to produce 
monosynaptic responses in whole-cell patched external tufted cells (ETCs) clamped at -
55mV. (Aii) ETCs were patched whole-cell to record EPSCs in response to OSN 
stimulation (top). Trains of 20 electrical pulses were given to OSNs at 50Hz, with an inter-
trace interval of 1 minute (bottom). (B) Obtaining measures of paired pulse ratio (PPR) 
and Pr from stimulation trains.  (Bi) Control and occluded ETCs responded to 50Hz OSN 
stimulation with monosynaptic EPSCs. (Bii) PPR was calculated from the first two OSN 
stimulation responses (with an inter-pulse interval of 20ms). Top: PPR measures were 
obtained by dividing the amplitude of the second EPSC by the first EPSP. The first EPSC 
amplitude was calculated from the baseline recording (magenta line, left) to its peak (blue 
circle). A linear line was fitted from the decay of the first EPSC (red dotted line) and 
extrapolated to the peak time of the second EPSC to estimate the baseline of the second 
EPSC (green circle). The amplitude of the second EPSC was calculated from its peak 
(blue circle, right) to the estimated baseline. Bottom: quantification of PPR. Each circle 
represents one cell. Error bars indicate SEM. (Biii) Size of the readily releasable pool 
calculation based on the Schneggenburger, Meyer, and Neher (SMN) method. Top: 
cumulative EPSC amplitude was fitted against stimulus number, fit by a line through the 
last 5 EPSCs. The readily releasable pool was calculated by the y-intercept of this linear 
fit. The first EPSC was then divided by the readily releasable pool to estimate Pr. Bottom: 
Quantification of Pr using the SMN method. Each circle represents one cell. Error bars 
indicate SEM. (Biv) Size of the readily releasable pool calculation based on the Elmqvist-
Quastal (EQ) method. Top: the fast EPSC amplitude was fitted against the cumulative 
EPSC amplitude. A line was fit to the first 3 EPSCs to calculate the size of the readily 
releasable pool, the x-intercept. Pr was calculated with the same method as in the SMN 
method. Bottom: quantification of Pr using the EQ method. Each circle represents one 
cell. Error bars indicate SEM. n.s., non-significant.  
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4.2.5. VGLUT1 glomerular protein density is not affected by occlusion 
Since OSN Pr is unlikely contributing to the LLC phenotype we see in occlusion, we next sought 
to explore whether intraglomerular dendro-dendritic recurrent excitation could be the 
mechanism by which this increase occurs.  
We first began our exploration with an indirect method of quantifying recurrent excitation in 
whole glomeruli. The expression of VGLUT1 in glomeruli is localised to presynaptic glutamatergic 
terminals from ETCs and M/TCs (Gabellec et al., 2007; Tatti et al., 2014). It has previously been 
shown that two weeks of sensory deprivation resulted in increased VGLUT1 expression in 
glomeruli, a phenotype tied to quantal scaling of AMPA and NMDA receptors in JGCs (Tyler et 
al., 2007).  Thus, we explored the possibility of 24h occlusion also resulting in an increase of 
VGLUT1 glomerular expression.  
We performed immunohistochemistry on fixed sham control and occluded CCK-tdT OBs to 
compare the fluorescence intensity of VGLUT1 in whole glomeruli. NucRed was again employed 
to aid the identification of glomerular borders (Fig 7 Ai; see Fig 4, VGLUT2). A total of 438 control 
and 426 occluded glomeruli were quantified for VGLUT1 fluorescence intensity from 7 sham 
control and 11 occluded animals in 13 sets of co-stained samples that always included a sham 
control sample. We again performed a powerful multilevel statistical analysis to take the set 
variable into account. Data was normally distributed when fitted to a Gaussian distribution in 
MATLAB, where the variance of distribution accounted for by the best fit to the Gaussian 
function was  98.6%. Using this analysis, we found that there was significant variation across sets 
of experiments, however occlusion had no effect on normalised VGLUT1 fluorescence intensity 
(Fig 7B) (sham control mean ± SEM 1.00 ± 0.02; occluded 1.04 ± 0.03; multilevel ANOVA, effect 
of treatment, F(1, 665) = 2.61, p=0.12).  
These results suggest occlusion does not impact glomerular VGLUT1 expression, which implies 














Fig 7. Glomerular VGLUT1 expression does not change with 
occlusion.  
(A) Single-plane confocal images of control (left three panels) and occluded (right three 
panels) glomeruli stained against VGLUT1, a marker of post-synaptic excitatory 
terminals in glomeruli. Olfactory bulb slices were further incubated with NucRed to aid in 
the identification of glomeruli. Dotted line in the composite images show the boundaries 
of glomeruli. (B) Quantification of VGLUT1 normalised fluorescence intensity taken from 






















4.2.6. Auto-evoked recurrent excitation is not affected by occlusion 
Increasing VGLUT1 protein density is not the only way synapses can increase recurrent 
excitation, and only shines light on one, out of many, possible mechanisms in which this could 
occur. We thus continued our investigation using a functional approach. Previous studies on ETC 
and M/TC recurrent excitation have demonstrated a paradigm in which auto-evoked 
glutamatergic potentials can be measured as a proxy for recurrent excitation (De Saint Jan et al., 
2009; Ma and Lowe, 2007). When an ETC is driven to spike, it will release glutamate, which in 
turn will activate other excitatory cells, presumably through glutamate spillover at ETC-JGC 
synapses (Gire et al., 2018). The neighbouring cells will then release glutamate that may act on 
the initial cell (Fig 8 Ai). Additionally, it is possible for glutamate released from an ETC to act 
upon the same cell, as self-evoked excitation has been reported on ETCs (Ma and Lowe, 2007). 
We thus quantified auto-evoked recurrent excitation through ETCs in sham control and occluded 
conditions. Cells were patched whole-cell in current clamp in order to record glutamatergic tail 
potentials. Two spikes were initiated with a large depolarising current pulse (800pA), 50ms apart 
(Fig 8 Bii). Spikes were initiated to induce glutamate release from the recorded cell. This caused 
a voltage rebound following each spike, indicative of the glutamatergic tail potential. To avoid 
glutamate rundown due to consecutive depolarisation steps (De Saint Jan et al., 2009), we 
included 10mM glutamate in our internal solution. Additionally, due to the high contribution of 
NMDA-mediate currents to these potentials, we excluded Mg2+ in our recording solution to 
maximise tail potential observations. Upon initial experiments, we patched ETCs with a holding 
potential of - 55mV as in all our other experiments. With this holding potential, we could clearly 
observe tail potentials following spikes (Fig 8 Bi, left). However, following wash-in of NBQX+APV, 
these potentials were not completely eliminated (Fig 8 Bi, right) suggesting that another current, 
possibly Ca2+ (Ma and Lowe, 2007), is contributing to the response at this voltage. We wanted 
to obtain a purer measure of the glutamatergic potential, thus we trialled several holding 
potentials and found that - 65mV produced reliable evoked responses that were mostly 
eliminated with NBQX and APV (Fig 8 Bii). 
In an ideal scenario, tail potentials would then be quantified by measuring the amplitude of the 
tail potentials from the baseline established by NBQX+APV elimination (Fig 8B). However, 
reliably washing in pharmacological agents resulted in very few cells recorded that could be used 
for analysis. We thus performed a trial analysis from recordings obtained from 6 cells where 
both baseline and NBQX/APV recordings were made. This analysis was then used to estimate a 
time point at which we could quantify tail potentials in recorded cells where NBQX/APV wash-
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in was unsuccessful. We first measured tail potentials after 20, 30, 40, and 50ms of each spike 
from baseline measures (Fig 9 Ai). We then measured tail potentials at the same time points 
following NBQX/APV wash-in (Fig 9 Aii). We could then subtract the initial response from the 
NBQX/APV response at the same time point (Fig 9 Aiii) and calculate the percentage of the initial 
response that was due to glutamate at that time point post-spike, for all time points measured. 
From this analysis, we found that almost all of the potential is glutamatergic 30ms after each 
spike (Fig 9 Aiii, right). We thus used this information to analyse subsequent recordings in which 
pharmacological wash-in was not successful, but initial tail potentials were reliably recorded in 
ACSF external, by measuring base-to-peak amplitudes 30ms after each spike.  
In total, we obtained reliable recordings from 14 sham control and 14 occluded CCK-tdT ETCs 
(Fig 9 Bi). Interestingly, in our recordings the two elicited tail potentials displayed paired-pulse 
facilitation, rather than depression as previously reported (De Saint Jan et al., 2009). Our analysis 
further revealed that tail potentials were becoming slightly, but not significantly, smaller with 
occlusion (Fig 9 Bii) (Peak 1: sham control; mean ± SEM 1.42 ± 0.33mV; occluded 1.13 ± 0.45mV; 
Mann-Whitney test, p=0.08; Peak 2: sham control; mean ± SEM 2.85 ± 0.85mV; occluded 1.41 ± 
0.27mV; Mann-Whitey test, p=0.29). We further quantified the PPR of the tail potential as a 
proxy of whether Pr was increasing in the glomerular excitatory network after occlusion. PPR 
was calculated by dividing the Peak 2 amplitude by Peak 1 amplitude. Nevertheless, occlusion 
did not significantly impact PPR (Fig 9 Bii, right) (sham control PPR mean ± SEM 2.17 ± 0.37mV; 
occluded PPR 2.48 ± 0.68mV; Mann-Whitney test, p=0.80).  
These data suggest that recurrent excitation triggered by ETC glutamate release is not impacted 















Fig 8. External tufted cell (ETC) auto-evoked recurrent excitation 
at different holding potentials.  
(A) Diagrams showing experimental paradigm. Multiple ETCs may be involved in 
glomerular recurrent excitation and one ETC was patched to obtain a readout of this. 
Due to the large contribution of NMDA-mediated currents to this phenomenon, the 
recording solution contained no Mg2+ (Ai) Two action potentials were initiated to trigger 
release of glutamate from the patched cell. This release can act on neighbouring ETC 
dendrites that may further release glutamate back to the original cell. Glutamate released 
from the patched cell may also potentially act on the same cell. (Aii) In order to quantify 
the amount of recurrent excitation occurring, glutamatergic signalling was blocked with 
50µm APV and 10µm NBQX after obtaining a baseline measure. AMPAR, AMPA 
receptor; NMDAR, NMDA receptor. (B) Optimising the recording protocol. (Bi) Two 
spikes were initiated 50ms apart with a 2ms duration 800pA current injection in current 
clamp. The aim was to quantify auto-evoked recurrent glutamatergic tail potentials that 
occurred immediately after each spike. When cells were held at -55mV, tail potentials 
were evident (left), however NBQX and APV did not completely block these responses 
(right), suggesting that these are not recurrent glutamatergic potentials. (Bii) Cells held 
at -65mV showed tail potentials (left) that were largely eliminated with NBQX and APV 
(right). We thus used a holding potential of -65mV to record these responses in control 





Fig 9. External tufted cell (ETC) auto-evoked recurrent excitation 
is not affected by occlusion.  
(A) Calculation of tail potential peaks. (Ai) Peak tail potentials in ACSF were measured 
30ms after spike onset for both peaks from baseline. (Aii) Tail potentials were mostly 
eliminated with NBQX and APV after 30ms post-spike. (Aiii) A trial analysis using cells 
where both ACSF baseline and NBQX/APV baselines were recorded revealed that at 
30ms post-stimulus, most of the glutamatergic (GluR) dependent depolarisation was 
eliminated with NBQX and APV. Plot shows % of GluR elimination at different times post-
stimulus. This time point was used for subsequent analyses of peak-to-base measures 
in cells where wash-in of drugs was unsuccessful. (B) Quantifying auto-evoked recurrent 
excitation in control and occluded ETCs. (Bi) Example traces showing control and 
occluded ETC recordings with glutamatergic tail potentials. (Bii) Quantification of tail 
potential amplitudes (peak 1 and peak 2) measured 30ms post-stimulus in ACSF traces. 
Paired pulse ratio (PPR) was calculated by dividing the second peak by the first. Each 






4.2.7. M/TC LLCs are built up differently to ETC LLCs 
During our investigation of what might be causing the LLC phenotype in occlusion, we did not 
find evidence for presynaptic changes in OSNs or changes in ETC-evoked recurrent excitation 
contributing to this phenotype. It has previously been shown that M/TC dendrodendritic 
amplification of excitatory signal is greater than in ETCs. The much larger M/TC LLC magnitude 
was shown to be underlying this effect (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). Though we could not 
decipher what underlies the LLC change, it is likely that M/TC LLCs are built up from multiple ETC 
LLC subnetworks (De Saint Jan et al., 2009; Gire et al., 2012; Najac et al., 2011). Thus, we were 
next interested in observing whether occlusion had an effect on M/TC LLCs.  
In initial experiments, we electrically stimulated OSNs in order to evoke LLCs recorded in whole-
cell patched M/TCs clamped at - 55mV (Fig 10 B). Interestingly, in 10 out of 24 total sham control 
and occluded M/TCs, recorded LLCs were not binary, all-or-nothing events (Fig 10 B), contrary 
to previous reports (Carlson et al., 2000; Gire and Schoppa, 2009). In these cells, evoked LLCs 
occurred with clear two- to three magnitude levels when OSNs were stimulated at the same 
threshold intensity. ETCs on the other hand, responded with near identical LLC magnitudes when 
evoked at threshold in all cases (Fig 10 A). Additionally, spontaneously recorded M/TC LLCs were 
much larger compared to ETC LLCs. Their amplitudes were significantly larger, and their charge 
was trending towards being higher compared to ETC LLCs. This corresponds with previous 
findings that M/TCs portray comparatively more dendrodendritic amplification of excitatory 
signal (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017) (Amplitude: M/TC sham control mean  ± SEM 111.6 ± 
20.39pA, n=9; ETC control 49.95 ± 4.48pA, n=17; unpaired t-test, t(24) = 3.90, p=0.0007; Charge:  
M/TC sham control mean  ± SEM 22.67 ± 5.26pC, n=9; ETC control 10.83 ± 1.24, n=17pC; 
unpaired t-test using Welch’s correction, t(8.89) = 2.19, p=0.06; data not shown). We further 
performed histogram style analysis on spontaneous and evoked M/TC LLC median-normalised 
amplitudes as previously done for ETC LLCs (Fig 3) to determine the quantal nature of M/TC LLCs 
to support the notion that M/TC LLCs are not binary as previously thought. Plotting Gaussian 
curves to the resulting histograms reveals that most M/TC LLCs per cell are centred around 1 
both in spontaneous and evoked recording conditions, with curves between both recording 
conditions heavily overlapping (Fig 10C) (goodness of fit; spontaneous LLCs, r2=0.84, evoked 
LLCs, r2=0.89).  
This is indicative of the binary nature of LLCs in general, however we further wished to observe 
whether M/TC LLCs portray higher variability in their amplitudes compared to ETCs, as this 
would indicate that whereas ETC LLCs are all-or-nothing events when evoked “fully” (i.e. OSN 
stimulation), M/TC LLCs are built up of multiple pools of excitatory signal. We again employed 
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CV analysis of per-cell LLC amplitudes. We first checked for occlusion effects on the variability 
of LLC amplitudes in M/TCs (Fig 10D). As in ETCs, occlusion had no effect on the variability of 
M/TC LLC amplitudes. As expected, and in contrast to ETCs, M/TC evoked LLCs were as variable 
in their amplitudes as spontaneous M/TCs LLCs, indicating the non-binary nature of M/TC LLC 
magnitudes (control: spontaneous, mean ± SEM 0.51 ± 0.10; evoked, 0.41 ± 0.05; Occluded: 
spontaneous, mean ± SEM 0.42 ± 0.06; evoked, 0.41 ± 0.07; two-way ANOVA, effect of stimulus 
type, F(1,38)=0.63, p=0.43, effect of treatment, F(1,38)=0.54, p=0.53, interaction, F(1,38)=0.51, 
p=0.48). To explore whether M/TC LLC magnitudes are more variable than ETC LLCs, and thus 
supporting the notion that M/TC LLCs are built up if multiple “pools” of excitatory signal, we 
compared LLC amplitude CV values between all ETCs and M/TCs where spontaneous and evoked 
LLCs were recorded (Fig 10E). This analysis revealed a strong effect of spontaneous vs evoked 
LLC magnitudes, where ETC evoked LLCs had significantly more stereotyped amplitudes as 
compared to both spontaneous and evoked M/TC LLC magnitudes (two-way ANOVA on sqrt-
transformed values, effect of stimulus type, F(1,112)=11.42, p=0.001, effect of cell-type, 
F(1,112)=21.96, p<0.0001, interaction, F(1,112)=7.31, p=0.007). This further demonstrates that when 
the presumably entirety of the glomerular excitatory network is stimulated, ETC LLC magnitudes 
are binary, whereas M/TC LLC magnitudes show a non-binary, non-stereotyped phenotype, 
likely due to the multi-step build up of the M/TC LLC.  
Therefore, due to their larger size, and their apparently non-binary nature, M/TC LLCs appear to 
be built up in a different way to ETC LLCs. These data support the hypothesis that multiple 



















Fig 10. Mitral/tufted cell (M/TC) long-lasting depolarising 
currents (LLCs) are different to external tufted cell (ETC) LLCs.  
(A) ETCs portray classic all-or-nothing LLC at perithreshold stimulus intensities. Example 
trace shows multiple sweeps from the same recording. Black trace indicates a null-
response, shades of pink represent evoked LLCs. (B) M/TC LLCs do not portray the all-
or-nothing LLC. At the same stimulus intensity, M/TCs can exhibit multiple LLC 
magnitudes. Example trace shows multiple sweeps from the same recording. Different 
shades of grey indicate different size evoked LLCs. (C) Histograms of all median-
normalised amplitudes (pA) of spontaneously occurring (black) and evoked (grey) M/TC 
LLCs plotted against the frequency of observations (Hz). Single Gaussian curves were 
fit to spontaneous (black) and evoked (grey) LLC histograms. r2 indicates goodness of 
fit. (D) Quantification of the coefficient of variation (CV) of spontaneous and evoked LLC 
amplitudes in control (black) and occluded (orange) conditions. Each circle represents 
one cell. Error bars indicate SEM. (E) Comparison of CV values of spontaneous and 
evoked LLC amplitudes between ETCs (magenta) and M/TCs (black).****., p<0.0001; 
























4.2.8. M/TC LLCs become larger with occlusion under certain conditions 
Analysing evoked LLCs in M/TCs proved to be a technical challenge due to the multi-level nature 
of the M/TC LLC in certain, but not all, cells. It was thus difficult to interpret which of the multi-
level LLC responses to include in our comparison. Additionally, finding the right location to 
electrically stimulate OSNs to evoke an LLC in M/TCs was further technically challenging. Since 
we observed an ETC LLC phenotype in spontaneous recordings, we therefore decided to 
characterise LLCs in M/TCs with this method instead, where cells were whole-cell patched and 
clamped at - 55mV, in the presence of PTX.  
We recorded from 9 sham control and 12 occluded M/TCs, and both control and occluded M/TCs 
portrayed spontaneously occurring LLCs (Fig 11 Ai). Occlusion did not impact the frequency of 
LLCs (sham control; mean ± SEM 0.15 ± 0.07Hz; occluded 0.13 ± 0.02Hz; Mann-Whitney test, 
p=0.33, data not shown). Furthermore, occlusion slightly, but not significantly, increased M/TC 
LLC charge and had no effect on LLC amplitude (Fig 11 Aii) (Amplitude: sham control mean  ± 
SEM 111.60 ± 20.39pA; occluded 113.80 ± 19.53pA; unpaired t-test on log10 transformed values, 
t(19) = 0.11, p=0.92; Charge: sham control mean  ± SEM 22.67 ± 5.26pC; occluded  ± SEM 27.62 ± 
5.12pC; unpaired t-test on log10 transformed values, t(19) = 0.89, p=0.39).  
Since GABAA currents are known to reduce the amplitude of LLCs in M/TCs (Carlson et al., 2000), 
perhaps M/TC spontaneous LLC magnitudes were reaching a ceiling level due to the block of 
GABAA currents when recording in PTX. If M/TCs were driven to become large due to PTX, they 
may not have been able to increase their magnitude any further, and this may thus have 
concealed any occlusion effect. Due to this possibility, we performed another set of whole-cell 
voltage clamped M/TC recordings to record M/TC LLCs in regular ACSF, thus keeping GABAA 
signalling intact, in order to avoid this potential ceiling effect. In total, we recorded from 14 sham 
control and 12 occluded M/TCs in this way. 
Under these conditions, LLCs were still spontaneously generated in both control and occluded 
conditions (Fig 11 Bi), however LLC frequency, though not different between treatment groups, 
was lower than when recorded in PTX (sham control; mean ± SEM 0.08 ± 0.03Hz; occluded 
0.08 ± 0.04Hz; Mann-Whitney test, p=0.76, data not shown). In terms of LLC magnitude, 
occlusion had a significant effect on both M/TC amplitude and charge under these recording 
conditions (Fig 11 Bii) (Amplitude: sham control mean  ± SEM 56.37 ± 8.48pA; occluded 86.6 ± 
14.51pA; unpaired t-test on log10 transformed values, t(24) = 2.29, p=0.03; Charge: sham control 
mean  ± SEM 7.45 ± 1.55pC; occluded  ± SEM 19.68 ± 3.48pC; unpaired t-test on sqrt transformed 
values, t(24) = 3.72, p=0.001). These data further support the notion that the inclusion of PTX in 
the recording solution drove M/TC LLCs to ceiling levels, as LLCs recorded in PTX reached similar 
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charges and amplitudes observed in ACSF-recorded occluded M/TC LLCs, whereas ACSF-
recorded sham control M/TC LLCs were much smaller in comparison (Fig 11 Bii, dotted error 
bars).   
To elucidate whether an enhanced synaptic drive onto M/TCs contributes to the larger LLC 
magnitudes we see in occlusion in ACSF, we further recorded spontaneous excitatory 
postsynaptic currents (sEPSCs) in sham and occluded M/TCs both in ACSF as well as in the 
presence of PTX (Fig 11 Ci, Di). Comparing the cell-average sEPSC amplitude and frequency, we 
did not observe a significance in these parameters either in ACSF or in ACSF+PTX between sham 
control and occluded conditions (ACSF: Amplitude: sham control mean  ± SEM 24.81 ± 2.84pA; 
occluded 26.69 ± 2.58pA; unpaired t-test, t(20) = 0.49, p=0.63; Frequency: sham control mean  ± 
SEM 0.04 ± 0.02Hz; occluded  ± SEM 0.19 ± 0.12Hz; Mann-Whitney test, p=0.25. ACSF+PTX: 
Amplitude: sham control mean  ± SEM 20.74 ± 2.17pA; occluded 21.26 ± 1.65pA; unpaired t-test, 
t(20) = 0.19, p=0.85; Frequency: sham control mean  ± SEM 0.14 ± 0.03Hz; occluded  ± SEM 0.10 
± 0.04Hz; Mann-Whitney test, p=0.45). Nevertheless, other synaptic blockers to observe 
individual vesicle release events were not included in the recording solution, therefore it is 
difficult to conclusively state whether or not a change in synaptic drive occurred.  
These data suggest that M/TC LLCs are also becoming larger with occlusion, an effect precluded 
by the likely ceiling effect of PTX inclusion, but strongly evident in ACSF recordings. Therefore, 
our findings so far suggest that increases in ETC LLC magnitudes are associated with increases in 
M/TC LLC magnitude, and are consistent with the notion that the M/TC LLC is built up from 





























Fig 11. Mitral/Tufted cell (M/TC) long-lasting depolarising 
currents (LLCs) become larger with occlusion under certain 
conditions.  
(A) Spontaneous M/TC LLCs are not affected by occlusion in the presence of 10µm 
picrotoxin (PTX). (Ai) Example traces of control and occluded spontaneous M/TC LLCs. 
(Aii) Quantification of amplitude (left) and charge (right) of control and occluded 
spontaneous M/TC LLCs. Each circle represents one cell. Error bars indicate SEM. (B) 
Spontaneous M/TC LLCs become larger with occlusion when recorded in regular artificial 
cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF). (Bi) Example traces of control and occluded spontaneous 
M/TC LLCs. (Bii) Quantification of control and occluded M/TC spontaneous LLC 
amplitude (left) and charge (right) in ACSF. Each circle represents one cell. Error bars 
indicate SEM. Dotted error bars indicate mean ± SEM of spontaneous LLC amplitude 
and charge in the presence of PTX for comparison. (C-D) Spontaneous excitatory 
postsynaptic currents (sEPSCs) are not impacted by occlusion regardless of whether 
GABAA inhibition is intact. (Ci) Example traces showing sEPSCs in control and occluded 
conditions recorded in ACSF. (Cii-iii) Quantification of amplitude and frequency of 
sEPSCs in control and occluded conditions. Each circle represents one cell. Error bars 
indicate SEM. (Di) Example traces showing sEPSCs in control and occluded conditions 
recorded in ACSF in the presence of 10µm PTX. (Dii-iii) Quantification of amplitude and 
frequency of sEPSCs in control and occluded conditions. Each circle represents one cell. 




















4.2.9. ETC LLCs do not increase with occlusion when GABAA signalling is left 
intact 
Finally, given that M/TC LLC magnitudes increased with occlusion in the presence of GABAA 
signalling, we next wanted to explore whether ETC LLCs were affected by occlusion under the 
same circumstances. PTX appeared to push M/TC LLC magnitudes toward ceiling levels, masking 
the occlusion effect. We therefore wanted to observe whether PTX was increasing ETC LLC 
magnitudes under baseline conditions as well, and further wanted to investigate whether the 
occlusion effect on ETC LLCs was enhanced when GABAA signalling persisted.  
We recorded spontaneously occurring LLCs from 17 sham control and 22 occluded ETCs in 
regular ACSF (Fig 12A). As predicted, ETC LLCs in both control and occluded conditions were 
comparatively smaller compared to ETC LLCs in the presence of PTX (Fig 12B, dotted error bars). 
Again, LLC frequency was not affected by occlusion, and as opposed to M/TC LLCs, frequencies 
did not differ when recorded with or without PTX in the recording solution (sham control; 
mean ± SEM 0.13 ± 0.03Hz; occluded 0.08 ± 0.02Hz; unpaired t-test using Welch’s correction, 
t(34.96) = 0.64, p=0.52). Intriguingly, however,  occlusion did not affect LLC magnitude under these 
conditions (Fig 12B) (Amplitude: sham control mean  ± SEM 33.48 ± 3.05pA; occluded 40.78 ± 
5.78pA; unpaired t-test on log10 transformed values using Welch’s correction, t(34.96) = 0.64, 
p=0.52; Charge: sham control mean  ± SEM 6.28 ± 1.07pC; occluded  ± SEM 5.61 ± 0.88pC; 
unpaired t-test on sqrt transformed values, t(37) = 0.55, p=0.58).  
Therefore, these data imply that increases in ETC LLC magnitude in response to occlusion can 








Fig 12. External tufted cell (ETC) long-lasting depolarising 
currents (LLCs) are not affected by occlusion when recorded in 
regular artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF). 
(A) Example traces of spontaneously occurring LLCs in control and occluded ETCs 
recorded in ACSF. (B) Quantification of spontaneous LLC amplitude (left) and charge 
(right) recorded in ACSF. Each circle represents one cell. Error bars indicate SEM. 
Dotted error bars indicate mean ± SEM of spontaneous LLC amplitude and charge 













Our data demonstrate that LLCs may not be a binary feature as previously thought, as OSN-
evoked M/TC LLCs could portray several magnitudes of LLC at the same threshold stimulus 
intensity and the charge of an evoked LLC did not correlate well with the charge of 
spontaneously occurring LLCs. Furthermore, we show that ETC and M/TC LLCs can become larger 
after short-term sensory deprivation under certain conditions. We have shown that this change 
likely is not due to changes in the presynaptic properties of OSNs, as these were unaffected by 
24h occlusion. This would suggest that the excitatory glomerular network postsynaptic to OSNs 
is able to adjust dendrodendritic amplification of excitatory signalling after sensory deprivation, 
though there appears to be a complex interplay with local inhibition involved in this effect.   
4.3.1. OSNs do not alter their Pr with short-term sensory deprivation 
Interestingly, we noted that the magnitude of spontaneously occurring LLCs did not necessarily 
correlate with the magnitude of evoked LLCs, and indeed only the amplitude, not charge, 
correlated well across the two recording methods (Fig 2). Previous reports observed LLCs as an 
all-or-nothing phenomenon (Carlson et al., 2000; Gire and Schoppa, 2009), however our data 
suggest there is room for manipulating LLC magnitude by initial amplitude. It could be possible, 
for example, for initial LLC amplitude to exist in a binary fashion, but the resulting 
dendrodendritic amplification responsible for defining how much charge is transferred could be 
manipulated depending on how much input is reaching these cells for them to amplify. In our 
evoked LLC recordings, OSN stimulation likely resulted in the recruitment of many more LLC 
contributors compared to spontaneous recordings where we were not stimulating the circuit. 
Under evoked conditions, the LLC amplitude, although well-correlated with the amplitude of 
spontaneous LLCs, is still larger than spontaneous LLC amplitudes. This small effect of amplitude 
is likely amplified over the 500ms duration we measured for charge, which could create this 
stronger discrepancy between spontaneous and evoked LLC charges. Therefore, a way in which 
ETC LLCs could increase their magnitude in the face of occlusion could result from increased pre-
synaptic input.  
We therefore wished to identify whether OSN input could be the locus for the LLC change we 
observe with occlusion. It has previously been found that OSNs are able to increase their Pr 
intrinsically in response to two-weeks of sensory deprivation (Tyler et al., 2007). Additionally, 
OSN Pr is regulated by the local inhibitory JGC network, where GABA and Dopamine released by 
these cells causes activation of both GABAB receptors and D2-Dopamine receptors which 
strongly supress release of OSNs (Aroniadou-Anderjaska et al., 2000; Maher and Westbrook, 
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2008; Wachowiak and Cohen, 1999). Due to these observations, we wanted to identify whether 
24h occlusion resulted in any Pr change at OSN terminals. If Pr is increased, either intrinsically 
or due to changes in the inhibitory network, this could provide more glutamatergic currents for 
the excitatory network to amplify, which may result in the larger LLCs we see in occlusion.  
We performed several different methods that have been validated previously to estimate OSN 
Pr. These included indirect measurements of VGLUT transporters on OSN terminals (Fig 4, 
Gabellec et al., 2007), PPR as an indicator of Pr (Fig 5, Tyler et al., 2007), and estimations of the 
readily releasable pool of vesicles to calculate Pr directly (Thanawala and Regehr, 2016; Vaaga 
and Westbrook, 2017) (Fig 6).  Occlusion did not appear to significantly impact the estimated Pr 
using any method of estimation. However, in our dataset, OSN Pr estimations were lower 
compared to findings from previous studies (Murphy et al., 2004; Tyler et al., 2007). These other 
studies blocked GABAB and D2 dopaminergic receptors in their recordings whereas we did not, 
which may explain this discrepancy.  Out of all our sets of experiments, only one set of 
experiments showed that PPR was significantly decreased with occlusion (Fig 5), an effect that 
could not be recapitulated with a separate set of recordings. A decrease in PPR implies an 
increase in Pr. Since OSN Pr can change with longer-term occlusion (Tyler et al., 2007), it could 
be possible that 24h occlusion results in a very subtle increase of OSN Pr that was revealed in 
our initial, larger, data set. However, this very slight increase may not be reliable and this is why 
we did not observe it in a second or third, smaller, data set examining PPR (Fig 5, Fig 6). 
Regardless of the reasons behind this variability, OSN inputs are likely not the locus of the LLC 
change we observe in occlusion. 
4.3.2. M/TC LLCs do not display a binary phenotype 
We further wondered whether the occlusion effects on ETC LLCs were translated to M/TC LLCs. 
As previously mentioned, the glomerular LLC is involved in synchronising firing of M/TCs 
projecting to the same glomerulus (De Saint Jan et al., 2009), and allowing them to respond with 
sustained transmission upon OSN input (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). A change in the 
magnitude of LLC received by M/TCs could therefore influence the output of these cells.  
Our initial experiments revealed that evoked M/TC LLCs are much larger compared to ETC LLCs. 
This observation ties in with the observation that dendrodendritic amplification of glutamatergic 
signals is stronger in M/TCs compared to ETCs (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017), and suggests that 
upon initial glomerular LLC generation, M/TCs may further amplify this signal among 
themselves. We further observed that M/TC LLCs, as opposed to ETC LLCs, did not always occur 
at the same magnitude when stimulated with the same stimulation intensity (Fig 3; Fig 10), 
suggesting that M/TC LLCs do not adhere to the all-or-nothing phenotype previously described 
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(Carlson et al., 2000; Gire et al., 2009). Indeed, although both ETC and M/TC  portray LLC 
magnitudes that appear to adhere to a relatively “quantal” phenomenon (Fig 3; Fig 10), M/TC 
LLC magnitudes portray more heterogenous amplitudes when compared to ETC LLCs (Fig 10).  
As opposed to other studies, we may have observed the “multi-level” M/TC LLC because we 
recorded LLC responses using narrower stimulus intensity steps. We often increased or 
decreased stimulus intensities by 0.05mA, whereas the other studies multiplied their threshold 
stimulus intensities. The subtler stimulus intensity steps we used may have allowed us to record 
LLCs at different build-up states, which may have revealed the multiple components of the M/TC 
LLC build up. Indeed, we did not observe multi-level M/TC LLCs at all stimulus intensities, 
suggesting that in order to be able to observe them, a very specific amount of OSN input needs 
to reach the glomerular circuit. Additionally, Gire et al., (2009) used young rats (P10-16) in their 
experiments. This could influence the magnitude of the LLCs they recorded, as it has previously 
been shown that LLCs are developmentally regulated, increasing in magnitude from ~ P11-P16 
(De Saint Jan and Westbrook, 2007). We always recorded from juvenile mice post P20, thus we 
may have observed a more mature picture in our recordings.   
How, then, are M/TCs able to recruit the ETC LLC to amplify it further? The charge of the M/TC 
LLC has previously been shown to depend not only on NMDA receptors, but also on mGluR1 
receptors (De Saint Jan and Westbrook, 2007). Upon OSN stimulation, the activation of mGluR1 
receptors recruits low-voltage activated T-type Ca2+ channels in primary dendrites, and together 
these receptor mediated currents account for a large proportion of LLC magnitude (Johnston 
and Delaney, 2010). No one, to our knowledge, has explicitly looked at whether the same 
mechanism operates in ETCs. However recent findings imply that M/TC LLCs are larger than ETC 
LLCs due to increased dendrodendritic amplification via NMDA and mGluR1 receptors. In this 
study, pharmacological block of these receptors converted M/TC LLCs into magnitudes more 
comparable to ETC LLCs (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). ETCs receive stronger OSN input 
compared to M/TCs (De Saint Jan et al., 2009; Gire et al., 2012; Vaaga and Westbrook, 2016), 
therefore ETCs could be driving the initiation of the glomerular LLC, perhaps due to higher-
efficacy AMPA receptors and/or Ca2+ permeable AMPA autoreceptors (Ma and Lowe, 2007),  
which is further amplified through NMDA/mGluR1 mediated dendrodendritic amplification in 
M/TCs. To support this notion, it has been shown that ETCs can respond to weaker OSN inputs, 
whereas direct OSN-M/TC input tends to only occur as a result of very strong OSN input (Najac 
et al., 2011). Thus, this initial amplification step by ETCs could be a way in which relatively weak 
odour inputs are reliably converted to a M/TC response. Additionally, we have indicated that 
the glomerular LLC may be formed of multiple excitatory “subnetworks”, which may be 
interpreted differently by ETCs and M/TCs. From our CV analysis on spontaneous versus evoked 
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LLC amplitudes, we found that evoked ETC LLCs are fairly stereotyped compared to 
spontaneously occurring LLCs (Fig 3). This may occur because when LLCs are evoked by OSN 
stimulation, the entirety of the excitatory network is being triggered, whereas spontaneously 
occurring LLCs may reflect the activity of relative excitatory subnetworks. Interestingly, when 
observing the M/TC LLCs, evoked LLCs are still more heterogenous than evoked ETC LLCs, and in 
fact do not differ to spontaneously occurring M/TC LLC amplitudes (Fig 10). Therefore, the multi-
level LLCs we recorded in M/TCs may have revealed the different steps involved in LLC 
generation. Perhaps the several sizes we observed represent initial LLC generation by ETCs, 
which are subsequently amplified by dendrodendritic mechanisms to generate the larger M/TC 
LLCs. This could explain why ETCs only show either “off” or “on” LLCs (Fig 10), as this extra 
amplification does not occur at their synapses.  
To test this hypothesis, we could perform several additional experiments. To observe whether 
we recorded “ETC LLCs” in our evoked M/TC LLC recordings (the smaller magnitude LLCs), we 
could perform the same OSN-evoked LLC recordings again, and find stimulus intensities that 
reveal the multi-level M/TC LLCs. We would then wash in mGluR1 and NMDA blockers after 
baseline recordings. If the evoked LLC then reverted to a binary state, and became more 
comparable in size to one of the smaller LLCs in the multi-level LLC (presumably an ETC LLC), this 
would suggest that indeed M/TCs read in ETC LLCs before amplifying these to a full M/TC LLC. 
This experiment would be strengthened even more with a dual patch approach. If both an M/TC 
and an ETC projecting to the same glomerulus are recorded in synchrony, we could observe the 
magnitude of either cell’s LLC at baseline levels, as well as after pharmacological block of NMDA 
and mGluR1 receptors. We would then be able to see, on a cell-by-cell basis, whether the ETC 
LLC remains intact in the M/TC LLC recording.  
4.3.3. Can changes in glomerular recurrent excitation explain the LLC 
magnitude increases in ETCs and M/TCs following occlusion? 
 
Immunofluorescence approaches to deciphering presynaptic function 
Since we observed larger LLCs recorded in ETCs under GABAA block in occluded conditions, and 
since it is unlikely that presynaptic OSN inputs are contributing to this change, we sought to 
investigate whether recurrent excitation as a whole is increased after occlusion. This would 
imply that the LLC change we observe is linked to the dendrodendritic amplification of 
glutamatergic currents by the excitatory network, potentially via glutamate sensing 
enhancement mechanisms described below. We initially screened for effects in VGLUT1 
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expression in glomeruli. VGLUTs are crucial for filling synaptic vesicles with glutamate 
(Bellocchio et al., 2000), thus if changes occurred in VGLUT1 density, it could imply that cells 
may be becoming more efficient at filling their vesicles with glutamate, and in turn, become 
more efficient at transmitting glutamatergic signal to the recurrent network. Alternatively, or in 
addition, it could imply that there are more glutamatergic release sits that enhance recurrent 
excitation. Our screen of VGLUT1-label fluorescence intensity failed to show any effect of 
occlusion (Fig 7). Nevertheless, VGLUT expression in ETCs, for example, is heterogenous, with 
some subtypes expressing either VGLUT1, VGLUT3, or both (Tatti et al., 2014). Some have even 
been suggested to express VGLUT2 (Ohmomo et al., 2009). Therefore, presynaptic function 
could be enhanced by increases in expression of various VGLUTs or other elements of the 
presynaptic machinery.  
PSD-95 is a postsynaptic scaffolding protein that recruits receptors, ion channels, and signalling 
proteins (Stathakis et al., 1997). Specifically, it has been shown to recruit AMPA receptors to the 
synapse (Schnell et al., 2002). The number of AMPA receptors at a synapse directly impacts the 
quantal size of that synapse, and has further been correlated with the Pr of that synapse (Murthy 
et al., 2001). Thus, if postsynaptic terminals were increasing their PSD-95 protein levels, it could 
enhance the excitatory function of that terminal and would be interesting to quantify in 
occluded ETCs to see whether this is the case. Therefore, a more sensitive approach compared 
to VGLUT staining to deciphering structural synaptic function, could be achieved with the use of 
intrabodies. Intrabodies are recombinant antibody-like proteins that bind to target proteins. The 
genes expressing intrabodies are then fused with genes expressing GFP, allowing for the real-
time observation of these proteins in a reducing environment such as the cell cytoplasm (Nizak 
et al., 2003). Recently, intrabodies have been developed to target postsynaptic proteins in 
excitatory terminals, specifically PSD-95. Additionally, these intrabodies have been designed to 
tie their regulation of expression with endogenous expression of PSD-95, ensuring that the signal 
transmitted by the intrabody gives an accurate readout of how much PSD-95 is endogenously 
present (Gross et al., 2013). With the use of intrabodies targeting PSD-95 therefore, we could 
compare fluorescence intensities in control and occluded ETCs to observe whether postsynaptic 
function is enhanced, and therefore elucidate whether this is linked to an increase in recurrent 
excitation.  To achieve the level of sensitivity for this approach, we would need to be able to 
sparsely label ETCs in order to quantify expression of the intrabody at punctate postsynaptic 
terminals using confocal microscopy. Achieving sparse labelling is difficult, as ETC genetic driver 
lines have not yet been developed (see chapter 3). Thus, the use of in utero electroporation or 
viral injection of a vector containing the PSD-95 intrabody would need to be optimised to 
achieve this level of sparse label, which may be technically challenging.  
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Functional approaches  
We thus used a functional approach to quantify recurrent excitation in the glomerular network. 
Our experimental paradigm relied on measuring auto-evoked glutamatergic potentials as a 
proxy for glomerular recurrent excitation. We hypothesised that these potentials would become 
larger with occlusion. Nevertheless, we could not identify any occlusion effect on these 
potentials (Fig 9).  
Despite these results, the contribution of increased recurrent excitation to the LLC change in 
occlusion cannot be excluded. First, due to technical difficulties in maintaining a high-quality 
recording for long periods of time, it was not possible to analyse glutamate potentials in a highly 
accurate manner. In an ideal situation, tail potential amplitudes would be calculated by 
subtracting peak amplitudes from baselines obtained after NBQX/APV wash-in for every cell, in 
order to quantify the glutamatergic component of this potential accurately.  However, we were 
only able to obtain 6 recordings from cells where both baseline and NBQX/APV wash-in 
responses were recorded successfully. We thus used these recordings to determine at what time 
point after evoked spikes most of the glutamatergic potential was eliminated by NBQX/APV on 
average to quantify tail potentials at these time points in recordings where NBQX and APV wash-
in was unsuccessful. In this way, we could have potentially missed an effect of occlusion on 
recurrent glutamate signalling. It was clear that non-glutamatergic potentials were contributing 
to the recorded responses, as NBQX and APV did not eliminate the entirety of the post-spike 
potential. This underlying potential could also have changed with occlusion and thus may have 
masked occlusion effects on glutamatergic potentials. A more accurate approach to this 
experiment, perhaps, would have been to perform the protocol in voltage clamp. In this way we 
would be able to directly isolate individual glutamatergic currents by blocking all others with 
pharmacological agents (Ma and Lowe, 2007). Nevertheless, it might then be difficult to reliably 
and reproducibly stimulate the cell to release glutamate under this configuration. This is due to 
errors in space-clamp; as ETCs are relatively large cells, the holding potential at the site of the 
recording electrode will radially spread and decay across distance, which means that the 
membrane more distal to the injection site is not clamped well and is thus difficult to control 
with voltage steps.  Additionally, there is high heterogeneity in the morphology of ETC tufts 
(chapter 3) which means that space-clamp errors will differ from cell to cell.  
Additionally, it has been shown that LLC magnitudes are closely linked to NMDA receptor 
function (Carlson et al., 2000). Previous reports have shown that NMDA receptors composed of 
different subunits such as NR2C and NR2D, both expressed in the olfactory bulb (Wenzel et al., 
1995), can influence the decay kinetics of NMDA currents (Monyer et al., 1992). It could thus be 
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entirely possible that the LLC change we observe in occlusion may be due to changes of NMDA 
receptor density or efficacy. Furthermore, it would be interesting to shine light on whether 
NMDA mediated potentials or even AMPA mediated potentials are changing. For example, the 
ratio of AMPA:NMDA mediated currents developmentally increases in OB JGCs and ETCs (Grubb 
et al., 2008). This change could be so subtle that we would not be able to observe any glutamate 
potential increases with occlusion in our auto-evoked recordings due to these signals being 
mixed together with AMPA components and other non-glutamatergic components. It would 
therefore be beneficial to repeat this experiment in a more controlled manner, where individual 
wash-in of NBQX and/or APV is performed on every cell recorded. Nevertheless, if such changes 
occurred in occlusion on a very subtle level, these may not be revealed through our auto-evoked 
excitation protocol as it is likely they would summate to impact overall recurrent excitation in a 
glomerulus, resulting in a larger LLC. This would then be difficult to identify through the recorded 
cell as it may not have enough time to incorporate these increased signals into the auto-evoked 
response.   
Furthermore, the experiment we performed was done in a highly un-physiological setting. In 
several trial experiments in ACSF (data not shown), we noticed auto-evoked glutamate 
potentials were very small. Due to the large contribution of NMDA currents in the glomerular 
excitatory pathway, we therefore aimed to maximise our ability of recording these potentials by 
relieving the Mg2+ block of NMDA receptors by patching in ACSF that contained no Mg2+. This 
could have resulted in NMDA receptor potentials becoming larger than usual even in control 
conditions, which may have reached a ceiling level and thus masked occlusion effects. 
Additionally, different NMDA receptor subunits can change NMDA Mg2+ sensitivity levels 
(Wenzel et al., 1995). Thus elimination of Mg2+ in the recording solution could mask potential 
effects of NMDA receptor subunit composition.  
A more direct way of quantifying whether any receptor components on ETCs are adjusted with 
occlusion would be to obtain paired recordings from two ETCs projecting to the same glomerulus 
simultaneously. The aim would be to identify whether ETCs are able to ramp up their glutamate 
sensing or releasing properties with occlusion. Under these conditions, we could record one cell 
in current-clamp and trigger it to spike, while recording the other in voltage clamp to observe 
glutamatergic inputs evoked by the first cell’s spike. These recordings would be performed in 
the presence of PTX to block GABAergic currents, and either NBQX or APV to isolate AMPA- and 
NMDA-mediated currents. If the amplitudes of these currents are increasing with occlusion, this 
would suggest ETCs are adjusting their AMPA and/or NMDA receptor densities and/or 
composition that allow them to receive larger glutamatergic currents, which may lead to larger 
LLCs. It could also imply that presynaptic vesicle packet sizes may be enhanced with occlusion 
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(Clements and Silver, 2000). Alternatively, or in combination, if the probability of these events 
increases with occlusion, this would suggest a presynaptic effect, such as an increase in Pr. A 
caveat to this approach however, is that there is little evidence for direct synaptic connections 
between ETCs (De Saint Jan et al., 2009), which would make paired recordings extremely difficult 
and would produce asynchronous responses that may be difficult to interpret, which is why we 
did not perform these experiments as part of this thesis. Additionally, it would be difficult to 
distinguish presynaptic effects from postsynaptic effects. However, changes observed in these 
recordings would, at least, strongly suggest that recurrent excitation, driven by the excitatory 
network, are changing with occlusion.  
An alternative way to establish whether perhaps ETCs are increasing their Pr is to observe the 
magnitude of glutamate spillover occurring at ETC-JGC synapses (Gire et al., 2018). It has 
previously been suggested that this spillover could actually provide a mechanism by which LLCs 
are initiated (Gire et al., 2018). In order to observe whether ETC Pr is increasing with occlusion, 
we could double patch ETCs and JGCs, initiate an action potential in the ETC in current clamp, 
and record glutamatergic EPSCs in the JGCs. If the probability of these events occurring 
increases, it would suggest that ETCs are more likely to release glutamate.  
Finally, we did not specifically test for the efficacy of the OSN-ETC connection on a postsynaptic 
level. It could be possible that ETC LLCs are enhanced with occlusion due to enhanced glutamate 
sensing capabilities of ETC postsynaptic terminals to OSN input by an increased postsynaptic 
response to presynaptic release. There are two approaches in which this could be tested. One 
of these is the use of non-stationary fluctuation analysis (NFSA) (Clements and Silver, 2000), 
further discussed in chapter 5. Briefly, to obtain measures here, we would electrically stimulate 
OSNs and record an ETC in voltage clamp. In this method, Pr is artificially set to different levels 
with the use of Ca2+ chelators or changes in Ca2+ concentration in the recording solution. The 
different levels of Pr would be used to obtain a curve fitted against the variance of the mean 
postsynaptically recorded EPSC amplitudes to create a variance-mean (V-M) plot. Observing the 
plot at the various Pr levels indicates whether presynaptic or postsynaptic changes result in 
changes recorded in postsynaptic EPSCs. If the postsynaptic side, so at the ETC level, was 
increasing quantal size, we would expect to see a change in the initial slope of this plot, as it 
estimates the average quantal amplitude of the EPSCs. The other approach involves the use of 
strontium to replace Ca2+ in the recording solution. Evoked EPSCs in this medium will reveal 
individual vesicle release events one by one (Oliet et al., 1996), as opposed to multiple 
superimposing release events summating to one recorded EPSC (e.g. Grubb et al., 2008). In this 
way, we could then quantify individual OSN-evoked ETC-EPSC amplitudes recorded in strontium 
and observe whether they become larger with occlusion.  If so, this would suggest that ETCs are 
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upregulating the function of postsynaptic terminal glutamate sensing machinery after sensory 
deprivation.  
In summary, with our experimental approaches, we did not detect increases in recurrent 
excitation in the face of occlusion, and thus could not link this as a possible mechanism by which 
LLCs are increasing in occlusion. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, this possibility cannot be 
excluded, and further experiments – beyond the scope of the present project – will be required 
to address this directly.  
How could ETC LLCs become larger with occlusion if auto-evoked excitation is not 
enhanced, and OSN Pr is not increased? 
Due to our observation that LLC increases in magnitudes occurred despite a lack of change in 
OSN Pr, this change most likely occurred due to adjustments in the excitatory network. There 
are several ways in which dendrodendritic amplification can be increased, which mostly rely on 
somehow strengthening glutamatergic communication, given the lack of passive and 
morphological properties changing with occlusion (chapter 3). These changes would likely not 
be apparent with our auto-evoked glutamate release experiment, due to the limitations outlined 
above, which may further explain why occlusion seemed to have no effect there. 
Previous reports have found little evidence for direct ETC-ETC chemical synaptic connections, 
and much recurrent excitation is thought to occur due to spillover glutamate signalling reaching 
post-synaptic terminals (De Saint Jan and Westbrook, 2007; Gire et al., 2018; Isaacson, 1999). 
Indeed, even self-excitation has previously been reported in ETCs through Ca2+-permeable 
AMPA autoreceptors (Ma and Lowe, 2007). Therefore, as mentioned above, adjusting synaptic 
properties that sense glutamate could be a tool for LLC manipulation. In the olfactory bulb, 
short-term sensory deprivation resulted in increased glutamate receptor protein levels on 
glomerular synapses. This observation was linked to quantal scaling of AMPA and NMDA-
mediated currents in JGCs, including ETCs (Tyler et al., 2007). LLC magnitudes are heavily 
regulated by NMDA receptor currents, as blocking these reduces the amplitude and decay of 
LLCs (Carlson et al., 2000). Thus, one way ETCs could be increasing LLC size could be by increasing 
their NMDA receptor density or altering receptor subunit composition of these receptors in 
order to obtain larger glutamatergic currents that are then amplified across the network. AMPA 
receptors are required for LLC initiation (Carlson et al., 2000). Thus alternatively, or in 
combination, ETCs could also increase their AMPA receptor density to allow for more entry of 
glutamatergic signalling that may act on other excitatory cells which then act to increase the 
overall glomerular LLC. These properties may also act together. NMDA receptors allow Ca2+ to 
enter the cell which may act to regulate gene expression that influences the density of AMPA 
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receptors at the terminal (Ghosh and Greenberg, 1995). Thus, if there is a higher density of 
NMDA receptors, this may act to potentiate AMPA receptor-mediated currents as a result. In 
M/TCs, NMDA and AMPA autoreceptors enhance spillover glutamatergic signalling between 
M/TCs projecting to the same glomerulus and are thought to play a role in ensuring reliable 
M/TC output (Salin et al., 2001; Schoppa and Westbrook, 2002). Therefore, plasticity in the 
expression or efficacy of ETC Ca2+-permeable AMPA autoreceptors could provide another 
avenue in which glutamatergic signals may be amplified from cell to cell, resulting in the larger 
LLCs we observe in occlusion.  
Another avenue for LLC changes to occur could be through gap-junction mediated 
communication. Gap junctions allow for the passage of small molecules such as ions and 
secondary messengers between connected cells on a relatively fast time-scale and are involved 
in synchronising neural processes (Dermietzel, 1998). Connexin-36 mediated gap junction 
coupling in M/TCs has been shown to contribute to the M/TC lateral excitation involved in 
amplifying sensory input from OSNs (Christie and Westbrook, 2006). Additionally, gap-junctions 
are involved in defining the magnitude of the M/TC LLC by enhancing glutamate spillover among 
these cells (Christie and Westbrook, 2006), and indeed LLCs were largely reduced in amplitude 
and duration in connexin-36 KO animals (De Saint Jan and Westbrook, 2007). Gap-junction 
mediated communication is also found in ETCs. It has previously been shown that ETCs 
projecting to the same glomerulus are electrically coupled, a connection that contributes to 
synchronising ETC activity at one glomerulus (Hayar et al., 2005). Plasticity in gap-junction 
coupling could therefore impact glutamatergic communication among excitatory cells in 
glomeruli. Previous studies have found that gap-junctions can indeed strengthen or weaken 
their conductances as a result of changing input activity through various mechanisms such as 
NMDA receptor activation (Yang et al., 1990) or mGluR receptor activation (Landisman and 
Connors, 2005). Thus, perhaps the LLC change we observe is due to increased gap-junction 
coupling among ETCs, or even ETC-M/TC connections (De Saint Jan et al., 2009). This would allow 
for a higher passage of excitatory signalling between these cells that would therefore enable an 
increase in recurrent excitation. Direct evidence for which connexin forms gap junctions on ETCs 
has not been reported, however it is likely to consist of connexin-36, 45, or 57 (Rash et al., 2005; 
Zhang, 2011). Interestingly, synchronous activity of M/TCs in connexin-36 KO animals was not 
eliminated, however stronger stimulations of M/TCs, achieved by glutamate uptake block, was 
required to maintain this synchrony (Christie et al., 2005). Thus, it would be interesting to 
observe whether LLCs recorded in ETCs are affected in occlusion in connexin-36 KO animals in 
order to observe whether connexin-36 also impacts ETC function. Alternatively, to test the 
strength of gap-junction coupling between ETCs, a dual patch approach could be employed. Two 
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coupled ETCs would be patched simultaneously in the voltage clamp configuration and in the 
presence of synaptic blockers. A hyperpolarising step would be induced in one cell, while the 
resulting outward current would be recorded in the other, while alternating which cell is 
stimulated. In this way, the coupling coefficient can be calculated, and we would then be able 
to observe whether this increases with occlusion. If this indeed were the case, we would then 
be able to tie this effect to LLC changes with further experiments. LLCs would be recorded at 
baseline in both control and occluded conditions, followed by a wash-in of a gap junction blocker 
such as carbenoxolone, which has previously been shown to block ETC-ETC gap-junction 
mediated communication (Hayar et al., 2005). If the occlusion effect on LLCs disappears with the 
gap junction blocker, it would suggest that this is the locus of the LLC change.  
Therefore, though we were unable to pinpoint how the LLC change occurs with occlusion, there 
are various means in which the excitatory network could adjust to allow for this change.  
4.3.4. Occlusion effects on LLCs  
Given the importance of LLCs in synchronising M/TC output and defining spike patterns in 
response to OSN input (Gire and Schoppa, 2009; Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017), a change in LLC 
magnitude could be an interesting avenue through which occlusion may result in an adjustment 
in glomerular processing through ETCs. Previous work has shown that larger charge transfer due 
to strong dendrodendritic glutamatergic amplification, i.e. LLCs, between M/TCs allows them to 
sustain their firing in response to OSN stimulation, whereas smaller LLCs in ETCS resulted in 
phase-locked responses  (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). Therefore, an increase in ETC LLC 
magnitude could potentially lead to an altered output from these cells. We have shown 
previously (chapter 3) that intrinsically, ETCs are unaffected by occlusion. Thus, this synaptic LLC 
phenotype could result in a subtle adjustment to odour responses that is not linked to intrinsic 
excitability. Since LLCs are received by all M/TCs and ETCs projecting to the same glomerulus, 
and since ETC LLCs are the most likely target of GABAA inhibition (Gire and Schoppa, 2009; 
Whitesell et al., 2013) it is likely they form part of an LLC-modulatory network. It could then be 
possible that ETCs adjust some of their synaptic properties, discussed above, in order to ramp 
up recurrent excitation in the entire glomerulus in the face of occlusion, which may feed-forward 
to M/TCs, resulting in an output change there.  
Why do ETC LLCs only become larger with occlusion in the presence of PTX? 
When recorded in the presence of PTX, both spontaneous and evoked ETC LLCs become 
significantly larger both in amplitude and charge in response to occlusion (Fig 1, Fig 2). However, 
when GABAA signalling persists, the LLC change is no longer evident, or at least, is not as strong 
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as when GABAA is blocked (Fig 12). Since GABA is thought to directly target ETCs to supress LLCs 
(Aungst et al., 2003; Gire and Schoppa, 2009; Whitesell et al., 2013), and since GABAA currents 
can decrease overall LLC amplitude (Carlson et al., 2000), it could be possible that when 
recording from ETCs in the presence of GABAA signalling, this inhibition is so strong that it creates 
a floor effect on LLC magnitude, which may thus obscure any occlusion effects. Indeed, ETCs 
directly drive feedback-inhibition in the glomerular network (Hayar et al., 2004a; Murphy et al., 
2005). Therefore, if occlusion results in increased excitatory drive between ETCs, this could 
directly enhance feedback inhibition which then acts on ETC LLCs and may result in the 
unchanged LLC phenotype we see in ACSF.     
M/TC LLCs also become larger with occlusion 
Our initial evoked M/TC LLC experiment suggested that looking at ETC LLCs alone does not 
provide the full story on what is occurring in the glomerular excitatory network with occlusion. 
We thus wanted to know whether there would be any occlusion effect on the M/TC LLC, that 
may have arisen due to the changes we saw in ETCs.  
Interestingly, under conditions with PTX in the recording solution, M/TC LLC magnitudes were 
not significantly impacted by occlusion (Fig 11). There was however, a very subtle, non-
significant, increase in the average charge of M/TC LLCs with occlusion. Therefore, we 
considered whether perhaps M/TC LLCs were reaching a ceiling level of magnitude when GABAA 
modulation is blocked. In contrast to ETCs, M/TC LLCs were larger even under control conditions, 
thus it could be possible that lack of GABAA modulation resulted in a ramped-up dendrodendritic 
amplification in M/TCs that could not become any larger with occlusion.  
Indeed, when PTX was excluded from the recording solution, M/TC LLCs did show a significant 
increase in amplitude and charge in response to occlusion (Fig 11). These larger LLCs in occlusion 
resembled the LLCs recorded in the presence of PTX, whereas control LLCs were much smaller 
compared to control LLCs in the presence of PTX. This further suggests that M/TCs were reaching 
a ceiling level of LLC magnitude with PTX.  
To test this hypothesis, we could perform an experiment where initial spontaneous LLCs are 
recorded in ACSF in control and occluded conditions. This would then be followed by a wash-in 
of PTX. We could then observe whether the inclusion of PTX increase overall LLC magnitude in 
control conditions and thus eliminated the occlusion effect.  
Might the M/TC LLC occlusion effect be linked to the ETC LLC occlusion effect, supporting the 
idea that ETCs are somehow modulating the initial LLC information M/TCs receive? We 
hypothesised that ETC LLC differences between control and occluded conditions would reveal 
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an even larger effect of occlusion when GABAA modulation was not blocked. The idea behind 
this was that PTX could also be ramping up the magnitude of the ETC LLC, thus eliminating PTX 
in our recording solution should allow control ETC LLCs to be even smaller compared to control 
ETC LLCs in the presence of PTX, mimicking what we see in M/TCs. Our data, however, would 
suggest otherwise. When ETC LLCs were recorded without PTX in the recording solution, the 
occlusion effect on LLC magnitude was largely abolished, with only an increased LLC amplitude 
trend remaining (Fig 12).  
These findings lead to some perplexing questions. If M/TC LLC magnitudes increase with 
occlusion in the absence of PTX, why is this phenotype not followed by ETCs? Given that the 
main way of OSN to M/TCs communication is wired through ETCs (Gire and Schoppa, 2009), it is 
therefore confusing how M/TCs can somehow increase their recurrent excitatory drive without 
contribution from ETCs.  
4.3.5. Models of how occlusion could be impacting the glomerular LLC 
Since the glomerular LLC is hypothesised to arise due to regenerative, recurrent excitatory drive 
(De Saint Jan et al., 2009; Gire et al., 2012), trying to understand the occlusion effect on the 
glomerular LLC becomes difficult with the mismatch in phenotype in ETCs and M/TCs.  ETCs 
increase their LLC magnitudes with occlusion only if GABAA signalling is blocked, whereas M/TCs 
increase their LLC magnitudes with occlusion only when GABAA signalling is intact. On a cell-type 
basis, these effects of inhibition could be explained by floor and ceiling effects described above. 
However, if M/TC LLCs are becoming larger in ACSF, we would expect ETC LLCs to become larger 
as well, following from the model that ETCs form part of the first amplification step before M/TCs 
join in with stronger dendrodendritic amplification. 
The fact that we do not observe this leads to a number of speculations as to what could be 
happening in the LLC network.  These hypotheses rely heavily on the notion that GABAA 
inhibition by JGCs mainly targets ETCs to supress their activity and subdue their LLCs, rather than 
directly targeting M/TCs. In addition to the finding that JGCs, and especially GABAergic inhibition 
by these cells, strongly inhibit ETCs (Hayar et al., 2004b; Hayar and Ennis, 2007), recent evidence 
suggests that intraglomerular GABAergic inhibition directly acts to suppress LLCs at the ETC 
rather than the M/TC.  This study showed that ETCs receiving OSN-evoked LLCs were supressed 
by GABAergic currents during the same recordings.  However, M/TCs never showed inhibitory 
currents when an LLC did not occur, and when LLCs did occur, M/TCs exhibited IPSCs from GCs 
rather than JGCs (Gire and Schoppa, 2009). Under the assumption that JGC inhibition is strongly 
targeted to ETCs, therefore, we propose three scenarios to explain how occlusion may impact 
the glomerular LLC network: 
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We did observe a trend of ETC LLC amplitudes becoming larger in occlusion when recorded 
without PTX (Fig 12). Perhaps this very subtle increase in ETC LLC amplitude simply was enough 
to allow M/TCs to integrate this information and drive the changes we observed in M/TC LLCs.  
In ETCs themselves, this subtle effect may only have been obvious when PTX was included in the 
recording solution, which would have blocked the effects of feedback inhibition that may have 
precluded the effect of occlusion on ETC LLCs (scenario A, Fig 13). This scenario would also work 
if there were no intraglomerular cell-type specific differences in GABAA inhibition on LLCs. 
Indeed, GABAA is known to inhibit OSN-evoked M/TC spiking at an intraglomerular locus (Shao 
et al., 2012), thus at least some of this inhibition will likely target M/TCs as well. Nevertheless, 
it was specifically shown that intraglomerular GABAA inhibition supressed the ETC LLC, thus it is 
unlikely that the functional intraglomerular GABAA effects targeted to M/TCs would impact the 
M/TC LLC directly. Additionally, since GABAA-mediated inhibition via GCs does seem to impact 
M/TC LLCs (Gire and Schoppa, 2009), the ceiling effect of LLC magnitude observed in M/TC LLCs 
in the presence of PTX could further be due to a block of inhibition at this extraglomerular 
location. This may not reach ETCs and may thus pose an explanation as to why ETC LLCs do not 
reach a ceiling level under baseline conditions in PTX, since they would not undergo this “extra” 
inhibition by GCs.  
Alternatively, or in combination, perhaps the glutamate spillover between ETC-JGC connections 
is increased with occlusion due to increased Pr of ETCs (scenario B, Fig 14). This spillover may 
act primarily on M/TC dendrites and thus amplify the LLC at the M/TC locus, foregoing the ETC 
LLC locus as this would be supressed with feedback-inhibition. When PTX is blocking feedback-
inhibition onto ETCs, this spillover could then act at the ETC LLC locus (i.e. the ETC recurrent 
excitation network) and therefore result in us observing the ETC LLC change in occlusion only in 
PTX. Therefore, even though recurrent excitation may be increasing with occlusion due to 
increased glutamate spillover at the ETC-JGC synapse, the effect on ETCs themselves may not be 
evident when GABAA signalling persists, but still transfers to M/TC processing.  
A completely different explanation could also hold true. Perhaps ETCs are only involved in the 
initial amplification of glutamatergic signalling, which they portray as the ETC LLC, integrated 
from a relatively limited network of glutamatergic signalling. This is then received by M/TCs that 
amplify this signal further. With occlusion, perhaps ETC LLCs are not changing at all, and only 
M/TC dendrodendritic amplification is increasing (scenario C, Fig 15). If this is the case, this 
stronger amplification in M/TCs under baseline conditions could result in a “spillover-LLC” 
reaching ETCs and enhancing their baseline LLC magnitudes. Under occluded conditions, a 
further ETC LLC increase in magnitude may only be observed in the presence of PTX because 
GABAA strongly targets ETCs (Hayar and Ennis, 2007). When GABAA signalling is intact, it could 
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obscure this “feedback excitation” effect in occlusion. This would suggest that the level of LLC 
magnitude is set by M/TC-M/TC excitation, which may be modulating LLC magnitude by changes 
in the efficacy of gap junctions or chemical synapses. For example, it has been shown that 
mGluR1 receptors on M/TC dendrites potentiate the activity of low-voltage activated Ca2+ 
channels (Johnston and Delaney, 2010). With occlusion, it could be possible that more 
extrasynaptic glutamate (through enhanced M/TC-M/TC recurrent excitation) is accumulated at 
NMDA or mGluR1 sites. This would allow higher Ca2+ entry, providing a way in which gene 
regulation and/or posttranscriptional modification could be altered in order to produce more 
extrasynaptic receptors to increase glutamate sensing. If there is more release of glutamate in 
occlusion, either by M/TCs, ETCs, or both, this could act on these “extra” extrasynaptic receptors 
on M/TCs rather than ETC receptors, thus increasing the M/TC response without affecting the 
ETC network.  
Several experimental approaches could be used to test these hypotheses. To test whether subtle 
changes in ETC LLCs lead to large M/TC LLC changes (scenario A), we could artificially increase 
inhibitory drive onto ETCs in order to explore whether decreased ETC drive onto M/TCs could 
result in smaller M/TC LLCs. In this case, we could record ETCs and M/TCs in the presence of a 
benzodiazepine such as diazepam, which increases the efficacy of GABA signalling without 
flooding the system with GABA (Macdonald and Twyman, 1991). Since GABA likely targets ETCs 
directly through ETC GABAA receptors (Aungst et al., 2003; Gire and Schoppa, 2009; Whitesell et 
al., 2013), but also acts on M/TCs via GC connections (Friedman and Strowbridge, 2003), we 
would need to target diazepam to single glomeruli via puff application to ensure GC inhibition 
onto M/TCs is not impacted and only inhibitory action on ETCs is enhanced.  We would then 
record ETC LLCs to observe whether they are becoming slightly smaller under these conditions. 
At the same time, we would record M/TCs projecting to the same glomerulus and check whether 
they also follow this phenotype, but respond by drastically reducing their LLC magnitude. This 
would reveal whether small changes in ETC LLC magnitudes are significantly amplified by the 
M/TC network to induce large changes in M/TC LLCs.  
To test whether glutamate spillover increases between ETC-JGC connections targeting M/TCs 
and increasing M/TC LLCs while foregoing the ETC network (scenario B), a triple patch approach 
would need to be employed. We would target a JGC, ETC, and M/TC projecting to the same 
glomerulus, and induce ETC spiking in current clamp, while recording EPSCs in voltage-clamped 
JGCs and M/TCs. This approach has been used previously to show that glutamate spillover at 
ETC-JGC synapses reaches M/TCs due to the time-locked EPSCs recorded in both JGCs and M/TCs 
upon ETC spiking (Gire et al., 2018). We would thus record in this way in both control and 
occluded conditions to elucidate whether the recorded EPSC amplitude in M/TCs increases with 
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occlusion, suggesting a higher rate of glutamate spillover at the ETC-JGC synapse. To then link 
any effects to LLC changes, we would further, in the same cells, record LLCs and observe whether 
M/TC LLCs become larger, whereas ETC LLCs potentially only show a slight increase in LLC 
magnitude. To further strengthen the experiment, we could then wash-in PTX and observe 
whether occlusion effects on ETC LLCs are now evident, supporting the notion of a “feedback 
LLC” from M/TCs. This experiment would further show whether the locus of the LLC change is at 
the ETC or the M/TC level. If glutamate spillover is not increased with occlusion, it points towards 
M/TCs adjusting their synaptic properties to amplify the M/TC LLC (scenario C), that then is fed 
back to the ETC network, possibly via spillover glutamate from M/TC-M/TC connections.  
To test this latter explanation (scenario C), we would again use a triple patch approach, where 
two connected M/TCs are recorded, as well as an ETC projecting to the same glomerulus. In this 
experiment, we would induce one M/TC to fire in current clamp, while recording EPSCs in the 
other M/TC and the ETC in the voltage clamp configuration. We would then observe whether 
the amplitude or probability of the M/TC EPSC increases (indicative of whether pre- or post-
synaptic properties are changing), and whether this is time-locked to an ETC EPSC. Under 
occluded conditions, we would then expect the ETC EPSC to become larger, and upon PTX wash-
in, we would see a resulting increase in ETC LLC magnitude. The necessity of patching two M/TCs 
stems from the idea that the glutamate received by the ETC would come due to spillover from 
the M/TC-M/TC connection. We would thus need to ensure that spillover does indeed occur 
here by recording coincident EPSCs in the voltage-clamped M/TC.   
Therefore, the locus of the LLC change in general could be occurring at various points in this 
amplification process. As discussed above, this is likely to occur through glutamate sensing 
enhancements and/or increases in Pr from ETCs and/or M/TCs. Additionally, since M/TC 
dendrodendritic amplification appears stronger compared to ETCs, due to the actions of NMDA 
and mGluR1 receptor-mediated currents (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017), the function of these 
receptors could specifically be adjusted on M/TC dendrites to allow them to sense subtle 
increases in ETC recurrent excitation and transform these to larger M/TC responses.  
4.4. Conclusion 
 
Though we were not able to identify the locus of the glomerular LLC change observed in 
occlusion, we were able to show that OSN inputs do not change presynaptic function with 
occlusion. This suggests that the glomerular excitatory network may adjust one or more of its 
glutamate amplification steps to result in larger LLCs. Since OSNs can change their presynaptic 
function with longer-term occlusion, this suggests that LLC changes may be an initial step in this 
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process, operating after short-term sensory deprivation to prime the postsynaptic network for 
more efficient glutamate transmission. Alternatively, LLC changes could underlie short-term 
adjustments in the excitatory network that are in place for overcoming short-term 
perturbations, perhaps due to less metabolic energy required to produce these changes. If 
perturbations continue, the network may need to adjust in a more permanent manner by 
manipulations to OSN synaptic function. The fact that LLCs become larger with occlusion could 
have a huge impact on the output of the network. The magnitude of an LLC determines the 
overall spike output M/TCs produce in response to OSN input (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). It 
is thus likely that larger LLCs under occluded conditions would result in M/TCs producing even 
more prolonged firing responses to OSN stimulation under occluded conditions. Alternatively, 
LLC changes could ensure that M/TC responses stay consistent across varying odour input levels. 
Similarly, we would expect ETC firing responses to perhaps adopt a more M/TC-like behaviour 
when recorded in PTX under occluded conditions. These output changes could be important for 
enhancing the transmission of limited odour input in sensory deprived environments. In the next 
chapter, we aim to identify whether ETC and M/TC firing patterns in response to OSN input are 
changing with occlusion.  If so, this may indicate the relevance of LLC changes to glomerular 




















Fig 13. Scenario A. 
(A) Under control conditions in ACSF, OSN inputs are amplified by recurrent excitation 
in the ETC network to produce ETC LLCs. This feeds into the M/TC recurrent excitation 
and dendrodendritic amplification network to produce a larger LLC compared to ETC 
LLCs, and may also feed back into the ETC network via network recurrent excitation. 
Under these conditions, GABAA signalling by JGCs targets ETCs to supress the 
generation and magnitude of ETC LLCs, which indirectly suppress the magnitude M/TC 
LLCs can reach. (B) Under occluded conditions in ACSF, recurrent excitation between 
ETCs may be slightly enhanced, which may result in a non-significant increase of the 
ETC LLC. This further feeds into the M/TC amplification network, which may ramp up the 
signal even more to generate a large M/TC LLC increase. This increase may not feed 
back to the ETC network because feedback inhibition by JGCs targets ETCs and thus 
blocks the effect, thus precluding the observation of a largely enhanced LLC in the ETC 
network, which may have still fed into the M/TC network and induced changes there. (C) 
Under control conditions in the presence of PTX, recurrent excitation between ETCs, 
M/TCs, and ETC-to-M/TCs may be enhanced, leading to larger baseline LLCs in both 
cell types. (D) Under occluded conditions in the presence of PTX, the enhanced recurrent 
excitation in the ETC network can act on ETCs due to lack of inhibition by JGCs, and 
thus allows for the observation of larger ETC LLCs. This increased amplification is 
transmitted to M/TCs, which cannot increase their LLC magnitudes any further as they 





Fig 14. Scenario B.  
(A) Under control conditions in ACSF, OSN input leads to recurrent excitation among 
ETCs, generating ETC LLCs which are fed forward to M/TCs. In addition to this, spillover 
glutamate from ETC-JGC synapses reaches M/TCs, contributing to their dendrodendritic 
amplification of all the glutamatergic signals they received, resulting in larger M/TC LLCs 
which may further be fed back into the ETC network via recurrent excitation. (B) Under 
occluded conditions in ACSF, spillover glutamate at ETC-JGC synapses may be 
enhanced, resulting in more glutamate recurrent excitation at the M/TC level, and thus a 
larger M/TC LLC. This spillover glutamate may further act on ETCs, however these would 
be unable to increase their LLC magnitude drastically due to enhanced feedback 
inhibition by JGCs. (C) Under control conditions in the presence of PTX, more recurrent 
excitation can occur between ETCs and M/TCs due to lack of inhibition onto ETCs. This 
leads to larger LLCs in both cell types. (D) Under occluded conditions in the presence of 
PTX, spillover glutamate at the ETC-JGC synapse may be enhanced, leading to 
increased recurrent excitation between ETCs and M/TCs. This may lead to the larger 
ETC LLC we observe in occlusion as there is no feedback inhibition subduing this 
increase in response. M/TC LLCs cannot become larger in these conditions due to 





Fig 14. Scenario C.  
(A) Under control conditions in ACSF, ETCs receive OSN input and initially amplify it to 
an ETC LLC. This is transmitted to M/TCs, which, along with glutamate spillover from the 
ETC-JGC synapse amplify this signal, reaching M/TC LLC magnitudes. This additional 
amplification may lead to “feedback LLCs” reaching ETCs. (B) Under occluded 
conditions in ACSF, initial OSN input amplification by ETCs remains the same, but other 
factors may change, such as increased synaptic or gap-junction efficacy between M/TCs, 
or enhanced glutamate sensing capabilities by M/TCs, which does not feed into the ETC 
LLC network. This is further strongly amplified by M/TCs with dendrodendritic machinery. 
The resulting larger M/TC LLC could be so strong that it is fed back into the ETC network, 
however we would not observe this due to inhibition by JGC onto ETCs. (C) Under control 
conditions in the presence of PTX, ETC recurrent excitation can be enhanced due to lack 
of feedback inhibition. This is further transmitted to M/TCs which are able to 
dendrodendritically amplify more glutamatergic signal, leading to the larger M/TC LLC 
found in these conditions. This large magnitude in M/TC LLCs could feedback into the 
ETC network, resulting in a larger ETC LLC observed in baseline conditions. (D) Under 
occluded conditions in the presence of PTX, the initial amplification of OSN inputs may 
become stronger, which is fed-forward to M/TCs, that cannot any further amplify their 
LLC magnitudes due to having reached ceiling level. However, under these conditions, 
the larger M/TC LLC can still be fed back into the ETC network, allowing us to observe 








Occlusion drives subtle increases during input-evoked firing 
responses of external tufted cells, but mitral/tufted cell response 































We have previously shown that, under certain conditions, LLCs in OB glomeruli become larger 
after 24 h occlusion (chapter 4). Since LLCs are a key component of glomerular feed-forward 
excitation, we next wanted to establish whether occlusion has an effect on the overall 
glomerular input-output relationship, and if so, whether that may be correlated with the LLC 
phenotype.  We previously showed that OSN release probability does not increase with 24h naris 
occlusion (chapter 4), and ETC intrinsic excitability does not change either (chapter 3). 
Preliminary data further suggests that M/TC intrinsic excitability also does not alter with 
occlusion (E. Galliano and C. Hahn, unpublished data). Thus, if any glomerular input-output firing 
is affected by occlusion, it is likely to occur before ET/M/TC firing output, and after initial OSN 
input. This means that occlusion could impact glomerular processes that are in place for 
modulating the OSN signal before reaching the output cells.   
Several lines of evidence show that M/TCs can adjust their output firing in response to sensory 
manipulations via various mechanisms. For example, M/TCs can enhance their responses to 
odours after long-term occlusion (Wilson and Sullivan, 1995). In addition, M/TCs are highly 
modulated by the GCs, a group of inhibitory cells that undergo life-long neurogenesis, which 
form synapses onto M/TC lateral dendrites in the external plexiform layer (Chen and Shepherd, 
1997). Upon sensory deprivation, the number of new-born GCs in the olfactory bulb is reduced, 
however, functionally they are more excitable than their control counterparts. This adjustment 
preserves inhibitory action on M/TCs. This in turn allows M/TCs to continue firing at the same 
rate and with the same synchrony as in control conditions (Saghatelyan et al., 2005). Conversely, 
odour over-exposure results in decreased M/TC responses  to odours (Buonviso and Chaput, 
2000). Though functional studies, to our knowledge, on ETC output in the face of sensory 
deprivation have not been performed, it is well known that inhibitory and excitatory inputs 
adjust ETC burst-firing. In slices, blocking ionotropic glutamate transmission reduces the number 
of spikes per ETC-burst, whereas the opposite is true when GABAA is blocked (Hayar and Ennis, 
2007). Furthermore, ETCs show excitatory rebound responses in response to activation of the 
GABA/dopaminergic JGCs through D1-Dopamine receptors present on ETCs (Liu et al., 2013). 
These mechanisms could thus be implicated in adjusting ETC activity during sensory deprivation. 
Occlusion-induced ETC and M/TC input-output changes could therefore be achieved through 
several mechanisms, such as changes in OSN-ET/M/TC (post)synaptic strength, changes in 
glutamatergic dendro-dendritic amplification between ETCs and M/TCs, and changes in the 
magnitude of local inhibition or even inhibition by GCs onto M/TCs.  
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In chapter 4 we show that LLCs become larger, under certain conditions, in occlusion. We have 
further shown that this effect can occur when GABAA currents are blocked (chapter 4). 
Furthermore, we have shown that OSN Pr and ET/M/TC intrinsic excitability are unaffected by 
24h occlusion (chapte3; E. Galliano and C. Hahn, unpublished data; chapter 4). In light of these 
findings this occlusion effect on LLC magnitude could stem from increased dendro-dendritic 
amplification in the glomerular excitatory network. Previous work has shown that LLCs are vital 
for establishing synchronous firing of M/TCs (Gire and Schoppa, 2009). Furthermore, as 
previously discussed, Vaaga and Westbrook (2017) determined that M/TC and ETC firing output 
in response to OSN stimulation is cell-type specific and is strongly correlated to LLC size. 
Therefore, if occlusion can increase the magnitude of LLCs both in ETCs and M/TCs, is there also 
an occlusion effect on the input-output relationship these cells exhibit? And if so, could it be 
linked to the occluded LLC phenotype? 
In this chapter we aimed to determine whether occlusion had any effect on the evoked output 
of ETCs and M/TCs. We then wanted to elucidate whether any change here could be linked to 
the occluded LLC phenotype.   
5.2. Results 
 
5.2.1. ETCs and M/TCs respond to both high- and low-frequency OSN 
stimulation 
We wanted to elucidate whether occlusion influences ETC and M/TC evoked firing patterns in 
the acute slice preparation. In order to investigate this, we electrically stimulated OSN axons 
while performing on-cell recordings on either ETCs or M/TCs to record OSN-evoked spikes in 
sham and occluded conditions (Fig 1A-B). On-cell recordings are particularly well-suited to study 
input-output relationships as there is no opportunity for the cells to become dialysed with 
intracellular recording solution. This provides a more physiological and accurate representation 
of the cell’s response profile while limiting experimental artefacts. The occlusion effects we saw 
in ETC LLCs occurred when fast inhibitory currents were blocked with PTX, implying a potential 
change in the excitatory circuitry since rapid GABAA-receptor-dependent feed-forward and feed-
back inhibition was blocked. To link these changes to any potential effects of occlusion on input-
output relationships, we therefore performed some of the evoked firing response experiments 
with PTX in the recording solution. Similarly, excluding PTX in some of these recordings allowed 
us to establish the effects of inhibition on these responses after occlusion (Fig 1A-B).  
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OSNs send their axons from the nasal epithelium to target glomeruli from multiple unpredictable 
directions (Potter et al., 2001). In the ONL, these axons do coalesce to some degree, but do not 
form a single tract per glomerulus (Mombaerts et al., 1996; Vassar et al., 1994). This may be due 
to the fact that in the nasal epithelium, OSNs are dispersed into four broad zones, however 
within those zones OSNs are apparently randomly distributed (Ressler et al., 1993).  
These properties thus hinder the reliable identification of tract paths into glomeruli. In a WT 
acute slice visualised by DIC it is therefore difficult to distinguish inputs going towards the 
recorded glomerulus from inputs that do not. More crucially, when placing a stimulating 
electrode into the ONL, it is impossible to reliably stimulate all of the OSN axons terminating in 
a given target glomerulus, or to always stimulate the exact same proportion of those axons 
across all samples. One way to ensure stimulation is the same across recordings is to use a 
minimal stimulation paradigm, where the aim is to use such a low stimulation intensity that only 
a single axon is stimulated (Takahashi, 1992). However, such a stimulation is not physiological 
as in the intact animal odours activate multiple OSNs, and many OSNs are spontaneously active, 
firing at a high rate (Duchamp-Viret et al., 1999), and very weak stimulations evoke unreliable 
responses (Fig 1C left). Furthermore, minimal stimulation is unlikely to produce an action 
potential because this would require spatial and/or temporal integration of multiple sub-
threshold inputs. Additionally, we were aiming to correlate LLC changes to ET/M/TC input-
output changes. Evoked LLCs required stimulations stronger than minimal. Thus, in order to be 
consistent in our experiments we did not want to alter our stimulation paradigm. Finally, to 
induce the temporal patterns Vaaga and Westbrook (2017) observed, we decided to use the 
same approach in terms of our stimulations.   
Due to this variability in stimulus strength and OSN axon targeting properties, the same electrical 
stimulus strength will never recruit the same number of fibres between different electrode 
positions in different slices, making it impossible to use the same stimulus across all recordings. 
Since OSN stimulation strength could never be identical for each recorded cell in this 
preparation, a set of strict criteria was established to normalise stimulation strength across cells 
(Fig 1C). The chosen stimulus strength was the weakest strength at which 20-pulse-train 
stimulation reliably evoked equivalent non-zero numbers of action potentials after the first two 
pulses, in four out of five sweeps (Fig 1C). Two stimulation frequencies were picked to represent 
high- (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017) (50Hz) and low-(5Hz) frequency (Burton and Urban, 2014) 
afferent stimulation. 5Hz stimulus frequency was chosen from pilot data frequency-response 
curves obtained from 6 M/TCs, which showed that at this frequency, responses could still be 
reliably produced and were not saturated in terms of overall firing frequency (data not shown). 
Both stimulation frequencies were given with 20 pulses, with an inter-train interval of 60s to 
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allow OSN vesicles to replenish (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017) (Fig 1Di-Dii). With high-frequency 
stimulation, we recorded 24 sham and 15 occluded ETCs in ACSF, 18 sham and 14 occluded ETCs 
in ACSF+PTX, 18 sham and 15 occluded M/TCs in ACSF, and 15 sham and 15 occluded M/TCs in 
ACSF+PTX. With low-frequency stimulation, we recorded 15 sham and 9 occluded ETCs in ACSF, 
12 sham and 8 occluded ETCs in ACSF+PTX, 11 sham and 10 occluded M/TCs in ACSF, and 12 
sham and 12 occluded M/TCs in ACSF+PTX. Before measuring evoked responses however, we 

















Fig 1. Experimental design to compare the output profile of 
external tufted cells (ETCs) and mitral/tufted cells (M/TCs) in 
response to olfactory sensory neuron (OSN) stimulation after 
sham or unilateral naris occlusion. 
(A) P20-P35 WT mice were either sham occluded or underwent unilateral naris occlusion 
for 24 hours before acute slices were obtained. (B) OSN axons (dark grey) were 
electrically stimulated while either ETCs (magenta) or M/TCs (grey) were recorded in the 
on-cell configuration. Recordings were obtained in either artificial cerebral spinal fluid 
(ACSF) or ACSF containing picrotoxin (10µM PTX). (C) Stimulation strength was chosen 
based on observing the same number of spikes after the first two 20-or 200µs-duration 
stimuli of a 20-stimulus train for 4/5 sweeps from the recorded cell. Once this was 
established, the minimum stimulus intensity to evoke this response was used. Red dots 
indicate spikes. Left: at 0.1mA stimulation strength the cell did not fire consistently in 2/5 
sweeps. Middle: at 0.16mA stimulation strength the cell fired reliably in 4/5 sweeps. 
Right: at 1mA stimulation strength the cell fired reliably for 5/5 sweeps. The weaker 
stimulus strength (0.16mA) was therefore utilised during this example recording. (D) 
Sweeps were recorded for 60s each. The first 10s of recording was used to obtain a 
measure of spontaneous firing frequency. The stimulus window incorporated either a 
50Hz (D i) or 5Hz (D ii) train of 20 pulses. After the stimulation window, a 2.1s period 
was used to calculate prolonged firing. The remainder of the trace was used to observe 





















5.2.2. 24 hour naris occlusion does not alter spontaneous ET/M/TC firing 
ETCs and M/TCs fire spontaneously, shown both in slices (Hayar et al., 2004; Heyward et al., 
2001) and in vivo (Kaba and Seto, 1993; Tatti et al., 2014). Our previous finding show that LLCs 
become larger with occlusion and that LLCs can occur spontaneously (chapter 4).  Since LLCs 
drive the firing patterns of ETCs and M/TCs (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017), we wondered 
whether occlusion-induced LLC changes could be correlated with alterations in those cells’ 
spontaneous firing.  We thus performed on-cell recordings on ETCs and M/TCs in either ACSF or 
ACSF+PTX external solutions to observe spontaneous firing rate and patterning (Fig 2A-B). 
Spontaneous firing measures were taken from recordings obtained before the OSN-evoked 
protocol was started. Both ETCs and M/TCs fired spontaneously in ACSF as well as ACSF+PTX.  
We started by combining all spontaneous recording data in one statistical test.  However, upon 
performing a 3-way ANOVA to compare cell type, treatment, and drug, we observed that only 
PTX had a significant and expected (Shao et al., 2012) effect of increasing firing rate (. 3-way 
ANOVA: effect of PTX, F(1,265)=37.17, p<0.001, all other effects and interactions, p>0.05). We thus 
chose to separate all further statistical analyses by comparing effects either in ACSF or ACSF+PTX 
using 2-way ANOVAs in order to observe any differences attributed to occlusion and/or cell-type 
that may be masked by the large and entirely predicted effect of GABAA block.  However, 
occlusion still had no significant effect on firing rates in ETCs or M/TCs, in either ACSF or 
ACSF+PTX (ETCs: sham in ACSF mean ± SEM 4.76 ± 0.65 Hz n = 43; occluded in ACSF 
5.43 ± 0.68Hz n=42; sham in ACSF+PTX 9.06 ± 1.42Hz n=26; occluded in ACSF+PTX 
12.82 ± 4.45Hz n=28; M/TCs: sham in ACSF mean ±SEM 4.76 ± 1.27Hz n=38; occluded in ACSF 
4.31 ± 0.57Hz n=38; sham ±  SEM in ACSF+PTX 12.35 ± 1.81Hz n=27; occluded ±SEM in ACSF+PTX 
12.67 ± 2.67Hz n=31; 2-way ANOVAs on sqrt-transformed data; ACSF: effect of manipulation, 
F(1,157)=0.84, p=0.36; ACSF+PTX: effect of manipulation, F(1,108)=0.003, p=0.96). There was also no 
difference between ETC and M/TC firing rates in either condition, nor any significant interaction 
between occlusion and cell-type (2-way ANOVAs on sqrt-transformed data; ACSF: effect of cell-
type, F(1,157)=1.17, p=0.28, interaction, F(1,157)=0.02, p=0.92; ACSF+PTX: effect of cell-type, 
F(1,108)=1.39, p=0.24, interaction, F(1,108)=0.11, p=0.74) (Fig 2C). 
Though the firing rates of ETCs and M/TCs were not affected by occlusion, the pattern of firing 
could have been affected. We therefore quantified firing patterns by measuring the coefficient 
of variation (CV) of inter-spike intervals (ISI), which is a classical measure of burst firing. As with 
firing rate, occlusion did not affect the burst firing of ETCs and M/TCs, in either ACSF or ACSF+PTX 
(ETCs: sham in ACSF mean ± SEM 1.82 ± 0.24 n=36; occluded in ACSF 1.68 ± 0.20 n=37; sham in 
ACSF+PTX 2.91 ± 0.46 n=24; occluded in ACSF+PTX 2.45 ± 0.48 n=25; M/TCs: sham in ACSF mean 
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± SEM 1.51 ± 0.26 n=30; occluded in ACSF 1.58 ± 0.22 n=31; sham in ACSF+PTX 1.74 ± 0.39 n=26; 
occluded in ACSF+PTX 2.24 ± 0.38 n=29; 2-way ANOVAs on log10-transformed data; ACSF: effect 
of manipulation F(1,130)=0.0004, p=0.98; ACSF+PTX: effect of manipulation, F(1,100)=0.20, p=0.65). 
Similarly, there was no difference between ETC and M/TC burst firing in either condition, nor 
any significant interaction between occlusion and cell-type (2-way ANOVAs on log10-
transformed data; ACSF: p=0.98, effect of cell-type, F(1,130)=0.44, p=0.51, interaction, F(1,130)=0.04, 
p=0.85; ACSF+PTX: effect of cell-type, F(1,100)=4.42, p=0.04, interaction, F(1,100)=0.69, p=0.41) (Fig 
2D). In light of these results, 24h occlusion does not appear to impact spontaneous firing rates 









Fig 2. 24h naris occlusion does not affect spontaneous firing of 
external tufted cells (ETCs) or mitral/tufted cells (M/TCs).  
(A) Either ETC (magenta) or M/TC (grey) spontaneous firing was recorded in the on-cell 
configuration. (B). Example traces of ETC (top) and M/TC (bottom) spontaneous firing in 
sham and occluded conditions. The recording solution was either artificial cerebrospinal 
fluid (ACSF) (left) or ACSF + 10µM picrotoxin (PTX) (right). (C-D) Graphs showing 
quantification of spontaneous firing frequency (top) and coefficient of variation (CV) of 
inter-spike intervals (ISI) (bottom) in ACSF (left) or ACSF + PTX (right). Coloured 





























5.2.3. ETCs and M/TCs do not adjust their basic evoked-firing rates in 
response to occlusion  
To investigate how occlusion affects evoked firing rate in ETCs and M/TCs, we performed on-cell 
recordings of either cell-type while stimulating OSN axons as described above (Fig 3Ai, Fig 4Ai). 
We examined the evoked response profile by quantifying the firing rate during the stimulation 
train and the 2.1s period sustained firing window immediately following this (Fig 3Aii, Fig 4Aii). 
This prolonged window was incorporated into the analyses as it is known that M/TCs continue 
firing well after the stimulus train due to dendro-dendritic amplification via LLCs (Vaaga and 
Westbrook, 2017), and we wanted to investigate whether occlusion affects this sustained firing. 
Afferent stimulation at 50Hz is considered strong (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017; Macridez et al., 
1975). We thus considered whether M/TCs could reach a ceiling level of sustained firing with 
this stimulation protocol, precluding the observation of any changes in firing rate. To increase 
our chances of observing any change in M/TCs therefore, we looked toward more physiological 
input frequencies, and additionally performed input-output experiments using a 5Hz afferent 
stimulus frequency to represent a slightly weaker input strength (Burton and Urban, 2014) (Fig 
4 Ai-Aii) 
Both ETCs and M/TCs reliably fired action potentials throughout the 50Hz (Fig 3B) and the 5Hz 
(Fig 4B) stimulation trains, and overall firing patterns were largely consistent across cells. From 
these recordings, high-frequency stimulation in ACSF revealed the characteristic post-stimulus 
sustained firing in M/TCs. This was not as pronounced in ETCs, although PTX did appear to 
prolong this response in this cell type.  During low-frequency stimulation, both ETCs and M/TCs 
appeared to fire at a roughly similar rate.  The responses to this 5 Hz stimulus appeared more 
phase-locked compared to high-frequency afferent stimulation, with negligible post-stimulus 
sustained spiking.  
Occlusion had no effect on total evoked firing rate of ETCs or M/TCs during the stimulation and 
sustained firing window during high-frequency stimulation (Fig 3C). Similar to published results 
(Vaaga and Westbook, 2017), M/TCs showed higher evoked firing rates during the stimulation 
and sustained firing window compared to ETCs in the shammed condition during recordings 
made in ACSF (Fig 3C) but blocking inhibition allowed ETCs to increase their evoked firing rate 
to a similar level as M/TCs. (Fig 3C; ETCs: sham in ACSF mean ±SEM 16.45 ± 2.59Hz n=24; 
occluded in ACSF 21.41 ± 3.01Hz n=15; sham in ACSF+PTX 43.17 ± 6.27Hz n=18; occluded in 
ACSF+PTX 29.07 ± 5.17Hz n=14. M/TCs: sham in ACSF mean ±SEM 29.45 ± 4.0Hz n=18; occluded 
in ACSF 20.28 ± 4.46Hz n=15; sham in ACSF+PTX 49.01 ± 7.21Hz n=15; occluded in ACSF+PTX 
45.09 ± 5.43Hz n=15; 2-way ANOVAs on sqrt transformed data, ACSF: effect of manipulation, 
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F(1,68)=0.89, p=0.35, effect of cell-type, F(1,68)=8.02, p=0.01, interaction, F(1,68)=0.87, p=0.35; 
ACSF+PTX: effect of treatment, F(1,58)=1.40, p=0.24, effect of cell-type, F(1,58)=3.97, p=0.05, 
interaction, F(1,58)=0.91, p=0.34)  
To investigate whether ETC and M/TC firing rates are perhaps impacted by occlusion only during 
the stimulation period itself, we quantified firing rates only over the high-frequency stimulus 
train (Fig 3C). Again, firing rates during only the high-frequency stimulation period were not 
significantly impacted by occlusion in either ETCs or M/TCs, and ETC and M/TC firing rates did 
not differ significantly from each other (Fig 3C: ETCs: sham in ACSF mean ±SEM 74.88 ± 9.03Hz 
n=24; occluded in ACSF 91.28 ± 11.42Hz n=15; sham in ACSF+PTX 129.9 ± 15.34Hz n=18; 
occluded in ACSF+PTX 99.97 ± 15.25Hz n=14; M/TCs: sham in ACSF mean ±SEM 92.15 ± 10.53Hz 
n=18; occluded in ACSF 78.35 ± 10.20Hz n=15; sham in ACSF+PTX 97.35 ± 12.07Hz n=15; 
occluded in ACSF+PTX 109.5 ± 7.69Hz n=15; 2-way ANOVAs on sqrt transformed data, ACSF: 
effect of manipulation, F(1,68)=0.08, p=0.78, effect of cell-type, F(1,68)=0.08, p=0.78, interaction, 
F(1,68)=2.03, p=0.16. ACSF+PTX: effect of manipulation, F(1,58)=0.15, p=0.70, effect of cell-type, 
F(1,58)=0.25, p=0.62, interaction, F(1,58)=2.66, p=0.11).  
With low frequency afferent stimulation, occlusion also did not appear to affect total evoked 
firing rate throughout the stimulation and sustained firing window in ETCs and M/TCs, and there 
were overall no significant differences between M/TC and ETC total evoked firing rate (Fig 4C) 
(ETCs: sham in ACSF mean ±SEM 14.77 ± 2.46Hz n=15; occluded in ACSF 14.15 ± 3.24Hz n=9; 
sham in ACSF+PTX 35.57 ± 6.93Hz n=12; occluded in ACSF+PTX 19.62 ± 4.53Hz n=8; M/TCs: sham 
in ACSF mean ±SEM 15.34 ± 2.90Hz n=11; occluded in ACSF 20.68 ± 4.18Hz n=10; sham in 
ACSF+PTX 35.43 ± 5.74Hz n=12; occluded in ACSF+PTX 28.72 ± 2.98Hz n=12; 2-way ANOVAs on 
log10 transformed data, ACSF: effect of manipulation, F(1,41)=0.40, p=0.53, effect of cell-type, 
F(1,41)=1.01, p=0.32, interaction, F(1,41)=0.31, p=0.58. ACSF+PTX: effect of manipulation, 

















Fig 3. Occlusion alters external tufted cell (ETC) temporal filter 
in response to high-frequency input when inhibition is blocked.  
(Ai) Olfactory sensory neuron (OSN) axons, shown in dark grey, were stimulated while 
either ETCs (magenta) or mitral/tufted cells (M/TCs), shown in grey, were recorded in 
the on-cell configuration. (Aii) Firing rates were obtained from spikes occurring during 
the stimulation window (20 pulses at 50Hz) and the 2.1s post-stimulus prolonged firing 
window. (B) Example traces of ETC (top) and M/TC (bottom) evoked firing in sham and 
occluded conditions. The recording solution was either artificial cerebrospinal fluid 
(ACSF) (left) or ACSF + 10µm picrotoxin (PTX) (right). Stimulation protocol shown on 
top left (grey); stimulus artefacts have not been removed from the recordings. (C) Graphs 
showing quantification of evoked firing rates during stimulation + 2.1s window and 
evoked firing rates during the stimulation window in ACSF on the left two graphs, and in 
ACSF+PTX on the right two graphs. Coloured squares represent means; error bars show 
SEM. (D) Graphs displaying mean temporal filters of ETCs and M/TCs recorded in ACSF 
(two left graphs) or ACSF+PTX (two right graphs), fit with one-phase decays. Error bars 
indicate SEM. Temporal filters were obtained by calculating the percentage of spikes 
evoked after each stimulus from the total evoked spikes during the stimulation window. 
(E) Plots showing mean evoked firing rates during the stimulus train for ETCs and M/TCs 
recorded in ACSF (two left graphs) or ACSF+PTX (two right graphs), fit with one-phase 






















As observed with high-frequency afferent stimulation, occlusion also had no significant effect 
on directly evoked firing rates during the low-frequency stimulation train in ETCs and M/TCs, 
and no ETC/M/TC evoked firing rate differences throughout the stimulus window were observed 
(Fig 4C) (ETCs: sham in ACSF mean ±SEM 24.48 ± 3.48Hz n=15; occluded in ACSF 24.24 ± 5.71Hz 
n=9; sham in ACSF+PTX 51.47 ± 11.81 n=12; occluded in ACSF+PTX 30.58 ± 5.95Hz n=8; M/TCs: 
sham in ACSF mean ±SEM 24.21 ± 4.27Hz n=11; occluded in ACSF 32.99 ± 5.73Hz n=10; sham in 
ACSF+PTX 55.08 ± 8.96Hz n=12; occluded in ACSF+PTX 46.12 ± 3.70Hz n=12; 2-way ANOVAs on 
log10 transformed data, ACSF: effect of manipulation, F(1,41)=0.69, p=0.41, effect of cell-type, 
F(1,41)=0.85, p=0.36, interaction, F(1,41)=0.51, p=0.48. ACSF+PTX: effect of manipulation, 
F(1,40)=0.34, p=0.56, effect of cell-type, F(1,40)=0.39, p=0.07, interaction, F(1,40)=0.21, p=0.65). 
These results demonstrate that occlusion does not seem to impact ETC and M/TC basic firing 









Fig 4. External tufted cells (ETCs) and mitral/tufted cells (M/TCs) 
do not adapt their temporal filter in response to low-frequency 
input after occlusion. 
(Ai) Olfactory sensory neuron (OSN) axons, shown in dark grey, were stimulated while 
either ETCs (magenta) or M/TCs (grey), were recorded in the on-cell configuration. (Aii) 
Firing rates were obtained from spikes occurring during the stimulation window (20 
pulses at 5Hz) and the 2.1s post-stimulus prolonged firing window. (B) Example traces 
of ETC (top) and M/TC (bottom) evoked firing in sham and occluded conditions. The 
recording solution was either artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) (left) or ACSF + 10µm 
picrotoxin (PTX) (right). Stimulation protocol shown on top left (grey); stimulus artefacts 
have not been removed from the recordings. (C) Graphs showing quantification of 
evoked firing rates during stimulation + 2.1s window and evoked firing rates during the 
stimulation window in ACSF on the left two graphs, and in ACSF+PTX on the right two 
graphs. Coloured squares represent means, error bars show SEM. (D) Graphs 
displaying temporal filters of ETCs and M/TCs recorded in ACSF (two left graphs) or 
ACSF+PTX (two right graphs), fit with one-phase decays. Error bars indicate SEM. 
Temporal filters were obtained by calculating the percentage of spikes evoked after each 
stimulus from the total evoked spikes during the stimulation window. n.s., non-significant 
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5.2.4. ETCs increase sustained transmission in response to high frequency 
afferent stimulation after occlusion  
The measures examined above indicate that occlusion does not affect ETC and M/TC overall 
firing rate in response to high- or low-frequency afferent stimulation. However, these 
measurements did not quantify more subtle changes in firing profiles. Vaaga and Westbrook 
(2017) showed a clear difference in M/TC versus ETC firing patterns in response to high-
frequency stimulation of OSNs, where ETCs produced a transient response but M/TCs prolonged 
their elevated firing to produce a more sustained response. They measured this phenomenon 
by quantifying the temporal filters of these cells, by calculating the percentage of spikes fired in 
response to each individual stimulus over the spikes fired during the entire stimulation window. 
In this approach, if cells are firing most of their evoked action potentials early in the stimulus 
train, their temporal filter is steeper, indicative of a transient response. Conversely, if cells fire 
steadily throughout the stimulus train, their temporal filter is shallower, indicative of a sustained 
response. M/TC temporal filters were shallow (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017), implying that they 
continuously generate action potentials at a similar rate throughout the stimulus window. 
M/TCs were able to prolong their response because of dendro-dendritic amplification of 
glutamatergic signal in the shape of their much larger LLCs compared to ETC LLCs. The direct link 
between LLC magnitude and temporal filter pattern was evident, since blocking mGluR1 and 
NMDA receptors, known to inhibit M/TC LLCs (De Saint Jan and Westbrook, 2007), refined M/TC 
spiking to a less sustained response (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). Because LLCs are so highly 
relevant for determining the temporal filter in ETCs and M/TCs, and because we had clear 
occlusion effects on LLCs in both cell-types (chapter 4), we next wanted to analyse evoked firing 
patterns during the stimulation window in ETCs and M/TCs in a similar fashion to Vaaga and 
Westbrook’s (2017) technique to observe whether the temporal filters of these cells are affected 
by occlusion. 
We quantified temporal filters by calculating the percentage of spikes evoked after each 
stimulus from the total evoked spikes during the stimulation window. The average response 
curves could be fit by a one-phase decay where a relatively steep input-output relationship is 
representative of a transient response and is reflected in a high value of the fitted k parameter. 
Steepness of these mean response curves could then be compared with an extra sum of squares 
F-test on k values (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). Since this involved performing 6 separate 
pairwise comparisons for both our 5 and 5Hz stimulation data, we needed to employ Bonferroni 
correction of our significance threshold, meaning that the new α-value was 0.05/6 = 0.008.  
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In response to high-frequency OSN stimulation, occlusion significantly increased ETC sustained 
firing when inhibition was left intact (Fig 3D) (ETC sham τ=2.08 stimuli, k=0.48, n=24; ETC 
occluded τ=6.16 stimuli, k=0.16, n=15; extra sum of squares F-test, comparing k values 
p<0.0001). This occlusion effect in ETCs was not as pronounced in ACSF+PTX, and though there 
was a trend towards more prolonged firing in occlusion, it was not significantly different to sham 
conditions (Fig 3D) (sham τ=2.03 stimuli, k=0.49, n=18; occluded τ=3.35 stimuli, k=0.30, n=14; 
extra sum of squares F-test, comparing k values p=0.09). Therefore, with high-frequency OSN 
stimulation, the occlusion effect we see on the ETC temporal filter seems to be at least partly 
dependent on inhibition via GABAA signalling, as no significant effect was observed when GABAA 
signalling was blocked. Contrastingly, occlusion did not significantly impact M/TC temporal 
filters in response to high-frequency afferent stimulation with or without GABAA inhibition (Fig 
3D). (ACSF: sham τ=2.45 stimuli, k=0.41 n=18; occluded τ=2.76 stimuli, k=0.36, n=15; extra sum 
of squares F-test, comparing k values p=0.65. ACSF+PTX: sham τ=3.39 stimuli, k=0.29, n=15; 
occluded τ=3.61 stimuli, k=0.28, n=15; extra sum of squares F-test, comparing k values, p=0.85). 
No significant differences were observed between ETCs and M/TCs in any condition (ACSF: sham 
ETC vs sham M/TC extra sum of squares F-test, comparing k values p=0.29, occluded ETC vs 
occluded M/TC extra sum of squares F-test, comparing k values p=0.02, ACSF+PTX: sham ETC vs 
sham M/TC extra sum of squares F-test, comparing k values p=0.14, occluded ETC vs occluded 
M/TC extra sum of squares F-test, comparing k values p=0.89). However, there does seem to be 
a trend towards a shallower curve in M/TCs compared to ETCs in sham ACSF conditions, 
corresponding with Vaaga and Westbrook’s (2017) findings, but this slight difference was not 
statistically significant in our hands.  
In response to low-frequency stimulation, ETCs and M/TCs did not alter their temporal filter with 
occlusion either with or without inhibition (Fig 4D) (ACSF: ETCs: sham τ=3.06 stimuli, k=0.32, 
n=15; occluded τ=3.45 stimuli, k=0.29, n=9; extra sum of squares F-test, comparing k values 
p=0.39 , M/TCs: sham τ=3.88 stimuli, k=0.26, n=11; occluded τ=5.70 stimuli, k=0.17, n=10, extra 
sum of squares F-test, comparing k values p=0.23;  ACSF+PTX: ETCs: sham τ=6.78 stimuli, k=0.15, 
n=12; occluded τ=4.17 stimuli, k=0.24, n=8; extra sum of squares F-test, comparing k values 
p=0.39; M/TCs: sham τ=9.66 stimuli, k=0.10, n=12; occluded τ=6.40 stimuli, k=0.16, n=12; extra 
sum of squares F-test, comparing k values p=0.22). Additionally, no cell-type differences were 
observed in any conditions (Fig 4D) (ACSF: sham ETC vs sham M/TC extra sum of squares F-test, 
comparing k values p=0.43; occluded ETC vs occluded M/TC extra sum of squares F-test, 
comparing k values p=0.07; ACSF+PTX: sham ETC vs sham M/TC extra sum of squares F-test, 
comparing k values p=0.38; occluded ETC vs occluded M/TC extra sum of squares F-test, 
comparing k values p=0.06).  
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These data suggest that occlusion has no effect on M/TC sustained firing nor firing pattern either 
with high- or low-frequency afferent stimulation. ETCs however, though not changing their 
overall evoked firing rate, are able to change their firing pattern throughout a stimulus train 
after occlusion.  
5.2.4. Occlusion does not affect post-input prolonged firing in ETCs and 
M/TCs 
Since low-frequency stimulation did not reveal any occlusion effects on ETC and M/TC temporal 
filters, and the only occlusion effect occurred during high-frequency OSN stimulation, we 
decided to focus further analysis on prolonged firing induced/evoked by high-frequency 
stimulation. Above, we show that ETC responses to high-frequency OSN stimulation became 
more sustained with occlusion. Could this be linked to a more sustained response after the 
stimulus offset? To investigate whether this indeed occurs, we quantified evoked firing rates 
occurring solely during the 2.1s sustained firing window (Fig 5 Ai-Aii). M/TCs always produced 
action potentials during this time-window whereas for ETCs this was not always the case -rarely, 
ETCs were silent in this window (<10% of cells) (Figure 5B).  
M/TCs fired at a significantly higher rate in the post-stimulus period compared to ETCs, both 
with and without inhibition.  However, occlusion did not affect prolonged firing in either cell-
type (Fig 5C). (ACSF: ETCs: sham mean ±SEM 6.19 ± 1.90Hz n=24; occluded 8.99 ± 1.83Hz n=15; 
M/TCs: sham mean ±SEM 17.62 ± 3.36Hz n=18; occluded 19.93 ± 3.88Hz n=15;  2-way ANOVA 
on sqrt transformed data: effect of treatment, F(1,68)=2.10, p=0.15, effect of cell-type, 
F(1,68)=16.94, p=0.0001, interaction, F(1,68)=0.57, p=0.45; ACSF+PTX: ETCs: sham mean ±SEM 
26.77 ± 5.2Hz n=18; occluded 15.91 ± 3.85Hz n=14; M/TCs: sham mean ±SEM 39.81 ± 6.44Hz 
n=15; occluded 32.9 ± 5.37Hz n=15; 2-way ANOVA on sqrt transformed data: effect of 
manipulation, F(1,58)=1.82, p=0.18, effect of cell-type, F(1,58)=9.97, p=0.003, interaction, 
F(1,58)=0.25, p=0.62).  
These results agree with those in Fig 3C, seen in the left graph under ACSF and left graph under 
ACSF+PTX, where firing rates during the stimulation window and sustained firing window were 
not affected by occlusion. The lack of occlusion effect on post-stimulus prolonged firing indicates 
that the occlusion effect on the ETC temporal filter is likely a very subtle one, that may be 
occurring only during the later stages of high-frequency OSN stimulation, and only in the 







Fig 5. Occlusion does not alter external tufted cell (ETC) or 
mitral/tufted cell (M/TC) prolonged firing. 
(Ai) Olfactory sensory neuron (OSN) axons, shown in dark grey, were stimulated while 
either ETCs (magenta) or M/TCs (grey), were recorded in the on-cell configuration. (Aii) 
Firing rates were obtained from spikes occurring during the 2.1s post-stimulus prolonged 
firing window. (B) Example traces of ETC (top) and M/TC (bottom) post-stimulus firing in 
sham and occluded conditions. The recording solution was either artificial cerebrospinal 
fluid (ACSF) (left) or ACSF + 10µm picrotoxin (PTX) (right). (C) Graphs showing 
quantification of 2.1s post-stimulus firing rates recorded in ACSF on the left, and in 
ACSF+PTX on the right. Coloured squares represent means, error bars show SEM. **, 












5.2.5. ETCs show a subtle increase in firing rate during high-frequency 
afferent stimulation after occlusion  
If ETC firing rates throughout the high-frequency stimulation window and the combined 
stimulation and sustained firing window were unaffected by occlusion when recording in ACSF, 
how could the temporal filter of these cells be changing as a response to occlusion? This could 
occur due to a subtle prolongation of firing rate during the stimulation train which may not be 
strong enough to reveal a significant increase in overall firing rate. Indeed, when comparing 
evoked firing rates (rather than temporal filter) during the stimulation window against 
stimulation number, there does appear to be a slight but non-significant prolongation of firing 
in ETCs with occlusion throughout the stimulus train (Fig 3E) which may be strong enough to 
explain the temporal filter phenotype we see (sham τ=3,94 stimuli, k=0.25; occluded τ=5.94 
stimuli, k=0.17; extra sum of squares F-test, comparing k values, p=0.04). Though the temporal 
filter change is most obvious following the first 5 stimuli (Fig 3D), this is not matched by an 
increase in ETC firing after the same stimuli (Fig 3E). However, due to the subtle increase in firing 
throughout the stimulus train in occlusion, this may serve to even out the number of spikes fired 
after each stimulus. This may drive the flattening of the temporal filter in occlusion because it 
may contribute to similar numbers of action potentials being fired in response to all stimuli, 
which may be most evident after the first 5 stimuli because under control conditions, most 
spikes are fired here, whereas under occluded conditions firing seems to be more evenly 
distributed throughout the stimulus train (Fig 3E). This trend is not evident in ETCs recorded in 
ACSF+PTX, nor M/TCs recorded in ether condition (Fig 3E), where temporal filters were not 
affected by occlusion either (ETCs: sham τ=7.10 stimuli, k=0.13; occluded τ=4.25 stimuli, k=0.23; 
extra sum of squares F-test, comparing k values, p=0.10; M/TCs: ACSF: sham τ=4.01 stimuli, 
k=0.25; occluded τ=3.89 stimuli, k=0.26; extra sum of squares F-test, comparing k values, p=0.89; 
ACSF+PTX: sham τ=3.32 stimuli, k=0.30; occluded τ=3.79 stimuli, k=0.26; extra sum of squares F-
test, comparing k values, p=0.68).  
These observations indicate that after 24 h sensory deprivation, ETCs subtly prolong their firing 
only during high-frequency OSN stimulation, and only in the presence of GABAA signalling. This 
implies that inhibition plays a role in adapting ETC temporal filters, and that when it is absent 
the subtle changes produced by occlusion on ETC prolonged firing are obscured.   
5.3. Discussion 
 
In this chapter we explored whether 24h naris occlusion impacts the glomerular input-output 
relationship at the ETC and M/TC level. OSNs form synapses onto both ETCs and M/TCs, however 
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these connections appear to be stronger with ETCs (De Saint Jan et al., 2009; Gire et al., 2012) 
and there is more and more evidence pointing toward ETCs playing a vital role in amplifying 
initial OSN inputs before this information reaches M/TCs (De Saint Jan et al., 2009, Gire et al., 
2012, Gire and Schoppa, 2009; Gire et al., 2018; Najac et al., 2011). Our previous work suggests 
that attenuated odour input increases synaptic excitatory drive, as observed by increases in LLC 
magnitude under certain conditions (chapter 4). Under control conditions this amplification of 
glutamatergic signalling enables M/TCs to exhibit sustained firing in response to relatively 
transient input (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017), thus we hypothesised that larger LLCs would be 
associated with more sustained transmission by ETCs and M/TCs after occlusion.  
Our results however, revealed that M/TC evoked sustained firing rates are resistant to occlusion, 
and ETCs only deviate from phase locked responses to slightly sustained transmission when 
inhibition remains intact. Furthermore, this change in ETCs is a very subtle increase in firing rates 
during high-frequency OSN stimulation. This small change was enough to drive an overall change 
in the ETC temporal filter to portray a more sustained response, however this was not coupled 
with an increase in sustained firing post-stimulus.  
5.3.1. Spontaneous firing is unaffected by occlusion 
Both ETCs and M/TCs portray spontaneous rhythmic activity (Hayar et al., 2004; Heyward et al., 
2001). Slice physiology has shown that ETC spontaneous firing is intrinsic (Hayar et al., 2004). 
However, glomerular circuitry can affect these spontaneous firing properties. ETCs form 
synapses onto inhibitory JGCs and it has been shown that ETC spike bursts can drive GABAergic 
JGCs. This creates feedback inhibition onto ETCs and shunts their responses (Hayar et al., 2008). 
Additionally, GABAA and glutamate have been shown to modulate the firing rate within an ETC 
spontaneous burst, where GABAA decreases the number of spikes in a burst, and glutamate 
increases them (Hayar and Ennis, 2007). Additionally, dopamine can act on ETC D1-Dopamine 
receptors to increase Ih-coupled increases in re-bound spiking (Liu et al., 2013). ETC spontaneous 
firing is crucial for maintaining synchronous activity in the glomerulus (Hayar et al., 2004; 
Wachowiak and Shipley, 2006). Therefore, the regulation of this property provides a potential 
avenue for adjusting glomerular processing upon changes in sensory input. M/TC spontaneous 
firing is also highly regulated by several mechanisms both within the glomerulus as well as by 
GCs in the external plexiform layer. ETCs provide feed-forward excitation to M/TCs and tonic 
GABAergic inhibition from JGCs onto ETCs indirectly reduces M/TC spike output (Shao et al., 
2012). Furthermore, lateral inhibition by GCs onto M/TC lateral dendrites also shapes M/TC 
spontaneous firing (Chen and Shepherd, 1997). Therefore, since spontaneous firing in ETCs and 
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M/TCs can be heavily regulated, we wanted to know whether this modulation is changed in 
occlusion by observing spontaneous firing rates. 
With 24h naris occlusion, we observed no changes in the release probability of OSNs and can 
thus exclude their contribution to any occlusion effects we observe on spontaneous firing 
(chapter 4). We can further exclude the contribution of intrinsic excitability changes after 
occlusion, as membrane properties also did not change in ETCs and M/TCs (chapter 3; E. Galliano 
and C. Hahn, unpublished data). Our results show that spontaneous firing also remains 
unaffected by occlusion (Fig 2), both with and without GABAA-mediated inhibition. This finding 
supports the findings from whole-cell recordings of spontaneous firing in ETCs that also showed 
no changes with occlusion (chapter 3). This implies that the modulation of spontaneous activity 
of ETCs and M/TCs by excitatory and inhibitory local circuitry is also not impacted by occlusion.  
One caveat of studying spontaneous activity in a slice is that centrifugal inputs are cut off during 
the slicing preparation. Modulation of ETC and M/TC responses by these inputs is well-known 
(Devore and Linster, 2012). For example, acetylcholine received from cholinergic fibres arriving 
from the horizontal limb of the diagonal band of Broca has been shown to increase M/TC 
excitability (Castillo et al., 1999). Serotonin received from projections in the raphe nuclei has an 
indirect excitatory effect on ETCs (Liu et al., 2012). Thus, eliminating these inputs could obscure 
our spontaneous firing measures. Additionally, in vivo, odours are continuously being received 
by OSNs either through breathing or active sniffing. This provides a relatively constant activation 
drive on glomerular circuitry. This cannot be reproduced in a slice, but has impacts on M/TC 
spontaneous firing, as spontaneous M/TC firing is reduced in slices compared to in an intact 
animal (Ciombor et al., 1999). Therefore, although we did not observe any occlusion effects on 
ETC and M/TC spontaneous firing in slices, this may not represent what could be happening with 
occlusion in the in vivo situation.  
5.3.2. High-frequency afferent input in occluded conditions allows ETCs to 
adjust their temporal filter  
It has previously been shown that whereas M/TCs produce a prolonged transmission in response 
to high frequency input, ETC responses are more phase-locked to stimuli (Vaaga and Westbrook, 
2017). The prolonged transmission observed in M/TCs occurs due to strong dendro-dendritic 
amplification of OSN signals that can be observed in the much larger M/TC LLC compared to the 
ETC LLC (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017; chapter 4). Given that occlusion can increase LLC 
magnitude, suggesting recurrent excitation is enhanced in these conditions, we hypothesised 
that this adaptation would translate to a more prolonged firing response at the output cells.  
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ETCs drive M/TC activity (De Saint Jan et al., 2009), so we wanted to observe whether evoked 
output from these cells would be adjusted in response to occlusion. Indeed, when inhibition was 
left intact and afferents were evoked with a high-frequency stimulus, ETCs changed their 
temporal filter from a more phasic stimulus-locked response, to a slightly more sustained 
response resembling a M/TC response to this kind of stimulus (Fig 3). This shift in temporal filter 
is likely due to a subtle prolongation of ETC firing over the course of the stimulus train (Fig 3). 
Under low-frequency OSN stimulation, this change in ETC temporal filter is not observed. The 
inter-pulse intervals in our low-frequency stimulation (200ms) were much longer compared to 
the high-frequency stimulation (20ms). Therefore, having more time between stimulation pulses 
allows for more modulation of the evoked response by the circuitry. For example, OSNs may 
have replenished more of their vesicles between the inter-pulse intervals in our low-frequency 
stimulation compared to high-frequency stimulation. This means that more OSN signal can be 
received by ETCs in both control and occluded conditions. OSN release probability does not 
change with short-term occlusion (chapter 4), and the prolongation of ETC firing with high-
frequency stimulation is only very subtle. This small adjustment in ETC firing may therefore not 
be evident with low-frequency stimulation, as more time is given for ETCs to receive OSN input, 
where under these conditions both ETCs and M/TCs already fire more spikes between pulses 
under base-line conditions compared to high-frequency stimulation (Fig 4).   
The occlusion effect on ETC temporal filter cannot be seen when GABAA receptors are blocked. 
This effect could occur due to two possibilities. First, occlusion could be producing changes in 
local inhibition that influence the ETC temporal filter during high-frequency afferent stimulation. 
The juxtaglomerular GABA/dopaminergic interneurons can change their properties in an 
activity-dependent manner (Baker 1990), and glomerular inhibitory circuitry is known to 
regulate ETC activity (Hayar et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2013). In fact, Hayar and Ennis (2007) showed 
a strong connection between GABAA and ETC firing properties, where blocking GABAA receptors 
increased ETC spikes per burst. Therefore, ETCs could be prolonging their firing response during 
stimulus trains if less inhibition is acting on these cells. In our recordings in ACSF, this is indeed 
the effect that we see (Fig 3). In addition, it has recently been shown that ETC-M/TC glutamate 
transmission occurring in glomeruli largely stems from ETC-PGC glutamate spillover that reaches 
M/TC apical dendrites via extra-synaptic glutamate receptors (Gire et al., 2018). In this scenario, 
a strong stimulus would allow excitatory extra-synaptic signalling to “win” over PGC inhibitory 
drive, whereas a weak stimulus would allow inhibitory drive to override excitation. Gire and 
colleagues (2018) suggest that spillover at the ETC-PGC synapse could provide a mechanism for 
triggering recurrent excitation in the form of LLCs. In light of this, under occluded conditions, we 
could imagine a scenario where JGCs, notably the GABA/dopaminergic JGCs, may presumably 
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be less active and therefore release less inhibitory signal that shunts this excitatory drive. With 
less inhibition, perhaps ETCs are then able to receive larger intraglomerular excitatory signals, 
leading to a prolonged firing response during high-frequency afferent stimulation. Therefore, if 
GABAA currents are blocked, we would be unable to see any differences between sham and 
occluded ETC temporal filters, because the inhibitory circuitry responsible for producing this 
change is blocked in both conditions. 
In a second scenario, inhibition may not play a direct role in adjusting ETC temporal filter, but 
rather, blocking inhibition could preclude us from observing any occlusion effects produced 
purely by changes in the excitatory network. We can imagine that inhibitory drive is responsible 
for reducing the already high excitatory responses of ETCs to OSN stimulation, resulting in the 
steep temporal filter we see in ACSF control conditions. Upon blocking GABAA currents in control 
conditions, we observed that ETC temporal filters were more shallow compared to ACSF 
conditions (Fig 3). Thus, by removing the inhibitory drive on ETC temporal filter in control 
conditions, we are seeing a more sustained response during the stimulation window. This 
“uninhibited” temporal filter could then be at a maximum level of shallowness, and therefore 
could hide any effects occlusion may have on the temporal filter generated by excitatory drive. 
Indeed, the ETC temporal filter in sham ACSF+PTX condition mimics the ETC temporal filter in 
occluded ACSF conditions (Fig 3).  
How could we distinguish between these two scenarios? One powerful experiment to perform 
would be to record evoked firing rates in the same way as in the experiments in this chapter, 
but record each cells’ response with GABAA agonists in the recording solution. This would 
produce different effects according to the two scenarios discussed above. First, if the 
mechanism adjusting ETC temporal filter in occlusion is purely GABAergic, then the addition of 
GABAA agonists should result in no difference between sham and occluded ETC temporal filters. 
If however, the mechanism is glutamatergic, the addition of GABAA agonists should not affect 
the ETC temporal filter change we see with occlusion, and may even enhance the difference 
observed between control and occluded temporal filters. This is because if GABAA serves to limit 
the ETC temporal filter, the addition of GABAA agonists in control conditions would potentially 
result in an even steeper ETC temporal filter. The effects of occlusion on temporal filter would 
then be even more obvious. However, the addition of GABAA agonists could, in theory, boost 
inhibition so much that the temporal filter effects become equalised. One could consider using 
a benzodiazepine such as diazepam, which serves to increase the frequency of GABAA receptor 
opening (Macdonald et al., 1991). This would then enhance GABA effects on ETCs without 
flooding the entire system with GABA. At an optimised concentration, this could then enhance 
the ETC temporal filter effect in occlusion, as the increased actions of GABA are limited. This 
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would then give a convincing indication that temporal filter changes are largely happening due 
to the excitatory circuitry.  
Interestingly, there seems to be a mismatch of LLC phenotype and ETC temporal filter 
phenotype, even though LLC magnitude is closely linked to temporal filter patterns (Vaaga and 
Westbrook, 2017). In ACSF, ETC LLCs are unaffected by occlusion whereas the ETC temporal filter 
becomes shallower. If there is less GABAA modulating ETC temporal filters in occlusion, why do 
we not also see this matched with a larger LLC? This observation adds another level of 
complexity in how temporal filters may be modulated. It has previously been suggested that 
M/TC dendro-dendritic amplification is stronger compared to ETCs (Vaaga and Westbrook, 
2017), and indeed M/TC LLCs are larger compared to ETCs (Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017; chapter 
4). We have shown that occlusion increases the magnitude of the M/TC LLC in ACSF but not the 
ETC LLC. Thus, perhaps M/TC-M/TC dendro-dendritic amplification is increased under these 
conditions and feeds back to ETCs which are able to use this signal to prolong their firing in 
response to strong afferent stimulation. The lack of occlusion effect we would then expect to 
see on ETC LLCs could be explained in three scenarios. First, ETCs and M/TCs are coupled 
electrically via gap junctions (De Saint Jan et al., 2009). The M/TC excitatory currents could then 
be reaching ETCs through gap junctions rather than LLCs. Secondly, M/TC release probability 
could be increasing, allowing ETCs to receive more direct excitatory current. Recent evidence 
suggests that there are few, if any, ETC-M/TC chemical synapses (Bourne and Schoppa, 2017), 
which may explain why the ETC temporal filter effects are so small. Third, perhaps ETCs are in 
fact increasing their LLC magnitude, but since GABAA is still present under these conditions, and 
it is known that GABA immunoreactivity does not change with sensory deprivation (Baker, 1990), 
GABA can still act to subdue this effect and preclude us from observing it. Since ETC activity 
creates feedback inhibition, perhaps their “hidden” LLC increases could act upon these inhibitory 
JGCs to achieve more inhibition and thus result in an unchanged LLC phenotype. In addition to 
this, inhibition may be reduced under occluded conditions, and these effects may at least in part 
produce the ETC temporal filter effects we see (see above).  When GABAA signalling is blocked, 
the presumed effect of the M/TC LLC on ETCs (discussed in chapter 4) may be uninhibited, 
allowing ETCs to read-out a larger LLC. Nevertheless, because ETC temporal filters are perhaps 
already at a ceiling level of shallowness in these conditions, this larger LLC effect may not be 
observed at the temporal filter level. 
Nevertheless, if the temporal filter change in occlusion is affected by any of the mechanisms 
discussed above, how can they leave the ETC LLC unaltered? 
This could be due to an entirely different explanation. LLCs are highly NMDA dependent (De 
Saint Jan and Westbrook, 2007), however OSN responses in ETCs also depend strongly on AMPA 
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receptor activation. Thus, perhaps the temporal filter adjustment we see is due to changes in 
AMPA conductances which would not be evident in the LLC. In occlusion, ETCs could be 
increasing their post-synaptic AMPA receptor density at OSN-ETC, ETC-ETC, or ETC-M/TC 
synapses, or all of these. In this case ETCs would receive a slightly higher glutamatergic signal 
from any of these connections. This could then indirectly impact ETC temporal filters without 
adjusting LLCs, since NMDA receptor properties theoretically remain unchanged.  
To test for all these possibilities, we could perform whole-cell recordings of ETCs with several 
pharmacological agents in the solution. To test whether AMPA receptor density is increasing at 
ETCs, we could record miniature EPSCs (mEPSCs) that represent AMPA currents. These are 
recorded in the presence of TTX to eliminate any sodium currents, APV to eliminate 
glutamatergic currents coming through NMDA receptors, and PTX to block any GABAA currents. 
If the amplitude of the AMPA-mEPSCs increases with occlusion, it would suggest that indeed 
there are more AMPA receptors present post-synaptically. To distinguish where these inputs are 
coming from we would need to do further testing.  
To quantify whether the post-synaptic AMPA receptor density is changed at the OSN-ETC 
connection, we could employ non-stationary fluctuation analysis. With this protocol, we would 
record multiple OSN-evoked AMPA-EPSCs at different average OSN release probability (Pr) 
settings which are reduced by either reducing extracellular Ca2+ or adding cadmium (a Ca2+ 
chelator) to the recording solution. We would then calculate the EPSC variance at each Pr 
setting, which is then plotted against the mean EPSC amplitude to form a variance-mean (V-M) 
plot which can then be fit with a parabola. The initial slope of this curve represents an estimate 
of the average quantal size, the curvature of the plot is related to Pr, and the size of the curve is 
related to the number of independent transmitter release sites that make up the synaptic 
connection (Clements and Silver, 2000). Using these measures, we would then be able to see 
whether the slope of the V-M plot changes, which would suggest that ETCs are changing the 
density of their AMPA receptors at the OSN-ETC synapse. This calculation would also provide us 
with an additional estimate of OSN Pr that could be included in our analysis of OSN Pr changes 
in occlusion. Furthermore, this method of calculating OSN Pr and possible post-synaptic 
contributions has been validated in the glomerular circuit previously (Murphy et al., 2004).  
Though the chemical synaptic connection between ETCs and M/TCs has been shown to be 
unidirectional from ETC to M/TC (De Saint Jan et al., 2009), the consequent glutamate release 
by M/TCs upon ETC activation likely spills back onto ETC AMPA receptors (Christie and 
Westbrook, 2006; Hayar et al., 2005; Schoppa and Westbrook, 2002). Thus, to quantify whether 
post-synaptic AMPA-receptor density on ETCs is altered, we could double-patch ETCs and 
M/TCs. In this experiment, we would need to isolate the AMPA receptor-mediated current by 
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recording in APV and PTX. We would then stimulate the M/TC to fire an action potential and 
record the AMPA-mediated EPSC at the ETC. If the amplitude of this EPSC increases with 
occlusion, it wold suggest that ETCs are increasing the density of their AMPA receptors at the 
M/TC-ETC connection. This approach would also reveal whether perhaps M/TCs are in fact 
increasing their release probability of glutamate, that may account for the changes we see in 
ETCs. If this were the case, we would expect to see an increase in the frequency of ETC EPSCs in 
response to M/TC spikes.  
With the same experimental approach, we could check whether the AMPA receptor density is 
changed specifically at the ETC-ETC synapse, though this is complicated by the fact that there is 
little evidence suggesting chemical synapses exist between ETCs (Hayar et al., 2005), thus finding 
connected pairs may be technically challenging.  
To test the gap-junction-mediated hypothesis, we would again double patch ETCs and M/TCs, 
but this time with all chemical synaptic transmission and Ih current blocked. Under whole-cell 
configuration we would inject a hyperpolarising current into each cell alternatively and observe 
whether the voltage deflection in the other cell becomes larger in occlusion. Alternatively, we 
could perform our input-output experiments in a transgenic mouse-line that lacks gap-junctional 
coupling between ETCs and M/TCs, such as the Cx36 mouse-line (Christie et al., 2005). If the 
occlusion effect on ETC temporal filter is abolished, it could indicate that a gap-junction 
mediated change is responsible for this small increase in ETC spike responses during high-
frequency OSN stimulation in occlusion.  
If none of these experiments revealed any changes, it would seem highly likely that GABAA 
currents are responsible for modulating the ETC temporal filter with short-term occlusion.  
In summary, despite the ETC and M/TC temporal filter differences Vaaga and Westbrook (2017) 
reported in their study, the differences we saw were not significant. However, within cell-types, 
the relationship between experience-dependent changes in LLCs and evoked firing responses 
are not so evident.  
5.3.3. M/TCs do not adjust their evoked firing properties in response to 
occlusion  
Previous reports have stated that M/TCs are able to adjust their spike output in response to 
input in the face of sensory manipulations. For example, long-term sensory deprivation 
enhances M/TC responses (Wilson and Sullivan 1995), and sensory over-exposure can decrease 
M/TC responsiveness (Buonviso and Chaput, 2000). Furthermore, long-term sensory deprivation 
increases OSN release probability, which also enhances M/TC spiking (Tyler et al., 2007). GCs 
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greatly regulate M/TC activity (Friedman and Strowbridge, 2003; Lagier et al., 2004) and thus 
sensory experience can also alter the M/TC-GC-M/TC network. Upon long-term sensory 
deprivation, the number of new-born GCs is reduced, but a compensatory increased excitability 
of new-born GCs results in an unchanged M/TC output (Shagatelyan et al., 2005). Contrastingly, 
early unilateral naris occlusion results in lower M/TC output due to increased inhibition by GCs 
in these conditions (Wilson et al., 1990). Here, we used comparatively short-term sensory 
deprivation (24h) to drive changes in the OB. This does not allow for a lot of time to drive 
network changes that affect M/TC output. Nevertheless, we did observe an increase in LLC 
magnitude in occluded conditions (chapter 4). In addition, 24h naris occlusion reduced intrinsic 
excitability of GABA/dopaminergic JGCs, and there was decreased c-Fos immunoreactivity in 
these cells (D. Byrne and E. Galliano, unpublished data). Thus, this time-frame does allow for 
some adjustments to occur. We were thus curious to see what would happen to M/TC firing 
output under occluded conditions.  
Interestingly, M/TC sustained firing in response to OSN stimulation remained unaffected by 
occlusion in both ACSF as well as ACSF+PTX (Fig 3). We also tested M/TC responses in response 
to low-frequency afferent stimulation due to the possibility that M/TCs were reaching a ceiling 
firing output with high-frequency stimulation (Fig 4). Nevertheless, even in these conditions, 
M/TC sustained firing was unaffected by occlusion.  
The question arises therefore, as to why M/TCs retain their temporal filters with short-term 
occlusion, when ETCs can adjust their firing during stimulation trains? The occlusion effect we 
see in the ETC temporal filter is very subtle and may not be translated to M/TC output due to 
the counteracting inhibitory effects targeted at M/TCs. Perhaps confounding this is the small 
ETC effect which may not be seen in our M/TC recordings because they already have such a 
prolonged firing response. As discussed above, M/TC output can be shaped by multiple 
mechanisms, not just by ETC feedforward excitation. Indeed, these other circuit mechanisms 
could offset the influence of ETC temporal filter changes on M/TCs.  
 Long-term sensory deprivation can adjust M/TC spiking by changes in the inhibitory network 
(Shagatelyan et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 1990; Wilson and Sullivan, 1995). However, a key 
difference in our study is that we used very short-term naris occlusion. Though GC activity 
impacts M/TC output (Friedman and Strowbridge, 2003; Lager et al., 2004), GC activity-
dependent plasticity may not have yet occurred after 24h of sensory deprivation, and thus may 
not have impacted the temporal filter in such a short time period. In addition to this, glomerular 
inhibitory neurons may play more of a key role in affecting the ETC temporal filter rather than 
the M/TC temporal filter during such a short manipulation. Similarly, we have shown that OSN 
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release probability is not affected with 24h naris occlusion (chapter 4), thus any presynaptic 
occlusion effects on M/TC output (Tyler et al., 2007) are likely not yet in place.  
As observed in ETCs, there also appears to be a mismatch between M/TC LLC changes and M/TC 
spiking output.  
Though LLCs are heavily involved in shaping the M/TC temporal filter (Vaaga and Westbrook, 
2017), occlusion effects on LLCs may not be directly targeted at the M/TC temporal filter. 
Alternatively, due to the shortness of the sensory manipulation, the LLC effect on the M/TC 
temporal filter in ACSF may be limited by feedback inhibition from GCs. If M/TCs are receiving 
stronger recurrent excitation, they would activate their GC partners more strongly, resulting in 
stronger feedback inhibition. Thus, perhaps M/TCs do change their temporal filters, but we 
would be unable to see this effect because the increased feedback inhibition ensures M/TCs 
retain their temporal filter response. As with ETCs, when GABAA signalling is blocked, perhaps 
M/TCs already reached their maximum sustained firing capabilities under control conditions 
thus rendering no effect of occlusion. Indeed, though the effect is not as strong as in ETCs, M/TCs 
do portray a shallower temporal filter in PTX compared to ACSF responses (Fig 3). 
To test whether GCs are indeed increasing their inhibitory drive on M/TCs on a population-wide 
level we could do an experiment where IPSCs are recorded in M/TCs in the whole-cell 
configuration while the GC layer is stimulated electrically. To record IPSCs, the recording solution 
would need to contain TTX, NBQX and APV to block glutamatergic and Na+ currents, and we 
would need to hold M/TCs at 0mV in voltage clamp to increase the GABAergic driving force and 
thus see IPSCs clearly. If the amplitude of IPSCs becomes larger with occlusion, this would 
suggest GCs are increasing their inhibitory drive on M/TCs. We would then perform another 
experiment to check that LLC changes are not affected by this increased GC inhibition. Again, we 
would be stimulating the GC layer and recording responses in M/TCs in the whole-cell 
configuration. We would also evoke LLCs by electrical stimulation of OSNs. First, we would 
record evoked LLCs, as these cannot occur in the presence of TTX (Carlson et al., 2000). After a 
baseline has been established, we would wash in TTX, NBQX and APV to block glutamatergic 
currents. Then, we would hold the cell at 0mV in voltage clamp to record IPSCs. If the IPSCs 
become larger with occlusion, and we still see an increase in the evoked LLC in those same cells 
compared to control cells, this would show us that the larger M/TC LLC in occlusion may indeed 
drive increased GC inhibition onto M/TCs, without affecting the observed LLC.  
In vivo, M/TC dendro-dendritic amplification of OSN input is an important feature to allow 
signals to be reliably transmitted to the piriform cortex. OSNs have an unusually high release 
probability (Murphy et al., 2004; Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017) meaning that they only contribute 
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to a transient post-synaptic activation. To overcome this, many OSNs are activated upon odour 
stimulation, leading to a low signal-to-noise ratio. M/TC dendro-dendritic amplification of this 
signal is part of a mechanism that boosts signals in this “noisy” environment (De Saint Jan and 
Westbrook, 2007; Vaaga and Westbrook, 2016). Under plug-occluded conditions, less odours 
reach the OSNs, thus less input reaches the glomeruli. Perhaps an increase in LLC magnitude 
under these conditions allows M/TCs to amplify the reduced amount of signal entering the 
glomerulus, which ensures M/TC firing responses are not reduced during occlusion.  
Perhaps the temporal filter changes in ETCs are more relevant to circuit processes that do not 
directly affect M/TC spiking output. For example, ETCs project their axons to isofunctional odour 
columns (Belluscio et al., 2002), and though the functional properties of these connections have 
not been investigated, it could be possible that ETC temporal filter changes are an important 
feature of adjusting inter-glomerular circuit amplification. Alternatively, or in addition to this, 
ETC temporal filters could be involved in adjusting the actions of inter-glomerular 
GABA/dopaminergic JGCs. Since occlusion increases ETC sustained firing during afferent 
stimulation, this could act on the GABA/dopaminergic JGCs and increase their ability to provide 
inter-glomerular inhibition.  
5.3.4. Technical considerations 
While there are many potential biological mechanisms that may explain a lack of M/TC evoked 
firing changes after 24h occlusion, there is also a significant technical consideration to bear in 
mind. An important caveat to comparing electrically-stimulated responses across acute slices 
and cells is control of stimulus strength. Though we were able to define stimulus frequency and 
pulses, it is not possible to stimulate the same number of afferents with the exact same stimulus 
strength for each recording. For this reason, we designed a set of strict criteria to control for this 
stimulus strength variability. Due to the need to control our stimulus strength in this way, we 
may have normalised our recordings to such an extent that small differences that may be 
occurring in occlusion are normalised out of significance. 
There are several approaches that might be used in future to stimulate ONSs more 
comprehensively in slices. For example, a transgenic mouse line expressing ChR2 in OSNs could 
be used instead of WT mice. This would allow for a more reliable stimulation of OSNs across 
samples as a similar number of OSN fibres would be stimulated each time (Dhawale et al., 2010). 
However, this method still relies on all relevant OSNs projecting to the target glomerulus being 
present and functional in the slice, which may not necessarily be the case. Another method could 
be to use a minimal stimulation protocol that always stimulates just one OSN axon, however as 
mentioned above, this would likely not produce spiking responses and thus be ineffective for 
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our experiment. Additionally, minimal stimulation was not used to evoke LLCs, and since we 
wanted to correlate our LLC phenotype with any input-output changes we did not want to alter 
the stimulus paradigm. To compare cell-type differences, a neat method to ensure exactly the 
same stimulus reaches the recorded ETCs and M/TCs would be to double-patch these cells while 
stimulating afferents.   
In vivo experiments, especially in awake animals, could further provide a better technical 
approach and more physiologically relevant results. In these experiments, stimuli could be 
presented as simple odours of known concentrations, thus every recorded cell would be evoked 
by the same input across samples. However, to record from ETCs in these conditions, one would 
need to use a transgenic mouse line, such as CCK-tdT, where ETCs are clearly labelled, as it is 
difficult to identify these in WT tissue. To be even more precise, a transgenic animal that has 
particular glomeruli with known ligands labelled (Bozza et al., 2002; Mombaerts et al., 1996) 
could be used to record responses across cells that are always part of the same glomerular 
circuit. Alternatively, in vivo experiments on mice expressing ChR2 in their OSNs could further 
provide stimulation strength control. As opposed to a slice, this method would ensure that all 
relevant OSN axons are present.  
5.4. Conclusion 
 
This chapter explored how 24 h naris occlusion affects glomerular output in terms of the firing 
rate and pattern of ETCs and M/TCs. We have shown that occlusion can subtly impact the firing 
pattern of ETCs during high-frequency afferent stimulation, an effect not seen when inhibition 
is blocked. We propose two scenarios that could explain this phenomenon. First, these results 
could imply that the inhibitory circuit is involved in shaping the ETC temporal filter. Second, it is 
possible that we are unable to see excitatory effects on ETC temporal filters because when 
inhibition is blocked, these responses could be at their maximum, and thus the effect of 
occlusion is not seen. The occlusion effect on ETC temporal filter is not translated to a prolonged 
response in ETCs after a stimulus train. Similarly, this ETC effect is not directly translated to M/TC 
firing, as M/TCs do not alter their stimulus responses or patterning at all with occlusion.  
Under certain conditions, LLCs become larger with occlusion in both ETCs and M/TCs. It is clear 
that there is heavy involvement of LLCs in shaping ETC and M/TC firing output in response to 
afferent stimulation. In light of this, we predicted that ETC and M/TC firing responses would 
become more prolonged with occlusion. However, only very subtle output changes in ETCs can 
be observed, suggesting that other regulatory mechanisms are in place to adjust the network to 























The aim of this thesis was to determine whether ETCs, central to OB glomerular odour 
processing, exhibit activity-dependent plasticity, and whether any changes observed in ETCs 
would impact the subsequent interpretation of input integrated by the OB circuitry. In chapter 
3, we found that ETCs do not adjust any of the various intrinsic functional and morphological 
properties we probed in the face of short-term sensory deprivation. However, in chapter 4 we 
found that odour deprivation results in a striking increase in the magnitude of the synaptically-
driven glomerular LLC read out by ETCs and M/TCs, which we could observe under certain 
conditions. Given the importance of the glomerular LLC in providing feedforward excitation that 
drives M/TC activity, in chapter 5 we explored the possibility that the occlusion effect on LLC 
magnitude may affect the overall output of a glomerulus in response to stimuli. Interestingly, 
though ETCs appear to subtly increase their spike responses to OSN input in occlusion, an effect 
only observed when the inhibitory circuitry is left intact, M/TCs retain remarkably stable 
response profiles after this short-term sensory manipulation.  
Our results suggest that 24 hours of olfactory deprivation likely induces a synaptic change in the 
excitatory circuitry within glomeruli. Though we could not identify the specific role of ETCs in 
this adjustment, we were able to show that this change likely does not occur due to adjustments 
in OSN terminals. Therefore, we posit that short-term occlusion drives the post-synaptic targets 
of these cells, specifically ETCs and M/TCs, to somehow enhance the efficacy of glomerular 
glutamatergic signalling, resulting in larger LLCs, that may be responsible for regulating the 
overall output these principal cells exhibit with this manipulation.  
If spiking responses to input are unchanged at the M/TC level with short-term sensory 
deprivation, what is the function of a larger LLC under these circumstances? Indeed, on a broad 
scale, what could this sort of adjustment in excitatory signalling mean for a neural network in 
terms of computing environmental changes? In this chapter, we will first discuss some 
limitations with our approach that may hinder the interpretations of our findings. We will then 
explore possible answers to the questions above. We will further underline how this study could 
be strengthened with future experimental techniques. These may broaden our knowledge in 
understanding how the changes we observe in the OB may specifically occur, and what they may 
translate to on a functional level for odour perception.  
6.1. Are processes in acute slices representative of intact OB 
function? 
 
Acute slices provide a great medium for studying relatively physiological processes occurring at 
the cellular level, since some network integrity is preserved, as opposed to dissociated cultures 
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of cells, but the ability to target specific cell-types is more straight forward  than in a whole brain. 
Additionally, as opposed to an intact OB, acute slices allow for greater control of the extracellular 
environment, where recording solutions with the addition of various pharmacological agents 
can easily be adjusted to suit the experiment. Specifically in the OB, due to glomeruli forming 
microcircuits and sensory input axons still being functionally present, acute OB slices preserve 
glomerular processes that can therefore be studied on a network level.  
Nevertheless, during the preparation of slices, many important neural projections are likely to 
be severed.  These include more long-distance interglomerular processes, and centrifugal inputs, 
known to backpropagate signal to the OB (Lowe, 2013), which are (functionally) eliminated from 
the OB. Therefore, though it is possible to comprehensively observe cellular properties on a 
glomerular level in an acute slice preparation, the full effects of interglomerular and top-down 
processes are not present.  
Additionally, when wishing to observe response profiles to input in the acute slice preparation, 
which is dissociated from the sensory transduction machinery in the nose, it becomes difficult 
to mimic the olfactory environment artificially. This usually involves electrically or 
optogenetically stimulating OSN fibres, which necessarily need to be stimulated simultaneously 
and en-masse to observe spike responses in recorded cells. Nevertheless, with these protocols 
it is impossible to stimulate all of the inputs that would normally be activated by a given 
stimulus. Therefore, this artificial stimulation paradigm does not represent the patterns of odour 
input experienced in vivo (Duchamp-Viret et al., 1999). Indeed, it also prohibits the study of how 
odour identity or concentration may be differently interpreted in a circuit that has undergone 
sensory manipulations, or even under baseline conditions.   
In the scope of this thesis, the use of acute slices therefore limits the functional interpretations 
we can draw from the plastic changes in excitatory drive we observe. Though LLCs are becoming 
larger with occlusion, and ETC responses to OSN input appear to be subtly enhanced, we cannot 
conclusively state whether this effect occurs in vivo, as we cannot predict how feedback cortical 
communication might modulate this effect in the intact OB. In addition to this, since we cannot 
mimic the olfactory environment by electrical stimulation of OSNs, we also cannot state whether 
changes in LLCs, if they do indeed occur physiologically, exhibit functional consequences on 
odour detection and discrimination.  
Nevertheless, from these experiments we can deduce that the excitatory circuitry likely has the 
capability, at least, to adjust post-input glutamatergic drive. The implications of how this may 
function to alter the circuitry are discussed below.  
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6.2. The usefulness of OB glomerular circuitry as a model to study 
plasticity 
 
The OB poses as an attractive circuit in which to study plasticity. This is because it receives direct 
input from sensory neurons and is thus anatomically close to the periphery, making 
manipulations of activity via alterations of sensory experience straightforward and reliable. 
Additionally, the OB consists of microcircuits (glomeruli), that can be targeted with 
electrophysiological/imaging approaches both in and ex vivo due to the genetic tractability many 
of its components possess (Coppola, 2012; Imai, 2014). This allows for the comprehensive study 
of how individual cell-types in a circuit may functionally adjust to impact network processing in 
response to input (Wilson et al., 2004).  
6.2.1. Limitations of using the OB to study plasticity 
The usefulness of the glomerular circuit in studies on plasticity on a cellular level may be limited 
to an extent. For instance, there appears to be a large dependence on spillover neurotransmitter 
communication between both inhibitory and excitatory components of the circuit (De Saint Jan 
and Westbrook, 2007; Gire et al., 2018; Smith and Jahr, 2002). This may complicate 
interpretations of plastic changes observed as spillover communication may be “hidden” in 
these investigations. For example, in this thesis, we show that excitatory signalling is enhanced 
with sensory deprivation, however determining the locus of this polysynaptic change is 
extremely difficult when multiple components including synaptic, extrasynaptic, and gap-
junctional communication have all been implicated in LLC generation (De Saint Jan and 
Westbrook, 2007; De Saint Jan et al., 2009; Gire et al., 2012). In addition to this, members of the 
OB circuitry are still being identified (Bywalez et al., 2017), thus we still do not know how the 
entirety of the circuit functions to process input.   
To untangle single processes, it is often therefore necessary to employ a cocktail of 
pharmacological agents and/or specific stimulation paradigms that allow for the isolation of 
particular mechanisms. While useful in determining individual cellular processes, they preclude 
the effects of the network and thus make it difficult to make clear conclusions about in vivo 
signal transmission. In the case of the glomerular LLC, this phenomenon arises due to recurrent 
excitation among the principal cells. This limits the use of pharmacological agents to study where 
and how LLC changes may be originating, as this approach would preclude the appearance of 
LLCs and thus make it difficult to relate any cellular effects to the generation of LLC changes.  
Though many components of the OB are genetically tractable, we do not (yet) have a molecular 
handle on the major excitatory subtypes of the glomerular circuitry. This makes it difficult to 
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artificially perturb or enhance the activity of whole populations, or even subpopulations of these 
cell-types via, for example, optogenetic or chemogenetic manipulations. When molecular 
markers and associated mouse lines are finally established, they will provide useful future tools 
for determining how changing activity levels in these cells impact the network, and may provide 
a more direct avenue by which we can elucidate the specific function of LLC changes.   
6.2.2. Strengths of studying glomerular circuitry to decipher sensory 
signalling mechanisms 
Despite these limitations, the glomerular circuit is still a strong model system in which to study 
plasticity. With the technological advancement in imaging techniques, it is now possible to 
monitor neurons in awake behaving animals. Due to its anatomical proximity to the periphery, 
the OB is a particularly “visible” brain region to image. It is even possible to track individual cells 
for months, to observe how these may be impacted by variations in sensory input (Livneh and 
Mizrahi, 2011; Mizrahi and Katz, 2003). 
In addition to this, the fact that OB processing centres are so anatomically close to sensory input 
allows us to study interesting phenomena that may occur elsewhere in less accessible parts of 
the brain. In sensory circuits, regenerative and recurrent excitation is in place to encode a 
continuous stream of analogue information. This may be important for sensing, and reliably 
transmitting fast and transient inputs that occur regularly as an organism moves through the 
environment, without missing important information. It is argued that inhibition is in place to 
dampen this feedforward excitation, ensuring minimal “littering” of the sensory system with 
unnecessary background noise. It is hypothesised that the summated activity of recurrent 
excitation and inhibition in neural circuits is transmitted to downstream processing centres to 
interpret a cohesive whole percept (Ganguli and Latham, 2009). 
In the OB, the output cells are only one, or a few, synapses away from direct sensory input. 
Additionally, OB processes can be tracked to measurable behavioural readouts (Imai, 2014). This 
circuit therefore provides a highly accessible platform in which to study how sensory signal 
transduction, such as the process described above, occurs and is transmitted to higher 
processing areas, and how this process may be plastic. For instance, the glomerular LLC appears 
to be the physiological substrate for recurrent glomerular excitation and performs the function 
of entraining local excitatory components to portray synchronous patterned activity on a 
glomerular scale. Similar long-lasting depolarising events in response to input have been 
reported in other neural systems, such as in hippocampal granule cells (Mistry and Mellor, 2008) 
and in medioventral medulla neurons (Mamiya et al., 2005). However, in these systems, it is 
difficult to alter sensory experience to reliably drive plastic changes under “physiological” 
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conditions, making it difficult to interpret what these events may mean for basic input 
processing. Therefore, studying this phenomenon in the glomerular circuit of the OB may shine 
light on how sensory systems could function to encode changes in the environment. 
Overall, although there are difficulties in detangling specific processes that arise due to input 
changes to OB glomeruli, the plastic changes we find here have the potential to provide valuable 
lessons of how the brain may encode the changing environment to maintain functional 
perception and behavioural output.  
6.3. The role of larger LLCs in glomerular processing  
 
The glomerular LLC is a crucial regenerative mechanism that ensures M/TCs are able to reliably 
respond to OSN input (Gire and Schoppa, 2009; Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017). The role of LLCs 
in amplifying initial, transient, OSN input is well-described (Carlson et al., 2000; De Saint Jan and 
Westbrook, 2007; De Saint Jan et al., 2009; Gire and Schoppa, 2009; Gire et al., 2012; Najac et 
al., 2011; Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017), and highlights the importance of these events in 
ensuring glutamatergic currents are transmitted to M/TCs. Due to LLCs, M/TCs can synchronise 
their sustained firing output and transmit robust signals to olfactory cortical areas. However, on 
a functional level, what do changes in LLC magnitudes actually mean for OB processing? If LLC 
changes do not appear, in our experiments, to impact M/TC output in response to OSN input, 
what is their function in the changing glomerulus? 
Network stability in the face of changing activity levels is maintained by homeostatic plasticity. 
This mechanism ensures that network activity does not exhibit inappropriate and functionally 
detrimental high or low activity levels (Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004). Therefore, the enhanced 
excitatory glomerular drive by larger LLCs and subtle OSN-evoked increase of ETC firing 
demonstrated in this thesis, as well as the decreased inhibitory drive (D. Byrne, E. Galliano, 
unpublished data) observed during sensory-deprived conditions may be a homeostatic response 
that increases gain to ensure M/TC output remains functionally intact.  
This may have important consequences for downstream signal processing. Since the olfactory 
cortical areas translate M/TC inputs into sensory perception, the output M/TCs present to cells 
in olfactory cortex heavily impacts how odours are interpreted. Odour identity appears to be 
encoded by the activity of distinct M/TC ensembles that respond to particular odours with 
synchronised firing (Kashiwadani et al., 1999). The activity of several M/TC ensembles creates 
oscillations in the OB (~40Hz in mammals) (McGann, 2013), and the detection of coincident 
M/TC activation during defined temporal windows throughout these oscillations appears to be 
necessary for olfactory cortex to “recognise” odorants. In addition to this, the concentration of 
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odorants seems to be coded by the spike response latencies M/TCs portray in response to input 
(Bolding and Franks, 2017). Therefore, even a small change in M/TC spiking behaviour in 
response to odours could change the percept of olfactory information. With short-term changes 
in sensory input, it may be beneficial for the organism to maintain the level of odour 
discrimination in terms of identity and concentration it portrays, as it would consequently be 
able to navigate through an ever-changing olfactory environment without significantly 
impacting its capability to sense odorants.  
Therefore, the concerted action of increased excitatory synaptic drive, i.e. larger LLCs, and 
decreased inhibitory drive may provide a means of adjusting the glomerular network to a 
sensory deprived environment and ensures the outcome of processing at the M/TC level 
remains the same. Of course, while occlusion is in place, it may not be possible for the circuit to 
fully compensate for the huge reduction in incoming signal during that time, which may render 
any adjustments futile. However, this compensatory machinery may be in place to allow the 
network to be functionally “prepared” for when the perturbation is relieved.  
Interpreting what LLC changes may mean becomes difficult when considering the basic lack in 
understanding of how these events are generated. Though the events have been well 
characterised in terms of mechanism (at the M/TC level) (De Saint Jan and Westbrook 2007; 
Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017), function (De Saint Jan et al., 2009; Gire and Schoppa, 2009; Gire 
et al., 2012; Vaaga and Westbrook, 2017), and requirement for recurrent excitation (Carlson et 
al., 2000; De Saint Jan et al., 2009), we still do not have concrete evidence as to the source of 
LLC generation. Additionally, no one, to our knowledge, has determined the mechanism of build-
up of LLCs in the ETC network, which may display crucial processes in the functional effects LLCs 
have on M/TCs. Therefore, when changes occur in LLC magnitude, it could imply a multitude of 
processes that may be occurring. However, due to our lack in basic understanding of the 
mechanisms behind these events, it is difficult to pin-point the functional source of this change, 
and extrapolate the meaning of this on a network level.  
6.4. The role of synaptically plastic ETCs in glomerular excitatory 
drive 
 
Although ETCs do not appear to be intrinsically plastic with short term changes in input activity, 
they could represent the locus or are at least major contributors to synaptically adjusting 
excitatory drive in glomerular processing. This is because many studies point toward ETCs being 
at the heart of driving the recurrent feedforward excitation responsible for triggering M/TC 
responses to odorants (De Saint Jan et al., 2009; Gire and Schoppa, 2009; Gire et al., 2012; Najac 
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et al., 2011; Vaaga and Westbrook, 2016). We further strengthen this argument with our 
observation of a “multi-state” M/TC LLC, that we hypothesise to show the build up of M/TC LLCs 
utilising individual ETC-dependent LLCs.   
Nevertheless, one may wonder why ETCs are at the centre of this processing in the first place, 
when M/TCs are anatomically connected to OSNs and inhibitory feedback loops. Indeed, in the 
AOB, there seems to be a lack of multi-step excitatory processing as seen in the main OB. 
Interestingly, differences between main OB M/TC and AOB MC firing responses to stimuli have 
recently been found, suggesting that these cells show some differences in their intrinsic 
properties and in their ability to integrate input information. In response to brief afferent 
stimulation, whereas main OB M/TCs respond with comparatively short, but intense, bursts of 
spikes, AOB MCs sustain low-frequency firing for a prolonged period of time, and require 
relatively strong stimulation (Luo et al., 2003; Shpak et al., 2012). This difference is due to the 
expression of TRPM4 channels on AOB MC dendrites (not found on main OB M/TC dendrites), 
which allow the influx of the persistent-spike associated non-selective cationic current (Ican) 
(Shpak et al., 2012). This difference in odour-evoked responses may underlie key differences in 
how these circuits need to process incoming information.  
In the main OB, it may be beneficial to dissect individual components of incoming odorants on 
a glomerular level, which may increase the discriminatory abilities of the olfactory cortex in 
depicting and integrating the multitude of the olfactory environment, extracting relevant 
information from these inputs on a relatively fast time-scale (Dulac and Wagner, 2006). 
Therefore, the prevalent multi-step excitatory pathway, via ETCs, in the glomeruli of the main 
OB may function to ensure distinct messages are transmitted to olfactory cortex. The inclusion 
of an ETC-mediated pathway in this case would aid this distinct transmission, because fine-scale 
mediation by inhibition is targeted to limiting feedforward excitation, i.e. LLCs, arriving through 
ETCs (Gire and Schoppa, 2009). In this case, while ETCs are important for amplifying initial 
excitatory input, the importance of which may arise because main OB M/TCs may not have this 
ability (perhaps due to a lack of TRPM4 channels on their dendrites), they may also provide a 
locus by which the glomerular circuitry can limit this amplification. This would then drive M/TCs 
to portray sustained odour-evoked response profiles that are however limited to a degree, 
ensuring that there is a distinct and relatively fast interpretation of odour information at the 
olfactory cortex level.  
In contrast, the AOB is highly implicated in processing social signals, thus it may be beneficial to 
integrate signals over a much longer period of time to perceptually understand the social context 
(Dulac and Wagner, 2006; Shpak et al., 2012). Indeed, in the AOB, some MCs sample from 
different VR-associated glomeruli (Holy, 2018), thus integrating multiple input signals may need 
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more integrative time. In this case, the presence of an intermediary modulator, such as an ETC, 
may hinder this capability. This is because the inclusion of ETCs could provide another platform 
by which inhibition can limit excitatory drive to MCs. This may prevent MCs from responding to 
input with very long responses because the feedforward excitatory path could be intercepted 
by inhibition at the ETC locus, in addition to the MC locus which is already targeted by GABAA 
(presumably from local interneurons) to reduce prolonged firing (Shpak et al., 2012). 
Therefore, in the main OB, modulation of excitatory drive through ETCs may be a mechanism 
that refines M/TC response profiles in the face of changing olfactory environments to produce 
relatively “transient” inputs to olfactory cortex, allowing cells there to distinguish odour identity 
and concentration throughout varying degrees of olfactory input. In contrast, this step may not 
be necessary in the AOB, and may in fact hinder the ability for MCs there to respond with the 
sustained patterns needed to integrate complex social cues.  
6.4. Conforming to models of homeostatic plasticity? 
 
Neurons function in networks that are continuously processing input from the environment. 
Since sensory experience is constantly changing, it is not surprising that network processing 
needs to adapt to encode these changes. In the OB, many components of initial processing have 
been shown to be plastic. These changes often happen in synchrony, where several components 
must adjust in a delicate balance of excitation and inhibition to ensure functional odour 
processing persists. With this thesis, we provide evidence for another avenue in which 
glomerular processing adjusts to sensory experience, which portrays the ability of the 
glomerular excitatory network to enhance glutamatergic drive in sensory-deprived conditions.  
In the study of homeostatic network plasticity of mature circuits, a common finding is that 
plasticity in the excitatory components of a network occurs after the reduction of synaptic input 
by inhibitory neurons. This allows for excitatory components to retain their activity levels with 
changing environmental input (Barnes et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2011; Keck et al., 2011). Indeed, 
it has been shown that in the adult cortex, the ratio of excitation and inhibition remains relatively 
stable despite changes in cortical activity levels. When excitation is increased, inhibition is 
proportionally enhanced through the increased activity of inhibitory cells (Xue et al., 2014). 
With 24 hours of activity level changes, similar plastic processes seem to occur in the OB. 
GABA/dopaminergic JGCs in dissociated cultures show inverted AIS plasticity (Chand et al., 
2015). Whereas excitatory neurons usually portray a shortening of AISs in the face of increased 
activity levels (Evans et al., 2015), GABA/dopaminergic inhibitory neurons lengthen their AISs. A 
lengthening of AISs has been linked to increased excitability (Kaphzan et al., 2011; Kuba et al., 
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2010), thus this phenotype could be in place to increase inhibitory drive onto the “over-excited” 
glomerular network. Unpublished ex vivo data further support this notion and demonstrate that 
with 24 hours of sensory deprivation, GABA/dopaminergic JGCs shorten their AISs, a phenotype 
linked to decreased excitability (D. Byrne, E. Galliano, unpublished data). Meanwhile, under the 
same conditions, the excitatory components of glomerular processing, the ETCs and M/TCs, do 
not adjust their AISs, and portray no change in their intrinsic excitability as partially discussed in 
this thesis (E. Galliano, C. Hahn, unpublished data). However, upon 3 days of occlusion, ETCs 
undergo AMPAergic and NMDAergic synaptic scaling (Tyler et al., 2007), and even broaden their 
axonal targeting specificity after longer periods (weeks) of sensory deprivation (Cummings and 
Belluscio, 2010). Thus, this circuit fits into the model that inhibitory cells may adjust their 
properties before the excitatory cells show such changes.  
Nevertheless, we show here that synaptically, excitation in the circuit is increased with short-
term sensory deprivation during similar time-frames in which inhibitory cells have been shown 
to adjust their properties (D. Byrne, E. Galliano, unpublished data; Chand et al., 2015). Thus, it 
may be possible that while the inhibitory circuitry adjusts first on a larger scale, the excitatory 
circuitry can adjust fine-scale properties that subtly enhance the shift of excitation and inhibition 
at this initial time point.  
This form of network plasticity may be a solution to maintaining processing of odours under 
short-term environmental changes. If sensory experience remains changed for longer periods of 
time, multiple components of the network adjust their properties in several ways. For example, 
OSNs can adjust their release probability of glutamate (Tyler et al., 2007) and ETCs can change 
the broadness of their axonal targeting specificity (Cummings and Belluscio, 2010) (chapter 1, 
Introduction). These alterations may function to achieve a more permanent change to odour 
processing, and may be involved in ensuring odour processing functionally continues in a 
consistently sensory deprived or enriched environment.  
6.5. The use of 24 hours of sensory deprivation to interpret the 
meaning of plastic changes  
 
Naris occlusion has been a highly used sensory manipulation to drive plastic changes in the OB 
circuit (Coppola, 2012). In light of recent findings that 24 hours of sensory deprivation was 
enough time to drive plasticity in the inhibitory JGC circuitry (D. Byrne, E. Galliano, unpublished 
data), we predicted that ETCs, given their central role in glomerular processing, could adjust 
some of their properties in this time-frame. Indeed, we found that excitatory synaptic drive in a 
glomerulus can be enhanced after 24h occlusion. 
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One may be tempted to presume that longer periods of sensory deprivation may drive the 
excitatory circuit to enhance glutamatergic signalling even more, potentially to enhance the 
detection of a limited amount of odour input as much as possible. However, this may lead to an 
“over-stimulated” circuit, where most input is drastically amplified by an enhanced recurrent 
circuit, and transmitted as signal due to run-away excitatory signalling (Ganguli and Latham, 
2009). This could lead to a massive reduction of the signal to noise ratio, and thus greatly perturb 
the sense of smell. In this study, we suggest LLCs can reach a ceiling level of magnitude. This 
ceiling level may be set intrinsically by the glomerular circuitry to prevent such runaway 
signalling under conditions that enhance the excitatory circuitry. In light of homeostatic 
plasticity, under long-term sensory deprivation, if excitatory signalling remains enhanced for 
long periods of time, i.e. LLCs remain at ceiling levels, it could trigger compensatory upregulation 
of the inhibitory circuitry (Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004). This would thus “re-set” the glomerular 
LLC to original levels. Thus, with long-term occlusion, the adjustability of LLC magnitude may be 
missed. Perhaps even 24 hours of sensory deprivation was too long to observe the critical 
change that enhances glomerular LLCs in the first place. Creating a time-line of LLC magnitudes 
under different periods of sensory deprivation may shine some light on where this change 
originates, and how it develops through varying periods of sensory deprivation.   
What might be the impact of longer-term sensory deprivation on ETCs? Was 24 hours of sensory 
deprivation enough time to follow crucial plastic changes that may result in a change of the 
input-output relationship? From a homeostatic plasticity view-point, we may predict that given 
long-term sensory manipulations, the excitatory components of glomerular processing may 
portray further adjustments. Nevertheless, the findings that M/TCs retain remarkable dendritic 
stability in the face of sensory manipulations (Mizrahi and Katz, 2003) suggest that these cells 
are reluctant to adjust in an activity-dependent manner. However, axonal targeting (Cummings 
and Belluscio, 2010) and synaptic properties (Tyler et al., 2007) of ETCs can change with longer 
sensory manipulations. Additionally, we observed a very subtle increase in OSN-evoked ETC 
firing with our short-term occlusion paradigm, which may display the beginning of another 
property ETCs are adjusting that may not be fully evident with such short-term manipulation. 
Thus, it would be of profound interest to inspect ETC properties after longer-term sensory 
deprivations, to observe whether ETCs do play into circuit plasticity with other adjustments, 
such as in their intrinsic excitability or structural properties, and what the functions of these 
changes may be on glomerular processing.  
Contrastingly, do other sensory manipulations that enrich the circuit result in changes occurring 
in the opposite direction? To this end, it would be interesting to observe whether LLC 
magnitudes can be decreased under enriched conditions. Corresponding to our hypothesis, we 
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would predict that with 24 hours of enrichment, M/TC OSN-evoked output again is unchanged, 
but the excitatory drive would be decreased, i.e. smaller LLCs, while the inhibitory drive 
increases. This would show us the bidirectional properties of glomerular input processing. 
Nevertheless, enrichment is a difficult sensory manipulation to robustly drive plastic changes 
across the entire OB. Unlike occlusion, where sensory input is blocked to the whole OB, it is not 
possible to expose animals to all possible odours glomeruli could respond to, as different odour 
identities and intensities drive differential glomerular pattern activation (Bozza et al., 2004). To 
this end, retaining control over which glomeruli are enriched and which are not, as well as the 
extent to which individual glomeruli are “enriched”, becomes difficult without the use of 
transgenic animals that have particular glomeruli with known ligands fluorescently labelled 
(Mombaerts et al., 1996). With the use of transgenic animals, the scope of study then becomes 
limited, as only two or a few glomeruli would be fluorescently labelled per animal, limiting the 
number of observations the experimenter can obtain from a single experiment.  
Therefore, elevating glomerular activity will aid the interpretation of the plastic changes we 
observe in this thesis and allow us to study this phenotype further. However, driving controlled 
elevated activity levels with sensory enrichment is not straightforward.  
6.5. Future directions 
 
6.5.1. Determining the origin of the LLC change 
To fully interpret what enhanced excitatory signalling may mean for the glomerular circuit, it is 
imperative to determine the source of this plastic change. With the available experimental 
techniques to date, this feat may be complicated due to the difficulty in untangling single 
processes in glomerular communication (see section 6.2.1.  above). However, with the advent 
of new genetic techniques, such as patch-seq and CRISPR, we may be able to study these 
processes more specifically in the future.  
With techniques such as single-cell sequencing, it will be possible to identify particular molecular 
markers of ETCs, M/TCs, and the various subtypes of these populations. This would provide us 
with genetic access to these cells which we could then artificially modulate to decipher key 
processes.  
In the case of LLCs, and the involvement of ETCs in their malleability, being able to genetically 
target ETCs would allow us to drive the expression of genetic probes specifically in these cells. 
In a slice, this could allow us to monitor ETC glutamate release for example, by expressing a 
glutamate-sensitive fluorescent reporter (GluSnFR) (Marvin et al., 2013), which would answer 
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our question about whether perhaps ETCs are responsible for the LLC change in occlusion due 
to higher rates of glutamate release. In addition to this, GluSnFRs can be used to track glutamate 
spillover and monitor the temporal patterns of this transmission (Hires et al., 2008). Thus, being 
able to specifically visualise the dynamics of glutamate release and transmission portrayed by 
individual cell-types in a glomerulus will undoubtedly allow us to decipher where and how an 
enhancement in this transmission occurs.  
With further technological advancement, it may soon be possible to genetically target multiple 
cell-types in the same animal, all labelled with different fluorescent probes (Livet et al., 2007). 
This could allow us to directly map the dynamic transmission of LLCs among the glomerular 
circuitry, observing the effects this has on individual cell-types. Not only will this enhance our 
knowledge of the generation and specific function of the glomerular LLC, but it will also show us 
how sensory manipulations impact cell-specific LLC changes. With the use of these tools 
together with multi-photon imaging techniques, we would further be able to observe whether 
the LLC occurs in vivo, and whether enhancements or reductions in LLC magnitude in response 
to sensory manipulations can be observed in the awake, behaving animal.  
6.5.2. Deciphering the functional consequences of activity-dependent 
plasticity in glomerular excitatory signalling  
With the knowledge of where the LLC change occurs, we could design experiments that 
specifically manipulate the magnitude of an LLC (ideally genetically or optogenetically, by the 
application of light to increase or reduce activity of specific conductances distinctly linked to LLC 
generation). In this way, we could artificially precisely control LLC changes – either in the slice, 
or perhaps in the intact, behaving animal – and observe what the consequences are on M/TC 
responses to real odorants presented at different concentrations.  
We could then link these manipulations to changes in the olfactory cortex. If we can manipulate 
the LLC in such a way that it drives changes in M/TC output in response to odorants, we could 
artificially replicate these changed response profiles by targeting these cells with ChR2 and 
stimulating them to fire at precise frequencies and latencies that would be defined by a 
particular glomerular LLC. At the same time, we could observe how these responses translate to 
olfactory cortical responses, and whether changes in these M/TC responses, that originate from 
a changed LLC, may alter the “interpretation” at these down-stream processing centres. This 
would provide key knowledge as to whether a change in glomerular excitatory signalling really 




6.5.3. Behavioural consequences 
It would further be interesting to observe whether glomerular LLC changes impact odour 
perception. To this end, it would first be compelling to observe whether 24 hours of sensory 
deprivation in itself results in changed odour perception, given the lack of M/TC output changes 
we observed with our experimental techniques. To explore this, we could train mice to 
discriminate between odorants, and determine whether the discrimination or detection of these 
odorants is impacted by short-term occlusion. 
To tie any effects here to changes in glomerular excitatory signalling, we would again turn to our 
cell-type targeting techniques. In this way, we could present odorants to awake animals and 
artificially enhance or reduce glomerular LLC magnitudes. We could then observe whether an 
enhanced glomerular LLC results in the same perceptual changes observed under occluded 
conditions, and what the functional consequences are if an LLC change does not occur, i.e. 
artificially reduce the occluded LLC to a control LLC magnitude. In the same way, we could 
artificially induce a wide variety of LLC magnitudes, expressed by different cell-types, and 
observe their effects on odour perception.  
These studies may reveal how the population activity in sensory systems, and key players within 
it, function to amplify stochastic and noisy sensory input to summate this information into a 
cohesive percept. Furthermore, they would shine some light on what mechanisms are in place 
to allow neural networks to adjust to changes in environmental stimuli.  
6.6. Concluding remarks 
 
Studies on activity-dependent plasticity in the excitatory circuit of the OB have so far been 
scarce. Contrasting the idea that activity-dependent plasticity first encompasses the inhibitory 
circuitry (Xue et al., 2014), we show here that the excitatory network can undergo short-term 
plastic synaptic changes, though these may not be as drastic as the changes observed in the 
inhibitory circuitry in the same time-frame.  
The findings in this thesis suggest that short-term odour deprivation leads to a subtle adjustment 
in glomerular excitatory signalling, portrayed by a larger glomerular LLC experienced by ETCs 
and M/TCs, and a subtle increase in ETC firing in response to OSN stimulation, under certain 
conditions. This enhancement likely does not arise due to changes in the properties of OSN 
terminals, and suggests that the excitatory circuitry synaptically enhances recurrent excitation 
with mechanisms yet to be determined. Given the importance of LLCs in shaping ETC and M/TC 
responses to input, and their role in synchronising glomerular excitatory activity, the finding that 
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LLC magnitudes can be adjusted in an activity-dependent manner suggests malleable LLCs may 
functionally impact odour processing. These functional implications are yet to be determined, 
and future studies utilising novel experimental techniques will be useful in deciphering what this 
relatively fast adjustment in excitatory signalling in response to sensory manipulation means for 
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